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Your Parksville. Your Priorities

Q1 Are you a Parksville resident?
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Your Parksville. Your Priorities

Q2 What do you love about Parksville? Also, please let us know what you
love most about Parksville?
Answered: 418

Skipped: 7

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Our beach

6/18/2019 2:50 PM

2

The small town atmosphere with the ability to easily get around to everything by car, walking or
biking. With a few exceptions the city can provide just about everything one might need. BAD -no
mens clothing shop. The weather is probably what I like the most.

6/18/2019 2:12 PM

3

Community park, scenery, weather people

6/18/2019 12:13 PM

4

Central location

6/18/2019 11:57 AM

5

location

6/18/2019 11:50 AM

6

Community park, summer celebrations

6/18/2019 11:47 AM

7

Knox, the people

6/18/2019 11:42 AM

8

diversity, welcoming people, joy fullness, weather, nature, ocean

6/18/2019 11:38 AM

9

Beautiful setting, friendly people

6/18/2019 11:33 AM

10

The beauty of the trees and the weather

6/18/2019 11:25 AM

11

Beautiful setting

6/18/2019 11:19 AM

12

Waterfront, people, rathetrevor, Knox, Island feel

6/18/2019 11:15 AM

13

sea breezes, friendly people and lots to do

6/18/2019 10:49 AM

14

Beauty, friendliness, knox united

6/18/2019 10:45 AM

15

rural feel, ocean, sense of community

6/18/2019 10:34 AM

16

Friendship

6/18/2019 10:24 AM

17

I love the small town feel, access to a variety shops and being able to walk to them, no big box
stores, no high rises (except the Beach Club, which I don’t like). The lovely gardens and hanging
baskets in the summer, the sandcastles and all the summer festivities including free concerts
Most:The sea and the boardwalk along it.

6/18/2019 10:19 AM

18

small size, activities for seniors, beach and park

6/18/2019 9:47 AM

19

safe, friendly, neighbours

6/18/2019 9:39 AM

20

location, beautiful park. It USED TO BE all the trees and compassion of council

6/18/2019 9:33 AM

21

small town, great climate

6/18/2019 9:27 AM

22

beach, people helping others, weather

6/18/2019 9:21 AM

23

Park, beach, weather

6/18/2019 9:11 AM

24

climate, environment, people

6/18/2019 8:55 AM

25

friendliness, beauty of area, caring for others

6/18/2019 8:48 AM

26

It's small town feel and proximity to the ocean and mountains, with a plethora of outdoor activities
to choose from.

6/17/2019 8:04 PM

27

the beautiful weather and scenery

6/13/2019 3:37 PM

28

small town

6/13/2019 3:33 PM

29

It's clean and there are nice places to walk and shop and pray

6/13/2019 3:31 PM

30

Boardwalk, craig street market

6/13/2019 3:27 PM
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31

Knox church, the beach

6/13/2019 3:21 PM

32

Weather, location, beach

6/13/2019 3:13 PM

33

beaches, weather

6/13/2019 2:55 PM

34

on the ocean

6/13/2019 2:52 PM

35

Beach, friendly people,local businesses

6/13/2019 2:51 PM

36

the weather, the people

6/13/2019 2:45 PM

37

location on Georgia Straight

6/13/2019 2:38 PM

38

the park in the centre of town, near the ocean

6/13/2019 2:33 PM

39

Our well maintained flower boulevards

6/13/2019 2:30 PM

40

Smallness of the community, proximity to many outdoor sights and activities, and amenities.

6/12/2019 1:05 PM

41

geography, climate, island transportation corridor and proximity to other communities and ferry/air
links, Oceanside Health Centre

6/11/2019 3:21 PM

42

Love the weather mostly but also friendly people, enthusiastic 2 hours.

6/11/2019 2:47 PM

43

It has been open and friendly

6/10/2019 8:15 PM

44

The small locally owned businesses. The natural environment, the beaches and wooded areas in
particular.

6/10/2019 5:26 PM

45

Beaches and friendly people

6/10/2019 4:07 PM

46

Obvious beauty, smaller town feel, recreational facilities, low crime (changing), reasonable
proximity to larger centers

6/10/2019 2:07 PM

47

It is a small town with friendly people.

6/10/2019 9:51 AM

48

laid back atmosphere Love the people the best

6/9/2019 9:18 PM

49

The beach, the nearby provincial parks, the community park, Springwood and Foster Park. The
summer festivals for all ages. Local shops such as Blossoms 'n' Such, Eat Fresh, Home Hardware,
Shades of Green. The museum, the MAC, Oceanside Classical Concerts.

6/9/2019 8:59 PM

50

peaceful, beautiful, safe,small town,friendly

6/9/2019 5:41 PM

51

I grew up here and love the small town feeling. I know it is a city now but we should not lose that
small town loving and caring for our neighbours feeling

6/9/2019 4:18 PM

52

The people. The physical proximity to the ocean. The size of the community. The amenities.

6/9/2019 2:56 PM

53

The beach and the natural setting plus the friendly residents. I love that nature is accessible within
5 mins. drive and that Parksville is a small city

6/7/2019 11:02 PM

54

The size, the friendliness, the beach.

6/7/2019 9:14 AM

55

Small town feel

6/6/2019 6:53 AM

56

The forest and the beaches

6/3/2019 10:09 AM

57

Great weather, good location to ferries, recreation opportunities especially curling.

6/2/2019 2:23 PM

58

walkable

5/31/2019 5:04 PM

59

Beaches, parks, friendly people

5/28/2019 11:08 PM

60

Location

5/28/2019 4:45 PM

61

Location

5/28/2019 4:45 PM

62

Senior living The boardwalk Light traffic compared to lower mainland The fact that the new mayor
actually seems interested In Peoples views Friendliness of people community Great places to eat
very welcoming Newcomers, lawn bowling, And seniors clubs No parking meters

5/28/2019 1:49 PM

63

The beach

5/27/2019 4:06 PM

64

Homey Town- everyone knows everyone- small town environment.

5/27/2019 2:30 PM
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65

small town close to big City. Not too many traffic lights. Great old timer sports organization
(PGOSA). Many events in the park in summer. Rathtrevor Park. What I like most is the small town
feel but unfortunately that is changing with all the new development.

5/26/2019 2:17 PM

66

It is a small Retirement community with great access to the sea.

5/25/2019 11:07 AM

67

The beach, the Community Park, the natural areas, top bridge, wetlands...

5/25/2019 11:04 AM

68

The beach access and ocean view.

5/24/2019 2:44 PM

69

The Beach related Park and the short walk to the Englishman River. The presence of the
Oceanside Medical Centre.

5/24/2019 2:17 PM

70

Proximity to the beach. Small town feel.

5/24/2019 11:14 AM

71

The beaches, shopkeepers etc. The children's park and the friendliness of the well kept parkland

5/23/2019 12:06 PM

72

Lovely ocean walk and trails, mild winters. Our children and grandchildren are here now too. We all
love Parksville.

5/23/2019 10:08 AM

73

sand sculptures, beaches, parks, markets

5/23/2019 10:03 AM

74

The beaches, views, the main park, compact town

5/23/2019 9:19 AM

75

It's a caring community accommodating interests of people of all ages, except for the homeless.

5/22/2019 11:56 AM

76

the relaxed resort feel, the beautiful scenery and public landscaping.

5/22/2019 11:03 AM

77

Proximity to the beach - water views The small population

5/22/2019 10:48 AM

78

Slower pace to life, green spaces, parks.

5/22/2019 10:48 AM

79

Beautiful beaches

5/22/2019 9:57 AM

80

It’s turning into a suburb of Nanaimo with all the traffic and deforestation, loss of wildlife spaces
and overuse of scarce water. In other words it’s on the verge of losing all the charm that used to
make it a nice town , now it’s a city.

5/21/2019 10:31 PM

81

Everything The beach Craig street Trees Eat fresh HomeHardware The SOS Realm Sushi Ichi

5/21/2019 8:47 PM

82

Natural beauty

5/21/2019 4:17 PM

83

The people, the community, the ocean

5/21/2019 12:39 PM

84

Small town feel, near ocean

5/21/2019 10:37 AM

85

Lifestyle. Quiet. Safe. Beautiful beaches.

5/20/2019 5:38 PM

86

I love Parksville, but feel uncertain about the future because of the rapid developments and
destruction of woodlands, seemingly poor infrastructure planning. Lack of doctors, city roads,
which are already which are already stretched at the seems and presently used as racetracks, etc,
etc, etc.

5/20/2019 1:11 PM

87

The thing that we love about Parksville is the two beaches available to us. From our townhouse we
can walk to most stores, banks, doctors offices, etc. We also like the small town friendly
atmosphere.

5/20/2019 11:03 AM

88

The Beaches, The Parks,and the People

5/20/2019 9:22 AM

89

The ocean. My memoires of how nice a place it used to be.

5/19/2019 7:54 AM

90

The people

5/18/2019 11:28 AM

91

The community park, the weather, size

5/18/2019 9:06 AM

92

friendly & beautiful

5/18/2019 9:00 AM

93

The public Beaches and Parks

5/17/2019 11:11 PM

94

I love the small town feel.and that we are close to the beach

5/17/2019 9:55 PM

95

Small town, friendliness, beaches,

5/17/2019 9:37 PM

96

The proximity of nature - ocean, trees, mountains. That covers both parts of the question.

5/17/2019 3:57 PM

97

The beach, the location, the size, the trees, the downtown core, the weather.

5/17/2019 11:58 AM
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98

I love the beautiful connection to nature with the m Snow capped mountains, trees and beach. I
like that housing is affordable and there are small neighbourhoods and it feels like the centre of the
island. I love that I live where people want to vacation.

5/17/2019 12:24 AM

99

Beach-like community, activities for all ages, friendly people, beautiful city, growth while keeping
small town feeling. Best: walkability of the downtown

5/16/2019 1:46 PM

100

community park and beach. Bravo for conservation of Erminskin wetlands.

5/16/2019 8:24 AM

101

Although I live in French Creek, not officially, Parksville, I moved here in 1999 and loved the
tranquility of the area, all of the wildlife and the temperate climate.

5/16/2019 8:08 AM

102

Used to love the quiet safeness But that has sadly now disappeared due to increased crime

5/15/2019 6:21 PM

103

Parksville has always been a fairly quiet, idyllic, friendly, and safe community to be a part of. I love
the natural beauty of our town the most.

5/15/2019 4:06 PM

104

Family community, our tourist park for all to share, dogs on the boardwalk on leash meeting one
another …

5/15/2019 10:37 AM

105

Climate, natural surroundings

5/15/2019 7:30 AM

106

i love thatit was a village at one time and is still small enough to not have overcrowding!! the
beaches. parks.etc..I love that its not a city. like Vancouver!!

5/15/2019 7:13 AM

107

I love the beach, the community park, and the summer activity, including the sand castles, and the
free concerts. Also the Craig street market. I love the friendly people of the store staffs.

5/14/2019 9:25 PM

108

The beaches and Parks. The giving nature of the community. Very nice weather. Its not a big city

5/14/2019 8:04 PM

109

Population size is just right. We do not want to get much larger. Kind, friendly citizens like a small
town.

5/14/2019 5:23 PM

110

Friendly small city, decent weather, safe

5/14/2019 5:00 PM

111

The beaches and friendly community

5/14/2019 3:26 PM

112

We love the ocean and mountain views, the proximity to great walking trails and camping
opportunities, the smallness of the community so we can see familiar faces daily, the slow pace of
retirement living.

5/14/2019 3:21 PM

113

Beaches, outdoors and small community feel. Weather, growing season for veggies and mild
winters

5/14/2019 3:03 PM

114

The "livability" of the community, (pace of life, the lifestyle, the sense of community) the available
access to key services (e.g. urgent care, groceries) coupled with the down the road access to all
the North Nanaimo breadth and depth of stores/services

5/14/2019 2:52 PM

115

We love the "smallnest" of the city, along with hiking trails and beaches.

5/14/2019 2:09 PM

116

The fact that it’s a smaller city - quieter, safe to bicycle and walk in with lots of friendly people

5/14/2019 2:08 PM

117

The beach and Boardwalk!

5/14/2019 1:26 PM

118

Weather/small town

5/14/2019 1:21 PM

119

The beach and natural environment

5/14/2019 11:11 AM

120

The beach and community park.

5/14/2019 10:33 AM

121

Pace of life. Availability of most essential services close by. Most love the recreational feel
provided by nature walks, ocean accessibility to all, and relaxing environment.

5/14/2019 10:31 AM

122

Small town flavour

5/14/2019 10:29 AM

123

Used to love the no crime and quietness

5/14/2019 9:56 AM

124

Location, weather, services .

5/14/2019 9:47 AM

125

Love the beach and smalltown living.

5/14/2019 9:31 AM

126

The beach area,community park,wildlife and animal loving residents

5/14/2019 9:27 AM

127

The beaches

5/14/2019 9:23 AM
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128

I love the small town feel. I love the beaches. I love the local shops and restaurants although I wish
there were more restaurants and things like food trucks. Mostly I love my neighborhood and the
beach.

5/14/2019 9:04 AM

129

Quiet community

5/14/2019 8:39 AM

130

The location, being central to the Island while maintaining a quaintness and neighbourly feel.

5/14/2019 8:23 AM

131

The beach

5/14/2019 7:58 AM

132

the ocean, beach, and beach views, as well as the library and conference centre

5/14/2019 7:34 AM

133

I love the outdoor actives, especially the beaches, that Parksville provides.

5/14/2019 7:28 AM

134

the beach

5/14/2019 7:09 AM

135

Slower pace than a bigger city; easy access to community stores and buildings and events.

5/13/2019 10:23 PM

136

I love the small town feel

5/13/2019 8:51 PM

137

Cleanliness, convenient close downtown core. Central location on the island

5/13/2019 7:58 PM

138

The beaches parks and nature

5/13/2019 9:54 AM

139

The lions playground. The boardwalk. Rathtrevor beach. Our small town feel and community.

5/12/2019 9:48 PM

140

Beach, shops

5/12/2019 3:19 PM

141

Its proximity to regional and provincial parks. Lots of places to take a walk in and around the City.
Having a local doctor, the Health Centre and proximity to hospital. Relatively slower pace. Good
selection of retail stores and services. Bus service - I don't take it often but I can take it to
anywhere I want or need to go. Parksville Community Park I would rank the first item I listed as
number 1

5/12/2019 11:27 AM

142

Living close to the park and the sea front . Being able to walk around Parksville with friendly
people who live in the area .

5/12/2019 8:45 AM

143

The outdoors

5/11/2019 3:43 PM

144

Being so close to the beach and the friendly atmosphere. The community park is amazing.

5/10/2019 4:13 PM

145

The beach and waterfront and park.

5/10/2019 4:07 PM

146

Small quiet and “safe” city close to the beach.

5/10/2019 2:56 PM

147

I love that it’s not too big and the people that have amazing community spirit.

5/10/2019 12:08 PM

148

I love that the city maintains a 'home town' feel while offering bigger city events ie....Sand Castle
competition, music in the park, parades.

5/10/2019 7:47 AM

149

The ease in access to outdoor recreation. The natural beauty. That people from all over the world
come to visit my back yard.

5/9/2019 6:40 PM

150

Parksville Beach, the trails, bike path, wide streets, curling complex and the people's compassion
for those who are struggling (like through, SOS, Forward House, Manna and others)

5/9/2019 3:10 PM

151

the greenspaces

5/9/2019 1:10 PM

152

The Beach

5/9/2019 11:06 AM

153

Enjoy the mild winters, beautiful Beach & community park along shoreline, art and culture, laid
back pace of lifestyle and access to services, close to Ferry & airports.

5/9/2019 11:04 AM

154

Several things, 1. The summer sand castle event and the Friday and Saturday music in the park,
2. The beach 3. The car show at the beach 4.The weather

5/9/2019 10:58 AM

155

The size of Parksville , the fact that individuals still say hi , good morning , etc , that is all lost if the
city becomes too big . Love being able to access the parks, ocean and mountains . Again that is all
lost if the city is not planned right . Which means it should remain attractive like the surrounding
sites . Not buildings going up every where because we can .

5/8/2019 4:19 PM

156

The fact that it is relatively small, and the scenery.

5/8/2019 3:51 PM

157

It’s laid back. It’s safe. The beaches are fantastic. I love how busy it is with tourists in the summer
and how quiet it is with mainly residents in the winter. It has a good mix of young, and old. I love
hearing the music from the beach.

5/8/2019 1:37 PM
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158

Our beaches, trails, the locals, ocean. Just beautiful to live here, great stores and local businesses

5/8/2019 9:56 AM

159

Relatively clean

5/8/2019 9:07 AM

160

Location, climate, small town feel

5/7/2019 10:42 PM

161

Small town atmosphere. Friendly people. Great natural areas.

5/7/2019 10:18 PM

162

I used to like all the forest areas we had, but now it is becoming like a community over on the
mainland not as unique anymore.

5/7/2019 5:34 PM

163

Small town feel

5/7/2019 5:25 PM

164

Ocean, community park, scenery...mountains, trees,Rathrevor Beach, quiet, small town
atmosphere, recreation...curling, lawn bowling, walking, biking

5/7/2019 2:40 PM

165

Beach Downtown businesses & community Recreational choices

5/7/2019 2:33 PM

166

I love the beach the most and I used to love the small town atmosphere

5/7/2019 1:18 PM

167

The beach and the board walk are beautiful. People respect the driving speed limit.

5/7/2019 12:24 PM

168

The green and clean environment, and mild climate.

5/7/2019 10:35 AM

169

Our parks and walking trails. Community Park, Springwood Park, Maple Glen Walk.

5/7/2019 10:32 AM

170

Beautiful scenery, great parks,schools, and playgrounds, and a small town vibe with all the
amenities of a city

5/7/2019 10:30 AM

171

Good Beach walking for most!!

5/7/2019 9:32 AM

172

#1.. the park walkway on the shoreline #2..the friendly people

5/7/2019 12:09 AM

173

The natural beauty and most of all, Rathtrevor Park

5/6/2019 10:24 PM

174

I love how friendly people are. Specially the pride in the community.

5/6/2019 8:09 PM

175

Parksville is a pleasant area to live. Being close to the ocean has its perks Especially with the
board walk & beautiful park. Keeping the height of buildings at a lower level i.e. four stories allows
everyone to enjoy the surroundings.

5/6/2019 7:41 PM

176

Small-town feel; not over-developed, especially on the waterfront (no 12-/16-storey buildings);
beautiful beach and bay; all amenities within walking distance

5/6/2019 5:39 PM

177

Parks, small town vibe, friendly people, convenient location for services. Most loved: natural
beauty.

5/6/2019 5:16 PM

178

Not much at all. We moved here because of the feeling of having trees around us and walking was
a dream. Still enjoy the beach area.

5/6/2019 3:18 PM

179

The location, the scenery, the size of the city and the cultural ethos. Lots of artists and musicians
and opportunities to enjoy both.

5/6/2019 3:17 PM

180

Small Quiet Beach and Park [Most]

5/6/2019 2:31 PM

181

I am an Oceanside resident. I love the small-town atmosphere and the shoreline, estuaries and
surrounding forest and farmland.

5/6/2019 11:37 AM

182

I love the feeling that everyone is so friendly. Any of the people you deal with at the businesses
and the bank etc. are always so friendly and helpful. Also, there are so many activities and
opportunities for residents to take advantage of.

5/6/2019 10:13 AM

183

The beach and community park as a place to enjoy views and nature.

5/6/2019 8:44 AM

184

The Parks and people.

5/5/2019 11:56 PM

185

The beach

5/5/2019 11:36 PM

186

The Beach

5/5/2019 5:26 PM

187

Love Parksville Bay and surrounding shoreline & wetlands, love the forested areas, wetlands we
used to have within and around Parksville; love we haveless vehicle pollution compared to larger
centres.

5/5/2019 4:52 PM

188

access to nature, and access to nature

5/5/2019 4:52 PM
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189

- living near the sea - mostly I like the slower pace of life, especially less traffic and more flow green spaces - friendliness of shopkeepers and tradespeople - not in such a hurry Prior to moving
here four years ago, we lived in Maple Ridge and Port Coquitlam. Economic development and
growth in those communities, especially Maple Ridge, is making them gradually less livable and
attractive. I worry about that being replicated here. When I first came here, I loved the animal life
that surrounded us, but most of it has disappeared as we've been surrounded by development
instead.

5/5/2019 4:17 PM

190

We came to Parksville for its natural beauty, small town atmosphere and high percentage of older
residents.

5/5/2019 2:21 PM

191

The beach

5/4/2019 11:38 PM

192

Community Park Lawn bowling club and curling club Friendly residents

5/4/2019 8:27 PM

193

Small quiet community. What I love most is Rathtrevor Beach.

5/4/2019 4:56 PM

194

Beach, community park, small shops with a neighbourhood feel.

5/4/2019 12:33 PM

195

I love the scenic beach setting of the city, and the small town atmosphere.

5/4/2019 12:25 PM

196

beauty of the mountains, oceans and forests

5/4/2019 12:19 PM

197

I love the community park, the beaches, Rathtrevor park and the small size of the city

5/4/2019 11:57 AM

198

small town feel; walkable nearly everywhere

5/4/2019 9:58 AM

199

Less stressful living environment

5/3/2019 10:15 PM

200

Love the ocean, friendliness of the people, laid-back atmosphere, the tranquility.

5/3/2019 8:50 PM

201

Beaches Small town community

5/3/2019 7:16 PM

202

Walk to everything we need. Beautiful. Clean. Friendly people.

5/3/2019 6:49 PM

203

Safe, beautiful, nice climate,

5/3/2019 4:50 PM

204

The Bay, the boardwalk, the beach. the parks. the small town where it's easy to get around with
limited traffic & no parking meters!

5/3/2019 4:30 PM

205

The Community Center.

5/3/2019 4:24 PM

206

I love the feeling of community that "was" here, and hopefully will return when "issues" are
resolved.

5/3/2019 4:09 PM

207

Climate, small-town feel/friendly people, beach/Community Park, beautiful views

5/3/2019 3:59 PM

208

I did love how safe it was and how great of a community it was for raising children, unfortunately
my opinion of Parksville is drastically changing.

5/3/2019 1:46 PM

209

A seaside community with many amenities. Climate!

5/3/2019 11:35 AM

210

I love the fact that the town is quaint, that it's not busy like a city, that parksville take pride in the
fact we are a tourist based town and that the tourist season will keep us going in the non tourist
season

5/3/2019 10:01 AM

211

I love the community park and boardwalk. I love the small town atmosphere. What I love most is
the connection to the ocean and all of the events during the year

5/3/2019 9:58 AM

212

Greenspaces, bike accessible commuting, small town feel.

5/3/2019 9:57 AM

213

The beach and the forests

5/3/2019 9:29 AM

214

The recreational areas

5/3/2019 9:04 AM

215

I love the friendly people, our community park, our beautiful beach

5/3/2019 8:35 AM

216

The bay and beach, and some businesses I use

5/3/2019 7:50 AM

217

The natural surroundings and parks, all the trees!

5/3/2019 7:11 AM

218

I love the vibrant, small community feel. I love our beautiful beach and the Community Park that
affords access to everyone.

5/2/2019 8:52 PM

219

used to love all the wooded areas and the quietness plus a lot smaller community

5/2/2019 6:25 PM

220

Proximity to the ocean, the community park, rathtrevor, size of the community

5/2/2019 6:23 PM
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221

The beautiful beach, the beautiful beach!

5/2/2019 6:21 PM

222

It’s small size and friendly people

5/2/2019 5:36 PM

223

City of Parksville tree protection By-Law

5/2/2019 5:29 PM

224

The sea and the community p@rk

5/2/2019 4:53 PM

225

I loved that it was a small safe community.

5/2/2019 4:51 PM

226

The walkability to most necessary places

5/2/2019 4:07 PM

227

Slower pace, scenic location. Small town feel. This is why we moved here.

5/2/2019 3:49 PM

228

It is new to me so just walking and loving the views of the beaches! The local shops! I love being
here.

5/2/2019 3:35 PM

229

Ocean views beaches west coast vibe.

5/2/2019 2:15 PM

230

Parksville Community Park. Englishman River. Rathtrevor Park

5/2/2019 1:53 PM

231

The waterfront and the park

5/2/2019 1:44 PM

232

Love the beach and green spaces.

5/2/2019 1:37 PM

233

Beauty of the area. Friendliness of the people.

5/2/2019 1:02 PM

234

small town feel during day time, friendly residents, great beach

5/2/2019 12:40 PM

235

Environmental beauty - trees, grass, sand, ocean beach. I also want the small-town feel, which
DOES NOT include beach development for others profits.

5/2/2019 12:09 PM

236

I love the park at the beach area. I love the fact that Parksville is not too big and busy but there is
enough going on here.

5/2/2019 12:06 PM

237

relaxed lifestyle

5/2/2019 12:04 PM

238

Urban wooded area's and sandy beaches.

5/2/2019 12:02 PM

239

Community park

5/2/2019 11:59 AM

240

the people

5/2/2019 11:13 AM

241

The fact that it is small or was and the beach.

5/2/2019 10:57 AM

242

Community events Organizations that provide services to our most vulnerable community
members Generous Business Community Volunteerism Compassion of previous Council

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

243

The small town feel, and the beautiful community park at the beach.

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

244

close to Nanoose

5/2/2019 10:33 AM

245

Its location - by the sea and near the mountains

5/2/2019 10:21 AM

246

Flat, easy to walk to all services, close to nature, hear frogs in spring and birds year round

5/2/2019 10:10 AM

247

Lack of over development

5/2/2019 8:53 AM

248

Size Walking Trails

5/2/2019 8:40 AM

249

Fresh air, caring community, beautiful scenery, nature all around us.

5/2/2019 8:34 AM

250

I love the mountains, ocean, & Trees that keep disappearing. I love the fact we moved hear & felt
safe, with the drugs & homeless not the same feeling. I love all the out door activities, to keep us
all healthy.

5/2/2019 8:22 AM

251

The Beach, the walkway, the people

5/2/2019 8:14 AM

252

After travelling across Canada 7 times looking for a place to retire and always returning to
Parksville, i think that this is the best place in Canada to live. So many of the people ( and i am
referring to retired people) have come from other placs in Canada where the weather is extreme
that a bit less sunshine a bit more rain is not an issue. The activities here leave no excuse for
healthy individuals to sit at home and complain there is nothing to do. Parksville is a place where
so many things are happening all the time, it is hard to decide which event to attend. Parksville
encourages you to stay healthy with so many places to walk and enjoy nature.

5/2/2019 8:03 AM
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253

The natural beaches but not much else because of excess development and removal of too many
trees

5/2/2019 7:48 AM

254

The clean and tidyness.

5/2/2019 6:31 AM

255

Beautiful city with small shops, plenty of grocery stores,, gas stations, and wonderful residents. I
love Parksville Beach the most and I visit it every day. The park surrounding the beach is
spectacular, with manicured grounds, children's play area and water park. Looking forward to our
new band stand area to host the summer time festival of music groups

5/2/2019 6:04 AM

256

I love living in a city with character, low crime, ocean access, good amenities, a small town
friendliness, beautiful landscapes, caring people of all ages.

5/2/2019 1:35 AM

257

I love the transition to a young family community. I love the beaches and parks, I love the rec
facilities for youth programs. I love the family friendly activities endorsed by the city like
tobogganing at the park. I love the Craig street market. I love my daughters school. I love the
Oceanside health centre. I love the library.

5/2/2019 12:45 AM

258

The beaches and facilities at parksville beach including the kids playground, local coffee shops

5/1/2019 11:03 PM

259

I like the beaches and the small town feel, I like that all the city amenities are only 20 minutes away
in nanaimo

5/1/2019 10:44 PM

260

The smaller community feeling, our beautiful beaches and surrounding nature,

5/1/2019 10:34 PM

261

The beach is the most obvious attraction for me.

5/1/2019 9:05 PM

262

Good climate, the best in Canada

5/1/2019 8:51 PM

263

The scenery, beaches and people.

5/1/2019 8:36 PM

264

It’s central location to Ucluelet, Victoria and Campbell River. ‘Gate way to Nature’

5/1/2019 8:30 PM

265

Not much.

5/1/2019 8:28 PM

266

I like our urban forest. I like best the fact that Parksville is so close to nature, like the Englishman
River estuary.

5/1/2019 7:58 PM

267

Park/beach areas. New shopping developments.

5/1/2019 7:20 PM

268

Beaches and City as run by the present Mayor & council

5/1/2019 6:46 PM

269

I first moved here for the village friendly attitude and pleasant atmosphere along with a reasonably
low crime rate. Unfortunately that no longer exists.

5/1/2019 6:35 PM

270

I love the community park and beach, the lovely trees and the friendly people that live here. I think
I love the beach the best.

5/1/2019 6:33 PM

271

It has nearly everything I need in a small town. The community spirit.

5/1/2019 6:29 PM

272

Small town feel

5/1/2019 6:13 PM

273

Friendly, multitude of amenities, views

5/1/2019 6:11 PM

274

Beauty - quiet.

5/1/2019 5:42 PM

275

It is a great place to raise a family. The climate, the beaches, the recreational facilities,and a safe
place to live

5/1/2019 5:23 PM

276

Climate, Beach, lose , but not too. Lose to the ferry, not too large, local shopping options are
increasing

5/1/2019 5:18 PM

277

Location, beauty of area, great opportunities to volunteer,

5/1/2019 5:04 PM

278

Modest size and goods and service availability all in a natural seaside/mountainside environment.
Parks are a priority.

5/1/2019 5:04 PM

279

The beauty - ocean and forests - so close to nature.

5/1/2019 5:00 PM

280

The climate and close proximity to the mountains and ocean.

5/1/2019 4:42 PM

281

The park....which is gorgeous!! Love walking our dog along the boardwalk and that ocean
view....wow!!

5/1/2019 4:24 PM

282

Rathtrevor Beach, the small town feeling of the city, the leisure pace

5/1/2019 4:15 PM

283

I use to love the idea of raising a family here about how safe it was and the small town vibe

5/1/2019 4:07 PM
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284

The Park and Beach - the climate

5/1/2019 4:03 PM

285

What I loved was the peace and tranquility of Parksville with just the right amount of business and
social fabric

5/1/2019 3:51 PM

286

Parksville is a friendly city. I say this because of the service I get in all of the commercial outlets
from one end of the city to the other. Parksville feels like a community with activities for all ages,
great parks, walks, community gathering places, and general cleanliness.

5/1/2019 3:41 PM

287

Love how family friendly it is. Lovely beaches and lot to do for kids.

5/1/2019 3:36 PM

288

Beach Town Atmosphere.

5/1/2019 3:21 PM

289

The beach, the mom and pop shops and the people.

5/1/2019 2:45 PM

290

The Beach and Rathtrevor park

5/1/2019 1:42 PM

291

Small town atmosphere. The beaches are what I love the best of Parksville.

5/1/2019 1:42 PM

292

It's a small town. I wouldn't want it to grow too much bigger.

5/1/2019 1:25 PM

293

Beach, it’s clean, the sun. Mostly the beach

5/1/2019 12:32 PM

294

The beach , the small town feeling The boardwalk and the beautiful green space areas

5/1/2019 12:03 PM

295

I used to love the small town feel. I do not love how much it is changing and how much
development is taking place. I love the trails/parks/beaches the most.

5/1/2019 11:45 AM

296

The outdoor space/ recreation and sense of community.

5/1/2019 10:12 AM

297

Parksville has the small community vibe with many of the amenities of a larger city. It's natural
setting and proximity to all forms of outdoor recreational opportunities

5/1/2019 9:29 AM

298

small town atmosphere

5/1/2019 9:07 AM

299

Parksville’s quaintness is long gone - there’s not much to love anymore thanks to the all the
development/developers moonscape style. For a community with a gorgeous waterfront... where
did the disconnect between the beauty of Mother Nature and development begin?

5/1/2019 9:06 AM

300

The weather

5/1/2019 8:49 AM

301

The natural beauty that surrounds us; the quiet residential neighbourhoods.

5/1/2019 8:26 AM

302

Parksville is still quaint. The recent residential developments are not. Why leave no mature tree
stands? I do most my shopping in qb and Parksville

5/1/2019 8:12 AM

303

I like our small town atmosphere.

5/1/2019 8:06 AM

304

Nature at my doorstep

5/1/2019 8:04 AM

305

Small town with easy access to beach, trails, central to rest of island, and the best the weather,
safe and friendly.

5/1/2019 7:59 AM

306

The beaches and outdoor recreation

5/1/2019 7:49 AM

307

The Beach park, and Springwood school

5/1/2019 7:19 AM

308

Our beaches, and Family events

5/1/2019 7:15 AM

309

Really great, connected group of younger families.

5/1/2019 5:51 AM

310

Public spaces, beaches, trails, Craig steet market

4/30/2019 11:05 PM

311

I love the city and the size of it. I love the location and the weather/climate. I love the beauty of the
city, and its surroundings. I love the accessibility of the beaches and waterfront. I love the
friendliness of the residents and tourists to our city. I love the safety and confidence I feel when
walking down the streets. And I love most the feeling of "home" that my city gives me.

4/30/2019 11:00 PM

312

Small town feel, walkability and our waterfront

4/30/2019 10:30 PM

313

I love how beautiful the envorionment is here and think the wildlife needs to be featured and
protected. I used to like how tight knit the community was and how generous everyone was but
now it seems like so many people are starting to ignore the needs of others in order to preserve a
superficial idea of perfection.

4/30/2019 10:29 PM
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314

Tourism, Oceans, natural beaches, summer festivals and outdoor concerts, local markets. Golf
courses, beautiful beaches, camping,. I love the small community feel with big potential, people
love to come here and get away from the rest of Canada!

4/30/2019 10:11 PM

315

Quiet, scenic, it was going 30 years back in time when I moved here.

4/30/2019 10:07 PM

316

The small town feeling

4/30/2019 10:01 PM

317

The beach, the markets and summer festivals and the community

4/30/2019 9:54 PM

318

Our community beach, park and water park! Amazing job on the upgrades there!

4/30/2019 9:53 PM

319

The beach,weather,close proximity to mountains,and major cities.The weather

4/30/2019 9:22 PM

320

Beaches, small town atmosphere however with enough conveniences

4/30/2019 9:11 PM

321

the small hidden parks and natural trails you can find

4/30/2019 8:51 PM

322

How it used to be a safe and clean community. No longer a beautiful town on the ocean. Needs to
be cleaned up. Empty buildings along the waterfront look terrible.

4/30/2019 8:33 PM

323

Rathtrevor Beach and the boardwalk.

4/30/2019 8:30 PM

324

The boardwalk - year round!

4/30/2019 8:26 PM

325

The beaches, parks and trails.

4/30/2019 8:26 PM

326

beach resort, retirement paradise and ideal place for raising kids all in one !

4/30/2019 8:15 PM

327

the serenity we HAD

4/30/2019 7:45 PM

328

Climate, people, and the summer time.

4/30/2019 7:42 PM

329

Small friendly community. Love the beach.

4/30/2019 7:39 PM

330

I love the size of the town, the beauty, being able to access wonderful hiking trails in the area, the
beach, the shops and amenities and the general feeling of being safe. Safety and comfort of being
able to walk and shop in our downtown core is the thing I love the most.

4/30/2019 7:36 PM

331

Natural beauty

4/30/2019 7:00 PM

332

The open access to the oceans,forests & trails.

4/30/2019 6:55 PM

333

Mountain bike park before it got destroyed. Bike lanes, community beach, rathtrevor

4/30/2019 6:51 PM

334

The parks and beaches and greenspace

4/30/2019 6:38 PM

335

Beach. The walk ability and accessibility to amenities

4/30/2019 6:35 PM

336

community park and the people

4/30/2019 6:16 PM

337

The park and the beach

4/30/2019 6:13 PM

338

A sense of community. Events at the community centre and Parksville beach. A quite city
compared to Vancouver and Victoria

4/30/2019 6:07 PM

339

I love the small coastal town feeling. I used to love the sense of safety that living here brought me.
Now I am afraid to open my bedroom windows at night... I love the boardwalk.

4/30/2019 6:00 PM

340

I love the beach, the friendly community, the relatively small size (walkable rather than having to
drive), the amenities and the positive changes I’ve seen over the past 24 years of living here.

4/30/2019 5:52 PM

341

The small-town feel, the NATURAL beach, the Community Park (without a huge performance
stage please!), the lovely green spaces (like the treed portion of Foster Park).

4/30/2019 5:35 PM

342

access to exercise courts and beach

4/30/2019 5:28 PM

343

The ocean, the community hall, the curling rink, activities, events

4/30/2019 5:25 PM

344

I like the great outdoors of parksville, beaches, parks and the places to visit and places to eat.
Then the thing I love most about parksville is the people and the community spirit

4/30/2019 5:14 PM

345

Beach, downtown area

4/30/2019 5:13 PM

346

Love the beach and small town atmosphere.

4/30/2019 5:01 PM

347

The beaches, pace of life and the people.

4/30/2019 4:57 PM
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348

Weather

4/30/2019 4:50 PM

349

Community park.

4/30/2019 4:44 PM

350

Centrally located to a ton of outdoor activities all year round.

4/30/2019 4:29 PM

351

I used to love going to the beach

4/30/2019 4:25 PM

352

The relaxed Island vibe

4/30/2019 4:05 PM

353

Waterfront, waterfront access, no big shopping malls

4/30/2019 3:51 PM

354

Beaches, smaller town feel

4/30/2019 3:45 PM

355

Peaceful beautiful quiet safe.

4/30/2019 3:44 PM

356

Clean air, waterfront, view of Mt Arrowsmith

4/30/2019 3:42 PM

357

We moved here 27 years ago, as we loved the beauty, the friendly people and of course our
beautiful beaches along with views.

4/30/2019 3:40 PM

358

I USED to love how safe it felt and how beautiful it was, now I’m not sure what I like about it. It’s a
cesspool of addicts and their trash. I can’t even let my kids play outside anymore without fears of
them being harmed by an addict or what they have left behind! My son came home from school
yesterday saying there was a human turd on the sidewalk outside the school. There has been
drug paraphernalia left on the playground multiple times as well. Parksville is no longer the place
we live to live in.

4/30/2019 3:39 PM

359

The people, the beaches and trails

4/30/2019 3:28 PM

360

Community, beach, forest

4/30/2019 3:24 PM

361

It was a lovely safe town

4/30/2019 3:21 PM

362

The beach and restaurants and events at PCC

4/30/2019 3:15 PM

363

Beaches and rivers

4/30/2019 3:05 PM

364

size, proximity to forest and ocean, pace of life

4/30/2019 3:02 PM

365

The natural setting & climate. Easy access to farm fresh food, beautiful spots and for the most
part, good shops and services.

4/30/2019 2:59 PM

366

The beach and the friendly people I meet every day

4/30/2019 2:53 PM

367

The community park and the beach. The amazing people, sand castle competition and the
weather

4/30/2019 2:52 PM

368

Small town feel, access to nature and locations in a natural state. Relaxed atmosphere.

4/30/2019 2:52 PM

369

I love the beach being so close, all the shops in close proximity and parks and nature everywhere.
There are great places to take my kids and we enjoy exploring.

4/30/2019 2:50 PM

370

I love that the beach is easily viewed and accessible. Also live small town feeling

4/30/2019 2:35 PM

371

The beach, community activities, safe schools.

4/30/2019 2:34 PM

372

The community park and beach.

4/30/2019 2:32 PM

373

Welcoming, attractive, clean, well managed. Convenient location but far enough away from bigger
centers. Weather.

4/30/2019 2:28 PM

374

I love that people in Parksville are a generous and caring community. What I most love is the
beautiful beaches and parks. I am proud of my community and the reputation it has as a vacation
destination.

4/30/2019 1:56 PM

375

Sense of community, beaches and nature

4/30/2019 1:56 PM

376

Quiet residential neighbourhoods within easy access of the beach, shops, services and other
facilities

4/30/2019 1:53 PM

377

A real sense of community. Neighbours helping one another. And of course the beach

4/30/2019 1:52 PM

378

Beautiful place to live, beach, nature, parks, neighborhoods with trees, trails, smaller community
etc. Great place to raise kids & retire:)

4/30/2019 1:42 PM

379

Cleanliness, well maintained streets, safety

4/30/2019 1:38 PM
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380

Trails and Green spaces

4/30/2019 1:37 PM

381

Beach

4/30/2019 1:37 PM

382

The beauty and cleanliness (or how it used to be ) the beaches and our tourist attractions

4/30/2019 1:35 PM

383

Laid back feeling and open views of the beach

4/30/2019 1:34 PM

384

Friendliness of people and of course. The Beach, walking trails, recreational opportunities.

4/30/2019 1:31 PM

385

The small town feel, friendly residents. Living close to the Ocean.

4/30/2019 1:29 PM

386

The Beach, Community Park, Craig Street Market, The people in the Community, A Mayor and
Council willing to engage the community

4/30/2019 1:27 PM

387

The boardwalk.The weather.

4/30/2019 1:22 PM

388

community oriented

4/30/2019 1:21 PM

389

I love the beach, I love the people!

4/30/2019 1:21 PM

390

Living on the island near the ocean and outdoor recreation opportunities in a small city (not too
big)

4/30/2019 1:20 PM

391

Sense of community, the beach

4/30/2019 1:18 PM

392

I love what Parksville used to be; a safe community for seniors and families. The beach, the events
and the small-town feel while still having everything you need. My 3 sons love it here. Oceanside
Hockey, the schools and the parks are their favourite things

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

393

I have lived in the Oceanside are for 45 years, the past 5 of them as a resident of Parksville. I love
the Community Park, the estuary and the green spaces.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

394

Beach, small town feel, boardwalk and beach fest.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

395

The size and the community vibe

4/30/2019 1:13 PM

396

I love the beaches and hiking trails in their natural state

4/30/2019 1:10 PM

397

I love the people of parksville and the beautiful beaches

4/30/2019 1:07 PM

398

Beach, town, cleanliness, great place for children, lots of outdoor activities

4/30/2019 1:07 PM

399

The open-ness of people who live here - open to opportunities, open to connecting with and
supporting each other, the natural beauty, the relatively low cost of living.

4/30/2019 1:01 PM

400

Parksville is so beautiful and reminds me of my hometown in white rock, b.c. I love the summer
events at the park and beach. Everyone is so friendly.

4/30/2019 12:57 PM

401

The small town feeling

4/30/2019 12:53 PM

402

This is a hard question as Parksville has changed so much in the last few years.

4/30/2019 12:45 PM

403

I love the small town feel

4/30/2019 12:43 PM

404

Location and City size

4/30/2019 12:41 PM

405

Location near ocean, golf courses and close to Nanaimo.

4/30/2019 12:40 PM

406

The natural beauty of the surroundings and the small town feeling.

4/30/2019 12:39 PM

407

my job; my family and friends being close by; nature

4/30/2019 12:36 PM

408

The nature and beauty of it

4/30/2019 11:58 AM

409

That you feel attached to the beach in downtown Parksville. That the buildings are low, less than 5
stories. That the density is low at present.

4/30/2019 11:52 AM

410

Parksville has a nice beauty to it, located in a good region on the island and has a lovely position
near the beach, shopping, and schools. Anything Parksville have, it is only a short distance to the
next city.

4/30/2019 11:25 AM

411

The beach / community park, green space/trees (along some portions of the highway by craig
heritage park and on memorial ave. Also, it hosts some excellent smaller businesses - realm cafe,
amrikkos, bread and honey. Also love the heritage buildings (art gallery, rod & Gun)

4/30/2019 10:35 AM

412

Beach and Parks

4/30/2019 9:35 AM
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413

The location and setting of the city by the ocean. My favourite thing about Parksville is its
downtown and its beautiful parks.

4/30/2019 9:35 AM

414

How nice the City is in general. Everything is cared for.

4/30/2019 8:44 AM

415

Parks, the beach shoreline,

4/30/2019 8:24 AM

416

Trees, parks, environment

4/29/2019 9:02 PM

417

Attractive climate, smaller community setting

4/29/2019 7:39 PM

418

It's a beautiful place to live work and play. Nice beaches. Nice and close to larger centers but with
a smaller city feel. Clean, safe and most people are friendly.

4/26/2019 5:16 PM
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Q3 How has Parksville changed for you?
Answered: 414

Skipped: 11

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Druggies, theft, bumming. You can't let your children walk anywhere,have fun and just be kids
because of the drug users. You can't have anything pretty on your own property anymore to
beautify your neighborhood as it will just get stolen.

6/18/2019 2:50 PM

2

Since leaving the big city life in 1998 I have learned to gear down - one has to because there are
no pro sports teams or big theatres etc. I had to go back to more nature oriented pass times.

6/18/2019 2:12 PM

3

a marked increase in development, too many trees gone, increase on low cost housing

6/18/2019 12:13 PM

4

new resident

6/18/2019 11:57 AM

5

Stop cutting down the trees

6/18/2019 11:47 AM

6

It has grown

6/18/2019 11:42 AM

7

Too many trees being cut down, growing too fast

6/18/2019 11:38 AM

8

Stop cutting down the trees

6/18/2019 11:33 AM

9

Growing too fast, losing our beauty

6/18/2019 11:25 AM

10

Less families

6/18/2019 11:19 AM

11

Just joined church, meeting more people

6/18/2019 11:15 AM

12

Getting too much development

6/18/2019 11:07 AM

13

not here long enough to answer

6/18/2019 10:49 AM

14

doctors closer, family closer, ocean

6/18/2019 10:45 AM

15

concern for working poor and homeless

6/18/2019 10:34 AM

16

too many trees lost

6/18/2019 10:24 AM

17

Traffic seemed to have increased, and people are honking horns more. Large forests cut down for
housing developments.

6/18/2019 10:19 AM

18

traffic, trees cut down for development

6/18/2019 9:47 AM

19

cold to newcomers and the homeless

6/18/2019 9:39 AM

20

has become less caring, over development without considering resources to support WATER

6/18/2019 9:33 AM

21

It has become meaner, the NO campaign

6/18/2019 9:27 AM

22

getting too big

6/18/2019 9:21 AM

23

house prices too high, dying trees, too many trees coming down

6/18/2019 9:11 AM

24

calmness, enjoying nature

6/18/2019 8:48 AM

25

slower lifestyle

6/18/2019 8:46 AM

26

It is growing very quickly with little to no consideration of infrastructure upkeep in the future. Yes
developers pay for roads, services etc, but then the citizen's are on the hook for up keep and
additional services such as police, ambulance, fire etc.

6/17/2019 8:04 PM

27

growing too quickly

6/13/2019 3:33 PM

28

I have gotten medical care and counselling and met friends

6/13/2019 3:31 PM

29

I haven't lived here long enough

6/13/2019 3:27 PM

30

busy

6/13/2019 3:13 PM

31

more community minded

6/13/2019 2:55 PM
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32

no change

6/13/2019 2:52 PM

33

grown

6/13/2019 2:45 PM

34

slowed me down, made me appreciate nature more

6/13/2019 2:38 PM

35

Slowed me down, less traffic, more relaxed

6/13/2019 2:33 PM

36

Came here in 71 so too many changes. Trees being lost etc.

6/13/2019 2:30 PM

37

Too much single family development, and not as quiet as the loss of trees for these developments
has meant the noise from highway traffic, is louder and travels more.

6/12/2019 1:05 PM

38

Becoming much busier.

6/11/2019 2:47 PM

39

Bigger and not kind to the unfortunate

6/10/2019 8:15 PM

40

We have lived here for 6 years. I have been coming to Parksville since the mid 1970s. The most
obvious change is the rate of development.

6/10/2019 5:26 PM

41

Growing very fast

6/10/2019 4:07 PM

42

In a very short time, the elements of drug use, vagrancy, loitering have made it uncomfortable. It is
a shame that when I entertain grandchildren, I have to avoid the characters shooting up with drugs
at the top of my driveway, or be vigilant for discarded needles on the nearby beach. Our cars have
been broken into on more than one occasion.

6/10/2019 2:07 PM

43

I've become more community minded.

6/10/2019 9:51 AM

44

grown too quickly with little thought for water management, as well as low income families/seniors

6/9/2019 9:18 PM

45

Increased traffic. Having a four lane highway going right through the town means it is not pleasant
to walk along 19A.

6/9/2019 8:59 PM

46

it has grown and we have more amenities

6/9/2019 5:41 PM

47

It has grown exponentially and brought problems associated with that growth but still remains a
small town.

6/9/2019 4:18 PM

48

Difficult for new 48-50 year old professional couple to locate affordable housing (many places have
55 or 65+ restrictions). Currently looking to rent a pad for a new mobile and even this is difficult to
find. We both work in this community and work requires we reside here.

6/9/2019 2:56 PM

49

Unfortunately, an explosion of development (great swaths of land stripped of vegetation for new
housing) is destroying the very ambience that brought us and many others here.

6/7/2019 11:02 PM

50

City council appears to be catering to one portion of the population.

6/7/2019 9:14 AM

51

A lot more traffic

6/6/2019 6:53 AM

52

We have lost a lot of our green space due to housing and also the forest are dying (look at Marks
Nature Park). Parksville used to be laid back and now it is not. We used to be able to keep our
doors unlocked now there is more theft than ever before.

6/3/2019 10:09 AM

53

It has gotten busier with more homeless people, more crime and more graffiti. We have become
busier as we find out about more groups and activities.

6/2/2019 2:23 PM

54

NA … new to Parksville in last 2 years

5/31/2019 5:04 PM

55

reconstruction of playground is wonderful for kids.

5/28/2019 11:08 PM

56

Too. Much development

5/28/2019 4:45 PM

57

Too. Much development

5/28/2019 4:45 PM

58

Much more relaxed

5/28/2019 1:49 PM

59

It hasn't changed, and seems far behind other communities its size.

5/27/2019 4:06 PM

60

since 2006, crime up- bums abound, and traffic is stupid- need more enforcement.

5/27/2019 2:30 PM

61

It is Growing too fast. I would like to see it remain at a population of 13,000 maximum.

5/26/2019 2:17 PM

62

While we have only lived here for 3 years, we believe the downtown core is diminishing;
economically, cleanliness, building facades and road condition. On the positive side; more great
people have moved here and more housing units being built.

5/25/2019 11:07 AM
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obvious drug use and small crimes much more prevalent

5/25/2019 11:04 AM

64

Parksville's roads are to busy, many people speeding. Theres a lot of homeless people living on
the streets and a lot more theft.

5/24/2019 2:44 PM

65

More development, more traffic.

5/24/2019 2:17 PM

66

More crime, lack of recreation facilities, not enough business(a lot of new empty shops)

5/24/2019 11:14 AM

67

It is not being developed in a manner that is benefiting the community but rather one that benefits
the developers. I'm not opposed to new subdivisions but we need more small trees among the new
houses. Craig Bay is an example of a well developed community.

5/23/2019 12:06 PM

68

Become much bigger, I would like to see growth curtailed for awhile.

5/23/2019 10:08 AM

69

more expensive to live (food prices/ gas prices/house prices)

5/23/2019 10:03 AM

70

The expansion of residential housing has been too aggressive, whereas the downtown core has
been left unattended

5/22/2019 12:28 PM

71

It is cutting down far too many trees, which we may regret with global warming. It is losing its small
town closeness with all the new homes being built

5/22/2019 11:56 AM

72

Increasing homeless, addicted, property damage, clear cutting of trees for housing developments

5/22/2019 11:03 AM

73

I've seen a disturbing increase in drug addiction, mental illness and homelessness

5/22/2019 10:48 AM

74

Somewhat negatively since we moved here. Traffic is busier, forests are being cut-down,
homeless people have moved here in force creating a feeling of insecurity and a proliferation of
unleashed dogs that aren't being cleaned up after.

5/22/2019 10:48 AM

75

more homeless

5/22/2019 9:57 AM

76

As I said before

5/21/2019 10:31 PM

77

Safety issues Break ins of cars and homes This was not so prevalent 4-5 years ago. I own my own
home however rental costs for housing is horrid Hence homelessness has increased I believe they
were always some but now it’s worse. I don’t mind 222 cornfield so much as long as it doesn’t turn
into a nightmare

5/21/2019 8:47 PM

78

Too busy and too much traffic and too urbanized.

5/21/2019 4:17 PM

79

It's doubled in size over the last 20 years. More traffic, more people, more houses.

5/21/2019 12:39 PM

80

Has become bigger. Now my daughter cannot afford to purchase a house here where she grew up

5/21/2019 10:37 AM

81

1,000 of homes being built. Have lost the small town feeling. More traffic. Not as quiet or safe; in
10 years saw a huge difference, since moving here.

5/20/2019 5:38 PM

82

See above

5/20/2019 1:11 PM

83

We have lived in Parksville for 17 years and have noticed that it is loosing its appeal and small
town atmosphere with the increase in pan-handling, homelessness and drug use along with the
accompanying crime, litter and needles. We do not feel as safe walking in town as we did
originally.

5/20/2019 11:03 AM

84

Parksville has gotten more expensive to live in

5/20/2019 9:22 AM

85

More residents, more development , more tourists, more noise, more traffic, more businesses.
Less water with the priorities going to building more housing and encouraging more tourists to
come and use more water while residents are restricted. Bad drivers and way more rude people.
The city has too many one size fits all ugly franchises and is an ugly city overall. Any past
discussions on how to improve this have been discussions only ...nothing done. Swimming pools
are overcrowded, possibly other recreational facilities are as well. Doctor shortage. Unable to get
help for smaller jobs as tradespeople are to busy with the big ones.

5/19/2019 7:54 AM

86

It has become a city of torn down trees with a sense of absolutely no thought being given to any
planning. It’s no longer Parksville.

5/18/2019 11:28 AM

87

Busier, more development, effort to clean up the downtown

5/18/2019 9:06 AM

88

only been here 2 years

5/18/2019 9:00 AM

89

Parksville is growing and getting more expensive to live, yet services are not growing like
neighboring communities of Nanaimo and Comox

5/17/2019 11:11 PM
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Building to many new houses

5/17/2019 9:55 PM

91

Very different life style from a major city all my life.

5/17/2019 9:37 PM

92

Over the 19 years I've lived here, there has been a marked increase in vehicle traffic, but that's
not a big deal. Also, large numbers of new homes and subdivisions which is also okay provided
land is not totally stripped of trees to accommodate the development. I have never liked the tall
buildings on the beach and would hate to see more and maybe taller ones approved! Another sad
change is the number of people begging on our streets. Positive changes include improved retail
stores.

5/17/2019 3:57 PM

93

It's got busier on the roads

5/17/2019 11:58 AM

94

I see trees and large blocks of strata being built. It is starting to feel like Surrey and the lower
mainland.

5/17/2019 12:24 AM

95

Neg. panhandlers, break-n-enters, aggressive homeless people Pos. growth in housing
development

5/16/2019 1:46 PM

96

yes. It has become over developed. Loss of trees that gives the city a completely different feel and
environment.

5/16/2019 8:24 AM

97

Population growth which is making wildlife find less and less space to live and thrive, the loss of
forests and trees to accommodate residential homes. Not as attractive as before with so much
human growth.

5/16/2019 8:08 AM

98

222, increased vagrant population and property crime Taken away the hometown safe feel

5/15/2019 6:21 PM

99

Besides the rising cost of living and low vacancy rates, Parksville remains a community I'm happy
to be a part of for the reasons stated previously.

5/15/2019 4:06 PM

100

It has become a place of fear, uncomfortableness and sadness, everywhere one goes they find
garbage (& I mean everywhere as I go into forested areas everywhere locally and can't believe
what I come across :( And the pan-handlers outside banks making one feel so uncomfortable, the
homelessness and thievery that goes on here has increased exponentially and it is a crying
'crimimal' shame :( Makes one consider where else they might move to get further away from it,
but it sounds like it is happening everywhere :(

5/15/2019 10:37 AM

101

It's become too crowded and busy. There is too much focus on economic development. This has
resulted in too much building and destroying of habitat for wildlife. The transient and homeless
population has caused increased crime and safety concerns. The city is dirty, with garbage strewn
all over.

5/15/2019 7:30 AM

102

parksville has got to big! I feel we are losing the small town atmosphere!!

5/15/2019 7:13 AM

103

It’s not as safe as it used to be, it’s lost so much of the treed areas, and the traffic is a lot busier.

5/14/2019 9:25 PM

104

Too much growth. Too many trees cut down and replaced by endless developments. the small
town feel is gone. it has been invaded by people cashing out from the lower Mainland.

5/14/2019 8:04 PM

105

Major changes in the last decade. Less trees and green space. More residents and houses plus
increase in crime.

5/14/2019 5:23 PM

106

More transient and homeless people

5/14/2019 5:00 PM

107

All the homeless and drugs

5/14/2019 3:26 PM

108

We bought our house in 2004 before Beach Club. When we moved here in 2008 Beach Club was
completed. What an eyesore! What a tragedy to lose that lovely view beside the highway. What
WAS city counsel thinking? Someone must have been bribed to bend the rules. So sad.

5/14/2019 3:21 PM

109

Recent changes regarding forest land being ripped up for new single dwelling homes.

5/14/2019 3:03 PM

110

The community is clearly busier, so far without being frantic and pushy; dramatic increases in
development. It appears we are stretching services, water and all the lifestyle amenities to their
limits. Development is necessary and acceptable if we don't lose touch with what has made the
community what it is and why it has the character and the appeal that it does. I sense, that the
"race to grow" is unfocused and not "strategic. It is beginning to change the character and
personality of the community.

5/14/2019 2:52 PM

111

There are too many new homes being built since we arrived in 2005. The infrastructure (hospital,
recreation centre) is seriously lacking and a major concern.

5/14/2019 2:09 PM
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112

Getting busier

5/14/2019 2:08 PM

113

Too many eye sore derelict buildings, unsavoury characters, and huge swaths of land clear cut by
developers.

5/14/2019 1:26 PM

114

Getting bigger/more expensive real estate

5/14/2019 1:21 PM

115

A lot of new subdivisions

5/14/2019 11:11 AM

116

It has made me sad and makes me miss Qualicum Beach because QB shopping area is so easy
to walk around with pleasant surroundings.

5/14/2019 10:33 AM

117

More traffic, excessive building, definitely busier

5/14/2019 10:31 AM

118

Certainly see more and more housing developments and worry about water supply, etc.

5/14/2019 10:29 AM

119

Like the small town feel

5/14/2019 9:56 AM

120

Noisy! NO control over over LOUD vehicle noise, 2 and 4 wheel. No policing or by law control. It
will progressivelly get worse and thats not why I and many came here, after my survey!

5/14/2019 9:47 AM

121

Too much development, expensive housing.

5/14/2019 9:31 AM

122

More growth in housing than anticipated,lots of natural wooded areas lost

5/14/2019 9:27 AM

123

The killing of the 484 Canada geese in 2016 made me wish I could afford to move back to the
Mainland. I am devastated that this is to be repeated.

5/14/2019 9:23 AM

124

I feel less safe now. I’ve only lived in Parksville for 4 years but when I first moved here I had no
concerns if I accidentally left a door unlocked or my car unlocked. Now, I don’t leave anything
unlocked and have an alarm system. I get nervous walking my dogs even during the day for fear of
them finding a needle or some sort of drug paraphernalia and being hurt. Just the other day I got
scared walking the new trails near Springwood because there were two people huddled in the
bush with a makeshift structure. It’s just not nearly as safe. And I don’t take them to the beach
anymore because of all the needles. My favourite place is no longer somewhere I can even go.

5/14/2019 9:04 AM

125

Getting too busy

5/14/2019 8:39 AM

126

It is thinking with a greater conscience, mindful of the environment (ie removing the cement
breakwater at Rathtrevor, watering restrictions...).

5/14/2019 8:23 AM

127

Not liking how builders are clear cutting Land leaving no trees. New ones will take years to grow.
Hate the enabling of Druggies who are ruining our community with needles, garbage & theft

5/14/2019 7:58 AM

128

too many trees have been clear cut for development and too much of our ocean view has been
blocked by housing/ hotel development that is too high

5/14/2019 7:34 AM

129

Parksville has gotten noticably busier since I arrived here 3 years ago.

5/14/2019 7:28 AM

130

too many homeless and drugs and crime....

5/14/2019 7:09 AM

131

Have found I'm more impatient when travelling through big cities and traffic; so appreciate the
slower pace here.

5/13/2019 10:23 PM

132

There are more street people or homeless. We as residents are letting it happen when the manna
truck comes and parks at the church on Island high way. homeless is no earthly positions. The
shopping carts they have is a disgrace

5/13/2019 8:51 PM

133

To many drug addicts and bums, more every week coming into our community.

5/13/2019 7:58 PM

134

Not feeling as safe anymore

5/13/2019 9:54 AM

135

I don't feel as safe as I did 10 years ago. The increasing number of needles and drug related
garbage being left in public parks, beaches and where children play is unacceptable. Also it is
disappointing that the theft has gotten so bad you can not leave anything unlocked or in your yard
not even solar lights!

5/12/2019 9:48 PM

136

Busier

5/12/2019 3:19 PM

137

I have only lived here 2.5 years. It's grown busier (street traffic) in that time. The loss of the trees
and other vegetation due to residential development.

5/12/2019 11:27 AM
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138

Its gone from a really nice place to live to a bit of a scruffy looking town on 19a with the boarded up
building . I really don't like the way people of Parksville have to put up with all the theft that is going
on and not much done about the drug addicts that cause trouble it not good when people come for
a holiday giving us a bad name .

5/12/2019 8:45 AM

139

It's got busier for sure, traffic crossing 19 can be a problem. Enjoying new things opening, like the
Arrowsmith Brewery and the new save on foods.

5/10/2019 4:13 PM

140

A welcome economic boom.

5/10/2019 4:07 PM

141

Homeless people, drugs on the streets. I don’t feel safe anymore

5/10/2019 2:56 PM

142

Increase in crime, homelessness and public drug use without a corresponding increase in police
presence. Decrease in integrity, dedication and involvement of our local government.

5/10/2019 12:08 PM

143

In size. However the convenience of bigger chain stores (Canadian Tire) means fewer trips to
Nanaimo.

5/10/2019 7:47 AM

144

I've become aware that I have been blessed to live here, and that I've made good decisions and
had good fortunes in life for this opportunity.

5/9/2019 6:40 PM

145

The current Council has a very different perspective from the previous council. The lack of
compassion for people who are in need of supportive housing and the recent decision to limit
access to safe needles is very disturbing. Because I voted for other candidates, I feel I have no
voice. A clear example occurred when Council met at Ballenas Secondary, heard students'
concerns about climate change, and voted against a Plastic Bag ban....I absolutely think the
current Council is short-sighted in its approach.

5/9/2019 3:10 PM

146

It has more traffic, more crime and less affordable housing

5/9/2019 1:10 PM

147

Downtown has had no growth. looks old and tired.

5/9/2019 11:06 AM

148

Moved here in 2006, community is not as safe, the use of drugs and mental health issues are more
visible since homeless individuals have invaded the area. I do a lot of walking, downtown area,
drivers ignore the pedestrians in crosswalks. Old hotel property next to Beach Club, an eyesore for
our community

5/9/2019 11:04 AM

149

We came from a northern quiet community to what we thought would be a quiet community but
since we have been here the number of people begging increased, homeless people everywhere.
I am finding needles on our property. Garbage on the streets.

5/9/2019 10:58 AM

150

Like every city has become a jungle of no city planning . Any city can have growth , but it can
should look amazing , not just city hall , the whole city should look attractive .

5/8/2019 4:19 PM

151

There now seems to be a large influx of people.

5/8/2019 3:51 PM

152

There are homeless, more hitchhikers. Traffic is getting manic. I don’t like to see tents pitched in
the woods along Englishman River where they are not allowed.

5/8/2019 1:37 PM

153

Unfortunately, it has a problem with homeless and drugs and not enough help or ways to "fix"
these issues, Ive been here 17 yrs and 2018/2019 have been awful for our RCMP and locals. Our
kids are not safe to go to the park without worrying about what may or may not happen.

5/8/2019 9:56 AM

154

Better restaurants

5/8/2019 9:26 AM

155

It's turning into an unaffordable city, welcoming people retiring from other provinces while ignoring
the housing needs of the locals.

5/8/2019 9:07 AM

156

Increased population, increased traffic, decreased green spaces, increased concern with water
shortages during peak heat season

5/7/2019 10:42 PM

157

Too much growth too soon. I realize there is a need, especially to up the tax base, however I think
there is too much growth. Additionally the growth is being crowded into areas due to small lot sizes
to increase the number of houses. Just look at how close the houses are together in the new
Cedar Ridge subdivision off of Renz & Humphrey.

5/7/2019 10:18 PM

158

I liked the area because it was easy to get around, small shops but now it is just like any larger
community not as individual anymore.

5/7/2019 5:34 PM

159

Too many retail with residential being built and retail part left empty

5/7/2019 5:25 PM
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160

Too many trees cut down for development. Mayor does not support community Center or
recreational sports complex. Building towers on beach is NOT what Parksville residents want or
need!

5/7/2019 2:40 PM

161

It's so sad that after 23 years in the same house, my safety and that of my property and effects are
threatened with the new wave of criminals frequenting this area. It makes me want to leave
Parksville and find a safer community.

5/7/2019 2:33 PM

162

The small town atmosphere is gone with the drug addicts, homeless and crime.

5/7/2019 1:18 PM

163

Tent City people should not be allowed anywhere in the City or Parks. Better accommodations are
needed for them.

5/7/2019 12:24 PM

164

Too much urban deforestation and new houses.

5/7/2019 10:35 AM

165

Sadly our crime rate has and still is escalating. I have taken measures for security that I never felt
the need for until recently. Being vigilante for discarded needles in our parks, knowing my
immediate neighbours have found them brings an urgency I've never known before

5/7/2019 10:32 AM

166

Safety factor. I grew up here and remember running in the parks and beaches bare foot and now I
wouldn’t dare let my children take their shoes off Incase of a needle on the ground. I also live near
the bike path and feel scared to walk my stroller down it

5/7/2019 10:30 AM

167

To much housing to fast

5/7/2019 9:32 AM

168

The derelict motel (waterfront) IS AN EYESORE The traffic increase.

5/7/2019 12:09 AM

169

A lot more traffic (especially in summer), and Developers clear cutting too many treed areas within
the City, and on its' boundaries

5/6/2019 10:24 PM

170

The number of street people that seem to have arrived, I have a sense of unease when going
outside in the evening that wasn’t there a couple of years ago. Sometimes even in daylight when
faced with some groups of people.

5/6/2019 8:09 PM

171

Since returning three years ago I notice the amount of expensive housing construction. The
younger people, those that have a family & the older generation need to be included in the
planning.....not every one is able to afford the higher end homes

5/6/2019 7:41 PM

172

A lot of development, not necessarily smart development - projects could be five or six floors rather
than a maximum of four (except for the waterfront, for some reason?!); lots of trees disappearing,
but necessary I guess for housing - will hopefully prevent urban sprawl

5/6/2019 5:39 PM

173

Busier, more construction, less natural area, more street people.

5/6/2019 5:16 PM

174

As I mentioned above... it has changed a lot and not for the better. Hardly any trees on our many
walks and now when we do walk, we are battered by the winds. Plus everywhere you go is the
sound of construction.

5/6/2019 3:18 PM

175

Definitely more people. Larger number of retirees from other provinces and fewer families than I
remember from 20+ years ago.

5/6/2019 3:17 PM

176

Busier

5/6/2019 2:31 PM

177

Since I first holidayed here as a child in the 1960s, it has lost a lot of woods to bare-land
development, and grown unfortunate towers along the beach.

5/6/2019 11:37 AM

178

We have only lived here full time for 4 years but even in that time we have noticed a huge increase
in the traffic and busyness of the whole area.

5/6/2019 10:13 AM

179

After 16 years here, it has grown too fast, too big. Also there is no theme or overall Parksville
"look" to development...it could just as well be in Calgary.

5/6/2019 8:44 AM

180

We haven't lived here that long.

5/5/2019 11:56 PM

181

It used to be beautiful and quiet. It’s trashy and gross now.

5/5/2019 11:36 PM

182

Population Growth

5/5/2019 5:26 PM

183

Compared to 4 decades ago most changes are a negative for me. More traffic, more pollution, less
access to the beach, less water, more expensive.

5/5/2019 4:52 PM

184

For the worst. New housing everywhere you turn with no apparent concern for the value of trees
and green spaces within the town. New housing is not within the reach of MANY!!!! The main drag
is unoriginal, dull, expected.

5/5/2019 4:52 PM
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185

Needles. People sitting on sidewalks and sleeping on grassy corners. No movie theater, no
shopping mall, no Costco.

5/5/2019 4:19 PM

186

Since we moved here four years ago, we've seen acres of trees disappear to create housing.
Traffic seems much busier, and the pace seems to be picking up.

5/5/2019 4:17 PM

187

Disappointed in the city's push for continued development without regard to the impact on water
availability and its associated diminishment of the small town atmosphere and convenience.

5/5/2019 2:21 PM

188

The homeless issue is a terrible change that I have seen and have been here all my life. It is
insane to see the state we have let this city get to.

5/4/2019 11:38 PM

189

A lot more houses and a lot more empty storefronts

5/4/2019 8:27 PM

190

So many trees removed to allow for development. Too many trees cleared and not enough support
services for increased population

5/4/2019 4:56 PM

191

Too many houses, not enough water. Highway 19A traffic is horrible, Parksville to Qualicum and
vice versa are miserable. What can we do with the only pool in Qualicum.

5/4/2019 12:33 PM

192

Small lot development has not taken into consideration how cutting down all the trees will affect
the scenic beauty of our city Developers need to protect some "green space", with trees.

5/4/2019 12:25 PM

193

lots more traffic!

5/4/2019 12:19 PM

194

I have lived here for five years. I have seen an increase in breaking, homeless people and loss of
forested areas

5/4/2019 11:57 AM

195

serious depletion of greenery

5/4/2019 9:58 AM

196

Tò much construction on beach front.

5/3/2019 10:15 PM

197

Only have lived here for 9 months and am shocked by the amount of homelessness and drug use
which turns into stealing, breakins etc. I guess it's just about in every town and city in BC but still
shocked to see it in such a small beautiful town.

5/3/2019 8:50 PM

198

Do not feel safe

5/3/2019 7:16 PM

199

Left turn (advance) traffic signals have improved.

5/3/2019 6:49 PM

200

Traffic increase, population increase, little increase in infrastructure

5/3/2019 4:50 PM

201

Too much new home construction. Loss of green space.

5/3/2019 4:30 PM

202

It hasn't. Still a great place to live, work and play.

5/3/2019 4:24 PM

203

Growing too quickly; drug problems; traffic is heavy and fast; too many trees being cut down and
we need a good and heavy tree planting spree.

5/3/2019 4:09 PM

204

Homeless are more visible; increase in crime; streets don't feel as safe anymore (at night). More
development.

5/3/2019 3:59 PM

205

Negatively. Too much crime, drug use, homelessness, etc

5/3/2019 1:46 PM

206

general upgrade of streets

5/3/2019 11:35 AM

207

WAY TO MUCH CRIME! the drug/ theft problem has gotten way out of hand.

5/3/2019 10:01 AM

208

We moved here 10 yrs ago and have seen that small town feeling change with all of the building of
houses. I am happy that there are so many seniors ( being one myself) but I would like to see that
reflected more in the coming changes

5/3/2019 9:58 AM

209

Rapid urban sprawl over the last 20 yrs. - loss of green space and native trees. Open drug use,
drug users and drastic increases in human litter in parks, trails and forests. Theft and vandalism to
my car and fence. Not safe feeling.

5/3/2019 9:57 AM

210

Noisier

5/3/2019 9:29 AM

211

more crime

5/3/2019 9:04 AM

212

It's been over run by thieves and junkies which is unacceptable

5/3/2019 8:35 AM

213

Busy traffic

5/3/2019 7:50 AM

214

Too much rapid development. Too many trees cut down.

5/3/2019 7:11 AM
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Rampant development over the last several years is turning Parksville into a community only for
the well to do. There has been no attention paid to mid range price development in either the sales
or rental market. Our area has struggled with water shortages for the 25 years I've lived here. How
much development can our water supply sustain? It breaks my heart to see the number of trees
being sacrificed. Traffic is becoming a big issue as well. I understand that we can't stop growth, but
please let's grow with careful consideration, adequate infrastructure, and concern not only for the
beauty of our area but also for the safety and wellbeing of all its residents.

5/2/2019 8:52 PM

216

too big and busy

5/2/2019 6:25 PM

217

Demographics are changing, lots of younger families moving to town

5/2/2019 6:23 PM

218

I have always loved nature.

5/2/2019 6:21 PM

219

Much more traffic both vehicles and people.

5/2/2019 5:36 PM

220

Small town- Loved it. Too many building of new homes is making it less attractive

5/2/2019 5:29 PM

221

Bums, panhandlers and squatters.

5/2/2019 4:53 PM

222

Too much traffic, too many traffic lights and alerts on the mailboxes that there are people trying to
break into cars and roaming through fenced backyards in my “safe” neighbourhood.

5/2/2019 4:51 PM

223

Some properties scruffy - litter - lack of garbage can(s) at end of Parksville near McVickers Street

5/2/2019 4:07 PM

224

Gotten busier, more traffic, more construction, more crime.

5/2/2019 3:49 PM

225

NA

5/2/2019 3:35 PM

226

More mellow

5/2/2019 2:15 PM

227

Clear cutting of forested or trees property to build high density single family homes with NO
provision of green space. Sterile subdivisions.

5/2/2019 1:53 PM

228

Too many subdivisions resulting in raping the forests of the trees, more traffic

5/2/2019 1:44 PM

229

Crime has increased dramatically.

5/2/2019 1:37 PM

230

Disappointment in past councils not listening to the people

5/2/2019 1:02 PM

231

changes for the worse. Crime is out of control, aggressive panhandlers, garbage in streets, graffiti
everywhere, traffic, lack of affordable housing

5/2/2019 12:40 PM

232

High loss of natural environment in favour of development. Less and less water. Ever increasing
traffic with no realistic plan in place. Too much municipal prejudice against non-white entitled
people.

5/2/2019 12:09 PM

233

There are more new sub divisions going up and that means more traffic.

5/2/2019 12:06 PM

234

getting too built up

5/2/2019 12:04 PM

235

Parksville has not stoped growing, it seams every wooded area is starting to be depleted. The
roads are busy, there are homeless people everywhere who are not from here.

5/2/2019 12:02 PM

236

Not much

5/2/2019 11:59 AM

237

not sure

5/2/2019 11:13 AM

238

My blood pressure is lower.

5/2/2019 10:57 AM

239

There has been a significant shift in the feeling of community and inclusiveness. My hope is once
the new Council realizes that there is more to being community leaders than populism and one
issue. We need them to make important decisions that are based on facts and that sometimes are
the right thing to do, even if there are vocal opponents on the other side of the facts.

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

240

It is becoming very busy traffic-wise, and there have been too many trees felled, and very few
trees planted. The lack of trees and tree canopy is making the town hotter in the summer and
uglier all year round.

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

241

Some nice buildings. Putting the drug housing it makes me ready to go somewhere else. And
cutting down so many trees just turns everything into anti-nature and pro money. So sad.

5/2/2019 10:33 AM

242

I've lived here since 1976 so it is population growth with little vision as to traffic planning,
promotion of neighbourhoods, spread of commercial services along the strip of highway rather
than localized downtown

5/2/2019 10:21 AM
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243

Over years developers destroying trees and making Parksville look more and more like a prairie
town...

5/2/2019 10:10 AM

244

too many new buildings

5/2/2019 8:53 AM

245

TRAFFIC

5/2/2019 8:40 AM

246

Criminal activity in/around downtown area.

5/2/2019 8:34 AM

247

Too many homeless & drugs, especially near public areas. Too much development, I realize it is
needed, but maybe when a large piece of land is developed a lot or two could be made into a park
area, with trees & benches. When we first moved here we didn’t even feel the need to lock our
doors when we went out. Now I’m afraid to be working in the yard and leaving my house unlocked.
The small town feel is getting lost, we all find relaxing.

5/2/2019 8:22 AM

248

Too much building - increased traffic - too many trees being taken down.

5/2/2019 8:14 AM

249

I have been here 20 years, and yes the roads are a bit busier, there are more homeless people,
crime is more talked about, maybe we are more aware, but it is still the best place in Canada

5/2/2019 8:03 AM

250

In the 6 years since moving here there has been too much construction, too many trees removed
and too much wildlife habitat destroyed

5/2/2019 7:48 AM

251

I have only been here fir 4 years. In that time do much building has gone up, green areas lost.

5/2/2019 6:31 AM

252

Over the past 28 years it has given me a feeling of belonging to a special place on Vancouver
Island Although a city it give me a feeling of a small town gathering of wonderful people and friends

5/2/2019 6:04 AM

253

Lived here over a dozen years and all changes have been positive, I appreciate having the
Oceanside Health, a lifesaving staff that has all the necessary skills

5/2/2019 1:35 AM

254

It has become a place to raise my kids. I have lived here for 37 years and I have seen the
transition to a more family friendly community.

5/2/2019 12:45 AM

255

It is becoming bigger and more developed. Lots of new housing being built.

5/1/2019 11:03 PM

256

It has changed in a bad way due to inviting druggies and homeless into our resort community, this
is happening because of you people elected who are working for yourselves and not the people
like us

5/1/2019 10:44 PM

257

It is growing too fast, without thought and protection of our environment. New developments
completely strip every single tree on large pieces of land in our city making a desolate, baron
mess with houses squished so close together you could probably hear your neighbour pea. I am
also VERY concerned about this "affordable housing" going up in the heart and core of our small
city. If it was just affordable housing for our working poor...GREAT...however it sounds like a
housing project for drug addicted people to continue their addictions in. I am quite upset about this.

5/1/2019 10:34 PM

258

I’ve retired here and found the community relaxes me.

5/1/2019 9:05 PM

259

It has grown larger but not better

5/1/2019 8:51 PM

260

I don't walk my dog at night because I don't feel safe. I don't feel safe leaving my back sliding door
open when I am home. I have lost my sense of security in my own home.

5/1/2019 8:36 PM

261

Vagrants have moved in and have diminished Parksville’s wholesome feeling.

5/1/2019 8:30 PM

262

Negatively. A 'get in and out' city.

5/1/2019 8:28 PM

263

Much more traffic, much more noise than six years ago when I moved here for the peace and quiet
of a smaller city.

5/1/2019 7:58 PM

264

New housing, new health centre but other than that the downtown is basically the same as it was
30 years ago....old and a bit seedy. Doesn't give off a nice warm experience.

5/1/2019 7:20 PM

265

Too many new residents, causing higher taxes and more traffic.

5/1/2019 6:46 PM

266

Now our once pleasant safe city has changed and has become a drop off centre for low life drug
users and pan handlers. Now an abundance of theft from vehicles, the vehicles themselves and
home break-in's, used needles left all over every free inch of public space and the door ways along
many of the streets. I really pity the tourists.

5/1/2019 6:35 PM

267

More subdivisions being built, but that is not a bad change.

5/1/2019 6:33 PM

268

It has lost too many green areas to construction.

5/1/2019 6:29 PM
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269

Too busy Growing too fast

5/1/2019 6:13 PM

270

In the 4 yrs we've been here, traffic AND crime have escalated.

5/1/2019 6:11 PM

271

More urban.

5/1/2019 5:42 PM

272

there are more recreational opportunities than when we moved here 39 years ago. There are
more businesses catering to residents, there are more activities for all people under 21 to
participate in. Change happens too slowly. there needs to be more vision for the future.

5/1/2019 5:23 PM

273

Increased traffic

5/1/2019 5:18 PM

274

I am walking more, and meeting new friends

5/1/2019 5:04 PM

275

Our new subdivision has been built out in the past 4 yrs.

5/1/2019 5:04 PM

276

Sripped mining forests for housing is absolutely heart-breaking - and UGLY. I get the demand for
housing, but surely we could find a way to leave some trees standing!

5/1/2019 5:00 PM

277

The number of drug addicts has risen dramatically. The cost of housing has risen as well. The two
aren’t necessarily connected.

5/1/2019 4:42 PM

278

Sadly...those unkept chained off squares that appear to be abandoned....where is the housing or
commercial business that should be there?? IF there is no one...plant trees there instead...return
those eyesores to nature!! Also TOO MANY derelict businesses along the ocean...more
eyesores...YUCK!

5/1/2019 4:24 PM

279

It is bigger and busier - the prices of vacation resorts has increased

5/1/2019 4:15 PM

280

I can't walk any of the trails I use to as a kid because it's filled with needles and junkies

5/1/2019 4:07 PM

281

To many Car & RV showrooms Make the town look so industrial .Not a seaside resort .What were
you thinking in the planing dept !

5/1/2019 4:03 PM

282

It has gotten too big and it has allowed too many trees to be torn down including eagle trees for
housing development. It is loosing the family friendliness which is had for a long time as
development is coming too fast.

5/1/2019 3:51 PM

283

Growth has its issues but for the most part the community has dealt well with growth. I am
concerned about the sustainability of growth especially for our water supply. Urgent Care Centre is
a great addition,

5/1/2019 3:41 PM

284

It has become busier in the last few years

5/1/2019 3:36 PM

285

Too Much Densification

5/1/2019 3:21 PM

286

It seems less family friendly (I am a mother of three elementary age kids) then when I was a kid
growing up here.

5/1/2019 2:45 PM

287

N/A

5/1/2019 1:42 PM

288

It seems crime has increased.

5/1/2019 1:42 PM

289

Only been here a year, so I couldn't say.

5/1/2019 1:25 PM

290

Homeless problem has occurred in the last year

5/1/2019 12:32 PM

291

Feels like it is growing at a rate the municipality can not keep up with

5/1/2019 12:03 PM

292

Too much development, not enough affordable housing for low income seniors and families.

5/1/2019 11:45 AM

293

My Daycare (as well as others in the area) physically has go out an check for needles before the
children go out and play. The homeless camp behind the Elementary School off of Despard has
caused us to potentially sell our house, as we now have a child that is in the Spingwood
catchment. So a general feeling of a lack of safety in areas that “should” be safe for children.

5/1/2019 10:12 AM

294

Having been here for 25+ years there are many changes. Most changes are positive as more
services and opportunities are available. Recent changes with crime and homelessness are what
is being seen throughout BC and Canada and are not Parksville specific

5/1/2019 9:29 AM

295

we only just moved here

5/1/2019 9:07 AM

296

From quaint to ugly barren sprawl with little regard for nature or the environment.

5/1/2019 9:06 AM

297

The crime rate. It is no longer a safe small town

5/1/2019 8:49 AM
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298

I think, on the whole, it continues to grow in good ways.

5/1/2019 8:26 AM

299

Traffic is congested more often on coastal highway.

5/1/2019 8:12 AM

300

There’s more crime, and more addicted people on the streets, and I find that really disturbing.

5/1/2019 8:06 AM

301

It has gotten dirtier. It's no longer that paradise, but filled with needles and garbage.

5/1/2019 8:04 AM

302

The development is happening too fast, too many trees being taken down, the crime is up making
it feel less safe, the gap between rich/poor seems to be more obvious, I worked in local healthcare
and I don’t think the services can keep up with the increasing demands, affordable housing for
seniors is needed...

5/1/2019 7:59 AM

303

Starting to infill some of the vacant lots in main traffic areas and downtown core, which is a good
thing.

5/1/2019 7:49 AM

304

Beaches are great, but our town is incredibly ugly. Parksville is one main road (the hwy), and it's
made up of gas stations and car dealerships- that's it.

5/1/2019 7:15 AM

305

I feel a lot less safe in and around town, especially in terms of my property. The town is falling into
disrepair and I’m less proud to call it my home.

5/1/2019 5:51 AM

306

Less green space, little to no affordable housing

4/30/2019 11:05 PM

307

I've noticed, of course, the number of new housing developments that have gone up in the past
few years, and the growth that our city has experienced. The traffic has increased exponentially,
and sometimes it's hard to find parking close to a store/venue.

4/30/2019 11:00 PM

308

It's grown too quickly and too much in the last 15 years

4/30/2019 10:30 PM

309

People are more angry and bitter. They don’t support the community. As our community grows
there needs to be an effort to create unity. Old people from Alberta move here and discriminate
against the youth. The prospects for youth in Parksville is horrible because they have no support
from their community.

4/30/2019 10:29 PM

310

Lately....lack of RCMP and bylaw officers and allowing our small community to be changed into a
small version of Surrey or the downtown Eastside. Not super happy with how we had a wet house
shoved down our throats by a council that never planned on sticking around to take an ounce of
responsibility.

4/30/2019 10:11 PM

311

I am becoming very disillusioned with government after watching the whole 222 Corfield process
unfold. Shameful what the last mayor and council did. Criminal actually. I wonder how they will feel
when some one gets seriously hurt or killed. Lying, misinformation. Parksville, The town that was
bullied by it's own Mayor and council.

4/30/2019 10:07 PM

312

A little but I've only lived here 4 years

4/30/2019 10:01 PM

313

It has become full of addicts who leave their paraphernalia on beaches and homeless who are
now hanging around the downtown area.

4/30/2019 9:54 PM

314

Crime. I don't feel safe in my own home, nevermind walking down the street.

4/30/2019 9:53 PM

315

The transient thiefs , making sure everything is locked up and bolted down.

4/30/2019 9:22 PM

316

It has more homeless people then ever before. Also the small property crime has risen so much
lately, can't keep the doors unlocked or leave anything not tied down.

4/30/2019 9:11 PM

317

A lot more development and cost of housing increase

4/30/2019 8:51 PM

318

Too many homeless and begging in the downtown area. Stop feeding the homeless. Thieving now
happening in the RDN area.

4/30/2019 8:33 PM

319

222 Corfield - biggest mistake in the history of the City.

4/30/2019 8:30 PM

320

Crime has gotten out of hand

4/30/2019 8:26 PM

321

I just moved here 2 months ago so can’t comment on this.

4/30/2019 8:26 PM

322

breathe easy now

4/30/2019 8:15 PM

323

turned into a bustling city with too many meth heads

4/30/2019 7:45 PM

324

Very busy.

4/30/2019 7:42 PM

325

Crime has increased. Especially theft and drug use.

4/30/2019 7:39 PM
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326

I used to be able to feel safe and comfortable walking at night. There are far more people who are
displaying aggressive and threatening behavior. There is more crime here then when we first
moved here.

4/30/2019 7:36 PM

327

Too much crime, too much traffic, too many homeless, too much dissension among the residents.
No feeling of team spirit or community

4/30/2019 7:00 PM

328

Seeing more young people on the streets panhandling & camping

4/30/2019 6:55 PM

329

Crime has increased. Irresponsible developers are destroying the community

4/30/2019 6:51 PM

330

I am afraid to go to my regular parks and walks, especially with my dogs and grand babies, for fear
of junkies needles, junkies freaking out, junkies garbage..even downtown,..I will not shop do at all,
cus of junkies and bums! So very, very , very sad. Lived here for 20 years

4/30/2019 6:38 PM

331

For the better - residential growth. For the worse - increase in crime and shady people hanging
around

4/30/2019 6:35 PM

332

more people / more traffic

4/30/2019 6:16 PM

333

For me personally it's gotten better over time, have lived in oceanside for 12 years. Better
businesses, grocery choices, restaurants.

4/30/2019 6:13 PM

334

N/a

4/30/2019 6:07 PM

335

I think it is nice that everyone wants to live here and that hundreds of houses are being built but is
there a plan? Can the infra structure support all these people. Certainly there is not enough
policing, there should be a bigger effort to run the "night crawlers" out of town. They have it to
good here and don't get me going on 222

4/30/2019 6:00 PM

336

It’s definitely become a more cosmopolitan town/city. Restaurants now offer a variety of cuisines,
there are more boutiques catering to a variety of needs, and there is a greater variety of people
living here. Living close to downtown, I notice many more sirens - usually fire and ambulance. It is
noisier than when we moved here, but still peaceful. I love the activities at the beach during the
summer - just a stroll away.

4/30/2019 5:52 PM

337

There has been a lot of development and an influx of residents from larger cities who expect bigcity amenities. Long-term Parksville residents like the small town feel and are OK sacrificing the
big box stores, perfectly manicured parks and things like swimming pools.

4/30/2019 5:35 PM

338

Food banks, Manna have encouraged "homelessness and addicts into our community". Save the
geese, cull the homeless.

4/30/2019 5:28 PM

339

It has gotten bigger and busier. I am feeling the neglect of a pool in the area as the one in
Qualicum is overused.

4/30/2019 5:25 PM

340

my life has slowed down significantly over the last 10 years

4/30/2019 5:14 PM

341

Don't feel safe anymore, even in my yard

4/30/2019 5:13 PM

342

In the past 30 plus years it has grown a lot .. too many residential units and not enough
commercial space .. don’t want to have to go to Nanaimo for most shopping.

4/30/2019 5:01 PM

343

Crime is up, more break ins, drug issues and the homeless. It has increased quickly in the past
year

4/30/2019 4:57 PM

344

Been here two years. To much crime.

4/30/2019 4:50 PM

345

Community housing has started to come in. Hopefully there is support for the people who will
move in such as counciling, job search help, rehabilitation if needed ect.

4/30/2019 4:44 PM

346

Not really.

4/30/2019 4:29 PM

347

Alot of homeless and drug users, alot of garbage on the streets. Housing is not affordable
anymore

4/30/2019 4:25 PM

348

Blood pressure normal (no more meds after mainland living)

4/30/2019 4:05 PM

349

more growth, not saying that's bad.

4/30/2019 3:51 PM

350

Gotten busier, more vehicles on road, less doctors available

4/30/2019 3:45 PM

351

Crime, theft, drug use and objects visible in city. Unsafe. infrastructure to support growth not met
by council and city. Policing does not have enough resources to battle increased crime and
homeless and drug addicts.

4/30/2019 3:44 PM
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352

Too much clear cutting and poorly planned residential development

4/30/2019 3:42 PM

353

It has changed in a not a good way. There is far too much development (homes that average
people can not afford) Taking away our beautiful view of our beach and now talk of more
development on the waterfront. It is heartbreaking and discouraging wondering what is coming
next.

4/30/2019 3:40 PM

354

It used to be beautiful and safe. Now it’s a garbage dump for addicts. No more running barefoot on
the beaches or parks for my kids. It’s very sad and maddening

4/30/2019 3:39 PM

355

Crime and addicted young people have seemingly sky rocketed over the past year. I want to know
what the local police feel has attracted them here in such a short time.

4/30/2019 3:28 PM

356

Homeless people infront of banks, shops. Theft, yards and garden

4/30/2019 3:24 PM

357

It’s become a trash town that I feel unsafe in

4/30/2019 3:21 PM

358

Lived in area since I was a child. Growth, access to facilities and services. Hazel become a more
vibrant City but still a laid back place to visit

4/30/2019 3:15 PM

359

Not as safe, too much theft and homeless

4/30/2019 3:05 PM

360

not much

4/30/2019 3:02 PM

361

Lived here for 7 years. Biggest change has been the residential growth, which makes access to
facilities and services (especially medical) more challenging.

4/30/2019 2:59 PM

362

Too many new houses being built with the natural forests being destroyed

4/30/2019 2:53 PM

363

Busier but more opportunities to shop and enjoy great food. The crime and not feeling ”safe &
small town ”

4/30/2019 2:52 PM

364

Provides a place to relax and enjoy life.

4/30/2019 2:52 PM

365

So much crime. You have to lock everything up now. I'm nervous out running in town now and I
never used to be. It seems there are flattened forests on every corner now to make way for giant
complexes.

4/30/2019 2:50 PM

366

Too much housing construction. We need affordable housing for working families and singles

4/30/2019 2:35 PM

367

So many people, theft, and higher crime and drug rate

4/30/2019 2:34 PM

368

For the better in most parts. Down town business association is pretty much asleep at the wheel
and needs fresh blood in terms of leadership

4/30/2019 2:32 PM

369

Poor image caused by 'non-management' of problem street people, desecration of public
areas/facilities. Don't feel safe any more. Scared to go out. Worried about crime.

4/30/2019 2:28 PM

370

I have lived here since 1984 and it does not feel as safe anymore. I see too much petty crime and
drug use.

4/30/2019 1:56 PM

371

I have lived here my entire 45 years and I love the growth of Parksville but I am saddened by the
lack of desire by the council to protect its residents and their property by the growth of crime and
transient drug users in the community. It’s pretty sad how you can’t even roast marshmallows on
the beach with your family without breaking the law, however, you can witness addicts shooting up
on the streets and nothing is done. I like many am just generally frustrated with the way this
community has become

4/30/2019 1:56 PM

372

As a result of popularity and more people moving to the area, there is not enough healthcare
related infrastructure to service all.

4/30/2019 1:53 PM

373

Parksville feels like there has been an increase in people who don’t feel the need to help or
contribute. Crime has gone up and our neighbourhood has been hit more times than we can count
since the beginning of the year. We have had to install an alarm system as out nieghbours house
has been hit 3 times in a month and we’ve had to chase people away. We moved here to raise our
family but it doesn’t feel safe anymore

4/30/2019 1:52 PM
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374

I grew up here and had a great childhood. Moved back to my family home a few years ago to raise
my own family. I was surprised at how much growth there has been. I’m loving the new shops in
the main core. The biggest thing for me is seeing the amount of homeless people, mentally ill,
drugs, vandalism, thieving/crime, begging on the streets, people strung out on drugs, people living
in the bushes and destroying nature near neighborhoods. This has been so shocking & absolutely
devastating. It sickens me to see this and I find the whole situation absolutely maddening. It’s out
of control and we need to take our city back. The good hardworking people shouldn’t have to put
up with this crap.

4/30/2019 1:42 PM

375

Concerned about what 222 Corfield will bring

4/30/2019 1:38 PM

376

More crime, less policing. Better Mayor and council

4/30/2019 1:37 PM

377

Too much crime and nothing done about it.

4/30/2019 1:37 PM

378

Though about moving . Installed security cameras and lights at OUR home. Not safe for our kids
anymore to many homeless and thieves now.

4/30/2019 1:35 PM

379

The same as any other community. Increased homelessness. More mental health issues on our
streets and less affordability We are not immune despite what Council thinks

4/30/2019 1:34 PM

380

Too much growth - too fast! Displacement of animals due to not controlling green space in each
new subdivision ( cutting down all trees On building sites)

4/30/2019 1:31 PM

381

Large developments are removing all the trees, and natural areas, that were part of the
uniqueness of the city. Crime has increased substantially, and more vagrants coming here, are
bad changes.

4/30/2019 1:29 PM

382

More crime, I don't feel as safe as I used to. I appreciate the new developments happening.

4/30/2019 1:27 PM

383

Grown in size and population (all good).

4/30/2019 1:22 PM

384

more traffic, activity,etc.

4/30/2019 1:21 PM

385

I notice that crime has increased since we moved here 9 years ago and more transient people
coming to our area.

4/30/2019 1:21 PM

386

People's anger is out if control. This was stoked by current council members, especially Ed and
Adam. There is no sense of community. Just hatred now.

4/30/2019 1:20 PM

387

Doesn’t feel as safe as it used to feel (resident now for 20 years).

4/30/2019 1:18 PM

388

Crime. Over the last 3 years it seems to have increased exponentially and new faces are being
seen in the community outside banks, stores and in the bushes. Even at 4AM I was driving to work
and saw on 2 different streets men in dark clothing and backpacks skulking around and break-ins
are happening dozens of times a week

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

389

On the above comment, I was going to say that I USED to love the feel of Parksville, the big trees
and the comfortable feeling of the "town". But with the systematic destruction of large tracts of land
and trees for expensive housing, this has changed the feel of the city. It's now more like Oak Street
in Vancouver, where I grew up.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

390

It has gotten more seedy looking (the nasty dilapidated motel) on the beach boardwalk . Seems to
be more crime.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

391

It has definitely gotten bigger

4/30/2019 1:13 PM

392

Parksville itself hasn't changed, but the council has, and that isn't a good thing (counsil has gone
downhill)

4/30/2019 1:10 PM

393

Parksville has changed by letting in transient drug addicts who bleed our system dry. They are now
being welcomed with open arms and being enabled to do drugs in the comfort of a brand new,
ocean view home. No help is offered to them. The people of parksville suffer as their
homes/personal items/cars are being broken into/taken. It’s disgusting. Help the drug users,
DON’T enable them!

4/30/2019 1:07 PM

394

Residential housing has increased as well as some increase in business, which has been good for
the community. We are losing a lot of downtown area greenspace. I do not agree with the
garbage/homelessness/tents in city parks, and drug needles in public areas such as the beach
where families take their children and pets to play. Also crime has increased dramatically.

4/30/2019 1:07 PM
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395

I have visited for 25 years, and moved here 1 year ago. The downside is the crime and
homelessness. That RCMP advise keeping windows closed and locked all the time in my
community close to downtown is the one thing I do not like. To not be able to enjoy having
windows wide open to get some air is very sad, and very uncomfortable during summer months.

4/30/2019 1:01 PM

396

It's helped me relax from move from long time home into new one.

4/30/2019 12:57 PM

397

Too much development and homelessness by individuals who chose that way of life Feels unsafe
now, car broken into twice

4/30/2019 12:53 PM

398

Do not feel safe, homeless that are not from here, stealing, shooting up in public, asking for money
everywhere, needles!!! People enabling them and then more come here. Our children are no
longer safe or welcome to go down down for an ice cream with a junky being chased out! I hat the
222 Is happening.... it’s only going to get worse.

4/30/2019 12:45 PM

399

The mass of homes less, drug addicts, homes less camps and the spike in theft. I no longer feel
safe walking with my daughter at night

4/30/2019 12:43 PM

400

For the worse. Drugs and theft everywhere

4/30/2019 12:41 PM

401

Just moved August 2018 N/A.

4/30/2019 12:40 PM

402

With all the clear cutting and development going in, it's changing in a very negative way. Where is
the water going to come from for all these new developments? All the clear cutting is destroying
the feeling of the city. With the opposition by many to the supportive housing units, I for one, am
disgusted by the attitudes of some of the residents of this city. Beyond rude, mean and extremely
negative about anything and anyone that doesn't fit neatly into their idea of what Parksville should
be.

4/30/2019 12:39 PM

403

lived here all my life; it's gotten run down and dangerous; unclean and unhealthy in many areas;
theft, crime

4/30/2019 12:36 PM

404

It has gotten unsafe for our children and seniors with the growing transient homeless issues. You
can no longer leave your front door unlocked when you are sitting right in front of it. You can't play
in the sand without being concerned about needles or human feces. You can't walk down the street
without someone asking for money. People are doing drugs in public areas without any concern
about the repercussions. You can't go to a bank without seeing someone high or passed out.

4/30/2019 11:58 AM

405

Too many people, too many high buildings, not enough green space. Too little parking downtown.
Too little parks for Parksville.

4/30/2019 11:52 AM

406

Parksville has grown quite a lot. New businesses have come in over the years, and more
residential zones have popped up. I've also seen an increase in "known offenders" that have been
committing crime.

4/30/2019 11:25 AM

407

low standards for development (design and sustainability) and maintenance of properties.

4/30/2019 10:35 AM

408

Increase in crime and drug addicts. Needles and garbage on trails and beaches. No longer feel
safe. Trees being cut down. Not enough police presence in downtown area.

4/30/2019 9:35 AM

409

I have noticed more development, which I see as a very positive aspect to improve the housing
supply.

4/30/2019 9:35 AM

410

Larger Homeless problem now.

4/30/2019 8:44 AM

411

It's gotten busier on the roads.

4/30/2019 8:24 AM

412

Loss of trees, loss of water, loss of birds and animals. Too many cars.

4/29/2019 9:02 PM

413

Security, safety, cleanliness

4/29/2019 7:39 PM

414

I've lived here for a long time and it has grown and evolved as every popular place does. We are
certainly seeing challenges, such as homelessness and street people more visibly. I believe this
comes with the popularity of the location. It's tough to have it both ways.

4/26/2019 5:16 PM
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Q4 What would you like to see change about Parksville?
Answered: 417

Skipped: 8

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I would love to see more beauty esp. in the towntown core. Streetlamps, some streets done in
cobblestone, a couple of small bars, and for sure more public washrooms to start.

6/18/2019 2:50 PM

2

Stop being so pro development. Pebble Beach just held the U.S. Open golf tournament. It is near
Carmel probably one of the finest small town vacation spots in North America. Reading up on it, its
population is relatively steady at 4000 and apparently down since the year 2000. Growth does not
necessarily bring in more net revenue (taxes). It may just produce more costs. Remember Eben
Foror's book "Better, not Bigger".

6/18/2019 2:12 PM

3

more compassion and support for citizens who are disadvantaged

6/18/2019 11:57 AM

4

swimming pool, more activities

6/18/2019 11:47 AM

5

More awareness of our beautiful scenery and water supply. Keep our friendliness

6/18/2019 11:38 AM

6

More lighting on trails

6/18/2019 11:33 AM

7

Less building and more trees

6/18/2019 11:25 AM

8

Affordable housing for families

6/18/2019 11:19 AM

9

Swimming pool as therapy for seniors

6/18/2019 11:15 AM

10

less development and overexpassion

6/18/2019 11:07 AM

11

less homelessness

6/18/2019 10:49 AM

12

more parking

6/18/2019 10:45 AM

13

more homes for poor and homeless

6/18/2019 10:34 AM

14

Be more welcoming to the people needing the housing project

6/18/2019 10:24 AM

15

Less traffic in the downtown which might mean good parking on the periphery. Better bike lanes
which will help for scooter access too. Maybe slower speed limits in some areas.

6/18/2019 10:19 AM

16

more attractive DT, do something constructive about PCC, new complex by arena for pool

6/18/2019 9:47 AM

17

help the homeless

6/18/2019 9:39 AM

18

fewer trees destroyed, rezoning must be fulfilled within 6 months

6/18/2019 9:33 AM

19

Inclusion for everyone

6/18/2019 9:27 AM

20

water reservoir, slow down cutting trees

6/18/2019 9:21 AM

21

more facilities for young families, affordable housing, city Councillors that know what they're talking
about ie: plastic bags

6/18/2019 9:11 AM

22

more roads to connect

6/18/2019 8:48 AM

23

Beautify the city

6/18/2019 8:46 AM

24

I'd like Parksville to become a more welcoming community to differences. I'd also like to see a
better "downtown core". When visitors come, it's not very inviting to take them "downtown".

6/17/2019 8:04 PM

25

more housing for families

6/13/2019 3:37 PM

26

Over crowding

6/13/2019 3:35 PM

27

stabilize water supply

6/13/2019 3:33 PM

28

Availability of doctors, recreational activities and a cinema

6/13/2019 3:31 PM

29

homelessness resolved

6/13/2019 3:27 PM

30

more affordable housing

6/13/2019 3:21 PM
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31

a more secure water supply

6/13/2019 3:13 PM

32

more compassionate

6/13/2019 2:55 PM

33

more housing- low cost

6/13/2019 2:52 PM

34

Like people to become more compassionate about social housing

6/13/2019 2:51 PM

35

nothing

6/13/2019 2:45 PM

36

Save the trees

6/13/2019 2:30 PM

37

More concern over losing trees, looking at more diversified housing needs, getting rid of the terrible
eyesore of the old motel on the beach, but keeping development along the water front LOW!!

6/12/2019 1:05 PM

38

Demonstration of a more caring attitude towards those struggling with survival through enhanced
availability of support for addition, mental health and "street life" related issues.

6/11/2019 3:21 PM

39

Increased awareness of need for affordable housing for young families and rentals. More
compassionate dealing with the homeless.

6/11/2019 2:47 PM

40

Protect our parking put people before profits.

6/10/2019 8:15 PM

41

A better balance between development and the care for our natural environment. Improved transit
service. Increased sidewalks in older areas of the city to encourage walking and more cycling
trails.

6/10/2019 5:26 PM

42

I would like the council to use more humanitarian views when it comes to homeless people

6/10/2019 4:07 PM

43

The above (3). I am sympathetic to the pandemic of homelessness, but not the misidentification of
a drug problem. Find the documentary on Seattle's crisis, and you may recognize familiar warning
signs. I am pleased to see our new council step up to the plate to acquire some control over 222
Corfield, a deceitful misuse of land achieved by an obvious attempt to curb any public input on
such a critical municipal decision.

6/10/2019 2:07 PM

44

Remove derelict buildings in a timely manner.

6/10/2019 9:51 AM

45

more transparent dealings regarding council

6/9/2019 9:18 PM

46

I would like the City to think long-term about parks and especially about the beach front. It was
forward thinking by pioneers that got us the Community Park. We need forward thinking Councils
to restrict high rise development on the beachfront and purchase, in the future, land adjacent to
the community park.

6/9/2019 8:59 PM

47

Continue to grow but with thoughtfulness to retaining the small town feel

6/9/2019 5:41 PM

48

More care for others needs.

6/9/2019 4:18 PM

49

I would like to see greater resources going towards shelter for the homeless. I would like to see
addiction housing, recovery and long-term planning. I would like to see greater mental health
resources. I would like to see short term cold weather shelter. I would like to see that we are a
Charter of Compassion Community that cares about all the people who find themselves here. It
truly is an amazing community to be in.

6/9/2019 2:56 PM

50

That Council will accept the opinions of the public and not "kow-tow" to the pressure of developers
only interested in profit. We would also expect to see a resounding NO to the proposed
development for 161 at the waterfront. Over- development (8 and 18 foot towers will destroy the
look of Parksville just as The Beach Club has done). Stick to the already created building rules.

6/7/2019 11:02 PM

51

Remedying the above.

6/7/2019 9:14 AM

52

A pool facility is needed in Parksville for families

6/6/2019 6:53 AM

53

Stop building for the sake of building before you know it every green space will have a home on it.
A decrease in the amount of theft and homlessness, address the issue. Transient/homeless
people need to be told to move along they are not welcome. Adress the crime, encrease,
education, engineering and enforcement

6/3/2019 10:09 AM

54

I would like more support for the curling club, a proper community centre with drop in classes,
gym, and drop in activities. I would like to see the water front developed.

6/2/2019 2:23 PM

55

more positive attitudes/ services for vulnerable/disadvantaged

5/31/2019 5:04 PM
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56

A couple more trails such as the Coombs trail. Too many handicap parking spots and not enough
for brand new moms or moms with little ones.More emphasis on kid friendly verse dog friendly. No
dogs in grocery stores.

5/28/2019 11:08 PM

57

Improve public transportation

5/28/2019 4:45 PM

58

Improve public transportation

5/28/2019 4:45 PM

59

More of a downtown core Hospital More doctors New recreation facility Clean up of graffiti on the
boardwalk abandoned motel (this is an eyesore to the community and embarrassment to visitors)
More police officers, firefighters and medical people to deal with potential issues surrounding 222
Corfield and presence of needles near children’s playground in the city park The addition of a
bandstand in the park

5/28/2019 1:49 PM

60

Nicer down town core, character, flow of buildings. Old island hall gone. More fields for sports
teams. Better community parks, not just the City park (which is beautiful). Work with the other
groups ie sd69 - craig street commons, track, rdn, community centre

5/27/2019 4:06 PM

61

slower speed limit in residential areas- some places on the mainland have implemented 30 k for
residential streets down from 50 k

5/27/2019 2:30 PM

62

I know it is difficult, but slow down the development. Would also like to see more biking trail links
(Rail line trail to QB, Rathtrevor trail from Community Park.

5/26/2019 2:17 PM

63

1. Using Qualicum as an example, a more cohesive look to the downtown core. 2. More dedicated
sports facilities for the growing retirees numbers. Note: In our opinion the downtown core seems
compartmentalized and does not lend itself to enjoying a walk through it. This also reduces the
economic opportunities for local businesses.

5/25/2019 11:07 AM

64

More significant trees on 19A to soften that strip feel

5/25/2019 11:04 AM

65

Stop Decreasing our green space with housing. Enforcement against people living on the
streets/woods. Traffic calming existing roads. Plant more trees in the green spaces in turn reduces
carbon foot print.

5/24/2019 2:44 PM

66

Fix up the Tuan Road and Island Hwy intersection ASAP. Return Industrial Way, the former
original Island Hwy, back to a two-way road c/w proper intersection at the Island Hwy. Two way to
one way, part way, is very dangerous, and a "head on" collision will occur here one day.

5/24/2019 2:17 PM

67

Crime improved, improved safety and precaution. More family housing coops(townhouses at
market rent). More recreation indoor and outdoor facilities for all ages.

5/24/2019 11:14 AM

68

I'd like to see the derelict building beside the beach club developed but not with high rise buildings.
This need to be a low rise mix of possibly three stories - 2 residential and one commercial on the
ground floor. 2 stories would be better but that's probably impractical.

5/23/2019 12:06 PM

69

Parksville become a clean air community, no more wood burning allowed. People will say they
cannot afford it, they don't budget for it because they never have to. Council always gives in and
allows one more year.

5/23/2019 10:08 AM

70

Island highway needs to be twined the entire length of the city, to reduce accidents and enable
traffic flow during the tourist season. A indoor public pool would be great.

5/23/2019 10:03 AM

71

Pretty up the town centre with shrubs and summer flower baskets or something similar.

5/23/2019 9:19 AM

72

a) Remove the old and abandoned building along the Parksville waterfront b)Engage property
owners and businesses to replace out of date and unattractive buildings in downtown Parksville.
Now residents and visitors to Parksville ignore Parksville merchants as Qualicum Beach is an
attractive community making people feel welcome. c) RCMP moving in to the convention centre
will not improve atmosphere in downtown, nor will it eliminate of Corfield 222 until a) and b) above
have been addressed.

5/22/2019 12:28 PM

73

I would like to see some smaller housing units being built to accommodate low income seniors and
lower income citizens. I would like to see 222 Corfield Street Housing run by the Oceanside Task
Force on Homelessness, which would include mental health counselling, career counselling and
other supportive services, which have been offered successfully in other Canadian cities.
Everyone should have a second chance at getting on with a productive life. Maybe even a third or
fourth chance. People are precious. Love your neighbour as yourself.

5/22/2019 11:56 AM

74

Removal of derelict buildings, especially around beach. A bit more water views so everyone can
enjoy it.

5/22/2019 11:03 AM
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75

I'd like more affordable housing, more rental buildings

5/22/2019 10:48 AM

76

1) Lower Property Taxes. 2) Being strict with the homeless. Mentally ill and drug addicts need to
be transported to other cities with the infrastructure to handle them. Parksville can handle its own
that have financial insecurities. (ie single moms, elderly destitute) 3) Dogs. In the last two years,
dog owners have become extremely belligerent leaving their dogs run wild (in on-leash areas),
doing their business on trails and private property (without cleaning up)...etc Just last week, we
had two large dogs on Parksville beach run up to our baby on a beach blanket and try to lick him.
The owner completely ignored our protests and continued on his way without calling in his dogs. I
recommend raising dog fines and increasing bylaw enforcement.

5/22/2019 10:48 AM

77

less homeless

5/22/2019 9:57 AM

78

Less development!!!!

5/21/2019 10:31 PM

79

No huge development beside the beach clip PLEASE Low rise only if they must Do not wreck the
water front

5/21/2019 8:47 PM

80

- Divert traffic and support natural spaces not “groomed spaces” - be a more compassionate city
regarding the homeless, the addicted, the mentally ill and less fortunate than ourselves. Trying to
get rid of the unfortunate is not only cruel it clearly demonstrates a lack of knowledge about the
research on this sector of our society. They will always be there and need our support to live better
lives. - elimination of free needles or safe injection sites will only result in deaths (which will be on
your hands). Do your research and ask the experts to advise on this issue based on evidence not
uninformed opinion. - stop the horrific geese slaughter. Why kill one species? Why don't you
murder crows, pigeons etc.? Many other cities live with geese. This is unnecessary and irrational..
The eagles will keep them in check or at least try birth control or just live with these beautiful birds.
People create worse problems than the natural wildlife that belongs here.

5/21/2019 4:17 PM

81

Allow motorized scooters and golf carts on non highway roads.

5/21/2019 12:39 PM

82

more connected green spaces and green ways, connect the park to resort row. More business
opportunities and conditions for companies to come here to employ people.

5/21/2019 10:37 AM

83

Slow down housing development. Too much too fast! Look into full care for seniors. Expansion of
Oceanside Health Centre. Do something with that vacant property net to the Beach Club! IT HAS
BEEN THAT WAY SINCE WE MOVE HERE, 10 YEARS AGO!! Also NO HIGH RISES!!

5/20/2019 5:38 PM

84

More recreation facilities, i.e. indoor pool with diving boards, indoor tennis courts, better
supervision of our wonderful park, more efforts in getting more doctors, more traffic controllers to
check speed and noise, especially from motorcycles and trucks. Perhaps a racetrack would help
these city racers get speed and noise out of their systems until they mature.

5/20/2019 1:11 PM

85

While we now have the Urgent Care Health Facility that was not here when we arrived, it does not
meet the need for 24 hour over-night care. We have had to drive to the Nanaimo Hospital in the
middle of the night on a few occasions. The beach in our downtown area is the show-piece of
Parksville. A primary objective of the city must be to keep it as such. The derelict motel is a
disgrace and a blight on our beautiful beach. Please do something about it.

5/20/2019 11:03 AM

86

I would like to see, Parksville have less abandoned buildings and empty lots in the downtown area,
that coupled with the growing homeless problem, makes the area less inviting to tourist, and
residents alike. I would also like to see a indoor Aquatic center, and a medical arts building with
more family doctors.

5/20/2019 9:22 AM

87

Slow down development considerably. Way fewer tourists. Some areas are seeing major problems
caused by too many tourists (the Netherlands for example) with towns' and villages' quality of life
suffering as a result. I dread summer because of too many tourists. While there are groups that
help animals, the city by laws do not. Check with the local SPCA's recommendations. Permanent
ID for cats (kept current as when people move they forget to update their contact information).
Adopt standard of care bylaws for animals. Fines for dogs left in hot cars. No tethering of dogs in
back yards etc. Better help for the homeless. A pool.

5/19/2019 7:54 AM

88

Don’t know which is more of a priority. Stop the mutilation of all the beautiful forested areas, or
create some wonderful small town atmosphere, by finding a town planner who has some sense of
what is needed to fix the mess that Parksville is. At some point the tourists will stop coming. The
beach isn’t what it used to be. There is no downtown core, where people can wander and shop.
Frankly I think Parksville is the worst looking community on the Island, and it appears to be totally
out of control.

5/18/2019 11:28 AM
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89

Pool in Parksville rather than expanding the one in QB, focused theme in the town for future
development, have owners with vacant lots deal with invasive species like broom

5/18/2019 9:06 AM

90

see below

5/18/2019 9:00 AM

91

Parksville needs a full Olympic size indoor Public Pool. Parksville needs larger dog friendly parks.
Parksville needs incentives to attract more small and medium Businesses. Parksville needs to
create more affordable housing, by increasing taxes for unoccupied buildings and vacant land, and
providing tax breaks to developers who create multi dwelling units with rents under $1000/month
or condos under $250,000. More doctors, and other services brought to Parksville. Parksville
needs more large scale rain water storage to prevent water restrictions in the summer. Parksville
needs to step up patrols to take on the growing vandalism and thefts brought by transients.

5/17/2019 11:11 PM

92

I would like them to build a swimming pool in parksville. We have a bigger population than
qualicum yet because qualicum has more money the pool went there. I would like the idea of
parksville being the intercity to change.parksville has alot to offer for itself.

5/17/2019 9:55 PM

93

A little more defined city centre, improved recreation facilities,

5/17/2019 9:37 PM

94

I would like to see a recreational multiplex with a swimming pool.

5/17/2019 3:57 PM

95

More beautification in the downtown and maybe more tourist helpful signs. If you don't know where
places are it's hard to find them.

5/17/2019 11:58 AM

96

Beautify the core and have a reason to visit and walk around. The core of qualium is nice to walk
around. So something similar or the interesting things you can find in coombes, that unique feel.
Have things to do in the evening that are free and accessible to get people outside.

5/17/2019 12:24 AM

97

Drug/booze addicts brought to detox/rehab treatment centres even if out of town Affordable
housing (rentals) for low income of all ages and mental challenges

5/16/2019 1:46 PM

98

A better understanding by staff and Council on how to adapt to climate change and carrying
capacity of the land base. An increase in green space.

5/16/2019 8:24 AM

99

Keep growth to a minimum, where does the water come from to accommodate the population
growth?

5/16/2019 8:08 AM

100

Change 222 to elderly senior supportive housing and get tougher on the criminals in town

5/15/2019 6:21 PM

101

It would be great to see more affordable and/or supportive housing initiatives in the future, as well
as more recreation opportunities for families and youth.

5/15/2019 4:06 PM

102

I would like to see no drug or needles offered here in our town, spend it on re-hab and extra
RCMP and arrests, then decide if they need to be in a hospital or a re-hab … clean-up and help
'all' the citizens of our area and then encourage other cities to do the same … get more
government assisted help for the cost of these things. We are the people, the tax payers, and we
should have our funds go to helping this huge problem.

5/15/2019 10:37 AM

103

I would like to see updates to our animal control bylaws. Breed specific legislation is outdated and
ineffective. The model recently passed by the municipality of North Cowichan provides a good
example of what should be implemented here. Enforcement of the leash by-law needs to be a
priority. Many dog owners allow their dogs off leash in areas that are not designated as such. This
results in safety concerns for both people, the dogs and wildlife who are chased by dogs. We also
need to consider licensing cats in order to ensure mandatory spaying/neutering and identification.
Return to owner rates would increase significantly. The city needs to support local animal welfare
organizations by providing funding to help control pet overpopulation. We need to stop the
implementation of an annual goose cull as a method of population control. This is archaic and
ineffective.

5/15/2019 7:30 AM

104

the only change I would like to see is a few more places to live for single people to downsize in,

5/15/2019 7:13 AM

105

I would like to see more parking. Downtown, but also now they have bike lanes every where, it has
cut down on residential parking. ie Renz road, Humphrey Road.

5/14/2019 9:25 PM

106

Balance the growth with preservation of our beauty. Make affordable housing a part of all new
developments. Have a community plan that can be followed by councils for years to come

5/14/2019 8:04 PM

107

Less traffic through our city. Clean up beach front (getting rid of old motel and have more green
space. Less like The Beach Club along ocean front.

5/14/2019 5:23 PM

108

Finish the sidewalks

5/14/2019 5:00 PM

109

No more needles and garbage everywhere. Less homeless all around

5/14/2019 3:26 PM
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110

Stop allowing builders to destroy our ocean and mountain views! Slow development until our water
needs are met. We have global warming, folks, and water will become more scarce. We have
more people making more demand on less water. We already have water rationing.

5/14/2019 3:21 PM

111

I'd like to see it stay the same, little or no more growth. If building is needed, its time to consider
'going up' or multi dwellings (3-4 stories high), with several appartments or condos not just one
home with its own foot print. Similar to the new construction on Bay Street is perfect. Go up, not
wider.

5/14/2019 3:03 PM

112

I would not use the word "Change" ... we should talk about evolving and evolution. The next phase
of that will have to be driven by the nature of economic development we seek and nurture. Our
future will be built around Tourism, High Tech focused entrepreneurial business, traditional Mid
Island services for surrounding communities and the range of medical, retail and personal services
that recognizes the aging population and the appeal Parksville has already achieved among active
seniors and new retirees.

5/14/2019 2:52 PM

113

Stop issuing new housing building permits! Build a swimming pool that we can use instead of
attending the very overcrowded Ravensong Pool in Qualicum Beach.

5/14/2019 2:09 PM

114

Upgrade the downtown. Our city has a perfect link between beach, park and downtown. I’d like to
see the buildings upgraded for appeal (clean and/or paint them like a few have done) without
adding tall tower buildings

5/14/2019 2:08 PM

115

Remedy previous question and provide more green space and off leash parks.

5/14/2019 1:26 PM

116

Dis-continue commercial real estate dev. on water

5/14/2019 1:21 PM

117

Leave the geese alone

5/14/2019 11:11 AM

118

A pedestrian only area for shopping, etc. Have an actual 'downtown'.

5/14/2019 10:33 AM

119

Would like to see a more efficient public, frequent, transportation system that would provide direct
access to and from the ferries.

5/14/2019 10:31 AM

120

More of a town centre rather than businesses strung out along the main road. Emulate QB

5/14/2019 10:29 AM

121

i would like to see the breed specific bylaw for pitbulls abolished

5/14/2019 9:56 AM

122

The above and try to keep some Island character, not blind expansion.

5/14/2019 9:47 AM

123

Would like to see a Kentucky Fried Chicken and a Wal-Mart.

5/14/2019 9:31 AM

124

More thought put into housing developments,animal bylaws that are current such as qualicum
beach has,animals to be provided proper shelter with access to food and water,not to left tied up in
yard and big fines for leaving an animal in a hot car

5/14/2019 9:27 AM

125

1. No culling of geese 2. Better dog control and fines for feces left behind 3. A more
comprehensive recycling program 4. Regular pickup of yard waste 5. Drug rehab Program at 222
Corfield.

5/14/2019 9:23 AM

126

I’d like to see more bylaw officers, or RCMP patrols. I’d like to see derelict buildings removed. Like
that old hotel/motel next to the Beach club and that horrible property next to McDonalds torn down.
I’d like to see more efforts in providing addiction services, treatment so drugs are not so prevalent
in the community.

5/14/2019 9:04 AM

127

More thought to development

5/14/2019 8:39 AM

128

I would like those in charge to make greater strides in making positive changes for animals,
treating them as sentient beings.

5/14/2019 8:23 AM

129

Painting the buildings & generally sprucing up the downtown core. Walkway all along our beach to
Rathtreavor

5/14/2019 7:58 AM

130

I would like to see the trees, nature and ocean views protected in Parksville.

5/14/2019 7:34 AM

131

I'd like to see more licenced restaurants on the waterfront.

5/14/2019 7:28 AM

132

see above less drugs and crime

5/14/2019 7:09 AM

133

Need beach walkway extended to Rathtrevor Beach from Community Park. Would like to see an
extended walk/bike trail to Nanaimo and Courtenay. Need to clean up the Community Park beach
area (get rid of weeds/grasses on the beach, bring in sand, tables - make it inviting). We were
fortunate enough to travel across Canada a few years ago and almost every community, large to
small, had walkways/bikeways and most beach towns/cities were well groomed, clean.

5/13/2019 10:23 PM
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I would build Swimming pool enclosed with a full gym attached on the second floor would be a
walking tract. there would be a faculty run Adult day, program there would also be a facility run
evening program for people with disabilities mental physical. Game nights movie night. there
would be a public park in all the housing subdivisions . We are called Parksville.

5/13/2019 8:51 PM

135

A POOL and recreational facilities top priority. More police get rid of the riff raft, make it
uncomfortable for the druggies to be here-force them somewhere else

5/13/2019 7:58 PM

136

Safety addressed more policing less street people that are not local residents

5/13/2019 9:54 AM

137

I would like to see a better plan for the drug problem, the theft and the homeless situation. I don't
want to worry about my young children stepping on a dirty discarded needle while playing at our
beautiful beach or playground.

5/12/2019 9:48 PM

138

Development of beachfront property which is derelict. More access to the beach from downtown,
access for homeless to help in many ways.

5/12/2019 3:19 PM

139

More informed and careful planning of new development. Cutting all the trees down is not the way
to go for less water.! Need incentives for developers and homeowners to landscape properties
More attention paid to improvements for pedestrian safety. e.g why are people allowed to bicycle
on the sidewalk? why are people who clearly should not be driving, driving?

5/12/2019 11:27 AM

140

More upgrade of the down town and side Street's , cleaning windows would be a good start .
Would like to see a shop that sells all kinds of t shirts with a Parksville logo on it also many others
with a Parksville logo on . I miss having a restaurant that have fried chicken or other kinds of
instead of the usual humdrum few we have .

5/12/2019 8:45 AM

141

More parkland and walking trails (not paved) would be great. The dilapidated motel complex at the
beach needs to be changed, developed or even just demolished would be good!

5/10/2019 4:13 PM

142

The community waterfront park is my first love. It will soon be too small with the increasing number
of residents. Parking is always limited, and the trash cans overflow in the summertime. Issue a
municipal bond to buy the land adjoining the park to enlarge the park for the future and keep the
high-rise hotels away, please.

5/10/2019 4:07 PM

143

Drug free zone! Safety for our seniors. People on drugs shipped to detox centres and rehab! We
don’t have support systems here for this level of intervention. Parksville being a drugfree zone

5/10/2019 2:56 PM

144

Local government that cares about the environment and the social issues the city faces. Local
government listening to citizens and taking action towards solving issues that are important to
residents.

5/10/2019 12:08 PM

145

The homeless crisis. We cannot turn a blind eye to this problem, it must be addressed head on. It
won't just go away.

5/10/2019 7:47 AM

146

More economic opportunity for young people. More young families moving here.

5/9/2019 6:40 PM

147

I want to see informed decision making that is compassionate and non-partisan. I want to see our
whole area work collaboratively to provide better recreational facilities such as those proposed by
the now defunct District Recreation Commission. I am happy with the changes at the community
park to help prevent erosion and do not want the Council to "clean up" the beach in the way
proposed.

5/9/2019 3:10 PM

148

fewer subdivisions with higher priced homes, more affordable housing

5/9/2019 1:10 PM

149

Get rid of commercial space requirements and get some development for people Downtown.

5/9/2019 11:06 AM

150

Street banners, removed the ones that say downtown, replace them with designs more suitable to
reflect our coastline. Entrance to community, orange bridge is an eyesore, needs upgrading or
perhaps just new paint. Less homeless people and drugs

5/9/2019 11:04 AM

151

Nice sea side banners of all kinds instead of the ones that mark out down town. Take a drive
through Naniamo and have a look at their banners. Last year I beleive the kids made them via a
competition. And most of all clean up all the city.

5/9/2019 10:58 AM

152

That development that is taking place is more than well planned . Lived in Toronto , Ottawa ,
London , Edmonton , Kelowna , Vancouver and great cities if you like sitting in your car . We need
more walking, bike trails, in town that link the parks and surrounding towns .

5/8/2019 4:19 PM

153

I would like to see the addition of a swimming pool.

5/8/2019 3:51 PM
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I’D like to see a restaurant quarter like they have in European villages, with outdoor seating. Craig
Street should be a main focus ....this city does not have a heart of town...it’s really odd that there
was no real planning involved. The town has no identity, just random dealerships, grocery stores,
fast food joints in no particular order. Not an easy town to walk around in. Please do something
about that eyesore of an abandoned motel on the beach. Come to grips with a development plan
for it. Provide more rots facilities for our youth, and for the under 35 crowd...baseball, volleyball,
hockey leagues so the new residents can join a team without having to already know a team full of
people. The more we can provide for people to do, to join in activities, the livelier, the more
desirable and happier this town will be. I want to walk down the street on any night and hear
laughter, music and people enjoying themselves.....not just limit it to one night a week on a
crowded Craig St, or down at the beach.

5/8/2019 1:37 PM

155

I think we need more focus on how to cope with the homeless, prolific offenders, we need more
help with these sorts of issues or our small destination tourist town will turn into the east side and
locals and small business will pack up and leave to a safer community. I miss our old town

5/8/2019 9:56 AM

156

Better policing of dangerous drivers

5/8/2019 9:26 AM

157

More affordable housing for locals, both rentals and purchases. Also at least one dog-free beach.
Our beaches have become glorified dog parks instead of people parks. Not everyone enjoys
walking through urine soaked grass or stepping in poo (or seeing bagged poo laying on the
ground). Taxpayers should not have to pay to clean up after dogs in parks, trails, and beaches.

5/8/2019 9:07 AM

158

-continue with low income housing focus but give some thought to moving additions/counselling
aspects for target population to an area removed from high traffic area -with new housing
projects=more people=increased water consumption. Develop water storage plan for Englishman
River run-off. -more families in area. Build a pool(possible multiplex) for public/school programs. build washroom facility in downtown area similar to one found in QB. -continue with plans to build
pathway from Rathtrevor Park to community park in PK.

5/7/2019 10:42 PM

159

We need better recreational facilities, especially a swimming pool complex, and a good running
track. I used to swim all the time at Ravensong, however the pool became too crowded, and the
cost of gas to go back and forth every day really added up. The running track at Ballenas is in dire
need of replacement.

5/7/2019 10:18 PM

160

I know things need to change but maybe more thought should have gone into the new
developments p with green spaces not as congested looking. We had a lot of walking trails but we
have to hunt for them in certain areas. Slow down some areas to have our forests, water and
sewer services need to be considered. We need to deal the drug problem and homeless in our
area they don’t go away and it has always been here so we need to do some positive things about
it. Drug ares maybe at the Urgent care facility.

5/7/2019 5:34 PM

161

Council listen to wishes of many resident regarding height restrictions of development on water
front

5/7/2019 5:25 PM

162

Make recreation sports complex a priority as well as the environment...no towers on beach and no
more cutting down trees for residential development.

5/7/2019 2:40 PM

163

Deal with the above safety issues and criminals. Make it uncomfortable for them to stay here. If
they can't be moved along, then make them accountable for their actions. Only when we deal with
this, can we flourish and grown as a community.

5/7/2019 2:33 PM

164

An intolerance for drug addicts and their crime. Drug paraphernalia discarded in public places is
unacceptable.

5/7/2019 1:18 PM

165

A fully equipped gym is needed at Oceanside or anywhere in Parksville. Seniors who want to stay
healthy need to excercise every day thereby relieving health care costs.

5/7/2019 12:24 PM

166

Stop the urban deforestation and stop pandering to developers. Get them to stop clear cutting in
developments and do selective forestry. Else you'll have a butt-ugly Parkinglotville.

5/7/2019 10:35 AM

167

A task force created to investigate and recommend actions to be taken to deal with crime, all crime
in Parksville.

5/7/2019 10:32 AM

168

More police patrol at night so that the users won’t leave drug paraphernalia in our community
parks. I know there isn’t much to do about them but maybe if there was more patrol in the parks
they would choose to hide in around building or just not out in the open on our picnic tables

5/7/2019 10:30 AM

169

If more housing, more services

5/7/2019 9:32 AM

170

I'd like a restaurant built above the washrooms in the park

5/7/2019 12:09 AM
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1)Require Developers to set aside more "Green Space" when clearing land.... instead of allowing
say 25 lots, allow 21 or 22 & set aside remaining land as a green space. 2)Keep annual property
tax increase at/below inflation rate. Year after year of 4+% increases are not acceptable. 3)Deal
with traffic congestion along Hwy 19A. This doesn't mean "calming" (i.e. frustrating Drivers even
more), it means at a minimum, opening the entire length of this road to 4 full lanes.

5/6/2019 10:24 PM

172

I would like to see more police, possibly on bicycle as they do in cities. I would suggest more
mixed residential/commercial land use...and no more high rises. Maybe street
vendors/entertainment in the summer to encourage better use of the town core.

5/6/2019 8:09 PM

173

It can't be changed but I would like to see a height restriction on the water side

5/6/2019 7:41 PM

174

New fire hall; swimming pool and track facilities; slow down development

5/6/2019 5:39 PM

175

Better sidewalks, trails, more trees, more bike lanes.

5/6/2019 5:16 PM

176

Stop all the building for awhile. Let the city catch up with what is being built and implement laws
that make the companies leave enough greenery and trees. Take a look at how Calgary in Alberta
handled their explosion of building. Green spaces in every development with trails linking each
one.

5/6/2019 3:18 PM

177

We need to find a way to encourage younger people to live and work in Parksville. Kids graduate
from high school and move elsewhere because there are few work opportunities, little recreational
(except for outdoors) and no affordable housing for them. If this doesn't change, Parksville will be
another seniors community.

5/6/2019 3:17 PM

178

Widen 19A to 4 lanes

5/6/2019 2:31 PM

179

Qualicum has in-town greenspace consisting of green woods, and in its 20th century suburbs
houses were built around mature forest trees. For current Parksville subdivisions, the landscaped
is being totally logged. Why is this the policy? Why not keep the older more aesthetic natureconservation way? I would like to see change in how suburbs are developed, making them more
healthy for future residents.

5/6/2019 11:37 AM

180

I would like to see an effort made to keep the image of a natural city with trees and flowers and not
solid cement and pavement. One of the things I like now are the beautiful flower beds and plants
and trees that characterize Parksville. We came from the city of Sylvan Lake in central Albert
where they made the mistake of allowing large development right on the water. It changed the
character of the town and really detracted from the appeal. I would hate to see the same thing
happen here. I would like to see something done to reduce the amount of small crime and theft
that that has increased over the last while. It makes residents feel uneasy.

5/6/2019 10:13 AM

181

Slower development - more in tune to natural capacity rather than try to force nature to bend to BC
Greed.

5/6/2019 8:44 AM

182

More green and bike friendly.

5/5/2019 11:56 PM

183

All the people off the street and cleaned up. More colours and vibrancy

5/5/2019 11:36 PM

184

Affordable Housing

5/5/2019 5:26 PM

185

Research & scientific outcomes prove that Urban forests are key to managing climate change.
Because we have tipped the balnce way to far in deforesting ditching & increasing the demand for
a finite water supply we cut less trees for housing and only build affordable housing.

5/5/2019 4:52 PM

186

Fresh, respectful insight from council members. New council perhaps. It is NOT all about filling the
coffers! It would seem like that is the current direction.

5/5/2019 4:52 PM

187

Teenagers need something to do in this town!! We are LONG overdue for a big, proper rec center
like Nanaimo's aquatic centre. Where it open for swimming to the public all the time and not one
little pool which is consumed with water aerobics for elderly and swim lessons for tykes. Our teens
and adults need something to do!!

5/5/2019 4:19 PM

188

Well, I'm one of those people who believes we are trapped in a mind-set that we have to grow to
be viable. I'd like to see us think more in terms of regeneration, preservation and conservation. For
example, I'd rather see rebuilt housing and structures rather than new. I'd love to see our
downtown core more vibrant and fresh.

5/5/2019 4:17 PM

189

Would like to see Parksville return to a focus on enhancing the physical infrastructure as well as
the general small town atmosphere of the city and turn away from the drive for development and
high rise structures.

5/5/2019 2:21 PM
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End the 222 corfield madness you are insane to let this actually happen.

5/4/2019 11:38 PM

191

Better grammar in the above sentence

5/4/2019 8:27 PM

192

Laws in place around tree removal for development. A multiplex sports complex.

5/4/2019 4:56 PM

193

Get a swimming pool, stop construction of housing along Hwy 19A unless there is a frontage road
to stop all the intersections. No more beach development except to clean up the shoreline.

5/4/2019 12:33 PM

194

City administration needs to be more supportive of recreation for all residents, including the
seniors, and less focused on growth at the expense of the scenic beauty of the city.

5/4/2019 12:25 PM

195

more small businesses ......give them tax break or???

5/4/2019 12:19 PM

196

I would like to see the crime and homeless people reduced in numbers. Would like to see the
vacant properties and dilapidated motel developed. I would like to see a revitalized downtown
area. I would like to see a safe injection site so I don’t have to pick up syringes off my condo
property.

5/4/2019 11:57 AM

197

less vehicular traffic focused development; less badly imagined/controlled development

5/4/2019 9:58 AM

198

Sports facilities including swimming pool and pickleball facilities.

5/3/2019 10:15 PM

199

Like to see more police patrolling the streets at night when it seems like most of the petty crime
and break-ins occur. Just giving them housing and not dealing with their drug issue/problems is not
going to work.

5/3/2019 8:50 PM

200

Bring back the safe community feeling

5/3/2019 7:16 PM

201

We need adequate free parking, especially around city hall and community centre.

5/3/2019 6:49 PM

202

Pickleball complex. Widening of highway 19A to 4 lanes between Pym and east of Temple. Revisit
the restriction of new sports facilities at the Community Park.

5/3/2019 4:50 PM

203

Less new home construction. I wish it had more of a downtown feel with more restaurants. An
amphitheatre in the community park. It is evident that music in the park is popular and although
there is room for it, there is nothing there.

5/3/2019 4:30 PM

204

Cleanup eye-sore on beach. Allow re-development. Improve downtown shopping district.

5/3/2019 4:24 PM

205

Slow the growth, upgrade business aree on Craig Street, get rid of the dilapidated hotel on the
beach, slow the traffic, DESIGNATE A TRUCK ROUTE via Despard and Corfield, monitor drug
use, expand boardwalk to Best Western Notel and to the Estuary, plant lots and lots of trees,
beautify our city.

5/3/2019 4:09 PM

206

Would like to feel safer at night around town. Would like to keep that "small-town" feel. Would like
to not have to worry about if there are needles at the playground.

5/3/2019 3:59 PM

207

Clean it up, bring back the community we all loved.

5/3/2019 1:46 PM

208

The south entrance to the city on highway 19A- The Orange Bridge needs to be repainted and the
addition of LED night lights. Maybe the Chamber of Commerce could contribute to the cost.

5/3/2019 11:35 AM

209

No more crime. The drug/theft problem taken care of.

5/3/2019 10:01 AM

210

I am a nurse that works at NRGH in ED and I do not like to see the " wet house " that is being built
in Victoria. I believe that we need to have subsidized housing but also believe that there are many
young families and seniors struggling to make ends meet while trying to be good citizens of
Parksville and Canada. We need more amenities for these groups. We need to see a community
pool in Parksville and a community rec centre that is more responsive to the needs of the
community.We need more trees. We need to keep nature and beauty a priority for Parksville. We
need to do something more around Christmas for the community and be proud of our Canadian
heritage not ashamed. We need to have a cinema theatre for the young at Wembley Mall. We
need to extend the boardwalk to encompass Bayshore and that side of the community.

5/3/2019 9:58 AM

211

Slow urban development. Better urban sprawl management to preserve natural established trees.
Maintain small town feel. Stronger enforcement of no loitering and littering. Removal of transient
drug users.

5/3/2019 9:57 AM

212

More parking

5/3/2019 9:29 AM

213

the entrance to Parkville via the orange bridge looks awful.

5/3/2019 9:04 AM

214

More garbage bins in town More police Better recycling pick up at curbside

5/3/2019 8:35 AM
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Deal with that eyesore of a derelict motel along a major roadway in town ...no high rise buildings
blocking the sun on the boardwalk, but something that is an attractive addition as a business and
encourages tourists dollars

5/3/2019 7:50 AM

216

Less rapid urban development allowed. More concentrated downtown apartments for walking
access to downtown. Build a pool and recreation centre for Parksville.

5/3/2019 7:11 AM

217

I would like to see the downtown core revitalized and expanded. I would like to see that include
some higher rise apartments. I would like to see Resort Row be designated as the area for any
further high rise resort and condo development so that our community beach can remain visible
and accessible to all.

5/2/2019 8:52 PM

218

less development a lot less, and a complete ban on all wood burning stoves to cut down polution

5/2/2019 6:25 PM

219

New recreational complex including a pool. Move rec programs and activities for kids and teens.

5/2/2019 6:23 PM

220

Less drug addicted individual hanging out in the downtown area leaving garbage and drug
paraphernalia even on the beach. Cleaner town and beach......this is a tourist town and needs to
look tidy and inviting. The new signs are a beginning. I definitely like the idea of cleaning up the
beach of old logs, weeds and adding fresh sand.

5/2/2019 6:21 PM

221

Much more for families to encourage young people and families to want to be here and be able to
afford to be here. This includes recreation facilities, particularly a swimming pool in Parksville and
a upgraded track. A movie theatre and more family style restaurants would make this a much
more family friendly environment and would totally improve the lifestyle of all residents and keep
our dollars in this community. Affordable housing is a must. Affordable housing mans affordable
for people living on minimum wage as the bulk of employment here are low paying service jobs.
Please get rid of the eyesore on Parksville Beach that is the decrepit Parksville Beach Motel! This
atrocity sits on the most prime piece of real estate in Parksville welcoming?? our valued tourists.
The land needs to be used in a way that is beneficial and affordable to all residents.

5/2/2019 5:36 PM

222

Every new house should have a solar roof as part of the requirements

5/2/2019 5:29 PM

223

Clean the beach, put a rec centre for everyone, with a pool,track, floor hockey, play area, etc.

5/2/2019 4:53 PM

224

Less decimation of all the land for houses, more recreational facilities- a walking path that extends
from Rathtrevor to the community park walkway. A feeling of safety in my community.a

5/2/2019 4:51 PM

225

A community pool

5/2/2019 4:07 PM

226

Downtown Parksville is not very inviting. It needs revitalizing. Our neighbours to the north have
done a much better job of it.

5/2/2019 3:49 PM

227

The downtown more inviting ,,, some stores look too empty. Or old.

5/2/2019 3:35 PM

228

Extend community beach walkway out towards Rathtrevor and west towards Quality Inn. More
restaurants coffee places along beach. More tree planting and better identity for town. Currently no
cohesion like Qualicum has. We need to promote beach ocean west coast living. Get tough with
vagrants and deal with their mess including needles.

5/2/2019 2:15 PM

229

We need artificial turf sports fields. Green space requirements for new development instead of
cash (which has no lasting value or improvement to quality of life)

5/2/2019 1:53 PM

230

STOP BUILDING ANY MORE SUBDIVISIONS AND PLEASE LEAVE THE TREES ALONE

5/2/2019 1:44 PM

231

Need more recreational facilities. More money spent on policing and dealing with removing
travelling homeless and criminals.

5/2/2019 1:37 PM

232

More consideration for young people & more sports facilities ie swimming pool and/or field house
or combination of both

5/2/2019 1:02 PM

233

fix the crime and aggressive panhandlers. Make us safe again. Provide protection and police
services after dark to help us feel safe in our own town

5/2/2019 12:40 PM

234

A pro-active council that will deal with housing problems. this is not "them", this is all of us. Seniors
are living in their car, young people leave the area. We cannot continue to have mayor/council
speak only to white, entitled people. I would like to see a certain amount of honesty and integrity
demanded at council table. I would most especially very much appreciate a rule that says if a
person does not live in Parksville, they cannot become mayor/councilor of Parksville.

5/2/2019 12:09 PM

235

I would like to see a traffic pattern change. All the large trucks are coming through town on
Standford St. to get to the highway. I would like to see Shelly road go through to the highway. I
would like to see more of a town centre like Qualicum has.

5/2/2019 12:06 PM
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preservation of natural spaces

5/2/2019 12:04 PM

237

1. Clean up the drugs that are keeping the drug addicted people in town. 2. Slow the pace of the
urban sprawl, focus on affordable housing in previously developed area's. 3. Retain Urban Forest
and get to the bottom of why the cedar tree's are dying off.

5/2/2019 12:02 PM

238

Clean up all the empty lots

5/2/2019 11:59 AM

239

affordable groceries

5/2/2019 11:13 AM

240

No more building permit variations. No high rise buildings, no more than 3 or 4 stories. No more
properties to encourage druggies and street people to come here. We will be like Nanaimo if that
continues.

5/2/2019 10:57 AM

241

I would like to give Council the opportunity to understand what representing our community means
now that they have been elected. To date they are struggling because the members are still in
their one issue bubble and not making informed decisions. However, my hope is they will become
open minded and move Parksville forward, rather than backwards.

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

242

There needs to be more low-income and affordable housing built for all ages. People cannot locate
here for jobs because they can't find a place to live.

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

243

You're already moving toward the artificial and away from nature. Too late. But then I live in
Nanoose and only visit Parksville. But I visit it regularly. It is hard to see what is happening.

5/2/2019 10:33 AM

244

Encouraging a downtown core, a ring road to move traffic that wants to move. There is little for
tourists to do here after they have finished their grocery shopping. Encourage cycling, pedestrian
areas. People on their feet buy stuff.

5/2/2019 10:21 AM

245

stop development, encourage community spaces for community activities

5/2/2019 10:10 AM

246

Restrict development severely - it is changing the character of the town

5/2/2019 8:53 AM

247

Boardrd up motel on pksville beavh made into something visitor friendly or a community area OR
especially more parking area

5/2/2019 8:40 AM

248

Safer streets (less petty crime); well-maintained parks and rec areas; more doctors; more parking
at Oceanside Medical Clinic.

5/2/2019 8:34 AM

249

When developers go in and strip the land they should have to leave a green space, replant some
trees, put a bench or two in to make the area feel like a community. More walking bike paths, more
city green spaces, more tennis/ pickle ball courts. More housing & support for our, Sr’s, more Dr’s
so everyone has a family Dr, or bring back the walk in clinic so Oceanside doesn’t have such long
waits. So much much talk of water shortage, yet city keeps handing out more development
permits, where’s the water going to come from for all those new sub divisions? Slow down.....

5/2/2019 8:22 AM

250

An aquatic centre is a definite need . No building bigger than 6 stories.

5/2/2019 8:14 AM

251

Its not about the change in Parksville, it is abut the change in peoples attitude. I think the drug
addicts are given a bad rap. They need more help, however also believe each one has to decide
this personally.

5/2/2019 8:03 AM

252

Housing development moratorium and improved traffic flow and parking downtown

5/2/2019 7:48 AM

253

Nothing.

5/2/2019 6:31 AM

254

More parking in the downtown area , where it can be very challenging during tourist season in the
summer> We also need much more parking are down in the park area I suggest using part of the
grassy area down near the round about at the end of the walking trail along the beach

5/2/2019 6:04 AM

255

I would like to see a larger store with the items we need to go to Nanaimo to buy at a fair price.
Presently, the choices are from quite expensive goods to cheaper low quality goods. There is
nothing in between in clothing or other household items.

5/2/2019 1:35 AM

256

More accessible public transit. Clear and decisive strategy to address homelessness and addiction
within the community.

5/2/2019 12:45 AM

257

More of a downtown core with mixed zoning for local businesses and homes. We have come
acorss needles in public parks and would like to see this cleaned up. Not good. A recreational
centre would be so valuable for the community including families. Parksville should have its own
rec centre.

5/1/2019 11:03 PM

258

I want to ban the drug houses you're making

5/1/2019 10:44 PM
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Slow down development. Or at least put in some restrictions so that these big developers who are
are allowed to tear down our forests should at the very least build a certain percentage of homes
that our hard working families could afford to purchase.

5/1/2019 10:34 PM

260

I would like to see a renewal of the downtown core. The current old poorly built building have
served their purpose. Get rid of the old motel on the beach and move ahead with an attractive
development. Attract some business opportunities and jobs that pay more than minimum wage.

5/1/2019 9:05 PM

261

Better planning. Roads need to be attended too. We move the traffic around without properly
designed roads to handle the traffic. The Orange bridge needs to replaced with a four lane
structure and have a four lane going south to join the Island hwy. 19. This should incorporate
better access to Plummer road and to the park. We have no proper bicycvle paths along 19A
which is really hazardes by the Alberni turn-offand onto Molliette.

5/1/2019 8:51 PM

262

222 Corefield needs to be for clean and sober people, not active addicts. Housing addicts with
vulnerable is a disaster waiting to happen. The shelter portion needs to be its original use only,
"Severe weather shelter" and extremely closely monitored. We need to have zero tolerance for
open drug use. Need more police so they can catch the open drug dealings.

5/1/2019 8:36 PM

263

Never ending parking issues! Downtown core can be very frustrating to find a space to park.

5/1/2019 8:30 PM

264

Deal with the eyesore on the beach front.

5/1/2019 8:28 PM

265

Put a little more focus on dealing with climate change, and being more environmentally friendly.

5/1/2019 7:58 PM

266

Appearance once over the Orange Bridge and the drive into the town. Better/modern frontage as
one drives 19 into town. Landlords asked to upgrade their developments. A village square
atmosphere with perhaps a central focus around a fountain or parkette space. Locals would love it
in winter!!

5/1/2019 7:20 PM

267

Add swimming pool and curling rink

5/1/2019 6:46 PM

268

Stringent enforcement of the present drug and vagrancy laws may help. Clean out all the tents and
their inhabitants. Perhaps use some actual jail time for drug users to help them break the drug
cycle..

5/1/2019 6:35 PM

269

I would love Parksville to have their own pool.

5/1/2019 6:33 PM

270

Better planning to maintain green areas.

5/1/2019 6:29 PM

271

Less crime more please less homeless begging for money

5/1/2019 6:13 PM

272

More hands on policing of crime - get rid of vagrants and those camping in our woods.

5/1/2019 6:11 PM

273

Better services, restaurants, etc.

5/1/2019 5:42 PM

274

Be more proactive and positive. Things can be accomplished with a positive approach and
attitude. Downtown businesses have to spend money and invest in the community. You have to
spend money to make money

5/1/2019 5:23 PM

275

The derelict motels must be removed! More downtown parking.

5/1/2019 5:18 PM

276

More food stands in the Community Park. Low rise, character filled replacement for derelict
buildings next to the Beachclub, full support for the Accessible Gym , more activities within the
Community Centre.

5/1/2019 5:04 PM

277

Maintenance of the qualities we have is more important than any major changes.

5/1/2019 5:04 PM

278

More thoughtful development schemes that allow the natural beauty of the area to still shine.

5/1/2019 5:00 PM

279

I’d like to see the thievery and illicit drug activity policed more and the felons prosecuted and given
real sentences. I wish that we had had the current mayor and council when B.C. Housing foisted
the 222 Corfield debacle on Parksville. Having practicing addicts housed in the same building with
people that are simply either unable to find or unable to afford housing is akin to putting a few foxes
in a hen house.

5/1/2019 4:42 PM

280

CLEAN UP or TEAR DOWN those derelict buildings along Island Hwy...gosh what a horrible first
impression they make for tourists...and for those of us living here as well!

5/1/2019 4:24 PM

281

Modernize the city centre, offer more restaurants that are forward thinking - like California. Street
food in the parks - or even trendy food trucks would be fun - I would like more night life - maybe
bon fires?

5/1/2019 4:15 PM

282

Cleaning up the areas that may be out of view for the tourists and other non residents

5/1/2019 4:07 PM
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Better restaurants that do not aspire to mediocrity Make it more inviting to drive into town for the
ballooning tourist trade (More 5OKm signs )

5/1/2019 4:03 PM

284

I would like to see the brakes put on the development until the social fabric catches up and the
development of water resources so we do not have to continue having water restrictions which
were unheard of just a few years ago.

5/1/2019 3:51 PM

285

I am bothered by the divisive nature of issues and proposed solutions. There is an abdication of
the centre on social issues. We need to make a greater effort to end polarization and work
together.

5/1/2019 3:41 PM

286

Better “downtown area” currently very disjointed and not great shopping all together. Slower
development, push to keep more green space

5/1/2019 3:36 PM

287

Fewer Large Development Projects

5/1/2019 3:21 PM

288

MORE family friendly activities. More for teens to do. A theatre or swimming pool close by. It’s
almost impossible to take my kids to swimming lessons and ravensong is overcrowded.

5/1/2019 2:45 PM

289

Homeless people put on a bus

5/1/2019 1:42 PM

290

Better health care

5/1/2019 1:42 PM

291

Bike lanes along Hwy 19A. Redevelopment of the abandoned Parksville Beach Resort into a
pedestrian-friendly area with restaurants, shops, and public plaza.

5/1/2019 1:25 PM

292

Less poverty and more homes for homeless people, as well as more entertainment

5/1/2019 12:32 PM

293

Homeless and drug addicted need to be dealt with

5/1/2019 12:03 PM

294

I'd love to see intelligent, educated councillors and mayor.

5/1/2019 11:45 AM

295

More proactive policing for areas that have become notorious for homeless camps and drug
houses. A feeling that there is care and concern for our parks and public spaces being safe for our
kids.

5/1/2019 10:12 AM

296

Improvements in the downtown core. Why are there not sidewalks on all streets? A central
meeting place (square?)other than the park would be nice for events close to services. Attraction
of younger generation (20-40) to the area. We need this demographic to support our lifestyle but
do not have the housing and or amenities to attract them.

5/1/2019 9:29 AM

297

There are not enough MDs we are both seniors and cannot get a dr here in town. I have numerous
health issues and need an md. You must do something to get more drs

5/1/2019 9:07 AM

298

Stop or reduce the amount of trees developers can remove, replant as many as possible, have all
new builds include greywater recycling, have lot sizes leave enough room for small gardens and
create tiny home villages/affordable housing.

5/1/2019 9:06 AM

299

Clean out the degenerates and shiftless. Make it an unwelcome place to do crime.

5/1/2019 8:49 AM

300

I would love to see the main "drag" (i.e. the portion of the Old Island Highway that passes through
Parksville) beautified. There is a charm to the business core of Qualicum Beach that is lacking in
Parksville. Not sure how to fix that, however!!!

5/1/2019 8:26 AM

301

Their water issues should be addressed. The housing for all types of income. There seems to be
one type of home being built. The style of these homes aren't conducive to secondary suites. Not
like other cities who have a lot of older bungalows with basements that allow suites or carriage
houses. There's a tiny home revolution going on!

5/1/2019 8:12 AM

302

We don’t have adequate medical care for residents. I would definitely like to see more doctors
here. I would also like to see restrictions on the new low barrier housing on Corfield—for lowincome people only—not for people dealing with addiction. I work next to low-barrier housing in
Nanaimo, and it is a pretty disturbing. It has attracted drug dealers to the neighbourhood. My
workplace parking lot became a depository for stolen cars. The lot had to be fenced for security,
and they cut the fence. Now we have to have a security guard at night. Needles and drug
paraphernalia have to be cleaned up constantly, although the fencing and security guard has
helped (somewhat) with that problem. The presence of that place has completely changed the
neighbourhood. Senior citizens, who live next door, are frightened and have been approached for
money—some of them use walkers and they are so vulnerable. I don’t believe Parksville has the
infrastructure (policing, medical care, addiction treatment) to adequately deal with potential
problems if addicted people move into that facility.

5/1/2019 8:06 AM

303

Less developments. More nature. Less transients. Less needles. Less garbage.

5/1/2019 8:04 AM
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304

Strategy to make sure it is a community that supports the people who live and work in the local
area including affordable housing, reasonable wages in relationship to costs to live here. Strategy
to get homeless off street and into housing which has treatment options not just housing, as the
issues of drug addiction lifestyles need money for drugs it likely increasing the local crime. Strategy
to ensure there is healthcare services to support the increasing needs in this community,
especially for older seniors...and work with island health to for addiction mental health services
(definitely not enough here to meet needs) and hospital discharging seniors home without reliable
home support (staffing levels, difficulty for staff to live here due to affordability), Strategy to ensure
development doesn’t outpace resources- the new subdivisions need to be water wise and people
moving here need to be aware that landscaped lawns and large gardens can’t be watered
endlessly all summer. Strategy to reduce car truck exhaust - put up no idle signs at places like
doehle st lookout/stairs.

5/1/2019 7:59 AM

305

Eyesore by the beach downtown (old motel) should be demolished. More bike and hiking trails
along Oceanside areas.

5/1/2019 7:49 AM

306

Build an amphitheatre. Seating capacity 200. Outdoor shows with natural acoustics would be
fantastic.

5/1/2019 7:19 AM

307

The druggies hanging around- get rid of them. DON'T build housing for drug users. More continue
to come because of the handouts! Don't put a dispensary in town. Make Parksville say "no, we do
not support any type of drug use". Lets be a good example to other communities. Lets do the best
we can to provide a safe home for our hard working, tax paying, residents.

5/1/2019 7:15 AM

308

More police presence and actively deal with crime, homelessness and drug use. Deal with the
amount of vacant and decrepit properties around town. Address the need for housing for lower
income families. Stop cutting down all our forested lands to put up patio type homes that are only
attractive to an older crowd. Create spaces for families and teens to gather and enjoy (pool, movie
theatre, etc).

5/1/2019 5:51 AM

309

Affordable housing for young people, more activities/spaces for youth to be

4/30/2019 11:05 PM

310

I like the new traffic lights that make our city safer, so that's a positive. I'm not sure what I'd like to
see changed.

4/30/2019 11:00 PM

311

The downtown core boundaries have expanded too much and has turned into a messy sprawl.
STOP rezoning so many properties into commercial!

4/30/2019 10:30 PM

312

I wish there was more community spirit. Events for all ages not just young children or elderly. I
want to see more of an effort by the city to unify the community. More recreation programs for
teens so they can stay away from drugs and crime. It’s so sad how our youth is withering away
because they’re needs are not met.

4/30/2019 10:29 PM

313

No wet housing. More essential services such as RCMP, hospitals, doctors. A fun filled waterfront
with more accommodation options for tourists. Affordable housing not necessarily low income but
housing to keep workers here. More restaurants and a leisure center.

4/30/2019 10:11 PM

314

222 to be designated as affordable housing for single mom's disabled and the elderly.

4/30/2019 10:07 PM

315

A pool we need one for all the family's that can't get to qualicum

4/30/2019 10:01 PM

316

Those who need help with addictions are given the option of treatment before the option of housing
at Orca house. That our city doesn’t encourage begging on the streets and is clear that Parksville
is a tourist town with people who have businesses that they have worked hard for. If you aren’t
here to work or get help, this isn’t the town you want to stay in

4/30/2019 9:54 PM

317

I would like to see 222 get kyboshed. Put in a pool instead.

4/30/2019 9:53 PM

318

Get some of the older drivers off the roads,and teach the younger people how to drive.

4/30/2019 9:22 PM

319

More shopping, more pubs, more recreational activities such as a track and field, swimming pool
and sportsplex. Build something huge that the community will grow into instead of something small
and inadequate that will be outdated in 5 years.

4/30/2019 9:11 PM

320

Continue to protect natural corridors and intelligent development. Smart densification creates a
beautiful and efficient city

4/30/2019 8:51 PM

321

More police. Less begging in front of banks. Make trails and parks safe again. Where is the actual
downtown area??? Poor planning.

4/30/2019 8:33 PM

322

Get rid of the car lots when you enter the City. It looks like a commercial town - not a tourist town.

4/30/2019 8:30 PM
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323

More police presence

4/30/2019 8:26 PM

324

I’d like to see a ban on single use plastic bags. I think the council’s decision to not ban plastic was
short sighted. We have to do all we can to protect the planet and I would support any initiatives to
mitigate climate change.

4/30/2019 8:26 PM

325

clean up all the street people and beggars everywhere there is no excuse for these anti-social
elements to ruin our city

4/30/2019 8:15 PM

326

get rid of the thieving meth heads, clean this town up, use 222 for a worthy bunch of seniors for
free just like the junkies get it

4/30/2019 7:45 PM

327

Sports and recreation improvements.

4/30/2019 7:42 PM

328

More visible policing. Less panhandling and less homeless and drug use.

4/30/2019 7:39 PM

329

I would like to see more police presence in the downtown core at night time especially. Friendly
police officers on foot and bicycle are a welcome sight.

4/30/2019 7:36 PM

330

Better policing. Change 222 to a dry residence supportive housing. Bring in more businesses and
offer young people rentals to attract them to staff the new businesses

4/30/2019 7:00 PM

331

I would like to see more police presence around...please keep our streets & beaches safe from
vagrants & needles being left in places that make our community & tourists at risk.

4/30/2019 6:55 PM

332

Deal with the crime and start respecting residents over developers

4/30/2019 6:51 PM

333

NO WET HOUSING! More housing your young families and elderly....NO HOMELESS CAMPS..or
make them work for accommodations..trail cleanup, beach cleanup...no using on the job...

4/30/2019 6:38 PM

334

Affordable rental property. Affordable housing. Stronger police presence.

4/30/2019 6:35 PM

335

more sports facilities

4/30/2019 6:16 PM

336

The ratty vacant hotel at the beach needs to be torn down, and some more recreation facilities
would be nice.

4/30/2019 6:13 PM

337

More things for young people to do. Less development in the down town and more green space.
For every development permit issued so many homes have to be affordable housing for single
parent families

4/30/2019 6:07 PM

338

I would like people to feel safe here again. It is very sad, we used to leave our cars unlocked and
often our front door too, we could go to a store and leave our bike out for a few minutes... We did
not have to check for needles when taking a walk with children or pets... I want all that back.

4/30/2019 6:00 PM

339

I’d like to see us build and apply for funding for affordable housing. It’s almost impossible to find
housing that can be paid for by service work. My daughter’s generation is struggling on $14-16/
hour wages. We need low and moderately priced rents to attract and keep young people in our
community. There are also many seniors and people with disabilities who need rent-controlled BC
Housing. The Corfield project is a start (for homeless), but we need more of every kind of low to
moderate cost housing. We also need to get serious about climate change and the environment.
Hearing that our city council doesn’t see plastic as a problem is sobering. There is a lot of info on
this, from all over the world. I’d like to see Parksville join the municipalities who have declared a
climate emergency, build more charging stations for electric vehicles, and attract entrepreneurs
who are developing climate solutions.

4/30/2019 5:52 PM

340

Nothing; it's an amazing place to live.

4/30/2019 5:35 PM

341

eradication of food banks

4/30/2019 5:28 PM

342

We need more activities and support for the Community Centre, a pool, ownership of the Curling
Rink so that it could be upgraded and better utilized.

4/30/2019 5:25 PM

343

more family services, pool, multiplex rec center and a better downtown

4/30/2019 5:14 PM

344

Less drug users, less homeless

4/30/2019 5:13 PM

345

Fix up the eyesore beside the Beach Club .. get rid of the drug addicts ... look into ways of
correcting all the thefts.

4/30/2019 5:01 PM
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346

I don’t agree with 222 Corefield and it being a “wet” facility. We don’t have the services in town to
support it and there was a severe lack of public consultation regarding it. Derelict buildings should
be dealt with such as the old resort beside the beach clubs and the empty lots near McDonald’s.
We need more affordable rental units in town. Improved sports facilities as ours are really lacking
and clean up of the used needles and garbage that is left around town.

4/30/2019 4:57 PM

347

Less housing, less crime.

4/30/2019 4:50 PM

348

Clean up homeless population. I don't like walking downtown, or even going into my bank because
people are always outside asking for money.

4/30/2019 4:44 PM

349

Reduction in crime and transients.

4/30/2019 4:29 PM

350

Would like to see the Parksville beach cleaned up and affordable housing

4/30/2019 4:25 PM

351

The transit system. I don't drive (and there are a lot of seniors who shouldn't) but the existing
system precludes me from charity events, education, and arts/entertainment in Nanaimo.

4/30/2019 4:05 PM

352

more access to waterfront, better waterfront hotels more tourism, better restaurants. more
entertainment.

4/30/2019 3:51 PM

353

Parksville needs an indoor pool in Parksville, not Qualicum. One that can service our fastly
growing population.

4/30/2019 3:45 PM

354

Addressing the aforementioned issues. Better programs and increased resources. Better
budgeting. Relocating 222 Corfield st in parksville.

4/30/2019 3:44 PM

355

Protection from waterfront development

4/30/2019 3:42 PM

356

Stopping on the developing of subdivisions and chopping down trees. Possible ruining of beaches.
No Druggie housing and catering to the drug addicts and dealers. Building low cost housing, but in
not in the middle of our beach area.

4/30/2019 3:40 PM

357

I would like to see it back to the way it was! No one stealing from yards. No more crackheads on
every corner and no more needles! Clean it up! 222 drughouse isn’t helping anyone! You’ll see!

4/30/2019 3:39 PM

358

I would like 222 Corfield street to not permit any residents that have untreated addiction issues on
the premises unless they are in an addiction recovery program as well as under mental health
care. Mixing untreated addicts with people in recovery, mentally and emotionally vulnerable
residents is abuse. Active addicts DO Not have to be housed in the same facility as homeless
persons. they need to be away from their enablers and in proper duel treatment

4/30/2019 3:28 PM

359

Clean up homeless and drug addiction people

4/30/2019 3:24 PM

360

More police and deal with the druggies and criminals

4/30/2019 3:21 PM

361

Better shopping options for clothing, shoes, a real department store. More appreciation for what
we have

4/30/2019 3:15 PM

362

Cleaner, and extra lane on highway past Temple store where it bottlenecks daily

4/30/2019 3:05 PM

363

more emphasis on climate damage mitigation and more effort to encourage renewable energy.

4/30/2019 3:02 PM

364

Some 'good' (sustainable, living wage jobs) economic development outside of the tourism &
seniors' care sectors. Increased capacity in public recreation facilities in Oceanside - outdoor
track, pool, public gym. More affordable housing for young families. A community commitment to
environmental stewardship.

4/30/2019 2:59 PM

365

Fewer new subdivisions

4/30/2019 2:53 PM

366

The tweakers the needles and their mess. I would love to see the development beside the Beach
Club go ahead

4/30/2019 2:52 PM

367

Clean up for unused areas, controlled master plan for future development, plan for future water
needs.

4/30/2019 2:52 PM

368

I would like to see more police on our streets keeping theft under control and removing the drug
element. I'd like to see more good paying jobs in the heart of town so that maybe we could work
closer to home instead of commuting to Nanaimo. I'd love to see a Mexican and Greek restaurant
in the area if possible.

4/30/2019 2:50 PM

369

Stop constructing huge houses

4/30/2019 2:35 PM

370

Crime reduction and more community activities like a multiplex sports centre and our own pool

4/30/2019 2:34 PM
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371

Break away from the rdn and have our own rec center. The pool in quailcum is only big enough for
qualicum.

4/30/2019 2:32 PM

372

Deal with the genuine homeless people but separate that from the addiction/criminal problem with
extra policing and proper treatment. NOT IN TOURIST/BUSINESS/RESIDENTIAL AREAS. Please
restore our image to what it was 20 years ago. Stop listening to "Special Interest Groups'.

4/30/2019 2:28 PM

373

I would like to see Parksville returned to a clean community, where children can play at the park
without worry.

4/30/2019 1:56 PM

374

More police enforcing panhandling and open drug use. A better recreation centre for our
community, that suits more than just the senior population

4/30/2019 1:56 PM

375

Increase in healthcare related infrastructure. Additional pool (or extension to Ravensong Aquatic
Centre).

4/30/2019 1:53 PM

376

An increase in police presence. More year round community activities for families. 222 corfield to
change to low income housing not supportive housing.

4/30/2019 1:52 PM

377

Clean up the streets & crime. Provide good/safe affordable housing for the elderly, veterans and
single parents, not the crackheads who need to be in a mental health treatment facility or jail

4/30/2019 1:42 PM

378

Building for seniors, ie Berwick and other new developments. Parksville is a retirement destination.
We also need more stores. As Parksville grows, more traffic will be on the highway for shopping in
Nanaimo. We moved here from Winnipeg and expect to be able to find the services that we need.

4/30/2019 1:38 PM

379

I would dearly love to see bylaw actually stop and do some teaching when they see a problem.
Mostly I see them sitting on their cell phones and watch as they pass by problems

4/30/2019 1:37 PM

380

Less development until we have the services needed to support it. Actual police intervention for
theft and drug addicts. We need more outdoor space for recreation and sports. We need a track
that everyone can run/walk and enjoy. A better domestic water supply. More available affordable
housing.

4/30/2019 1:37 PM

381

Stricter bylaws for laws that we have to abide by. Like drug use in public is accepted by homeless
people as they have no laws or rules !! Garbage and drug paraphernalia Destroying our beautiful
community. Needs to be stopped. For our children and our economy.

4/30/2019 1:35 PM

382

More services for the less fortunate We ar6 a relative affluent community and need these services
to protect our quality of life

4/30/2019 1:34 PM

383

Completion of Boardwalk to Community park to Rathtreavor. City cleanup & beautifying buildings,
creating a park in the space next to The City hall on Alberni highway. Leaving the beach in its
natural state.

4/30/2019 1:31 PM

384

Restrict development, or at least slow it down, so careful consideration can be made about it's long
term effects.

4/30/2019 1:29 PM

385

More downtown development. More community events.

4/30/2019 1:27 PM

386

Get rid of the ugly derelict motel on the beach beside the Beach Club. This has to be the No.1
priority. No.2 is to extend the boardwalk west and encourage coffee kiosks along the way.

4/30/2019 1:22 PM

387

dealing with the undesirable element, drifters, drug offenders, etc.

4/30/2019 1:21 PM

388

I would like to see less crime, I would like to see less people begging for money on street corners.
Would like to see downtown Parksville given a facelift, make our downtown more cohesive, more
charming.

4/30/2019 1:21 PM

389

I would like to see real leadership instead of the fear-mongering and anger that the current council
was voted in with. I want to to responsibility and help those in need who can't seem to help
themselves. I want more money put into family activitied instead of everything for seniors. I want to
warm welcoming community.

4/30/2019 1:20 PM

390

Improved safety, better Affordability, better connection of beach to the community,

4/30/2019 1:18 PM
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391

I believe since 222 was announced more criminals have come to Parksville. There have been
people who arrived knowing they will have housing and customers. Because of this, Berwick has
pulled out and we lost a huge tax revenue stream, as well as a much-needed service including
seniors care, a daycare and employment for professionals. We have to stop enabling and we also
have to draw the line connecting the dots between the announcement of 222 to the increased
crime rate. "It's everywhere" is an absolute falsehood. It's not on any of the other Islands, it's not in
Cobble Hill, it's not in Sparwood, Fernie or any other community that doesn't have a shelter or
supportive housing.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

392

The current divisiveness which started with the opposition to 222 Corfield, which I support, has
been hideous. And the council, elected on a "one issue" mandate, has caused more
unpleasantness with their stance against Manna Ministry. And then there's the "beach clean up"!
Really? I'd like to see some policies where developers are expected to leave some big trees on a
property, even if yes, it costs more money. Parksville will soon look like any other place where
houses dominate landscape with only nursery trees, and not the mature ones that were here for
decades, or even centuries.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

393

I would like to see the boardwalk extended to Dohle and someone to take ownership of the
dilapidated motel on the beach and make it useful for our community.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

394

I would like to see more healthcare professionals for people with mental health issues, be it
doctors, psychiatrists, psychologists

4/30/2019 1:13 PM

395

The counsels though processes being more helpful and mindful of all the people on Parksville, not
just those with homes or those concerned about tourism

4/30/2019 1:10 PM

396

I would love to see Parksville take a stand against the drug addicts and build more affordable
housing for those who really need it (elderly and disabled) NOT for those who choose a drug filled
life.

4/30/2019 1:07 PM

397

The homeless shelter that is under construction on Corfield street be stopped and removed.

4/30/2019 1:07 PM

398

To be an example with programs for positively engaging at risk youth, for turning around troubled
people who are disenfranchised and turning to crime, for showing care and compassion for people
who are down and out on their luck. I'd also like to see fewer high-end homes (ie Ballard and
similar developments) being developed and more legitimately affordable homes, a mix of rent and
affordable for purchase ($250,000-$400,000) range. Otherwise the community will evolve into
high-end and low-end with no middle. The middle will slide into low-end with less ability to
contribute to the local economy.

4/30/2019 1:01 PM

399

PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE: More RCMP, lot less crime. I have been a victim twice and my son
has also been a victim

4/30/2019 12:57 PM

400

Stronger stand in crime

4/30/2019 12:53 PM

401

No more giving things away, people can work! Zero tolerance for drugs and alcohol in public, no
panhandle , camping in the open, clean up there own garbage. And NO to 222

4/30/2019 12:45 PM

402

To regain its small town feel, have more done about the homeless community that seems to have
invaded

4/30/2019 12:43 PM

403

Develop a downtown core And crack down on druggies and theft

4/30/2019 12:41 PM

404

Recreation centre and pool in Parksville. Parksville must be the only community of this size without
this. Pathetic!

4/30/2019 12:40 PM

405

Less clear cutting, and I know that it's all about money. More expensive to leave trees, etc. More
affordable housing and things for the younger people to do. Definitely, do not get rid of the
conference centre. A gp that actually takes new patients would be nice. Took me 2 years to find a
Dr. and he's in Nanaimo. Height restrictions for buildings being constructed along the ocean. Food
trucks in the community park.

4/30/2019 12:39 PM

406

something done about the theft and vagrants; clean up this city and make is safe again

4/30/2019 12:36 PM

407

More police presence enforcing the laws. No wet housing units. More affordable housing. More
things for youth to do in the summers and evenings. Get rid of the old hotel on the beach.

4/30/2019 11:58 AM

408

Quit growth as we do not have the water supply with changing climate. Stop the build up on the
beach. Stop rezoning to allow more coverage of lots. Stop the unward building.

4/30/2019 11:52 AM

409

I would like to see more housing for young families and young adults.

4/30/2019 11:25 AM
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410

higher standards for design (some projects are great, but not all) and sustainability, property
maintenance, continuing to preserve and acquire greenspace/public property for recreation, more
compassion and effort put into facilitating programs/supports toward those who are more
vulnerable - without housing and with drug issues. More collaboration with non-profits could be
sought.

4/30/2019 10:35 AM

411

Security at our main park. Cops on bikes in downtown. More lighting in downtown area. Better nonemergency RCMP line to report suspicious activity. Stores open later once a week.

4/30/2019 9:35 AM

412

There are many lands in or near downtown that are vacant. I would like to see vacant lands or
abandoned properties taxed at a higher rate to encourage their development.

4/30/2019 9:35 AM

413

Not much. Let that run down motel develop at the water front. Anything will look better. Even a
really tall building with stuff for residents and visitors to enjoy.

4/30/2019 8:44 AM

414

I like it as it is for the most part.

4/30/2019 8:24 AM

415

More trees, more parks, clean rivers and streams,. Environmentaly responsible development.
Purchasing the remaining beach properties for the whole community to enjoy. Linking trail
systems. Better transit and more recreational facilities.

4/29/2019 9:02 PM

416

Police presence, vibrancy

4/29/2019 7:39 PM

417

I would like to see the municipal councils be more moderate instead of like pendulums way left and
then way right. Moderate growth requires moderate, planned and pragmatic increases in services.
A zero tax increase council is short sited and as bad as a 6% tax increase council. I'm tired of
short cited politicians that say they're looking at the future but really are only speaking of the
remainder of their term. Responsible means providing for service and keeping taxes moderate but
in line with inflation and growth. If you have more parks, you have more grass and it'll have to be
cut more often. If you have construction you'll have more residents and or visitors and the increase
population will put demands on all services including the public safety services. More buildings
mean more roads and more pipes. It's not rocket science. Be pragmatic. Don't always try for more
with less but don't be decadent. Be pragmatic. Have a long term vision.

4/26/2019 5:16 PM
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Q5 What would you like Parksville to look like in three to four years?
Answered: 413

Skipped: 12

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

A pretty seaside little city with a town square that has small shops surrounding it.

6/18/2019 2:50 PM

2

Four years is too short a time span for starters. Almost a silly question. Decide whether Parksville
wants to be just a city for the residents or a side show for tourists. And if the latter, what
mechanisms can be created to ensure the tourists contribute to the costs. We can't build
infrastructure for a 3-month tourist season that "sits semi-idle for nine". We need more community
parks with more features spread across the city and MORE MORE trees. Stop clearcutting to build
new subdivisions. Widen Alberni Highway through downtown - the street was rebuilt about 2 feet
too narrow for starters and not made at all for cyclists. Completely revise the downtown so that
there is a real 'walk around shopping area'. Shops need to be on both sides of a street. Increase
the amount of public parking, well signed and located near shops and restaurants. Employers will
provide dedicated parking for their employees until a proper transit system can be provided that
runs from 5 am to 1am.

6/18/2019 2:12 PM

3

More trees and gardens, a cinema

6/18/2019 12:13 PM

4

Established, staffed place for vulnerable people

6/18/2019 11:57 AM

5

still free access to the community park

6/18/2019 11:50 AM

6

Theatre and swimming pool

6/18/2019 11:47 AM

7

a more caring gentle place

6/18/2019 11:42 AM

8

affordable housing, more welcoming to everyone, keep scenery and parks

6/18/2019 11:38 AM

9

keep the beauty, less building of homes and more building for the poor and homeless

6/18/2019 11:25 AM

10

more families

6/18/2019 11:19 AM

11

Bike and scooter lanes, ugly motel cleaned up, outdoor theater

6/18/2019 11:15 AM

12

STOP the developers. Make a new community. Too high of tax increase

6/18/2019 11:07 AM

13

a home for everyone

6/18/2019 10:49 AM

14

more parking, less tall condos

6/18/2019 10:45 AM

15

affordable housing

6/18/2019 10:34 AM

16

Have more things like the homeless project

6/18/2019 10:24 AM

17

-the ocean boardwalk extended in front of Surfside RV resort -the old ‘Beach Resort’ (161 Island
Hwy W) purchased by the city and made into a park or a swimming pool or some community
space, a bike path along Island Hwy and the speed limit set to 40 from Wembley to the orange
bridge. -the outdoor stage built in the park -more picnic tables with propane bbqs available (user
pay to fund costs and cleaning)

6/18/2019 10:19 AM

18

more trees, the rest is same as above

6/18/2019 9:47 AM

19

clean, fun and welcoming

6/18/2019 9:39 AM

20

no high rises, incorporate beach property into community park

6/18/2019 9:33 AM

21

more sidewalks, more housing options

6/18/2019 9:27 AM

22

same size as now but with a swimming pool and water reservoir

6/18/2019 9:21 AM

23

improve downtown

6/18/2019 9:11 AM

24

community spirit, low income housing, mixed housing areas, more trees, build a city centre,
enlarge community park

6/18/2019 8:55 AM

25

more places for people to enjoy nature

6/18/2019 8:48 AM
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26

More affordable housing

6/18/2019 8:46 AM

27

A welcome place for all, not just the chosen few. I'd like a place that is bustling in the summer
evenings with shops and vendors open for business, ready to greet tourists and locals alike. I'd like
an engaged community that doesn't shun those less fortunate, but instead finds a way to make life
easier and have them feel part of our community.

6/17/2019 8:04 PM

28

Maintain green spaces

6/13/2019 3:35 PM

29

slow growth

6/13/2019 3:33 PM

30

I build a bigger mall with cinema and more hiking trails

6/13/2019 3:31 PM

31

Don't remove any more greenspace within the city. more parks

6/13/2019 3:27 PM

32

more of #4, more doctors

6/13/2019 3:21 PM

33

A place where all are welcome

6/13/2019 2:55 PM

34

about the same

6/13/2019 2:51 PM

35

stop building

6/13/2019 2:45 PM

36

community park remain free so everyone can use it.

6/13/2019 2:38 PM

37

No bigger than it is

6/13/2019 2:30 PM

38

More (less) of the above, a place to welcome young and older alike, with adequate facilities and
jobs for all - including our own pool/aquatic centre.

6/12/2019 1:05 PM

39

Less construction/development on waterfront (all property north of hwy 19A) and more affordable
housing.

6/11/2019 2:47 PM

40

a seniors residence support fro the crisis center

6/10/2019 8:15 PM

41

Housing developments that include green space, and local shops more like a series of
neighbourhood villages where people can walk to services and foster community. Mixed housing single family, co-operatives, affordable housing.

6/10/2019 5:26 PM

42

Use of empty lots for affordable housing

6/10/2019 4:07 PM

43

What it should be. A delightful seaside community, a desirable tourist destination, a safe
environment to raise children or spend your retirement years. A business and retail community to
service young families, that service industry, and retirees alike. We're already quite a ways toward
that end.

6/10/2019 2:07 PM

44

All derelict buildings removed. New apartments for rent available. More incentives offered to
medical persons to bring them here to live and become part of our community.

6/10/2019 9:51 AM

45

stop the rampant growth -- get the infrastructure caught up -- improve the roads to accommodate
the current traffic charge the developers big time for their lot development (let them pay for the
water systems etc)

6/9/2019 9:18 PM

46

Low-rise buildings on the property next to the Beach Club Resort. The buildings in the 'downtown'
spruced up. Harrison Street looks particularly downtrodden. The land on Jensen next to City Hall
and adjacent to the Alberni turned into a park. More residential units above commercial units. The
block of storefronts along 19A between the Dairy Queen and Weld look as though they have never
been used. Can they be made more interesting looking? More trees everywhere. City Operations
does an excellent job with the gardens - can't have too many gardens or trees to make a City
beautiful.

6/9/2019 8:59 PM

47

The derelict buildings and abandoned properties dealt with

6/9/2019 5:41 PM

48

Lots of green spaces and accessibility for our seniors and others with special needs.

6/9/2019 4:18 PM

49

Diversified housing. Mixed housing. Young, middle-aged and old living in neighbourhoods and
housing complexes together. Greater capacity for couples to stay together when they need to
enter into long-term care facilities. Greater resources for dementia care and respite for caregivers.
More housing options for lower income professionals. No one living in the parks or the streets
because we have placed them in shelter and other opportunities. No one sitting outside the CIBC
or Naked Naturals asking for money because they are given opportunities to get housing and
assistance to break addictions and get out of cycles of poverty, mental illness and suffering.

6/9/2019 2:56 PM
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50

A pretty beach-side community that is not overdeveloped with no urban sprawl and a beachfront
that has development restricted to the already building height restrictions.

6/7/2019 11:02 PM

51

More support, less crime, no more loss of city/park properties to fundraising for pet projects.

6/7/2019 9:14 AM

52

A new pool, improved public parking in downtown, less graffiti/homeless

6/6/2019 6:53 AM

53

Affordable living. Maintaining is historic look. Slow down the pace of the down town. people treat
the road going through town as a speed way. Increase the amount of bike lanes and trafic calm the
streets.

6/3/2019 10:09 AM

54

A well developed waterfront, with a band shell in the community park, less homelessness, more
doctors.

6/2/2019 2:23 PM

55

supportive housing and accessible services for homeless and vulnerable residents

5/31/2019 5:04 PM

56

one or two more walking/running trails. No more large resorts. New homes that do not look
identical to one another.

5/28/2019 11:08 PM

57

The same

5/28/2019 4:45 PM

58

The same

5/28/2019 4:45 PM

59

A quiet, attractive, peaceful community appealing to people as an ideal retirement spot with more
flower gardens (similar to the welcome sign at Hwy 19A and Pym), with benches, rest spots and
lean public washrooms for visitors and tourists. Perhaps even with street ambassadors, live music
and street performers.

5/28/2019 1:49 PM

60

down town core revitalized. Craig street commons playground. Covered lacrosse box. Track built.
Old island hall gone

5/27/2019 4:06 PM

61

well run- people feel safe taxes only what is needed- better attention to OCP. keep limits on bldg
hts-

5/27/2019 2:30 PM

62

No bigger than it is now. Finish trail links. Rail trail to QB and beyond, more bike friendly.

5/26/2019 2:17 PM

63

Vibrant is the term I would like to use. Examples: Building facades similar colours, strategic
signage indicating businesses in an area or street, giving names to various downtown areas,
hanging flower baskets in summer months, Sidewalks updated, free shuttle service around the
downtown core, minimum standards for new home construction in terms of lot size, quality homes,
noise reduction devices on busier streets, more beach parking - make available the dirt parking at
the Community Park.

5/25/2019 11:07 AM

64

build a sports complex but forget the pool...waste of money; does not bring anyone to Parksville.
Would like to see the development at that old hotel on the beach go ahead. Who cares how tall it
is? I love the open space.

5/25/2019 11:04 AM

65

Afordable housing for everyone. Lot more trees and greenspace.

5/24/2019 2:44 PM

66

More development along the beach, to complete it, and to replace the existing eyesore. The
Theatre Stage in the park is a good idea.

5/24/2019 2:17 PM

67

Have a center hub with key shops in the downtown. A new track at the high school. Turf field for
field sports. Crime and drugs gone or minimal. Homeless supportive housing and shelter for the
cold.

5/24/2019 11:14 AM

68

I'd like to see more eating establishments near the beach. WE have beautiful views across the
water and very little to choose from with an outdoor patio. We are a tourist town and many visitors
and locals would like the opportunity to eat outdoors while enjoying beautiful views.

5/23/2019 12:06 PM

69

More neighbourhood parks, stop wood burning. My daughter lives between two wood burning
houses, not a good situation. She has asthma, not fair!!

5/23/2019 10:08 AM

70

Island highway needs to be twined the entire length of the city, to reduce accidents and enable
traffic flow during the tourist season. A indoor public pool would be great. less abandoned
buildings and vacant lots. Fewer homeless and less vandalism and theft.

5/23/2019 10:03 AM

71

An outside eating establishment on the main beach with outside patio seating to serve, tea, coffee,
snacks and perhaps beer. Open in summer

5/23/2019 9:19 AM
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72

If council is looking towards being re-elected and continue a continued improvement process for
our community is needed, then the points in section 4 need to be addressed, and the notion of "not
in my neighbourhood" should not be pursued in a traditional sense. Not every person, down on
their luck, are drug traffickers, users and thieves. Drugs and Petty Crime will be displaced by an
attractive downtown core, and the police presence should be improved by officers pattrolling on
bicycles, to include the trails above Springwood School now extended to Coombs. This area is
actively used by individuals

5/22/2019 12:28 PM

73

I would like to see the downtown area smartened up with more interesting shops. I'd like to see
trees of various kinds throughout the city.

5/22/2019 11:56 AM

74

Clean beaches, parks, trails, no high rise on waterfront

5/22/2019 11:03 AM

75

more small independent businesses. Eg. butcher, baker, produce stores, ethnic food stores. No
more fast food chains!

5/22/2019 10:48 AM

76

1) Less high density development, more large homes that leave trees in place and large yards.
Small cookie cutter homes sitting on top of each other are eye sores. 2) Fiscally stable and
financially prudent. Decrease the size of the municipal government and lower property taxes. What
is the use of a planning committee when large developments can simply find ways around their
directives? 3) Stable water supply. Parksville doesn't have a shortage of water, it has a shortage of
water storage. Have developers front the cost of storage as they are the ones creating the influx of
new people stressing the water supply.

5/22/2019 10:48 AM

77

more affordable housing, more trails, 1/4 or 1/3 utility rates as sewer rates are going into utilities,
utility bills will see big increase not that affordable for seniors.

5/22/2019 9:57 AM

78

How can you turn back time?

5/21/2019 10:31 PM

79

Kind of like it doesn’t now I don’t want huge housing developments Of course I know they provide
needed tax dollars but build some affordable stuff while you’re at it. And leave some trees Quit
cutting down trees More affordable housing This does not need to become a rich only persons
town

5/21/2019 8:47 PM

80

- a peaceful Natural paradise - a compassionate community that looks after all of its citizens - more
mixed income housing not just a place for the rich

5/21/2019 4:17 PM

81

Make the business area more colourful and welcoming. Connect the walking paths that stop in the
middle of nowhere.

5/21/2019 12:39 PM

82

more clean businesses, more affordable housing for young people who grew up here. More
connected green spaces.

5/21/2019 10:37 AM

83

Better organized business area. Seem like it scatter all over the place. Purchase area next to
Oceanside Clinic and use for parking short term and long term use for expansion of Clinic.

5/20/2019 5:38 PM

84

I will probably not be around then, but for the next generations, see above.

5/20/2019 1:11 PM

85

In this time line we would like Parksville to basically remain the clean small town that attracted us
17 years ago. Because tourism is our primary employer, the priority of the city is to keep the
attractiveness of Parksville the major objective for the tourists and potential future residents.

5/20/2019 11:03 AM

86

I would like the current abandonded buildings in Parksville to be leveled, and replaced with multi
use, multistory buildings with comercial business on the ground floor and Affordable appartments
or condos on the upper floors. I think within 3 years Parksville needs a indoor aquatic center like
the one in Nanaimo that promotes year round healthy lifestyles, so we can attract more
proffesionals to the area.

5/20/2019 9:22 AM

87

Quiet. Less traffic. Fewer people. An effort to reduce the environmental degradation that is killing
the planet. Homelessness addressed locally. It seems as if everything is based on how it will effect
businesses , and businesses only move into an area because the population is growing like a
cancer. Somehow Parksville has been able to survive in the past with fewer people and fewer
businesses....and was a resort, but not one that made life annoying for residents.

5/19/2019 7:54 AM
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88

First of all, all new residential develop must be reigned in, and planning done to preserve the
beauty of the landscape. So keep the trees, working around them,and reduce the number of
houses being thrown up haphazardly. Determine what Parksville is all about. Why should people
want to come here. What’s the draw. Then from there start making changes to the front facades of
all the buildings in the core. Start planting trees on both sides of the streets, on the sidewalks,
changing the current esthetic. Create bylaws whereby any new retail/commercial businesses must
upgrade the front facades of all the buildings, old and new with the goal of completing the vision of
how you want Parksville to present itself. Create a Main Street and why not some small park like
settings around the core, rather than empty lots. ie: Craig St and the highway. That would make a
perfect little park. Plant a tree. Do a Live Wall. Remove all the sidewalk signs and enforce facades
with awnings and nice signage that hangs from the building itself. Sandwich boards just don’t cut it.
Don’t know if you can regulate the type of businesses that can set up on certain streets. All I see is
Real Estate and Insurance businesses in places where there should be boutiques and restaurants

5/18/2019 11:28 AM

89

A cohesive community with services for young families that we need to take care of us retirees.
Bike/walking trails from the resort area to bring people downtown, now they have to bike or walk on
the highway. Vacant lots filled in the core. more trails for seniors on their scooters.

5/18/2019 9:06 AM

90

see below

5/18/2019 9:00 AM

91

Parksville Needs a full size indoor Olympic Swimming Pool. Parksville needs to infill all the vacant
land in the down town core with multi story buildings that have affordable residential units on
upper floors and businesses on the main floor. Parksville should have at least 1 more family doctor
and/or walk-in clinic. The Island Island Highway should 2 lanes in both directions the entire length
of the city.

5/17/2019 11:11 PM

92

Pool more stuff for young adults to do

5/17/2019 9:55 PM

93

More pedestrian access, outdoor mall type venues

5/17/2019 9:37 PM

94

I would like to see the recreational multiplex become a reality. Also important that we maintain the
Parksville Community and Conference Centre!!! The city subsidy of about $250,000 is not a big
deal considering that this is an important gathering place for our population. I'd like to NOT see
more tall buildings on our beach. A performing stage in the community park would be great, and
improved security in the park would be good as well.

5/17/2019 3:57 PM

95

Upgrades to the streets and sidewalks in the downtown. The abandoned building on the beach
torn down.

5/17/2019 11:58 AM

96

Age friendly community for seniors, families and young adults. Not dominated by one age group, a
place where people can live, have a family doctor, go to the beach or park and have things to do
after 5pm

5/17/2019 12:24 AM

97

greater security presence downtown and in hidden forested areas; responsibility placed on those
who threaten residents' wellbeing; reduced break-ins and other crime; more or larger rec facilities
with the city limits; removed drug component in supportive housing; Berwick Place up and running
as well as other facilities for aging city residents

5/16/2019 1:46 PM

98

More trees and green space. Density should be in city centre not on boundary of city, but too late
for that. Open vista along highway by community park and no more towers or residential on
waterfront.

5/16/2019 8:24 AM

99

Same

5/16/2019 8:08 AM

100

SAFER

5/15/2019 6:21 PM

101

In three to four years, I'd hope Parksville would still be the beautiful seaside town we have today.
Ideally, however, with more affordable housing options and opportunities for small/businesses. A
greater sense of community and additional avenues for open dialogue between city staff and
residents.

5/15/2019 4:06 PM

102

there should not be any laws about breed types in dogs, but laws for ownership and being
responsible. Once your dog has escaped while you were working, it should be mandatory to have
a proper large area 'cage' kennel built to keep the dog safe and others animals safe.

5/15/2019 10:37 AM

103

The population of Parksville will not have increased. No more residential or commercial building.
No more destruction of natural spaces. Wildlife will be free to live with minimal human contact.

5/15/2019 7:30 AM

104

not a lot of change. not a lot of people!

5/15/2019 7:13 AM
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105

Less panhandling, more flowers, more parking downtown, concerts in the park, with a nice stage
for the performers,

5/14/2019 9:25 PM

106

Have a walkway from downtown to Rathtrevor beach. Have new sports complex.

5/14/2019 8:04 PM

107

Maintain and repair what needs to be done. A by-pass around city and a concert venue by the
community park.

5/14/2019 5:23 PM

108

Walker friendly, more public parking

5/14/2019 5:00 PM

109

Clean. More affordable living

5/14/2019 3:26 PM

110

The Community Park expanded to include the entire waterfront. Beach Club razed to the ground.
Mobile homes removed from Seaside RV and land allowed to return to nature, with trails through
to Rathtrevor. Micro homes provided for low income residents so long as they stay drug-free.
Mental health services provided for addicts. Stop the herring fishing entirely and get rid of fish
farms. I could go on! That's enough to get started on!

5/14/2019 3:21 PM

111

My hope is that we don't get our city any larger. More trees planted to replace all of the cedars.
Water management (I know there are projects and infrastructure underway); I mean educate
humans as to how to conserve water more efficiently. For instance, just simple things: we keep a
bucket in the shower, so while waiting for the water to warm, we keep that cold water for the
garden. Each shower saves one bucket of water! And my trees and garden need it too.

5/14/2019 3:03 PM

112

Start putting more of the pieces in place that will build and broaden our four season tourism
appeal; make a commitment to putting the infrastructure and services in place that will increase
our appeal as a hi tech innovation and development centre; Take the steps necessary to increase
health services and primary care access to the growing community and the aging population;
ensure a transit system or transportation network is in place to deal with the aging population that
will be less able to drive themselves and therefore unable to "age in place" It is not what I would
like it to look like BUT RATHER, what must it evolve to be, to be prosperous and vibrant and
financial sustainable ... ... "Respect the past BUT define the future". What ingredients and
components are our core and how can we build on them to secure the future without destroying
what we have I do not have the resources or the knowledge BUT someone has to be able to
define what specific economic sectors will represent the core of the Oceanside tax base in three to
four years and what portion of the taxes are from business or homeowners. Make some decisions
and set some targets then make the focused effort to make those projections or goals come to
pass

5/14/2019 2:52 PM

113

The same size and population it is today with a hospital and recreation centre including our own
swimming pool.

5/14/2019 2:09 PM

114

Cleaned up downtown. New construction on the beachfront eyesore but low rise - no towers which
are not in keeping with the area anyway. Maintain our green spaces- where we remove trees for
new buildings can we not consider leaving old growth that is fire resistant and removing trees that
are know to be fire fodder? We need to protect against future fire and flooding by considering our
environmental impact. Also improved healthcare facilities that will be able to accommodate our
older population.

5/14/2019 2:08 PM

115

See above.

5/14/2019 1:26 PM

116

no bigger. residential development MUST take into consideration water availity

5/14/2019 1:21 PM

117

A decent development next to the downtown park. Shops, restaurants, rental and condo units. No
buildings taller than the existing towers. Let’s not get ridiculous. These accommodations should
NOT be fractional ownership, but it looks terrible and should be developed asap

5/14/2019 11:11 AM

118

Definitely no more high rise buildings!! Have a pedestrian only area that is clean, with interesting
stores and coffee shops. More greenery and flowers.

5/14/2019 10:33 AM

119

What comes to mind would be more attractive shopping area that would attract specialty shops,
and such as a butcher shop, fish market, and relocate some of the specialty shops we are already
privileged to have , with a consumer parklike area with benches, and a garden area to appeal to
tourists

5/14/2019 10:31 AM

120

See above

5/14/2019 10:29 AM

121

i would like it to slow down on all the housed being built,water supply was an issue a few years
ago ,how is that to get better with more people

5/14/2019 9:56 AM

122

As above!

5/14/2019 9:47 AM
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123

I probably won't live that long.

5/14/2019 9:31 AM

124

Beach area development to not be higher than 2 levels,create a downtown area thats vibrant

5/14/2019 9:27 AM

125

1. More low income housing to encourage young working singles and families to stay here. 2.
Affordable seniors care facilities

5/14/2019 9:23 AM

126

I’d like to see more local restaurants, pubs, cafes, a movie theatre, the homeless and at risk
population being better served. I’d like to be able to forgot to lock my back door at night and not
freak out over it.

5/14/2019 9:04 AM

127

A garden city

5/14/2019 8:39 AM

128

I would like to see bylaws introduced to stop the tethering of animals and the leaving of animals in
hot cars. I would also like to see efforts put into attracting a younger population to Parksville.

5/14/2019 8:23 AM

129

Clean, tree lined with lots of greenspace More like Qualicum. No more high rises On the beach.
Build them on the other side enhancing the view for tourists

5/14/2019 7:58 AM

130

I would like to see all future commercial development limited to the town core between Highway
19A, Moillet, Corfield and Jensen. The urban sprawl along Highway 19A is an eyesore and a
congestion problem and works against the proper development of a vibrant compact townsite. I
would also like to see bylaw protection of trees and ocean views a part of all development permits.
A beautiful, healthy, natural setting is the basis for a wonderful place to live and visit.

5/14/2019 7:34 AM

131

More options for restaurants on the Parksville waterfront areas.

5/14/2019 7:28 AM

132

get rid of that dump on the beach the old motel really an eyesore

5/14/2019 7:09 AM

133

At least a 3 km walkway/bikeway from Park to Rathtrevor. Clean up the Community Beach;
doesn't need to look natural as this brings bugs and pet poop into the long grass. More offroad/safe bike paths to outlying areas.

5/13/2019 10:23 PM

134

I would have a park in all Housing divisions. More off leash dog parks. the little fenced in places
that Parksville has Are not dog parks. It would be fenced in with room for trails and the dogs can
run free for a mile or 2

5/13/2019 8:51 PM

135

A clean, drug free community with no crime. Recreational facilities (POOL) that other communities
would be envious of

5/13/2019 7:58 PM

136

Green lush with abundant safe wildlife areas ..

5/13/2019 9:54 AM

137

Keep the great family friendly tourist events going driving our economy. Clean up our parks and
beaches, no more needles. Work on beautifying the city.

5/12/2019 9:48 PM

138

Clean, beachfront developed, less homeless

5/12/2019 3:19 PM

139

New development supports decreased water use by every householder, be they owner or renter;
addresses aspects of climate change, and promotes a greener city. Commercial development
focused in the downtown area - empty lots are developed. A connecting walkway from Parksville to
the Resorts and Rathtrevor Park so I don't have to walk next to the highway.

5/12/2019 11:27 AM

140

A city that has all the dirty looking lots built on , or a major clean up . Affordable home for the for
the working poor . More law inforcment .

5/12/2019 8:45 AM

141

I would like to see the dilapidated buildings and lots developed properly, with more places to live.
More trees and greenery in developments. The CC park maintained as is, leaving the beach alone
and in it's natural state.

5/10/2019 4:13 PM

142

I would like 19A to be lined in trees and park benches with bicycle lanes. Make it more pedestrian
friendly, like in European countries, especially by the orange bridge and by the Wembley Place
mall.

5/10/2019 4:07 PM

143

1) 222 being a housing project for low income without addictions 2) Beachfront buildings cleaned
up and Building happening to enhance our offerings to Tourists and locals 3) Recreation Facility for
Parksville with pool. 3) Downtown core revitalized with more people living there.

5/10/2019 2:56 PM

144

No additional residential development or subdivisions. Crime reduced to a level where citizens do
not live in fear.

5/10/2019 12:08 PM

145

Well maintained outdoor/park space. Well organized downtown core. Weekend Farmers market.

5/10/2019 7:47 AM

146

A jump start to rejuvenating the town. Changing from a retirement community to a younger
community with economic opportunities.

5/9/2019 6:40 PM
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147

I want supportive and affordable housing (that is really affordable). I would like to know that the
RDN has upgraded the Ballenas Track and that plans are moving ahead for a real upgrade to
Ravensong -- the extra tank suggested by Rec. Com. I want to see a community plan for a multiplex. Most of all, I would like to see some evidence that the current council is informing themselves
by using the expertise of professionals before making decisions. It would be nice if you met with
your largest employer regularly.

5/9/2019 3:10 PM

148

no less greenspace, better useage of development land

5/9/2019 1:10 PM

149

Get some activity downtown. We need people living downtown. We don't need anymore
commercial space.

5/9/2019 11:06 AM

150

Capture and store rainwater during winter months and use during summer. LED lights in
community park to discourage vandalism. Develop the old hotel next to The Beach Club. Build
staging area in park for summer concerts Upgrade PCC Community Centre, keep under city
management

5/9/2019 11:04 AM

151

Get rid of that abandon hotel on the beach, even an empty space would be better than that eye
sore. Plant more flowers every where, planters all over downtown. IPlant more trees in these new
developements!

5/9/2019 10:58 AM

152

A city that looks like it cares , looking after issues that are confronting this city , today . A city that
takes pride in it's appearance .

5/8/2019 4:19 PM

153

Not too different than it is today, but with the addition of a swimming pool.

5/8/2019 3:51 PM

154

See #4

5/8/2019 1:37 PM

155

A family orientated community, I would love to see Parksville look at improving things for kids and
young teens to do that are safe and fun, such as an Aquatic center where Berwick was going to go
or by the Arena. Our kids/teens have nothing much to here during fall/winter months and with that
comes boredom and trouble. Better transit service for Coombs/errington area.

5/8/2019 9:56 AM

156

High rise buildings on empty lot at waterfront. This would not impede current free beach access.

5/8/2019 9:26 AM

157

More of a hometown focus, less marketing to rich retirees.

5/8/2019 9:07 AM

158

After talking with a friend... -Pk must decide what it wants to be. * Should PK become the bedroom
community for Nanaimo. If so then will need to have facilities that serve workers and families such
as rapid transit to Nanaimo/facilities such as a pool or rec-plex. *Should PK become a tourist
mecca. As tourism operates right now 4 months of crazy busy hopefully will provide enough
income to the business to cover the other 8. If we go this route we would have to develop a 365
day tourist situation like that found at Whistler. A multiplex that could accommodate monster trucks
race or concerts; transport to golf, mountains and forests; markets open all year if you want
everyone to stop in PK. Etc, etc, etc... *Should PK become a service provider for elder care/drug
rehab. As 12000 population we do not have the services to take care of people that live here now
so would have to go all in with all the services that this would require. **All of these possible
options are going to need a water. There has to be a long term plan for a tremendous increase in
the need for water storage.

5/7/2019 10:42 PM

159

Limit growth in new multi family dwellings to a maximum of 4 stories, with the exception of the
waterfront. No new buildings on the waterfront higher than the Beach Club. Plant lots and lots of
trees to replace the ones that were removed for development of the new subdivisions. Complete
the waterfront trail from French Creek all the way to Rathtrevor. Although it is not going away
soon, do something about the "homeless" population that continues to expand every year.

5/7/2019 10:18 PM

160

Nice walking areas with trees around, shopping areas where there are no cars allowed. Some
roads closed off for unique shopping areas and outdoor coffee stops.

5/7/2019 5:34 PM

161

Cleaner down town with less empty buildings

5/7/2019 5:25 PM

162

No more development on beach, build recreation complex to include pool, curling rink, track, and
Community Centre. Current mayor wants convention Center (?) to make money, not interested in
community Center.

5/7/2019 2:40 PM

163

Safety and steady growth - a place I can be proud to be a part of.

5/7/2019 2:33 PM

164

A safe city where you can go to the bank during closed hours without some stinky person sleeping
in the vestibule and to feel I can walk my dog without worrying about stepping on a dirty used
needle. The way Parksville was before.

5/7/2019 1:18 PM
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165

A beautiful street in the City Centre. It could be Alberni Road or Corfield. Certainly not Craig St.,
that’s en eye soar. Tourists should enjoy a beautiful downtown area.

5/7/2019 12:24 PM

166

An intelligently planned city, with integrated green spaces. Let Qualicum Beach be your model for
restraint.

5/7/2019 10:35 AM

167

A welcoming community for all ages, with diversity of activities to keep us engaged. In sports,
entertainment, culture and education.

5/7/2019 10:32 AM

168

More beach front restaurants instead of sky rises. Better/more parking at our parksville community
park. More availability to programs for children. Having to wake up at 5 and wait for RDN
registration for camps etc is ridiculous

5/7/2019 10:30 AM

169

The possibility of a Hospital, another Assisted Living Facility, and proper resources for those who
are challenged.

5/7/2019 9:32 AM

170

MANY more street trees, shady benches, upgraded storefronts, pretty sidewalks,

5/7/2019 12:09 AM

171

Address my items in 4. above, and you're a long way there.

5/6/2019 10:24 PM

172

A more vibrant town, clean up of old buildings. Use the space instead of the commercial sprawl.
Better use of town space by encouraging vendors etc. Better use of the civic centre, put up a sign
to announce events! A recreation centre is badly needed by all age groups.

5/6/2019 8:09 PM

173

An effort to accomodate lower cost housing

5/6/2019 7:41 PM

174

About the same but with a more attractive downtown

5/6/2019 5:39 PM

175

Improved recreation facilities, more pedestrian friendly. Affordable housing. Inclusive attitude.

5/6/2019 5:16 PM

176

Back to having a LOT more trees and green spaces. Not feel like a concrete jungle as it feels right
now. A decent size Community Centre that offers more for the people with decent parking. More
parking and have the downtown looking a bit more appealing and attractive.

5/6/2019 3:18 PM

177

People of all generations living and working here. Sound medical and social support for those
living on the edge, regardless of their circumstances, age or health conditions, and a vital cultural
community which brings people in beyond coming to the beach.

5/6/2019 3:17 PM

178

Property next to the Beach Club developed to a low rise condos/shops/tourism area

5/6/2019 2:31 PM

179

As above: well-treed suburbs, lots of boulevard trees downtown, and a less scruffy downtown core.
And no plastic grass (artificial turf). Bylaws against burning. Strong animal/pet protection
legislation. Low residential taxes, and low business taxes so cafes and retailers have a chance of
not going bankrupt. Small municipal staff. Fewer "consultations" with experts, outsiders.

5/6/2019 11:37 AM

180

I would like to see the continued care and upkeep of our community park and downtown area. It is
a very pleasing place to visit. I would also like to see the improvement of some of the sports
facilities, such as new pickle-ball courts for which there is such a demand. Also, a swimming pool
and sports complex would be a big advantage.

5/6/2019 10:13 AM

181

Not much more population, better defined downtown, business clusters in various corners of
Parksville. And much cleaner - walk downtown QB and compare to downtown PV. Seems we have
no pride in cleanliness.

5/6/2019 8:44 AM

182

More parks, and code change to allow smaller homes, higher density (and thus keep some of the
undeveloped land as parks) and houses and condos that are more green and energy efficient.

5/5/2019 11:56 PM

183

Water park make the beach area more of a all inclusive spot

5/5/2019 11:36 PM

184

Homeless housed

5/5/2019 5:26 PM

185

More affordable housing so that the people who provide services for our high senior population
can afford to live here. No more big deveopment on Parksville Bay, Removal of Surf Side rock
retaining wall to protect Parksville Bay.

5/5/2019 4:52 PM

186

More green spaces within the town, winding throughout the town. And I don't mean ripping out
existing trees and replacing them with non-indigenous trees and plants. Town needs to be
balanced with the wild and non wild places. DO you not listen to the environmental reports that
pour out daily warning of the damages ---on so many levels? Cap off the housing growth.
Unlimited growth (it would seem like that is the current imperative) is just not sustainable,
necessary, desired and most certainly unattractive. Innovative, environmentally smart housing for
lower income families and single people. Green walking path from one end to the other? And
forget the trashy restaurants--Rickys' etc. Seriously? Get with the times please.

5/5/2019 4:52 PM
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187

Clean (stop the needles on the beach and parks!). Accessible beachfront. Boardwalk extending
much longer...connecting to Rathtrevor and or French Creek. A place to sit on the waterfront and
buy (a reasonably priced) cup of coffee/drink. A rec center with an Olympic size pool with
unrestricted hours (have a separate space for lessons so people can drop in)...like nanaimo. A
Costco or Walmart....its time!

5/5/2019 4:19 PM

188

- I'd like to see green spaces preserved - any construction I see would be building on prior sites I'd like to see the highway continue to be relatively free of further "traffic calming" - I'd like to see a
more vibrant core with, for example, wonderful restaurants, rather than the many fast food places
we have diffused all the highway.

5/5/2019 4:17 PM

189

We would like to see an enhanced waterfront area, a new public swimming pool, a full service
hospital, enhanced and expanded natural areas, and LESS DEVELOPMENT.

5/5/2019 2:21 PM

190

Clean the beach, the streets and not use 222 as a wet house that is not what this city should have.
This is a tourist city and if this goes in and the issue arise which they will you are going to watch
this town dwindle and end up in piece of garbage like the council and mayor that allowed for this
GARBAGE !

5/4/2019 11:38 PM

191

An attractive resort next to the Beach Club - but low rise. More fresh sand on the beach 222
Corfield completed and occupied without any unpleasantness.

5/4/2019 8:27 PM

192

A tree lined community, with parks and a sports complex.

5/4/2019 4:56 PM

193

No beach development, clean beach free of rocks. Swimming pool, track, a gov't sponsored
medical clinic where Drs can operate as GP's without the cost of setting up an office. That cost is
prohibitive and young Drs train for ER for better hours and less set up cost.

5/4/2019 12:33 PM

194

a muliplex sports venue which includes a curling club for all; have developers protect greenspace
in all developments, which will include leaving trees; continued fiscal control over unnecessary
expenditures, such as suggested "beach cleanup in front of Beach Club" [leave it natural]

5/4/2019 12:25 PM

195

All businesses flourishing!

5/4/2019 12:19 PM

196

I would like to see a revitalized community park with the curling club moved, the dilapidated motel
torn down and a stage with seating built. A restaurant instead of food trucks. Outdoor seating at
restaurants and cafes on Craig St. The building finished on Lombardy and 19A. Building finished
on Jensen and Alberni Hwy. Also a movie theatre.

5/4/2019 11:57 AM

197

more pathways linking parks and away from highway 19A

5/4/2019 9:58 AM

198

Swimming complex, pickleball facilities, and less construction that will add to water woes.

5/3/2019 10:15 PM

199

A nice liveable city where young and old can have a good quality of life including access to doctors
(medical walk in clinic?), movie theater, maybe a pool and affordable housing . Maintaining green
space and no high-rises. Parksville should remain attractive to tourists.

5/3/2019 8:50 PM

200

Family orientated Feel safe

5/3/2019 7:16 PM

201

we need higher density, multistorey, mixed use (business and residential) buildings in downtown
core.

5/3/2019 6:49 PM

202

No more high rise building between highway 19A and the beach. Pickleball and tennis courts at
the Community Park.

5/3/2019 4:50 PM

203

the board walk expanded. No high rise buildings along the waterfront!! The new park wetlands
trails continue. Wish they could be boardwalks instead of rock.

5/3/2019 4:30 PM

204

Not too much different than today. More cultural events.

5/3/2019 4:24 PM

205

a classy tourist area with shops open later; a green city with lots of trees and flowers, slower traffic
etc

5/3/2019 4:09 PM

206

A safe, beautiful City; a place to raise kids, grow old.

5/3/2019 3:59 PM

207

No drug use, no homelessness, clean up the garbage, make it safe again to raise our children.

5/3/2019 1:46 PM

208

The Community Park enhanced as the best family beach location on the Island.

5/3/2019 11:35 AM
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209

I would love to see parksville drug and homeless free. I would live to be able to take my nieces and
nephews to the park without having to check the ground before they play. I would love to be able
to walk around my neighborhood at night for exercise instead of having to go to a gym or get a
group of people together to feel safe. To enjoy the summer festivities without worrying if my car is
going to get broken into. To be able to sleep at night without fear someone is going to break into
my home or shed or vehicle... I would LOVE to see parksville safe again.

5/3/2019 10:01 AM

210

A large Olympic sized swimming pool with a large space for seniors drop in for health and
wellness, socialization and resources. A Cinema for theatre as well as for performing Arts
Community Rec Centre to have more programs like cardio rooms, weight rooms and
yoga,meditation Port Alberni Hwy flowing into the Community Gardens for easier access to the
Beach More trees and flowers everywhere. Keep high rises down to 3-4 floors Encourage the
building of more Assisted Living and Complex Care facilities rather than "wet houses". Show that
we value our seniors and young families who are needing some assistance

5/3/2019 9:58 AM

211

Rewind about 5-7 years to the size and feel of the community. Cleaner. Less drug users. MORE
native trees. Less housing development. Slow down on approving commercial buildings as many
are sitting empty. Maintain downtown business core as parksville is begining to develop pockets of
shopping districts which make it hard for businesses to succeed and shoppers to go out. Perhaps
look at encoraging industry but with a long term vision rather than short term economical gain
which seems to be the driving force of every current decision.

5/3/2019 9:57 AM

212

A better, more welcoming approach on the highway as you approach from the south - right now it
is a drawn out hot mess. My friends joke about it when they visit!

5/3/2019 9:29 AM

213

I would like to see the strip of the old hwy cleaned up and have it look more like a downtown.
Maybe angle parking kind of like Sidney or Ladysmith.

5/3/2019 9:04 AM

214

Less empty stores at The Wembley mall

5/3/2019 8:35 AM

215

Better use of space...walking areas or plazas around businesses, not busy streets with availability
of parking close by. Parksville is a place that is for cars not pedestrians

5/3/2019 7:50 AM

216

More parks. No more trees bulldozed. A pool and recreation centre.

5/3/2019 7:11 AM

217

I would like to see more families and young people able to stay and live here. I would like to see
cooperative housing developments and more and better recreation facilities.

5/2/2019 8:52 PM

218

more of a community and less of an uncaring city, more trees, no wood burning pollution. No more
high rise buildings

5/2/2019 6:25 PM

219

More vibrant downtown core with some businesses that draw people to shop here. Cultural events
and activities. A new rec complex and pool, and lots activities for kids and teens (outside of parent
working hours). An active community association that looks at continuous improvement, and
programs in place to address the addiction and mental health issues that contribute to the issue
with homelessness here

5/2/2019 6:23 PM

220

A beautified beach town! With possibly a restaurant in the park.

5/2/2019 6:21 PM

221

See #4

5/2/2019 5:36 PM

222

Solar energy grants available to every home. No cars in the down town area. Electric rental carts
to move in those areas cuts down on pollution.

5/2/2019 5:29 PM

223

More actives for young people so they stay here. Sidewalks in areas there aren’t any, more
doctors so we don’t have to go to Nanaimo.

5/2/2019 4:53 PM

224

A community with recreational resources and a place where everyone, especially the elderly feel
safe.

5/2/2019 4:51 PM

225

Tidier, all empty storefronts occupied, Berwick residence completed, more resident volunteering in
town

5/2/2019 4:07 PM

226

If Parksville is going to grow bigger, and it is, it should have a community centre with indoor fitness
facilities. We will need more places to shop, and more medical and other services as well.

5/2/2019 3:49 PM

227

Like Qualicum very modern and inviting to walk and browse the local stores .

5/2/2019 3:35 PM

228

Like Whistler town center with people places walkways connected to beach. Move curling rink
replace with pool. More fields for sports.

5/2/2019 2:15 PM
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229

Less strip mall streets. More character in subdivisions. More trees and green space. Make the
beach experience world class . without the Lions Club playground and paved walkway it is poorly
developed

5/2/2019 1:53 PM

230

Clean up the old motel site. That the city by the land and change it into a park for everyone.

5/2/2019 1:44 PM

231

New track at the high school, green spaces mixed in with all these new developments and the
property beside the Beach Club cleaned up or rebuilt WITHOUT adding anything bigger than 2
story buildings.

5/2/2019 1:37 PM

232

Clean beach that encourages more families to come. More sports facilities

5/2/2019 1:02 PM

233

A safe haven to raise a family in a crime free town. Stop catering to the criminals and provide
protection for legitimate tax paying residents. Activities for the young people. 1 skate board park
isn't enough!

5/2/2019 12:40 PM

234

Quite, sustained development rather that slash, burn, and put up high-priced ghettoes. Get
development out of the Community park - this is the only thing Parksville has going for it, and
short-sighted greed on behalf of mayor/council will destroy this pretty quickly.

5/2/2019 12:09 PM

235

I would like to see Parksville look like a large version of Qualicum Beach. More plantings and large
trucks re-routed around the city, not through it.

5/2/2019 12:06 PM

236

greener, with less ugly development

5/2/2019 12:04 PM

237

More Green space, less expensive housing monopolized by Realtors.

5/2/2019 12:02 PM

238

More downtown car free zones for walking

5/2/2019 11:59 AM

239

have a Walmart superstore or costco

5/2/2019 11:13 AM

240

Not a lot different than it does today. All the building boom is doing is ruining our small town.

5/2/2019 10:57 AM

241

I would like to see Parksville continue to support local business, particularly our main industry,
tourism. Support programs and organization that are effective in helping our seniors, homeless,
low income etc. Work with non-profits and developers to promote the building of affordable
housing.

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

242

I would like to see a better mix of all kinds of housing, rental and privately owned, so that more
people can choose to live here to work. Right now, all the new housing appears to be just for
wealthy seniors. We need more trees planted.

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

243

More schools. No druggies. Get rid of all auto lots.

5/2/2019 10:33 AM

244

A town with a true town centre where people can walk to do their shopping. Divert the traffic.

5/2/2019 10:21 AM

245

No further development along the shore; green spaces increased within the city limits and keep
green spaces that exist; keep community centre as a space for hobby groups and community
activities to be held at a price non-profit groups can afford; get rid of the "highway" labels within the
city; change the "highway" to either one lane each way or one way only with more safe walking
and cycling lanes; friendly shops downtown with maps showing interesting walking routes and
stops for visitors and residents

5/2/2019 10:10 AM

246

Much like today

5/2/2019 8:53 AM

247

More affordable Old railway made into a safe walking trail Signals at Corfield-Hwy improved
(almost get hit there cuz cars go thru on yellow or red arrow same time pedestrians get walk
signal. Very dangerous corner

5/2/2019 8:40 AM

248

A welcoming atmosphere for tourists as well as residents. Well cared for parks (removal of dead
trees, thorny blackberry bushes), sidewalks in all residential areas, less criminality, more doctors,
more trees growing in new subdivisions. Better facilities that attract young families, including more
affordable housing.

5/2/2019 8:34 AM

249

More affordable housing for Sr’s & low income families. Buy the property beside the beach club,
get rid of the eye sore building. When people drive into town give them something nice to look at.
Make another Park or City RV Park there, add some pickle, tennis, basketball, courts, shuffle
board, ping pong tables give the kids activate things too. Slow down on striping all the trees down
and taking away all the wild life’s homes. Nature is special treat it that way.

5/2/2019 8:22 AM

250

Remain as beautiful as it is with replacement of trees, developers having to plant trees, extension
of the boardwalk and no more development.

5/2/2019 8:14 AM
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251

Number one would be to tear down the motel at the water. Have something there that is
community friendly. Make a decision on this and go for it.n This property is taking far to long to be
destroyed.

5/2/2019 8:03 AM

252

Much less housing development, improved infrastructure, improved traffic flow and parking
downtown

5/2/2019 7:48 AM

253

Nit sure

5/2/2019 6:31 AM

254

More affordable housing for people to live in and less high rise expensive condos. A large
swimming pool similar to Ravensong in Qualicum Beach, the much promised band stand for
entertainment in the summer, larger variety of food trucks during summer hours in the park When
development of a property for housing there should be a by-law where a large percentage of trees
are left on the property and not cut down

5/2/2019 6:04 AM

255

I would like to see vacant buildings being used, I'd like to see youth who are homeless get
counselling and a safe, security staffed place to live. There would be counselling available and
food provided. Older, transient people would not be allowed in the facility, but there would have to
be options for them as well. I'd also like to see more doctors practice here as so many people are
lacking a primary care doctor. It would be nice to see vacant lots cleaned up too.

5/2/2019 1:35 AM

256

More green spaces. Thriving small businesses supported by local government. Harm reduction
and poverty assistance strategy and programs in place.

5/2/2019 12:45 AM

257

Introduction of more local businesses including shops, restaurants and cafes inviting more people
into downtown parksville. The building and use of a rec centre.

5/1/2019 11:03 PM

258

The same but without places like 222 corfield housing projects. Bring it back to its tourist attraction
look

5/1/2019 10:44 PM

259

The "affordable housing" is used for our seniors, our people who work in the service industry that
supports our tourism but can't afford the exhorbitant rents, for recovered addicts that are gainfully
employed at need a hand up.

5/1/2019 10:34 PM

260

Old beach motel replaced with a multi use modern facility

5/1/2019 9:05 PM

261

More walking paths especially along the beach. The beach is suppose to be free to all. Has you
seen Surf side expansion with more places for a larger Tin-can Community? No beach access,
etc. The rock should never been approved which also has changed the dynamics of Parksville
Beach.

5/1/2019 8:51 PM

262

Clean beaches (less stones), swimming pool complex complete with wave pool and water slides.
Artist kiosks along the board walk. A pub on the beach. Quaint shops along Alberni Hwy, not real
estate and insurance offices. I want to see Parksville be the tourist town where people want to get
out of their cars and wonder around and spend money locally.

5/1/2019 8:36 PM

263

Mandate landlords to business and residence to clean up and modernize their buildings. Perhaps
create a theme such as ‘Oceanside’ decor on the streets and businesses. Ie. Leavonworth,
Washington has taken on a Bavarian theme and Qualicum has chosen a British Motif.

5/1/2019 8:30 PM

264

More green boulevards along the highway stretch.

5/1/2019 8:28 PM

265

The same, pretty well. I don't look forward to more development, residential or commercial, and
this defeats much of what I like about Parksville.

5/1/2019 7:58 PM

266

See 4 above....new shopping frontage on main road and main shopping side roads. Everything
seems to need a good facelift as one drives into the town. Create an interesting "shopping walk"
where side streets invite one into them that then lead into another area. Central parkette area.
New low level structure to replace the old motel on the beach next to the Beach Club. A new
hospital!! New stage for summer events or even spring fall in the park where the present old
"stage" now sits. I understand plans are drawn up to build such a structure once funds have been
raised.

5/1/2019 7:20 PM

267

As it is now

5/1/2019 6:46 PM

268

Tent and panhandler free with no more of the associated crimes. Able to go out any time with out
fear of becoming a victim or crime statistic.

5/1/2019 6:35 PM

269

More families, with more low income housing for the families who can't afford the high house prices
here. Children are our future.

5/1/2019 6:33 PM

270

Preservation of trees and planting a whole heap more

5/1/2019 6:29 PM
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271

More cohesive look to all the buildings in Parksville In the bush cleaned up on the way into
Parkshore from Nanaimo

5/1/2019 6:13 PM

272

Clean, less "street people",

5/1/2019 6:11 PM

273

Substantially the same - modestly larger.

5/1/2019 5:42 PM

274

I believe the downtoen core should be limited in accomodating vehicle traffic. It should be more
pedestrian friendly and allow businesses to expand onto the sidewals to attract customers. You
could limit traffic to before 9:00 am and after 10:00 pm to accomodate deliveries etc. The vacant
land between the fire hall and City hall should be turned into a parking lot until council decides
what to do with the property and if need be provide a shuttle service to downtown core to attract
people to shop or have something to eat or attend open air music or similar ideas - something like
the summer Tuesday night market on an expanded and more permanent basis. establishment of
more recreational activities including a turf field or two. attract sports activities for everyone from
youth to POGOSA to attract visitors to Parksville especially in the months other than June, July, &
August. Expand the population with a cross section of housing types and prices. Look at ways of
developing the agricultural land within the city to accomodate farm activities on smaller parcels
hobby farms, selling products at the farm gate. Support to remove this land from the ALR
(dysfunctional) and zone it appropriately to encourage farm activities incorporated with housing.
Expand the City of Parksville boundaries to go from French Creek to Craig Crossing and include
the industrial land adjacent to the Alberni Highway and Inland Highway as indicated in the OCP for
Area F. The Oceanside Health center is a great asset especially with the demographics of the
area. look at expanding the services. Have a more localized transit system that people would
actually use in the Parksville Qualicum, Bowser, Errington, Coombs, area that riders could actually
take advantage of - smaller buses, more frequent established routes etc. catering more to this
local area.

5/1/2019 5:23 PM

275

Beautify the northern entrance to the city. High rise residential replace the abandoned motels
along Island Highway. High rise is fine. People driving through downtown should be watching the
road. If they want to see the ocean, they should visit the park. Having said that, parking at
Community Park can be a challenge.

5/1/2019 5:18 PM

276

More trees to replace those demolished in recent housing developments, more parking at the
Community Park, a real positive place for our homeless

5/1/2019 5:04 PM

277

Modest improvements to the Community Park and high quality maintenance.

5/1/2019 5:04 PM

278

Not much different than it looks like now. More structured development in the town centre that
allows for a true 'town centre'. It kind of sprawls aimlessly now without a heart. A multi-use
community centre that includes a pool. No significant changes to Community Beach - it's gorgeous
as it is; keep it accessible and viewable from the highway. Love the idea to build an outside stage
there. The boardwalk is so loved and used year-round. Be careful and very cautious about what
you allow to eventually be built beside the Beach Club (where that graffiti-filled, abandoned mess
is now) That area is so much what visitors and residents love and about this city - don't allow a big
tower building to be built there where the view and boardwalk become something that's accessible
mainly to visitors who stay there. An expanded urgent care centre.

5/1/2019 5:00 PM

279

The Berwick project would be completed. There would be a Costco and/or Superstore. There
would be a traffic light where exit 51 joins the Alberni Highway. Panhandling, illicit drug use and
the crime associated with it would be a memory.

5/1/2019 4:42 PM

280

Derelict buildings torn done / chained weed patches that are supposed to have buildings built on
them...need to be returned to nature.....MORE TREES...less eyesores...YUCK !

5/1/2019 4:24 PM

281

I don't want it to grow too high. 5-6 stories at the most. These should also be centered in the
downtown core only - not spread out to more rural areas. I like apartments with stores on the
bottom - can be very nice if done with respect of the community in mind.

5/1/2019 4:15 PM

282

A real oceanside side development With character "Open" sidewalk cafes More landscaping .Less
ugly building lots ,no more car dealerships More open and inviting .Colour

5/1/2019 4:03 PM

283

A city with a heart where people know one another and where people really care about each other.
A place where you can drive, walk or ride a bike in safety and comfort without being pushed on the
roads by people wanting to go 60 in a 50 zone. A place where young people are valued and where
they are taught what it means to be a good caring citizen and where parents do not have to work
two jobs to make ends meet, so they can have the time to nurture their children once again.

5/1/2019 3:51 PM
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284

As the community grows, there will be need for expansion of many commercial, educational and
recreational facilities. I am depending on a well thought out community plan to lay the framework
and guidance for the future.

5/1/2019 3:41 PM

285

Great family friendly town. Lots of resources and activities for kids. Would love to see a rec center
and pool. Would love a better downtown area with shopping and restaurants rather than banks and
real estate offices. Keep the small town feel. No high rises! Would also love to see the town push
to be more environmentally friendly.

5/1/2019 3:36 PM

286

Ongoing small to medium beach town, with a vital downtown core that is currently lacking and
increased community spirit.

5/1/2019 3:21 PM

287

Obviously more family friendly facilities.

5/1/2019 2:45 PM

288

Keep upgrading downtown street to current standards

5/1/2019 1:42 PM

289

I would like to see the downtown area to be more quaint in appearance. I love the downtown area
of Qualicum Beach as it has that type of atmosphere.

5/1/2019 1:42 PM

290

A destination for eco-tourists and retirees. Attractions to include a bike trail from Parksville to Port
Alberni along the E&N Railway's Port Alberni Subdivision.

5/1/2019 1:25 PM

291

Night clubs, and homes for the homeless

5/1/2019 12:32 PM

292

Less homeless and drug addicts in our town

5/1/2019 12:03 PM

293

I'd like for development to be capped and green spaces to be saved.

5/1/2019 11:45 AM

294

More focus on building tourism and incentives for building in that regard as it would create more
more jobs in the tourism area and benefit local business. As well, being proactive in providing
affordable housing by subsiding houses for families that would benefit from a safe community
oriented city.

5/1/2019 10:12 AM

295

Dynamic animate downtown core that is pedestrian oriented and has a variety of vibrant and
unique shops and services. Housing in a variety of formats (single family/townhouse/apartment
that is attainable to everyone.

5/1/2019 9:29 AM

296

about the same but more doctors

5/1/2019 9:07 AM

297

More like its name Parksville - replanted with native/drought tolerant trees and shrubs, a
walking/bike friendly community with the railway restored having people come and go from other
island communities giving island visitors another option for travel.

5/1/2019 9:06 AM

298

A bit more like the downtown core of QB.

5/1/2019 8:26 AM

299

A walkable community, with good transit. Main streets and housing with variety apartments,
studios, affordable senior housing all close in to make a community that promotes social
interaction. The library is fabulous, as are a couple of areas close to the shops the beach etc. New
housing in that area must be carefully designed.

5/1/2019 8:12 AM

300

I would like to see that eyesore down at the beach removed. I would like to see a new resort, of
some kind, there. I would like to see more beautification of our downtown, making it more
appealing. Our street signs are hard to read, and should be replaced. I would like to see more
facilities, such as a local pool. I would like to see more innovative local programs that would make
this an even better place to raise a family—to attract more young families here. I would like to see
more flowers during the summer months.

5/1/2019 8:06 AM

301

I would like to see more Green initiated programs. More garbage cans about town. I miss the
safety of Parksville. I wish I could sleep better, but I', scared of myu business being broken into.

5/1/2019 8:04 AM

302

Better balanced community encouraging all family types rather than the trend to expensive new
housing subdivisions. Keeping the parks in Parksville so there are beautiful spaces with trees and
gardens to enjoy and sit in which become little local neighbourhood meeting places. I dream of a
small Oceanside town where I can walk or ride bike to all that I need. I really want to feel safe in
my home without fear of being robbed or accosted on the street by people desperate for money
because of addiction / mental health issues that our community can’t seem to help or is being
overwhelmed by. I want to feel I afford to live here rather than being forced to move away because
of costs of living here are not feasible long term on my modest my retirement income.

5/1/2019 7:59 AM

303

Continued careful well planned development. The biggest attraction we have is our beaches and
waterfront, these areas should be our ongoing priorities

5/1/2019 7:49 AM
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304

Updated building fronts. Qualicum leads the way in attractive downtown buildings. Updated
infrastructure. Clean plentiful water, sewage service that is superior.

5/1/2019 7:19 AM

305

Have a little cobblestone, walking area thats lined with resturants and coffee shops and a few
knick nack stores. Have patio tables set up outside so people can eat, drink and socialize. Have
music playing all over that area, and Lights strung up everywhere. Make a version of Whistler
Village. We travel everywhere, and every town offers something fun and unique- Parksville has
nothing. We have potential- but we have nothing.

5/1/2019 7:15 AM

306

The vacant old hotel on the shore to be torn down and the land to be put to proper use. WAY less
open drug use and property theft (and no longer having to fear taking my kid down to the beach or
forest for fear of needles everywhere). Return of viable businesses to empty store fronts. Approval
and development of recreation and entertainment spaces.

5/1/2019 5:51 AM

307

A united community,

4/30/2019 11:05 PM

308

I'd like to see better traffic flow, and better parking in some areas like the Oceanside Health
Centre, in particular. I'd like to see round-abouts used more often where the traffic tends to back
up.

4/30/2019 11:00 PM

309

Downtown: smaller, denser, old ugly cinderblock buildings replaced with max 4 storey buildings
(main commercial & 3 storey residential above) Waterfront: city purchases the old closed up hotel
property and convert to park/public space

4/30/2019 10:30 PM

310

More low income housing so more people could afford to happily live here. Big community events
where every one comes together. More resources going towards maintaining our environment.
Recreational services like a pool or public gym with regular programming for all ages. Youth
oriented programs to help keep them on track with their lives.

4/30/2019 10:29 PM

311

No wet housing or BC housing combined with ICCS of any sort. Focus on tourism. Waterfront
development. Support services

4/30/2019 10:11 PM

312

The same as it did 3 years ago when I moved here and the boarded up building by the beach to be
replaced with something nice that fits the Parksville theme.

4/30/2019 10:07 PM

313

The same but with less crime

4/30/2019 10:01 PM

314

I would like it to go back to the way it was several years ago. Where the streets were clean and
beautiful, tourists were welcomed and wanted to come back, the streets were safe and businesses
and residents weren’t vandalized to the extent that they are today

4/30/2019 9:54 PM

315

It sucks to lose the small town feel, but it's the way of the future so.. I'd love to see Parksvill like
walnut grove in Langley. Family friendly things to do. The community center there is amazing!
Totally worth your time to look it up. Plus they have colossus movie theater, a running track, etc...
It's a great town.

4/30/2019 9:53 PM

316

The same as now except curb the crime

4/30/2019 9:22 PM

317

A town with more box stores (sorry but everyone drives to Nanaimo to do their shopping). May as
well have them here for the convenience. Also, we need to build better recreational activities like
an indoor competitive pool, a sportsplex and definitely a track and field.

4/30/2019 9:11 PM

318

A clean and safe place again.

4/30/2019 8:33 PM

319

A much more friendlier entrance to the town - example Sidney, BC which has lots of stores and
walking and NO car lots.

4/30/2019 8:30 PM

320

A modern town with clean beaches and trails

4/30/2019 8:26 PM

321

Similar to what it is now in terms of recognizing the value of tourism and quality of life for the
residents. Decisions made now that provide quality experiences for people and promote
businesses that do that as well would be important.

4/30/2019 8:26 PM

322

no beggars and homeless, safe for kids once again

4/30/2019 8:15 PM

323

junkie free, no meth manors, no needles everywhere, lets go back 10 years at the least

4/30/2019 7:45 PM

324

The Beach Club resort burns to the ground and the construction ceiling height limit is reintroduced
to a much lower level (3 storeys on the main beach grade), greater roof top garden utilization on
flat top buildings (greater thermal insulation and foliage beautification), the creation of a performing
arts theater with a multi-use 750-1,500 seat theater...could even be partnered with Ballenas
Secondary and act as a local movie cinema), a covered turf surface (not enclosed...just covered)
for year round access, and a field house (see City of Trail) for 365 / 24 hr use for multi-event utility.

4/30/2019 7:42 PM
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325

Crime free with a growing family oriented community with facilities for them. Including a swimming
pool/rec centre.

4/30/2019 7:39 PM

326

I would like Parksville to not grow too quickly. Thought must be put into infrastructure, ie: roads
amdtraffic flow, safe drinking water and ample supply for population and visitors who come to
holiday. I am concerned about all the construction and building going on. Do we have the
amenities for all the new residents that will be moving into the new neighborhoods being
constructed around Oceanside Place Arena, off Forsythe Street behind Ballard Homes and on
Despard Avenue?? Will we need to re-open and re-configure the schools in our area?

4/30/2019 7:36 PM

327

Affordable rentals for young people for service industry jobs. A community park that looks like a
world class attraction which is what it is! Not the little town park that it is now. Charge tourists for
parking and reinvest the money into the park.

4/30/2019 7:00 PM

328

An inviting community for locals & tourists...a place where people feel safe.A place where addicts
find treatment...not just a place to survive.A place that takes care of the elderly & provides safe &
affordable housing.A place that maintains its green belts & doesn’t remove all our beautiful trees to
build yet another cookie cutter subdivision!

4/30/2019 6:55 PM

329

The same small town

4/30/2019 6:51 PM

330

Junkie free!,, what happened to vagrancy laws!, a public pool would be nice...to feel safe in my
own home again..and yes it can happen!, enforce the laws!

4/30/2019 6:38 PM

331

A real downtown core. A gathering place such as a seating/coffee place at the beach

4/30/2019 6:35 PM

332

like bend oregon / green spaces / sports facilities / paths

4/30/2019 6:16 PM

333

Old dilapidated buildings dealt with, torn down or fixed up. Affordable housing, maybe apartments
and town houses.

4/30/2019 6:13 PM

334

More green space and less visual developments from the highway and streets. A new sports
centre with a pool and water slide so young families don’t have to travel to Nanaimo. A new new
track at the high school. More activities at the Community Centre. Possibly a day care set up
there.

4/30/2019 6:07 PM

335

It is the best beach destination in Canada for sure. I want it to remain a coastal town, not allowing
for "tall buildings" on the beach, maybe a pedestrian area downtown with nice shops and
cafes...lets keep the small town feeling. That is what people come her for.

4/30/2019 6:00 PM

336

That’s a short time line for real change, but OK. I’d like to see 50% electric vehicles, a robust
environmental stewardship program that protects the beauty of our area. I’d like to see an increase
in reasonably-priced apartments and co-op housing for all ages and needs.

4/30/2019 5:52 PM

337

Largely the same....we have clean, beautiful streets and lovely parks. The floral displays are
beautiful and the beach is perfect. I do not want to see 18 storey resort developments for more
wealthy people to come here. I would rather see lower-end hotels and campgrounds that families
can afford.

4/30/2019 5:35 PM

338

Waterfront towers dominating the skyline.

4/30/2019 5:28 PM

339

A change so that ALL of Parksville is included in the city and the CRD is no longer influencing our
decisions and using our tax dollars to fund the Nanaimo Clippers instead of the playground at San
Pariel

4/30/2019 5:25 PM

340

a very different downtown bustling with businesses, food trucks, residential housing and more

4/30/2019 5:14 PM

341

Vibrant, full of life and color

4/30/2019 5:13 PM

342

A nice, safe town where we feel safe walking on our own .. more options for shopping other than
groceries... a beautiful beach without the flea infested seaweed.

4/30/2019 5:01 PM

343

A safe family community. A board walk with shops, cafes and kayak/paddle board rentals. A place
that offers top notch sport facilities for our youth and seniors and things for our youth to do.

4/30/2019 4:57 PM

344

A recreational center. Leave the trees.

4/30/2019 4:50 PM

345

A community for young families. To bring young families in, we need a better community center
with swimming pool and areas for community to rent or have activities. We need a hub for people
to gather.

4/30/2019 4:44 PM

346

More housing for the working poor - lots of land sitting vacant along the boardwalk.

4/30/2019 4:29 PM
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347

Beautiful clean city and beach, more things to do, ex a movie theatre and swimming pool and
affordable housing

4/30/2019 4:25 PM

348

Still a small town feel but with amenities (fitness/recreation for active seniors), services (a beefed
up policing to curb the increased crime as a result of the influx of homeless and drug use), and a
transit system for everyone (not just those going to work in Nanaimo).

4/30/2019 4:05 PM

349

high quality lifestyle. a resort town.

4/30/2019 3:51 PM

350

A new pool

4/30/2019 3:45 PM

351

More village and resort like. Beside the beach club development to do the city justice. Extend the
board walk to French creek! Like it was promised before. Increase development and traffic to the
beach, little shops along a longer board walk. French creek marina has growth and development
opportunity at the marina. It could be like a Nanaimo harbour of sorts. Other tourist and park
amenities to attract locals. Keep our parks and streets safe. Relocate 222 Corfield to an area that
doesn’t detract from the city and safety of the locals. Citizens safety is being comprised and the
city and council are doing nothing right now. The politics needs to stop and action needs to be
taken, everyone who has been here for a while knows Parksville has changed. You can’t let your
kids walk their streets anymore safely. It’s a shame.

4/30/2019 3:44 PM

352

Defined downtown core with galleries, eateries, theatre and meeting space. Pay much more
attention to attractive architectural design. Daylighting of buried creeks and streams underway.
Extended boardwalk.

4/30/2019 3:42 PM

353

Back to a beautiful seaside city, very little subdivisions or high rises. People will travel from one
end of this Island for summer homes every weekend, but won't build 10 minutes out of Parksville
and into the country areas. I want to see more accessible roads with no congestion. Beautifying of
the downtown area. No homeless, not low income but drug addicts that are not in any way
contributing to our community. A hospital, Gathering place or Community Centre where Seniors,
sports enthusiasts and children's (teens included) can all meet together.

4/30/2019 3:40 PM

354

Clean, safe, a good place for my kids to grow up.

4/30/2019 3:39 PM

355

I would like us to look at towns like Langley and Abbotsford and desperately avoid the urban sprawl
they have embraced. I see how vibrant and crowded Qualicum town centre is and I see how
deserted our town core is becoming. We need to see what they are doing and use some of it. I am
not against cluster purpose mini town centres in areas like Resort Row but I don't want them to
drain away visitors to our downtown core to watch it die. We desperately need to provide housing
for young families and encourage them to move here. We have the job potential but no attractive
low-mid range homes for them. There are so many wonderful over 55 complexes why not similar
builds for families. We want them here to wait on us in medical, retail and restaurant settings as
well as helping us as repair and maintenance professionals but we don't want them to live here. A
town without young people starts to die and especially as the baby boomers age out we will have
our selfishness come back to bite us

4/30/2019 3:28 PM

356

Child and you g familyfriendly, family doctor available for everyone

4/30/2019 3:24 PM

357

A beautiful tourist town again

4/30/2019 3:21 PM

358

A more vibrant downtown with better shopping options and better restaurants or a classier pub.
Downtown businesses should look better, maybe some outside restaurant seating. A connection
from downtown directly to the beach without going down Corfield.

4/30/2019 3:15 PM

359

More city centre beautification

4/30/2019 3:05 PM

360

about the same

4/30/2019 3:02 PM

361

A vibrant waterfront with more f&b outlets, better traffic pattern in the downtown core, addition to
existing parkland.

4/30/2019 2:59 PM

362

The property beside the Beach Club development done with a pedestrian walk way from the
Alberni Hwy to the boardwalk. More rental apartments built and downtown revitalized with more
unified facades. Also a pedestrian walk way from Rathtrevor Park to the Community Park

4/30/2019 2:52 PM

363

Same as now, small town, natural, outdoors, relaxed.

4/30/2019 2:52 PM
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364

A YMCA type complex, Mexican and Greek restaurants, more local good paying jobs ($20 per
hour and up) and a larger local remote campus for VIU. Id love to see much more affordable
housing projects for young families and subsidized housing for the elderly as well as a rehab
centre for those requiring treatment somewhere not in the heart of town.... Maybe closer to the
outer edge where kids and schools and parks aren't as prevalent... Maybe the industrial section?
I'd love to see several new police officers with a proper presence in town including overnight to
reduce crime and drug activity. Maybe a larger jail to hold those folks that need to be held. I'd love
to see more activities for families to go to on the weekends like beach fest to just enjoy. I'd also
love to see the permit process slimmed back a little - it seems like permits are required for
everything when it might not be needed.... Oh! And recurring dog Licence tag numbers. Assigning
a new tag number every year is such a waste! Reuse the tag as long as it's the same dog.
Different dog requires a different tag.

4/30/2019 2:50 PM

365

Hopefully still have a great view of the beach. NO 18 STOREY BUILDINGS ON THE BEACH

4/30/2019 2:35 PM

366

Water conservation, reduced rate of crime, happy community and strong leaders

4/30/2019 2:34 PM

367

A community built around the beach and community. More development for hotels to make
parksville Canada’s vacay spot.

4/30/2019 2:32 PM

368

Family tourist friendly like it was twenty years ago. No street people. Clean and safe again.

4/30/2019 2:28 PM

369

A beautiful garden like community with lots of activities for children, adults and seniors, including
those with disabilities. Affordable housing for those who work so hard to provide services to our
incoming tourists and the seniors in our community.

4/30/2019 1:56 PM

370

More affordable housing for young families and seniors, more help with taxes for families of 4.
Better recreation facilities, movie theatres, pool, public gym. Programs for the children in our
community. Better control over needle despising in the community and retractable needles so
people are not harmed. Larger stores such as Walmart or superstore, Costco so we can keep
people employed and our money in the community

4/30/2019 1:56 PM

371

No specific goals except that it would be good to have more of a reason to go and visit the
downtown core. Currently, as a family we're only visiting shops and services in particular plazas in
Parksville.

4/30/2019 1:53 PM

372

Outdoor pool Movie theatre

4/30/2019 1:52 PM

373

I would like to see problem properties that hoard criminals cleaned up and our streets cleaned up,
I want Parksville to feel safe again

4/30/2019 1:42 PM

374

Oh my goodness! Growth and expansion. A medical centre with doctors, a hospital, Costco,
Superstore, Walmart otherwise, as I stated above, the traffic to Nanaimo will increase beyond
what the highway can handle.

4/30/2019 1:38 PM

375

A pool, a city run facility such as a gym. More stores to choose from. Better streets and ample
parking everywhere off street.

4/30/2019 1:37 PM

376

More doctors and medical services. Less theft. More access to ocean views. Not everyone can or
wants to walk the promenade/boardwalk. The parking end has a view of an often broken fence,
grass filled with discarded clothes, food containers, do poo and possibly needles. Clean that up.
Get rid of the grass.

4/30/2019 1:37 PM

377

Same as what it was 3-4 years ago for the beauty and safeness. We moved back here with family
9 years ago cause this is where I grew up wanted the same for my children. More money spent on
kids facilities like a new proper competition pool that would bring a lot of teams from all over
Canada here.our city , restaurants ,hotels would all benefit. Better fields for sports. If we build it
they will come.

4/30/2019 1:35 PM

378

Huge community park encompassing the current eye sore. Our beach will always be an attraction
as long as we don't bury it behind highrise developments

4/30/2019 1:34 PM

379

More beautiful with lots of trees - more like Qualicum instead of Dogpatch

4/30/2019 1:31 PM

380

Still would like it to have the small town feel. No high-rise buildings, big box stores, or any more
strip malls.

4/30/2019 1:29 PM

381

A spectacular walkable downtown and Community Park. Pool/ Recreation Centre. More
attractions/activities for younger people. Big wonderful sign at the hwy exit to Parksville.

4/30/2019 1:27 PM

382

I would like to see substantially more industry and particularly industry that will attract young
families.

4/30/2019 1:22 PM
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383

fewer unsightly homes, with penalties to those who do not abide with laws, lots of walking and
biking paths even stretching to Rathtrevor beach

4/30/2019 1:21 PM

384

I would love to see a fitness complex with a pool, track, etc. Would love to see a movie theatre. I
would like to see the land on the waterfront of Parksville beach development.

4/30/2019 1:21 PM

385

Investment in recreation and beautification of the city (but only after investment in policing and
public safety).

4/30/2019 1:20 PM

386

More housing for renters at an affordable price, more businesses along the beach, less
homelessness, reduced crime

4/30/2019 1:18 PM

387

More businesses. Tourism-based business has driven our economy. Tourists bring dollars that will
be spent here. The won't come as we see Parksville now. Construction of a new beach resort and
more entertainment should be planned.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

388

Three to four years? That's hardly a reasonable time line: Let's get more planning for recreation.
Affordable housing. Some kind of appreciation of what a city can look like when people cooperate.
And a new council that isn't dominated with people who all think the same. I'd like to see
development slow down, or at least a PLAN for having some preservation of the environment.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

389

Would be nice to have a community rec Centre with indoor pool, expand boardwalk and clean up
the run down motel on the beach.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

390

I would like it to have a recreation centre complete with a pool and outdoor fields....community
space for all to use.

4/30/2019 1:13 PM

391

I would like it to cherish it's parks and beaches natural environments more! That is what brings
people to them.

4/30/2019 1:10 PM

392

Peaceful, the same place I moved to 3 years ago. Less building of homes - Ballard must be
stopped. He must be held accountable for all the properties he has built and should be told he
needs to invest into the city of parksville (add more parks etc) out of his own pocket.

4/30/2019 1:07 PM

393

A clean, safe, comfortable city with great choices of restaurants and stores for local business.

4/30/2019 1:07 PM

394

A vibrant, economic hub. Providing more than low-income retail/hospitality jobs. A variety of
business types, many delivering services nationally/internationally via the Internet. A community
that serves all people, those struggling, those who are financially well off and those in between. A
sustainable community. Protecting natural beauty (ie. less Beach Club type development),
protecting environment, eg. Zero Waste businesses/education, supporting health and wellness
(e.g. more doctors or doctor alternatives - eg. group medical appointments, choice of doctors to
ensure quality), just as a starting point.

4/30/2019 1:01 PM

395

A safe theft free community for all. I love the tourism and friendliness already. Everyone get along.

4/30/2019 12:57 PM

396

Same as it did 3-4 years ago when we chose to live here over many other Island communities

4/30/2019 12:53 PM

397

I would like Parksville to be what is was 10 years ago. We have always had homeless, but we
helped them because they were not junkies. Would be incredible to have more police presents, a
place for teenagers to go.. movie theatre, sports complex,pool, track field. I’m proud of what
baseball has done in our community, Rob McGorman has put so much into the leagues,
Oceanside minor and The Royals. And yet they still have to look for needles before every game,
clean up spray pant, and having junkies looking for bottles tweaking out in for of the kids. More
police, more for the kids to do, a place for them to go and play basketball even. Would be great to
have something that Kamloops has in a sports complex.

4/30/2019 12:45 PM

398

Beautiful local restaurants, more parks for kids and the homeless drug addicts to be gone.

4/30/2019 12:43 PM

399

Cleaner and develop the Hotel property on the water

4/30/2019 12:41 PM

400

Recreation centre and pool, more doctors and more development on waterfront by beach club.

4/30/2019 12:40 PM

401

The above answer, more or less, describes what I would like to see happen in Parksville.

4/30/2019 12:39 PM

402

clean and vibrant; safe; positive

4/30/2019 12:36 PM

403

A clean beach with a core to downtown and flowers. Growth but making sure to incorporate public
parks and spaces with the new developments.

4/30/2019 11:58 AM

404

No different as far as buildings are concerned. Would like bylaws enforced such as unsightly
premise. Would like to see as much as the waterfront from the highway 19A as you can see now.

4/30/2019 11:52 AM
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405

I would like to see Parksville with more housing and commercial areas.

4/30/2019 11:25 AM

406

With an increase to outdoor recreation facilities (trails, parks, greenspace, focus on pedestrian and
bicycle networks). Some plan for a long-term parking solution for the downtown region). No new
chain restaurants, just independent and smaller businesses. More progressive development
bylaws with less soft wording (in terms of design and sustainability).

4/30/2019 10:35 AM

407

I would like to see the development beside the Beach Club in full swing. Stop stalling it already...
Shabby downtown store fronts painted and welcoming. Expanded boardwalk. Off leash section of
beach somewhere for dogs to play. Swimming pool, track, more recreation facilities. Zero
tolerance for panhandling in downtown core. More low income rentals. More trees.

4/30/2019 9:35 AM

408

A more established and vibrant downtown. Perhaps promote the downtown revitalization tax
exemption more to encourage further development or redevelopment.

4/30/2019 9:35 AM

409

No run down, abandoned buildings.

4/30/2019 8:44 AM

410

To preserve the parks it has and to maintain the gardening that is done in them and on the
downtown streets. To increase facilities at Oceanside Health (i.e. when you go there in the
evening with a broken leg it would be good to have x-ray open and more than one doctor on). To
have a pool facility and fitness centre for the community.

4/30/2019 8:24 AM

411

More trees. No more beach development. Fewer cars. More recreation facilities. More health care
workers.

4/29/2019 9:02 PM

412

Cleaner, more colour, streets and sidewalks calmer

4/29/2019 7:39 PM

413

i'd like to see more resources put into the things that people like and draw people here such as
extending the boardwalk to the West. Incentives to get the downtown not just revitalized but
redeveloped. There needs to be more happening down town. More happening would encourage
more people which would discourage those loitering and causing issues. Relax the liquor laws re
open alcohol in the downtown area. Encourage business which brings vibrancy such as pubs,
clubs and dinning choices which aren't fast food.

4/26/2019 5:16 PM
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Q6 What would you like Parksville to look like in ten years?
Answered: 403

Skipped: 22

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Trees lining the streets . Bottleneck at Temple Food fixed. More lighting. More free parking.

6/18/2019 2:50 PM

2

Now we are starting to talk about a reasonable time frame. I didn't know this question was coming.
See answers in #5. Start a for-real planning department. Building a city on the basis of what
carpetbaggers present for review by city staff is no way to design a great city. Build what the local
people can finance and what local talent can design. Set some limits, don't just wait for someone
to bring in a "new shiny object" and then have to muster the strength to say no.

6/18/2019 2:12 PM

3

develop DT, swimming pool

6/18/2019 12:13 PM

4

Greener , cleaner, more productive of its environment, slow development

6/18/2019 11:57 AM

5

not too much larger, more activities for all ages

6/18/2019 11:47 AM

6

more settled and friendly

6/18/2019 11:42 AM

7

same as above

6/18/2019 11:38 AM

8

More open spaces with lots of trees

6/18/2019 11:25 AM

9

more families

6/18/2019 11:19 AM

10

Sky is the limit

6/18/2019 11:15 AM

11

moved to the island to escape City life now council seems to want to turn Parksville in to just that.
Two big buildings ruined the beach view for everyone,

6/18/2019 11:07 AM

12

A welcoming city with no homelessness ad everyone to be able to be self suffcient, no food banks

6/18/2019 10:49 AM

13

lots of trees, clean beaches, parks and oceans

6/18/2019 10:45 AM

14

affordable housing

6/18/2019 10:34 AM

15

Not to have grown to large without careful planning

6/18/2019 10:24 AM

16

Only electric cars allowed in the downtown cutting down the noise and pollution. Everything that
didn’t get done in question #5(above)

6/18/2019 10:19 AM

17

more landscaping, attractive DT

6/18/2019 9:47 AM

18

as above

6/18/2019 9:39 AM

19

Caring, sharing community who looks after all of its citizens

6/18/2019 9:33 AM

20

same

6/18/2019 9:27 AM

21

Sec 5 + more assistance for homeless

6/18/2019 9:21 AM

22

keep small ( water and sewage problem), a place for all people not just the rich

6/18/2019 8:55 AM

23

Peaceful, well organized

6/18/2019 8:48 AM

24

Housing for the needy

6/18/2019 8:46 AM

25

I'd like to see our community with housing for all. Market housing, affordable housing AND
supportive housing. A place where young families can afford to live and have job opportunities that
allow them to live a comfortable life. I'd like more space for children and youth, not just seniors. A
place where young people are encouraged to live and play in their own community.

6/17/2019 8:04 PM

26

to avoid over crowding

6/13/2019 3:35 PM

27

growth limited to overall 20%

6/13/2019 3:33 PM

28

I want parksville to have a park with colors and games

6/13/2019 3:31 PM

29

no homeless, more affordable

6/13/2019 3:27 PM
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30

no more chain restaurants

6/13/2019 3:21 PM

31

Even more welcoming

6/13/2019 2:55 PM

32

10% bigger

6/13/2019 2:51 PM

33

as is

6/13/2019 2:45 PM

34

Keep the small town look and feel, Restrict new buildings to 3 stories

6/13/2019 2:38 PM

35

same as above

6/13/2019 2:30 PM

36

All of the above!!

6/12/2019 1:05 PM

37

Enhanced public spaces. Zoning and amenity development to take fuller advantage of waterfront
views.

6/11/2019 3:21 PM

38

Greener, more walking and bike trails

6/11/2019 2:47 PM

39

Protect the trees fill empty buildings a gentle atmosphere

6/10/2019 8:15 PM

40

Similar to the 3-5 year plan; a community plan that enhances and protects our natural
environment, creates small neighbourhoods with green space, accessibility and varied housing.

6/10/2019 5:26 PM

41

More of 5.

6/10/2019 2:07 PM

42

No people without a home.

6/10/2019 9:51 AM

43

not too much bigger -- it will become another place

6/9/2019 9:18 PM

44

19A down to one lane each way. Community Park extended to include the Park Sands property.
Wider sidewalks to make the downtown feel safer. Wheelchair friendly sidewalks and curbs.

6/9/2019 8:59 PM

45

Still have the small town feel to it

6/9/2019 5:41 PM

46

Same thing

6/9/2019 4:18 PM

47

My answer is the same as 5.

6/9/2019 2:56 PM

48

A small beachside city that is thriving as a result of Council listening and acting on the wants of
citizens and not developers.

6/7/2019 11:02 PM

49

Like it was five years ago.

6/7/2019 9:14 AM

50

Keep the small town look but improve what we have. Not so much house building

6/6/2019 6:53 AM

51

Fossil fuel free.

6/3/2019 10:09 AM

52

I would like to see a centralized city owned community centre with gym, track, swimming pool,
hockey rinks, and curling rinks. I would like a rehab facility, support for the homeless, and less
crime. I would like one government entity for Parksville, Qualicum Beach, French Creek, Coombs,
Errington, and Nanoose Bay. I would like more water storage established.

6/2/2019 2:23 PM

53

more equitable services for all residents

5/31/2019 5:04 PM

54

similar to above, staying family friendly, not only senior friendly.

5/28/2019 11:08 PM

55

The same

5/28/2019 4:45 PM

56

The same

5/28/2019 4:45 PM

57

Added facilities for young families including a swimming pool and other amenities to encourage
the younger demographic to stay in the community.

5/28/2019 1:49 PM

58

All of the above.

5/27/2019 4:06 PM

59

only a small growth as our infrastructure allows- limit growth as per OCP- next to beac h club a low
level residential commercial complex. A marina where the helipad was at the beach- more
recreational facilities to entice active persons and professionals.

5/27/2019 2:30 PM

60

I don't see any need to change from what it is now except what was mentioned in the previous
question.

5/26/2019 2:17 PM

61

Development of beachfront area to limit the height of buildings - ie 4 stories maximum. HWY 19A
to be 2 lanes to Qualicum. Vibrant downtown core that is colourful, pleasing to the eye, easy to get
around, adequate parking for locals and visitors. All residential multistoried building to be located
at far side of city away from the ocean. I could go on but that's enough for now :)

5/25/2019 11:07 AM
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62

I would like a pier. I would like world peace too. Not sure which one is more likely.

5/25/2019 11:04 AM

63

No Homeless people! No gas powered Vehicles

5/24/2019 2:44 PM

64

A larger centre with more new stores and houses.

5/24/2019 2:17 PM

65

Sportsplex(track/turf/ballfield/ rec centre) in the Oceanside area. Anchor bigger box shops.
Community gathering place(corner of Alberni hwy and Jensen lot) central to down town to sit, shop
and enjoy the area.

5/24/2019 11:14 AM

66

We also need housing that is affordable for people working in the service industry. Our town
depends on people who only earn a little above minimum wage and they can't afford the rest being
charged, if they can even find a place to rent!

5/23/2019 12:06 PM

67

Parksville isn't a little island town anymore

5/23/2019 10:08 AM

68

Island highway needs to be twined the entire length of the city, to reduce accidents and enable
traffic flow during the tourist season. A indoor public pool would be great. less abandoned
buildings and vacant lots. Fewer homeless and less vandalism and theft.

5/23/2019 10:03 AM

69

Well planned housing development with some trees, green spaces, water fountain and play areas

5/23/2019 9:19 AM

70

Hopefully, it will still be a small town with a compassionate attitude with better transportation
services.

5/22/2019 11:56 AM

71

same as 5

5/22/2019 11:03 AM

72

as above

5/22/2019 10:48 AM

73

A safe community with intact forests nearby, single homes and abundant medical care. A
community with no more large hotel developments on the waterfront and an intact small-town feel.

5/22/2019 10:48 AM

74

same as above and turf field, Craig Street market moved to beach.

5/22/2019 9:57 AM

75

I don’t think I will want to live here in ten years

5/21/2019 10:31 PM

76

Same And remember what I said earlier about NO HIGH RISE development on the water front

5/21/2019 8:47 PM

77

Same as above

5/21/2019 4:17 PM

78

Have the boardwalk extended from French Creek to Rathtrevor.

5/21/2019 12:39 PM

79

Same as above,,,,

5/21/2019 10:37 AM

80

Still have a small town feeling.

5/20/2019 5:38 PM

81

See above

5/20/2019 1:11 PM

82

In ten years we would like Parksville to remain the nice city that it is and continue to attract tourists
who will contribute to our economy and be ambassadors to promote our town as a vacation
destination. In addition, we would like to see a 24 hour Health facility or a small hospital to service
the Oceanside area residents and tourists.

5/20/2019 11:03 AM

83

Within ten years Island hwy between Pym and Bay avenue needs to be twined. I would like the
current abandonded buildings in Parksville to be leveled, and replaced with multi use, multistory
buildings with comercial business on the ground floor and Affordable appartments or condos on
the upper floors. I think within 3 years Parksville needs a indoor aquatic center like the one in
Nanaimo that promotes year round healthy lifestyles, so we can attract more proffesionals to the
area.

5/20/2019 9:22 AM

84

The same as for 5. Plus more interesting, energy efficient architecture.

5/19/2019 7:54 AM

85

I would like it to look like downtown Duncan or Qualicum. To have some character. I would like to
see more beach access, with cafes, small specialized restaurants, art shops. Clean up the entire
waterfront area to make it wonderful to look at and walk around. The tourists have to have
something to do, when they’re not sitting on the beach, like in the evening. A small theatre, that
shows art movies, not Cineplex.

5/18/2019 11:28 AM

86

Vibrant downtown core with defined theme. Pedestrian only area downtown that invite you there.
Annual street art walk that encourages local artists and tourists where some sculptures stay each
year to add to the city. Own recreation complex with pool, gym

5/18/2019 9:06 AM

87

see below

5/18/2019 9:00 AM
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88

In ten years Parksville should get a 2nd indoor public pool and gym and a 2nd larger library.
Parksville should be connected with either the Comox airport or the Nanaimo airport by light rail.

5/17/2019 11:11 PM

89

Public Olympic sized swimming pool movie theater

5/17/2019 9:55 PM

90

A distinctive seaside village environment

5/17/2019 9:37 PM

91

Please refer to question 5.

5/17/2019 3:57 PM

92

The same but with more condensed housing in the downtown area and more parks in all areas.

5/17/2019 11:58 AM

93

Pretty much the same but less crime. Perhaps connected to surrou dig communities not with bike
paths but with other environmentally friendly transportation. Still a lively beach front and conserved
nature spots like raphtrevor. Easy access to community centres with a gym and rooms for
programs including childcare and therapeutic programs for adults.

5/17/2019 12:24 AM

94

More volunteerism, continued respect for our beautiful environment, greatly improved
infrastructure for the many more residents of Parksville

5/16/2019 1:46 PM

95

Less urban. Less GHG emissions. A healthy urban forest and extensive tree canopy.

5/16/2019 8:24 AM

96

Same

5/16/2019 8:08 AM

97

CLEANED UP AND CRIMINALS REMOVED AND NOT PROVIDED FOR

5/15/2019 6:21 PM

98

In ten years I'd like to see larger, more long-term projects fulfilled such as a recreational facility. It's
hard to balance the desire for a small town feeling with expanded housing and business initiatives,
but ideally we could find a way to maintain both.

5/15/2019 4:06 PM

99

I would like Parksville to win awards for being the cleanest, friendliest, greenest and most artistic
city in British Columbia, and at least on Van Isl

5/15/2019 10:37 AM

100

Same as question 5 but possibly with more natural and green spaces, less homeless and transient
population, and a cleaner city.

5/15/2019 7:30 AM

101

a few more housing for single people downsizing! a few more jobs! just not turning it into a bigger
city!

5/15/2019 7:13 AM

102

Lawn clippings picked up. More grass lawns instead of weed infested, gravel lawns. Residential
parking

5/14/2019 9:25 PM

103

A population equally balanced between young and old. Lots of families. Lots of young people. A
thriving economy. Make it attractive for small business not large corporations...

5/14/2019 8:04 PM

104

By that time some industry close by. Population increase and more variety in age groups.

5/14/2019 5:23 PM

105

In general, not too much different from today

5/14/2019 5:00 PM

106

Same

5/14/2019 3:26 PM

107

As above - most of my ideas would probably take that long to be realized.

5/14/2019 3:21 PM

108

I sure hope it doesn't turn into a "box store" city like Nanaimo or Langford. I don't like to see real
big changes for Parksville.

5/14/2019 3:03 PM

109

See my response to Question #5; Given the pace of change and bureaucracy, the planning
process should envision Parksville Qualicum (Oceanside) ten years out. Once you have an idea of
what that basic direction is then you can decide what is practical and doable in the next three or
four years and how near term activities and projects can contribute to the ten year goals

5/14/2019 2:52 PM

110

The same as number 5 answer above.

5/14/2019 2:09 PM

111

Same as above but just further along in its progress

5/14/2019 2:08 PM

112

A hospital!

5/14/2019 1:26 PM

113

similiar to above

5/14/2019 1:21 PM

114

Not a lot different than it does today

5/14/2019 11:11 AM

115

A city that you can be proud to live in, not one that looks like we are trying to duplicate large urban
cities.

5/14/2019 10:33 AM

116

As above described

5/14/2019 10:31 AM

117

Don't know

5/14/2019 10:29 AM
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118

same as above

5/14/2019 9:56 AM

119

More trees and nature intertwined with recreation. Kids and sis. Not all golf. its not bad right now.

5/14/2019 9:47 AM

120

Ditto.

5/14/2019 9:31 AM

121

similar to the way it is with less growth and an actual downtown area

5/14/2019 9:27 AM

122

Ditto above as well as the addition of a hospital.

5/14/2019 9:23 AM

123

The same as in the last question, but just running much more smoothly.

5/14/2019 9:04 AM

124

Well planned community with thought To preserving beach & greenspace

5/14/2019 8:39 AM

125

As I have described in number 5

5/14/2019 7:58 AM

126

I would like to see a compact seaside town that has focussed on protecting our natural
environment including ocean views and natural setting and meaning retaining trees as a part of all
development and retaining and maintaining maximum parkland.

5/14/2019 7:34 AM

127

Same as question number 5 but expanded to include the whole city.

5/14/2019 7:28 AM

128

clean and lots of trees quit fucking with the trees

5/14/2019 7:09 AM

129

Need to expand Oceanside Arena, Ballenas School, Springwood School areas with more sports
fields/activities. Federally - Healthy living is being promoted but our facilities are not happening or
getting too run down. Bring a one-stop-shop area for many sporting activities happening. Too bad
the Mall area wasn't expanded with meeting areas for seniors, play areas for the young and just
gathering places for everyone - rather than a shopping mall. All the shops should happen in the
downtown area to build and keep that area going.

5/13/2019 10:23 PM

130

I hope it stays Small and friendly no big names stores and a place we feel safe to walk at night with
out stepping on needles or having beggars on every corner More community togetherness. Other
than July 1 and the sand castles

5/13/2019 8:51 PM

131

Same A clean, drug free community with no crime. Recreational facilities (POOL) that other
communities would be envious of

5/13/2019 7:58 PM

132

Safe ,welcoming , safe clean wildlife areas

5/13/2019 9:54 AM

133

More business down, rental up accommodation. MORE AFFORDABLE housing! Deal with the
eyesore properties that are vacant, especially the one next to the beach club.

5/12/2019 9:48 PM

134

Same

5/12/2019 3:19 PM

135

It is inevitable that Parksville will grow in size as this is a very desirable place in which to live.
That's why planning for this development is critical. The long term consequences of poor or
inadequate planning are costly. If you want a more diverse (economic, demographic) community
living and working here, then planning is where it starts.

5/12/2019 11:27 AM

136

More night life for younger people , a cinema , a swimming pool .

5/12/2019 8:45 AM

137

Not too much bigger! Same as the earlier plan.

5/10/2019 4:13 PM

138

Quaint with controlled growth. More like Qualicum Beach, with a vibrant downtown with a square
and a fountain and cafes.

5/10/2019 4:07 PM

139

More economic opportunity for family’s that live here. Growth within reason.

5/10/2019 2:56 PM

140

Similar to now but with less vandalism crime and homelessness

5/10/2019 12:08 PM

141

Clean, well maintained, organized.

5/10/2019 7:47 AM

142

More housing density, apartments, condos, townhouses. Fewer trailer parks. High tech industries
and jobs. A medium sized convention center.

5/9/2019 6:40 PM

143

When I think of 10 years, I think of all the area of School District 69. I'd like us to be thinking as a
whole. Where do we want development, recreation facilities, etc. How can we attract businesses
that pay well enough for families to move here? Should Qualicum and Parksville become one city
or should we maintain 2 hubs? We need to be planning now, as Oceanside not just as each one of
our little areas.

5/9/2019 3:10 PM

144

same

5/9/2019 1:10 PM

145

Downtown Comox

5/9/2019 11:06 AM
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146

Boardwalk extended to Bayside resort. Year round concerts and activities in the parks More
electric charging stations in the community

5/9/2019 11:04 AM

147

Electric cars are the future, better plan for more user pay charging stations we need about 20
more than we have today and they should be in place now, then increase as it more and more
electrics replace fossil fuel powered cars. A water reservoir will be needed as the population grows
we can hardly sustain the population we have now. Water resrictions every year is not the answer.

5/9/2019 10:58 AM

148

A city that still has a small town feeling , where you almost know everyone . Where city hall has
made this a first class city . Because you made the commitment to planning Parksville .

5/8/2019 4:19 PM

149

Same

5/8/2019 3:51 PM

150

I’d like. To see some traffic circles, tons of lights are annoying and cause traffic jams. I’d like to
see the Hwy between Parksville and QB totally twinned. Right now it’s a lesson in poor planning
and dangerous once tourists arrive and don’t understand that their lane will disappear not once but
a couple times.

5/8/2019 1:37 PM

151

A wonderful place to live, work and enjoy time off. Our small town is growing and we need to adjust
regardless. With that being said I would like to see everyones ideas heard as we just need more
things to do here other then our beaches and trails, tourism is amazing in the Summer months
and we cater to our "guests" but the locals that are here in off months need more to stay busy and
get people out.

5/8/2019 9:56 AM

152

Homeless units full of folk who have been helped to overcome their addictions and become useful
members of society.

5/8/2019 9:26 AM

153

More of the same.

5/8/2019 9:07 AM

154

Bustling with activities; Welcoming; Lots of green areas; Clean & Safe.

5/7/2019 10:42 PM

155

Similar to my comments about the next three to four years, but add to them downtown
revitalization. A lot of the new developments contain commercial occupancies, along with
residential occupancies, ie: residential over commercial. We have way too much empty
commercial space right now.

5/7/2019 10:18 PM

156

I worry because of the developments that are happening so fast that water and sewer services
could be suffered, maybe a hospital by then. A community centre that can be used for floor
hockey, badminton, basketball and other sports that be indoors that needs to be addressed sooner
than 10 years from now to keep young families in our area.

5/7/2019 5:34 PM

157

Same as previous question

5/7/2019 5:25 PM

158

As above, with beach walkway expanded and more concern for the environment and what the
citizens of Parksville want their town to be.

5/7/2019 2:40 PM

159

Growth of the downtown core to see more of a village feel like Qualicum. Deal with the waterfront
derelict motel - it's a scary site for tourists and an attraction for the rats and the homeless. Graffiti
is not art or freedom of expression - that is what canvas and oil paints are for.

5/7/2019 2:33 PM

160

More of the same. Intolerance for drug addicts and their associated behaviors. To feel safe and
comfortable in my city . We need much improved policing. When you phone 911 for a violent fight
and the rcmp do not come this is unacceptable. When I phoned back I was told they had a higher
priority, what is that????

5/7/2019 1:18 PM

161

Craig Street should be revamped. Parksville needs a downtown area such as Qualicum Beach
with lovely buildings, shops, and rec centre. Downtown Parksville has no character. It does not
look like a village, town or City but only a highway to drive through.

5/7/2019 12:24 PM

162

See above.

5/7/2019 10:35 AM

163

Quality not quantity. Yes a natural growth in population but not striving to be a big city, just get
better and better.

5/7/2019 10:32 AM

164

I’d like it to look like what it looked like 10 years ago. Beachfront restaurants, small town vibe,
great events hosted at the beach.

5/7/2019 10:30 AM

165

Lights on the main streets, All buildings being used. Another large park and the little parks that we
have are being taken better care of and used. Proper street cleaning in the Winter

5/7/2019 9:32 AM

166

I'd like it to begin to look like central park NY. or the pretty New England towns and Massachusetts

5/7/2019 12:09 AM
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167

Had I realized you were offering a space for ten years, I would have answered the last question
differently. We need more medical services and affordable housing for regular folk. Not just the
sick and addicted!

5/6/2019 8:09 PM

168

I would like to see the city maintain the atmosphere that draws people to the area. People come
here to enjoy the parks, trails & ocean front

5/6/2019 7:41 PM

169

About the same

5/6/2019 5:39 PM

170

Great place to live or vacation. No derelict buildings. Adequate infrastructure. Natural beach.

5/6/2019 5:16 PM

171

Have it look more inviting like Qualicum Beach. Lots could be done to improve the existing
buildings to keep the holiday makers here instead of going to QB to enjoy the beauty of the
downtown they have.

5/6/2019 3:18 PM

172

A beacon of vibrant arts, culture and multi-generational living - an exciting place to be in a
beautiful jewel of a setting.

5/6/2019 3:17 PM

173

Downtown cleaned up

5/6/2019 2:31 PM

174

As above.

5/6/2019 11:37 AM

175

I would like to see something done to increase the amount of water storage for the whole area. We
have a huge volume of water available if could be kept and used in the dry period. With the
amount of building going on here the problem will only get worse.

5/6/2019 10:13 AM

176

A city of some 20,000 living in harmony with our natural surroundings, with sufficient
shopping/services/entertainment that there would be no need to travel to Nanaimo for decent
priced groceries.

5/6/2019 8:44 AM

177

More renewable energy. Perhaps tidal wave energy or rebates for heat pumps, solar, etc.

5/5/2019 11:56 PM

178

A walkable downtow change hwy 19 to a one way street with a bike path connecting rathtrevor
and the beach

5/5/2019 11:36 PM

179

Still some green spaces

5/5/2019 5:26 PM

180

If we keep impacting the area with more houses. more people, more consumption of ecosystem
services we will need more Seniors assisted living facilities and larger Health Centre!!

5/5/2019 4:52 PM

181

ditto

5/5/2019 4:52 PM

182

Really answered in #5, however, I would also add that I'd like to see Parksville continue to develop
the various trail systems we have, and somehow make the town more bike friendly. I know this
conversation is old, but I really believe the rail line, if developed into a trail, could become a
wonderful draw for visitors on foot and bike, especially if there were accommodations near the trail
that could support hikers or cyclists making multi-day use of the trail.

5/5/2019 4:17 PM

183

See question 5.

5/5/2019 2:21 PM

184

Read above

5/4/2019 11:38 PM

185

More walking trails thru our beautiful parkland - maybe this is RDN

5/4/2019 8:27 PM

186

same as above. Please be careful with the development.

5/4/2019 4:56 PM

187

I would like to see growth slowed. We need to remain a small, friendly seaside city. Our biggest
industry is tourism and we have to keep it safe. Otherwise we become a city with no reason to be.

5/4/2019 12:33 PM

188

Same as above, with, proportionally, more, facilities for recreation. Can be larger population than
now , to support facilities needed, if the growth protects greenspace and trees. Current growth
pattern seems to have very little planning involved for protecting the inherent beauty of our city.

5/4/2019 12:25 PM

189

underground wiring!!!

5/4/2019 12:19 PM

190

A safe city with crime and homelessness eliminated. A beautiful community park with lots of free
entertainment for all ages. Lots of outdoor restaurants and no crumbling buildings.

5/4/2019 11:57 AM

191

same population with less reliance on cars/trucks

5/4/2019 9:58 AM

192

More of the above!

5/3/2019 10:15 PM

193

I think the same as above as it will take a few years to accomplish the items listed.

5/3/2019 8:50 PM

194

Ditto

5/3/2019 6:49 PM
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195

More medical practitioners and services. Additional retirement (care and extended care) facilities.

5/3/2019 4:50 PM

196

A hospital is needed in this community as it continues to grow.

5/3/2019 4:30 PM

197

Would sure be nice if my kids could make their home here. More work opportunities is needed.

5/3/2019 4:24 PM

198

same as 5

5/3/2019 4:09 PM

199

Vibrant community

5/3/2019 3:59 PM

200

An amazing, highly popular tourist location.

5/3/2019 1:46 PM

201

Safe. Thriving. Everyone friendly again instead of fear.

5/3/2019 10:01 AM

202

An acute care hospital rather than just an urgent care. A bus service that is easily accessible and
flexible to move around the growing city. Trees to help oxygenate the planet.

5/3/2019 9:58 AM

203

Urban sprawl stopped. Revitalizing current downtown. Preserve small town feel and greenspace.
Manage sevices to resident ratio - ie water/sewage/health care etc. Junkies gone. Clean city. Feel
safe to touch surfaces and go to parks - at our current urban development growth rate and
transient drug user growth rate i don't belive this is possible.

5/3/2019 9:57 AM

204

Retain the small town feel - warm it up a bit, and get organized on the south end!

5/3/2019 9:29 AM

205

a beautiful beachside town.

5/3/2019 9:04 AM

206

As above

5/3/2019 7:50 AM

207

More parks. More concentrated housing in downtown.

5/3/2019 7:11 AM

208

See #5.

5/2/2019 8:52 PM

209

Not bigger populationwise than it is now would be nice

5/2/2019 6:25 PM

210

Expand on my 3 to 5 year plan. The rec center likely won't be finished until closer to the 10 year
timeline.

5/2/2019 6:23 PM

211

See #4

5/2/2019 5:36 PM

212

No one tourist destination in Canada

5/2/2019 5:29 PM

213

A place for young and old to find activities and pleasures for each. Trees and nature walks with
less geese!

5/2/2019 4:53 PM

214

Urban sprawl contained, more rental apartments

5/2/2019 4:07 PM

215

In ten years, Parksville should have replaced urgent care with a hospital. It will have established a
method for storing our water supply. It will have more ownership interest in the remaining
beachfront land, perhaps in partnership with other levels of government. City Hall will have
relocated beachside, housing a new, larger library, a community centre and other services.

5/2/2019 3:49 PM

216

Not too Many high risers,,, still the beautiful trees.

5/2/2019 3:35 PM

217

As the population will keep growing w need to be separated from Nanaimo to make own decisions.
Keep west coast beach identity in buildings landscaping etc

5/2/2019 2:15 PM

218

Same as above

5/2/2019 1:53 PM

219

See above number five answers

5/2/2019 1:44 PM

220

Same as above but add in more recreation and facilities aimed at youth.

5/2/2019 1:37 PM

221

An active community with more sports facilities for every age. A safe city with lots of facilities for
everyone

5/2/2019 1:02 PM

222

A city that still feels like a small town

5/2/2019 12:40 PM

223

I would like to see what happens when Parksville "leaders" stop trying to compete with larger
centres, and recognize it is our uniqueness that is the attraction. Anyone can visit a city ruined by
excessive and mindless development.

5/2/2019 12:09 PM

224

Same as number 5

5/2/2019 12:06 PM

225

again, greener, in every way

5/2/2019 12:04 PM

226

more young people with kids all the schools open.

5/2/2019 12:02 PM
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227

To see the boardwalk go to Rathtrevor park

5/2/2019 11:59 AM

228

not just tourist prices

5/2/2019 11:13 AM

229

The same as 5.

5/2/2019 10:57 AM

230

Same as above, but having successes.

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

231

In addition to what I've already said, I would like more opportunities for young people - sports,
recreational, work, and social activities.

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

232

Why bother. It won't happen.

5/2/2019 10:33 AM

233

More pedestrianized. The City should acquire the old Parksville Motel property and create a
boardwalk with restaurants and bars. NO HIGHRISES ON THE BEACH.

5/2/2019 10:21 AM

234

No further residential development. Good public transportation between communities and safe
walking/cycling routes within and between communities; accessible groceries and senior friendly
accommodation. Parksville will stay a vacation destination for some, a fun place in which to retire
and a safe place for families to live.

5/2/2019 10:10 AM

235

much like today

5/2/2019 8:53 AM

236

Beach cleaner and inviting More greenspaces/trails Hwy bypass utilized to avoid heavy traffic and
big trucks going right thru town Much more low-income housing

5/2/2019 8:40 AM

237

Good mixture of residents who live in affordable housing, modern schools and rec facilities for
children, green neighbourhoods.

5/2/2019 8:34 AM

238

Like to see a more greener attitude, walking, biking trails, encourage garbage pick up not littering,
more cans around town & on the beach ares. Encourage business to think greener, if you won’t
make bylaws to help, perhaps encouragement would help. Help get rid of plastics. We have lots of
folks retiring here, giving us a high Sr population, more health / affordable housing for them, not all
have a Union pension to live off of.... same with single parent families. We need to take care of our
residence or they may not stay around.

5/2/2019 8:22 AM

239

Hospital, Berwick built and an indoor pool.

5/2/2019 8:14 AM

240

CLEAN AND PROSPERING BUT WITH PLACES FOR THE PEOPLE TO LIVE THAT ARE
EARNING ONLY MINIMUM WAGE SO THAT THEY TOO CAN ENJOY THIS GREAT CITY.

5/2/2019 8:03 AM

241

Same as #5

5/2/2019 7:48 AM

242

Again not sure

5/2/2019 6:31 AM

243

All the same as number 5

5/2/2019 6:04 AM

244

I hope to still be around at 85 years and if I am I hope it will still have that small town feeling. I
hope the elderly people like me will have started to pay more attention to their driving skills!

5/2/2019 1:35 AM

245

No homelessness

5/2/2019 12:45 AM

246

Same goals as before

5/1/2019 11:03 PM

247

Resort type community free of crime

5/1/2019 10:44 PM

248

Protect our trees and beautiful beaches. Don't turn it into one big sprawl.

5/1/2019 10:34 PM

249

Modern ,clean,and safe should be a priority

5/1/2019 9:05 PM

250

Get rid of the car sales places an eye sore to the entrance of town. Have four lanes coming into
the city from 19 and a better structure for a town hall perhaps at the old Island Hall motel. Allow
more Groceries stores to enter for more competition which now is being controlled by two
companies who maintain high prices ripping the locals off.

5/1/2019 8:51 PM

251

Same as above.

5/1/2019 8:36 PM

252

Cleaned up and presentable.... No more Slums!

5/1/2019 8:30 PM

253

Walk and bike friendly streets and walkways. No more big box stores.

5/1/2019 8:28 PM

254

Well, I know what I don't want it to look like: a concrete jungle like Vancouver.

5/1/2019 7:58 PM

255

It will take ten years to develop #5

5/1/2019 7:20 PM

256

Same

5/1/2019 6:46 PM
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257

Organized bike lanes and a better bus transit system. Perhaps a 4 lane thoroughfare as far as
Wembley area at least.

5/1/2019 6:35 PM

258

A better downtown, with tree lined streets.

5/1/2019 6:33 PM

259

More like Qualicum Beach

5/1/2019 6:29 PM

260

To look like a quaint seaside village Tourist destination

5/1/2019 6:13 PM

261

More of the same

5/1/2019 6:11 PM

262

As above.

5/1/2019 5:42 PM

263

The same as three years out - review your vision and plans no more than every 5 years and reevaluate where you want to make changes and amendments to future land uses - establish
priorities. You desparately need more industrial/commercial land along with other uses that would
broaden the tax base and encourage people to actually invest in this community. Encourgae
development of the property next to the Beach Club that will not only provide an increased tax
base but provide jobs, enhance recreational activities in the community park area. Encourage all
businesses to invest in this community especially more local ownership of commercial properties.

5/1/2019 5:23 PM

264

I don’t expect to be here in ten years. The beach and tourism is our main asset. But, let’s not
overdo it. We can handle only so much growth.

5/1/2019 5:18 PM

265

About the same, we run the risk of growing too large, with housing too expensive for the average
family, and more traffic and parking congestion

5/1/2019 5:04 PM

266

I know there will be growth in population and property development but this does not contribute to
the quality of life they just add to service requirements.

5/1/2019 5:04 PM

267

An additional urgent care medical care facility.

5/1/2019 5:00 PM

268

It would be a modern town (city) where the majority of citizens are still seniors who have access to
medical facilities where they are able to have a General Practice Doctor that the see regularly as
they need. Parksville would be very close to self sustaining and it’s citizens wouldn’t need to travel
to Courtenay or Nanaimo on a regular basis.

5/1/2019 4:42 PM

269

same answer as above...more green spaces...less ugly derelict buildings...tear them down!!!!!!!!!!!!!

5/1/2019 4:24 PM

270

Same as in 5 years. Not too much growth. There should be some respectful balance from the
council.

5/1/2019 4:15 PM

271

Same as #5 only more so

5/1/2019 4:03 PM

272

I would like it continue to grow in the areas, I mentioned in 3-5 years. I would also like a Hospital
with overnight care to build in the area of Parksville, French Creek, Qualicum to care for those
needing medical care that is more extensive than the walk in clinic can provide, so their elderly
spouse and friends can visit them and add to their healing until they can return home.

5/1/2019 3:51 PM

273

Clean and environmentally sustainable city.

5/1/2019 3:41 PM

274

Eco friendly town that is safe for kids.

5/1/2019 3:36 PM

275

Similar to the three to four year vision, but acknowledge some growth is needed, and will take
place.

5/1/2019 3:21 PM

276

Same answer as above.

5/1/2019 2:45 PM

277

Same as above, and no homeless tents down town

5/1/2019 1:42 PM

278

As above but hopefully the city will not grow to fast

5/1/2019 1:42 PM

279

A community centre with swimming pool would be a nice addition. Housing development should
be carefully managed to avoid ugly tract homes and strain on the water supply.

5/1/2019 1:25 PM

280

Even more entertainment and more events in winter time

5/1/2019 12:32 PM

281

Same as above

5/1/2019 12:03 PM

282

What it looks like now with the old parksville hotel area on the beach cleaned up.

5/1/2019 11:45 AM

283

Sustainable housing, supported police force, and local family business that thrives. During the
open house for 222 Corfield- a community member said “every town needs to have a slum
downtown Eastside like Vancouver.” Referring to downtown Parksville. Not the best optic for the
heart of the town, and the center of tourism.

5/1/2019 10:12 AM
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284

Recreation services need to be improved with an sports plex for the community including track, all
weather field, gym etc.

5/1/2019 9:29 AM

285

the same as answer above

5/1/2019 9:07 AM

286

A forward thinking green community for all generations to enjoy.

5/1/2019 9:06 AM

287

Ditto

5/1/2019 8:26 AM

288

Community that's sustainable. A leader in recycling and promoting healthy living. Your property
taxes have always been quite high. I owned a house in Parksville for 14 years

5/1/2019 8:12 AM

289

Pretty much what I said in the previous question. I would like to see the more beautification, and a
focus on making this an enticing place for young families to move to.

5/1/2019 8:06 AM

290

Perhas a bylaw to keep businesses open during business hours. Restaurants closed on weekends
during the height of tourist season is ridiculous. I try to shop local, but many stores here are
amateur at best and are not stocked as well as they should be. A few years ago I went looking for
switch plates for electrical outlets. I needed 5 matching plates. I tried every store in town and
nobody had even beige or white plates. Silly that I had to order from Montreal.

5/1/2019 8:04 AM

291

A friendly, safe, affordable, caring community which has escaped a future of becoming only a
place only for the rich (who are absent half the year ) or tourists( who come to play not live here) .
A model for economic diversity, innovative healthcare for seniors, no homelessness, work for all
abilities and an environmental leader looking for solutions and creating opportunities for all age
and income groups to make this part of the world sustainable and adaptable to the coming
changes in the future. A place where all citizens have the opportunity for purposeful meaningful
occupation (paid or volunteer) which drives a respectful and thriving beautiful Oceanside
community.

5/1/2019 7:59 AM

292

As above.

5/1/2019 7:49 AM

293

Revitalize downtown businesses to make it worth walking around. Have residential apartments
above downtown businesses like Nanaimo.

5/1/2019 7:19 AM

294

No more housing developments, including no more social housing. What is wrong with having a
town made up of nice homes, and clean streets?

5/1/2019 7:15 AM

295

Parksville has so much potential but it’s really falling short. I would love to see a cohesive
community plan put in place to encourage well rounded growth, revitalization & beautification of
our downtown. Looking to Langford as an example of transformation that’s possible! I would love
to see Parksville be a town that’s known for it’s beauty and walkability (think great shops and
restaurants, waterfront cafes and artisan spaces). Buzzing with tourists AND locals alike. Where
young people and families feel welcome and integrated with the older set. A real community
centre, like the ones you find in Vancouver. With a pool, activity rooms, gym, fitness centre, etc.
Fantastic events that draw visitors and locals year round. Being able to leave our car doors
unlocked and not be afraid that it will get broken into.

5/1/2019 5:51 AM

296

More diversity in people that live here

4/30/2019 11:05 PM

297

I'd like our city to retain it's small-city feel, and uniqueness in the next ten years.

4/30/2019 11:00 PM

298

Maintain it's small town feel. Would like to see more city commitment and finances put towards
developing the arts in Parksville - a huge untapped market in our town.

4/30/2019 10:30 PM

299

A happy and healthy community that cares about one another.

4/30/2019 10:29 PM

300

As above but with more focus on winter events. A movie theater, better shopping options, no drug
addicts wandering our streets. A leisure center with many programs for all ages not just seniors.

4/30/2019 10:11 PM

301

Same as it was. A friendly safe place.

4/30/2019 10:07 PM

302

Same but less crime

4/30/2019 10:01 PM

303

Full of families and tourists who set an example of what it is like to be an amazing town that does
not tolerate crime, violence and drug use.

4/30/2019 9:54 PM

304

Same as my above answer. But we'll need to figure out how to make space for parking! More
doctors would be nice too, but I don't think that's really in your control.

4/30/2019 9:53 PM

305

The same as now , except for the crime/

4/30/2019 9:22 PM
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306

To grow in population with a cement seawall from Rathtrevor that extends all the way to French
Creek Marina. Can you imagine????!!!! That would be incredible.

4/30/2019 9:11 PM

307

Thriving urban populations centered on services. No more subdivisions surrounding malls and
grocery stores and parks. If you have a large back yard why would you need a great big park right
next to you maintained by tax dollars. Town houses and low rise apartments should be zoned
around these services

4/30/2019 8:51 PM

308

Same as above. Cheaper housing for working families, not accommodations for druggies.

4/30/2019 8:33 PM

309

Same as previous.

4/30/2019 8:30 PM

310

No more growth, all development done - money spent on maintaining what we already have.

4/30/2019 8:26 PM

311

I would support growth in Parksville that was planned for and done thoughtfully, with attention paid
to affordable housing and impact on the environment.

4/30/2019 8:26 PM

312

more high end development at the abandoned beach front motels eliminate trailer parks on the
beach front

4/30/2019 8:15 PM

313

human shit rat free

4/30/2019 7:45 PM

314

Better transition into multi-unit residential that increases the density and provides for better
utilization of transit infrastructure, and expansion of health services. Swimming pool addition to the
field house.

4/30/2019 7:42 PM

315

To be the go to place for tourism and retirement.

4/30/2019 7:39 PM

316

See previous answer. Slow down development and prevent Parksville from becoming too
congested. Transportation, parking and schools must not be crowded.

4/30/2019 7:36 PM

317

A worked class holiday destination with new businesses and a new vibrancy in our city.

4/30/2019 7:00 PM

318

I hope that it can maintain its eco environment in a way that respects our community & our
abundant nature.Gentle growth with a future.

4/30/2019 6:55 PM

319

The same small town

4/30/2019 6:51 PM

320

Like it did 4 years ago.junkie free, also, why can Parksville not be built to look pretty and quaint,
like QB!

4/30/2019 6:38 PM

321

Vibrant artistic environment. More recreational centers for indoor recreation specially for our winter
months some thing for everybody walking trails indoors biking trails indoors

4/30/2019 6:35 PM

322

more of the same inquestion 6

4/30/2019 6:16 PM

323

Any new developments to be as green/eco friendly as possible.

4/30/2019 6:13 PM

324

Same as #5

4/30/2019 6:07 PM

325

I am worried that we are cutting all the trees when construction takes over a piece of land. Lets
think before we cut them.

4/30/2019 6:00 PM

326

In 10 years we need to have reduced carbon emissions to zero, according to scientists all over the
world. So, I’d like to see innovative transportation solutions, including a pool of shared electric
vehicles, solar and wind powered charging stations, a transit system of our own that services
Errington, Coombs, Whiskey Creek, Nanoose and Bowser, more vegetation and forests,
protection of our watershed by limiting housing developments, and an economy based on the
rapid transition to green technology.

4/30/2019 5:52 PM

327

Same as above.

4/30/2019 5:35 PM

328

Coney Island pier combined with mega recreational complex. Bring sporting and concert events.

4/30/2019 5:28 PM

329

Still vibrant, touristy, economically sustainable unto itself.

4/30/2019 5:25 PM

330

the same as it looks in five years but five more years developed

4/30/2019 5:14 PM

331

safe, secure, small town

4/30/2019 5:13 PM

332

A nice family town .. welcoming tourists that feel safe in our community.

4/30/2019 5:01 PM

333

Same as #5

4/30/2019 4:57 PM

334

Same as above

4/30/2019 4:50 PM
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335

Higher density housing in downtown area to support family friendly housing and young families.
Have a place for people who cannot afford to live in Nanaimo a place to live.

4/30/2019 4:44 PM

336

Probably the same answer as #5 because its not likely to happen in 4 years.

4/30/2019 4:29 PM

337

Same

4/30/2019 4:25 PM

338

A population balance between seniors and young families. With the increase in young families,
there will be an increase in social and dining options as well as a solid tax base.

4/30/2019 4:05 PM

339

A new pool and some more stores and restuarants

4/30/2019 3:45 PM

340

Probably a continuation of the previous comment.

4/30/2019 3:44 PM

341

A vibrant, pedestrian focused rather than traffic focused downtown core. A central plaza at the east
end of Memorial Ave. Memorial would be transformed into a scenic walkway between the MAC at
the west end and the plaza. Markets, shops, restaurants, etc lead tourists and residents along the
walkway. A pedestrian circle route takes in Craig, Memorial, and Morison.

4/30/2019 3:42 PM

342

Less building, better roads and same as #5

4/30/2019 3:40 PM

343

Clean and safe

4/30/2019 3:39 PM

344

I would like to see a wonderful resort town with a strong walk-able down town core . I would like to
see lots of in town greenery and inviting spaces to sit and enjoy our parks and beaches. I would
like to see a wide mix of population both in age and ethnicity. I want to see a city that supports a
variety of cultural and arts events. I don't want to be afraid to be home alone at night in my little
town

4/30/2019 3:28 PM

345

Environmental friendly family town

4/30/2019 3:24 PM

346

Urban sprawl contained and limited

4/30/2019 3:21 PM

347

Extend community park into Surfside; housing developments finished continue to improve vibrancy
of downtown.

4/30/2019 3:15 PM

348

Same, but a nicer downtown core

4/30/2019 3:05 PM

349

try to hold on to the 'oceanside' atmosphere

4/30/2019 3:02 PM

350

Evidence of a change in the demographic - that Parksville has become a desirable place for young
families to live and work.

4/30/2019 2:59 PM

351

More trees

4/30/2019 2:53 PM

352

Two beautiful entrance buildings by the corner Of Jensen and the Alberni Hwy with residential
above commercial space and great signage for the whole town. Neighborhood signs so people
become prouder and more aware of neighborhoods. More younger people participating in the
town at all levels

4/30/2019 2:52 PM

353

Sustainable development, cleaner, more environmentally conscious.

4/30/2019 2:52 PM

354

Full YMCA facility equipped with a pool with a proper local running track and outdoor exploration
areas. That derilect property beside the beach club cleaned up and turned into something useable
regardless of what that is and some local hangouts for teens to stay out of trouble. A local arcade
maybe incorporated with the YMCA type facility? More variety in restaurants and multi use
housing buildings (bachelor apts, family apts, elderly units). Completed sidewalks on busier side
streets.

4/30/2019 2:50 PM

355

Hopefully still small town appeal.

4/30/2019 2:35 PM

356

Not much bigger just prettier and a better downtown core

4/30/2019 2:34 PM

357

A spot for out door activities year round. A rec center to call our own. And more police to clear the
streets for beggars and thieves

4/30/2019 2:32 PM

358

Clean, prosperous, vibrant business community. A hometown to be proud of again.

4/30/2019 2:28 PM

359

More of question #5. People need homes in order to feel safe and they need to be able to pay the
rent based on what their earnings are.

4/30/2019 1:56 PM

360

See above

4/30/2019 1:56 PM
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361

Maintaining the small town feel and natural beauty of the beaches and parks. Re-development as
and when an opportunity arises of the property next to the Beach club to perhaps have more
facilities closer to the beach and additional access up through to the downtown core. Additional
healthcare services (growing to match demand) Additional leisure facilities (again to match
residential need).

4/30/2019 1:53 PM

362

No idea

4/30/2019 1:52 PM

363

Affordable housing and the streets cleaned up!

4/30/2019 1:42 PM

364

See #5 above. Same.

4/30/2019 1:38 PM

365

Street calming, more beach activities. More for young people to enjoy .

4/30/2019 1:37 PM

366

Slow the City growth, allow it to retain its "beach town" atmosphere, keep Oceanside small and
rural. We don't need to be a suburb of Nanaimo.

4/30/2019 1:37 PM

367

Paradise the town know for its beautiful beaches , great community , and the place that people
want to live in.

4/30/2019 1:35 PM

368

Same great beach that has been attracting people for thousands of years

4/30/2019 1:34 PM

369

Like to see development of that old motel - maybe a 2 story ****No higher- (blocking tHe view from
the highway) -with unique little shops, storefronts along with a community pool. And rooftop dining

4/30/2019 1:31 PM

370

External improvements on buildings in the downtown business area. Perhaps a theme, a vintage
look, or nice painted murals, to really make the area attractive. It's kind of a hodge-podge currently.
Not a lot of class.

4/30/2019 1:29 PM

371

Many more young families and affordable housing for everyone. Activities to promote tourism in all
seasons.

4/30/2019 1:27 PM

372

I would like to see all of the empty retail stores removed or revitalized, with an energetic and
healthy population made up of equal parts of young and old people.

4/30/2019 1:22 PM

373

same as previous answer

4/30/2019 1:21 PM

374

Clean city, charming downtown,

4/30/2019 1:21 PM

375

New rec center. Development ONLY if we can prove that there is enough water for more people.
We already have severe water restrictions. Why are wanting more people in our city when we
can't even deal with what we have.

4/30/2019 1:20 PM

376

Thriving business community, more fun for families - perhaps improved recreation facilities

4/30/2019 1:18 PM

377

In 2030 Parksville should be growing with more Baby Boomers coming here. More seniors living
complexes and enhanced medical services should compliment the influx of 60-80 age groups.
Along with that comes infrastructure for their families for when they visit.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

378

Hard to say. It would be helpful to develop some of the already vacant spaces in the downtown
core. I park and walk around to SHOP LOCALLY and it's sad how degraded some of the
storefronts and buildings are. The Craig Street Summer Market is lovely, but it would also be
fantastic to have some uniform plan for foot traffic in Parksville. Courtenay and Nanaimo have
some places like this.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

379

Similar to three year vision with hopefully more business attracted to the downtown, as there is so
many vacant spaces and need for more diverse business opportunities.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

380

I would love it to be more cohesive, unfortunately our downtown is choppy and spread out

4/30/2019 1:13 PM

381

The same that it is, with more parks, and far better counsil

4/30/2019 1:10 PM

382

I would like parksville to build more family friendly parks and a more convenient rec centre - one
with multiple functions

4/30/2019 1:07 PM

383

A clean, safe, comfortable city with great choices of restaurants and stores for local business.

4/30/2019 1:07 PM

384

more of the same mentioned in #5

4/30/2019 1:01 PM

385

A family crime free community for all.

4/30/2019 12:57 PM

386

Safe place to live

4/30/2019 12:53 PM

387

Clean, safe, fun, tourism is booming, sandcastles on the beach like the good old days!

4/30/2019 12:45 PM
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A thriving small town for young families.

4/30/2019 12:43 PM

389

More of a core, somewhere people want to spend time

4/30/2019 12:41 PM

390

Same as #5

4/30/2019 12:40 PM

391

A city that has been well planned and not congested with traffic. Right now, in the summer, when
all of the tourists come to town, the traffic is getting bad. A town planner, that knows what they are
doing going forward. Not overbuilt and a variety of homes, etc. Homes that are affordable, low rise
apartment buildings with a mix of affordable and higher prices. More thought to the younger people
in town, ie. recreation for them. Treating the people that don't have homes, in a dignified and kind
manner. No clear cutting. Still having a conference centre. Food trucks and more things going on
in the summer time.

4/30/2019 12:39 PM

392

clean and vibrant; safe; low income housing for everyone

4/30/2019 12:36 PM

393

As above

4/30/2019 11:58 AM

394

No different from now.

4/30/2019 11:52 AM

395

In ten years, I would like to see Parksville a community of young families in a beautiful growing
city.

4/30/2019 11:25 AM

396

a walkable and bikeable place (its quite flat) with less need for vehicle use, quaint downtown shops
and more beautification and revitalization of alberni hwy downtown and particularly craig st. Also,
when you go outside of the downtown you find quiet residential areas with lots of trees and
benches to provide shade to seniors and others walking to their destination, and lots of little
connector trails (ie. shelley creek park) and more elaborate trail corridors for those seeking
recreation.

4/30/2019 10:35 AM

397

Vibrant with new businesses/restaurants/festivals

4/30/2019 9:35 AM

398

Parksville is a city of people from all over Canada and the world. Because many people don't have
roots here, the city lacks a strong sense of community. I would like to see Parksville work toward
fostering a more cohesive community by providing strong social planning and all types of events,
even during the winter.

4/30/2019 9:35 AM

399

Younger people. Maybe give tax breaks for technology companies to attracts bright young people.

4/30/2019 8:44 AM

400

More doctors, more apartments that could be purchased, more facilities for seniors activities.

4/30/2019 8:24 AM

401

More trees. Fewer cars. Beach owned and operated by the city and service groups. Swimming
pool. Convention facility near resort way.

4/29/2019 9:02 PM

402

No empty buildings

4/29/2019 7:39 PM

403

moderate growth. Businesses sprucing up the downtown. A summer tram or trolly which runs from
wembley mall to the resort area - comes with any app to know where it's at. runs all hours to allow
for people to have a drink in town and return to the resort areas. Develop the waterfront but ensure
there are amenities there for the residents which can be easily accessed. Make it inviting,
functional and ensure connectivity to the downtown.

4/26/2019 5:16 PM
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Q7 What are the five most important items you would like to see Council
achieve in the next three years? These would be the services or items
you would like them to focus on the most.
Answered: 415

Skipped: 10

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Hospital, Safety, swimming pool, affordable housing, and a sandy beach.

6/18/2019 2:50 PM

2

More doctors - contribute to providing 1 family doctor or nurse practitioner per 1000 people in
Oceanside. Until that happens all development should stop. If not water can stop development,
insufficient doctors should stop development. Make developers build a doctors clinic as a condition
of subdivision approval. Parking is becoming a disaster. Why are required stalls in new
developments being reduced? Why are so many residents parking their vehicles on the public
road allowance? All streets should have sidewalks on both sides of the street, but as an absolute
minimum on at least one site and constructed such that they are smooth with less than 1/4 inch
heave at joints. Find a mechanism to encourage and coach business owners to reduce failures.
Provide guidance to entrepreneurs so they don't start businesses that are doomed to failure. Find
a mechanism to force projects to move forward on vacant land, especially in or near the city core.
Vacant core land in many cities becomes parking lots. See points above.

6/18/2019 2:12 PM

3

development of community park and a swimming pool

6/18/2019 12:13 PM

4

see above

6/18/2019 11:57 AM

5

more supported housing, affordable housing, shelter for homeless

6/18/2019 11:50 AM

6

swimming pool, theatre, music centre, take care of environment

6/18/2019 11:47 AM

7

help for the homeless and poor, more caring council, cold weather shelter

6/18/2019 11:42 AM

8

housing for all, welcoming, keep our parks and beautiful scenery, more help as needed

6/18/2019 11:38 AM

9

more public transit, more craft and interest programs

6/18/2019 11:33 AM

10

Helping the poor, cheaper housing, treatment centre

6/18/2019 11:25 AM

11

affordable housing, making PCC a bigger part of life, Better water supply ( using dams and
reservoirs instead of tanks

6/18/2019 11:19 AM

12

I love what I see and support innovative ideas

6/18/2019 11:15 AM

13

Keep the survey developers on the mainland. Keep our island sanctuary safe

6/18/2019 11:07 AM

14

more accommodation for addicts

6/18/2019 10:49 AM

15

spaces for low income families, environment, fun things for all ages

6/18/2019 10:45 AM

16

affordable housing, retroactive needles ONLY

6/18/2019 10:34 AM

17

Be more welcoming especially to those who are struggling, affordable housing

6/18/2019 10:24 AM

18

Not allow high rises above 4 stories anywhere. Encourage supportive housing and other social
services Slow down traffic and provide parking on the periphery of downtown Provide free or
subsidized local bus that runs from a parking area outside of downtown Require developers to
provide park/green spaces, sidewalks and bike paths.

6/18/2019 10:19 AM

19

attractive DT, less bare land, new pool

6/18/2019 9:47 AM

20

cold weather shelter, help for Salvation Army and soup kitchen, provide clean and efficient bldg.
for food and people

6/18/2019 9:39 AM

21

supportive and affordable housing, more doctors, facilities for addicts and mental health

6/18/2019 9:33 AM

22

housing for everyone, shelter, affordable

6/18/2019 9:27 AM

23

cold weather shelter, soup kitchen for seniors, swimming pool

6/18/2019 9:21 AM
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24

low cost housing, slowing development, environmentally friendly, affordable housing for young
families, rec facilities

6/18/2019 9:11 AM

25

mixed housing areas, more trees and parks, care for less fortunate

6/18/2019 8:55 AM

26

scenery spaces, traffic control

6/18/2019 8:48 AM

27

affordable housing, housing for the needy, beautify the city

6/18/2019 8:46 AM

28

1. Represent "all of the residents" of Parksville. 2. Work with community groups to address issues,
not against them. 3. Work towards bringing the whole community together. 4. Affordable housing 5.
public transportation

6/17/2019 8:04 PM

29

affordable housing

6/13/2019 3:37 PM

30

buy resort beside beach club, restrict tree cutting, affordable housing, cold weather shelter

6/13/2019 3:33 PM

31

more doctors, substance abuse programs etc.

6/13/2019 3:31 PM

32

affordable housing, cold weather shelter and green space added, more doctors/walk in clinic

6/13/2019 3:27 PM

33

more housing rentals, rentals for families and seniors, more jobs to encourage young families

6/13/2019 3:21 PM

34

Water supply, increased services for less fortunate, housing for low income, traffic control

6/13/2019 3:13 PM

35

supportive housing, cold weather shelter, Englishman River flood control

6/13/2019 2:55 PM

36

Preserve beaches, affordable housing

6/13/2019 2:51 PM

37

house more homeless

6/13/2019 2:45 PM

38

services for people with dissabilities, special needs, the homeless, cold weather shelter

6/13/2019 2:38 PM

39

homeless people. homes for them and feed them

6/13/2019 2:33 PM

40

a kinder council, affordable housing, supportive housing

6/13/2019 2:30 PM

41

1. More diversified housing development 2. Aquatic centre 3. Clean up and deal with helping the
homeless, but also dealing with vagrants who don't want help but who are an eyesore to our
community, and are the cause of increased "crime" and safety concerns! 4. KEEP and financially
support the Community Centre as a versatile facility. 5. Keep the cost of water and city taxes at an
affordable level for us all.

6/12/2019 1:05 PM

42

Since the original plans for 222 Corfield have been modified the onus is on the present Council to
provide equal or greater service without further delay.

6/11/2019 3:21 PM

43

Recreation facilities upgraded and trails, streets and boulevards upgraded and homelessness
situation much improved

6/11/2019 2:47 PM

44

a hand up to the homeless more affordable housing

6/10/2019 8:15 PM

45

Protection of our trees, beaches and natural environment. Affordable mixed housing. Services for
those at risk for homelessness, senior care, mental health care. Water treatment and preservation.
Community safety.

6/10/2019 5:26 PM

46

Affordable housing, pass a law banning of single use plastic. Do this now not in2021.

6/10/2019 4:07 PM

47

Policing to enforce illicit drug use. Focus on improving our waterfront by enforcing landowner
cleanup of neglected and dangerous properties.

6/10/2019 2:07 PM

48

1. More Doctors 2. Shelters and services for the homeless. 3. Derelict buildings removed.

6/10/2019 9:51 AM

49

get this Corfield issue settled -- please remember that the populations that are proposed for this
site do not mix well. How about something for addicted persons closer to the health centre or
public health offices

6/9/2019 9:18 PM

50

Complete 222 Corfield as per the original plan. Plant trees. Aid Manna and Salvation Army in their
quest to help the less fortunate. Affordable housing, rental and purchased. Increase the grant-inaid program to $15,000 per intake.

6/9/2019 8:59 PM

51

abandoned properties dealt with housing for homeless people with help for addiction band stand in
community park low cost housing to help those with low income

6/9/2019 5:41 PM

52

Housing and care for those who need help. Food for the hungry. A place for everyone.
Accessibility and affordability.

6/9/2019 4:18 PM
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53

1. Shelter beds 2. Addiction and Mental Health Support increased 3. Change in the age restrictions
for housing --- even down to 45 years! (ageism works in both directions) 4. Action regarding the
climate crisis: no single use plastics! Becoming the GREENEST Community on the Island! 5.
Focus on the climate impacts of current practices! -- Push to supporting local industries, shops and
markets!

6/9/2019 2:56 PM

54

1. being accountable to the public. 2. following the OCP as it is written. 3. affordable housing 4.
creating an attractive vital downtown. 5 Protecting our waterfront with building that conforms to our
present OCP .

6/7/2019 11:02 PM

55

Homeless shelter. Needle program.

6/7/2019 9:14 AM

56

A new pool in parksville, clean up the town of grafitti, develop the property beside the beach front
hotel, slow down property development

6/6/2019 6:53 AM

57

Crime (including Traffic violation). Housing affordability. Forest and green space. Ground water.

6/3/2019 10:09 AM

58

Waterfront development, homelessness, crime, implementation of recreation plan developed by
D69 recreation committee, more support for the curling club.

6/2/2019 2:23 PM

59

less emphasis on development for the affluent more attention to preserving green spaces variety
of housing options for all income groups including those currently homeless and/or at risk of
homelessness

5/31/2019 5:04 PM

60

more by law officers for off leash dog issue- especially at playgrounds. no more needles at
playgrounds. lowering taxes.

5/28/2019 11:08 PM

61

Beautification of the boardwalk area Development of Downtown core and it’s beautification A new
Hospital or some addition to the current facility to convert it to a hospital A facility the size of 222
Corfield, if not larger, for seniors and/or those on fixed low incomes.

5/28/2019 1:49 PM

62

Track built, Pool expanded in QB, old island hall torn down, downtown core revitalized, Craig
street commons playground

5/27/2019 4:06 PM

63

crime/safety attention lower cost housing to bring in younger families planned small business
development entice more Drs/ Midwives/ Nurse Practitioners to open own practices here. Repair
and fix older streets with ditches to look like current developments

5/27/2019 2:30 PM

64

Finish Rathtrevor trail. Put in park benches and picnic tables at the end of the trail near the river.
Get together with QB and Railway and put in a paved bikable trail along rail line to QB.

5/26/2019 2:17 PM

65

Create a standard for downtown commercial buildings, (new & old) in terms of style and colour for
a cohesive look. Develop standards for new housing starts in terms of lot size, setback , noise
barriers from busy streets. Build dedicated multi-use sports facilities for the growing senior
population. Add more logs to the beach and more parking - Community beach. Crime reduction
initiatives.

5/25/2019 11:07 AM

66

1) Manage sharps distribution within city limits 2) Plastic bag ban for stores greater than 1500(?)
sq ft 3) Plant more trees in urban areas 4) More parking downtown and make bottom of craig
pedestrian only. 5) Upgrades to downtown streets...Weld, McCarter, Hirst, Craig...

5/25/2019 11:04 AM

67

Study the impact urban sprawl is having on our surrounding forest and beyond, ban evstrofs,
gutters, ditches and storm drains ect and allow the forest to absorb water.

5/24/2019 2:44 PM

68

Their own swimming pool. Fix up and straighten the Tuan Road intersection. Fix up Industrial Way
with a proper two lane road and at least a right in, right out intersection at the Island Hwy. A
theatre/stage in the park.

5/24/2019 2:17 PM

69

Ballenas Track Crack down on drugs/crime Downtown core gathering area/sit,shop,outdoor
market

5/24/2019 11:14 AM

70

1. More rental units at an affordable cost 2.Beautify the area next to the beachclub 3. Build a rec
centre that includes a swimming pool 4.Have better control over developers and their building
permits 5. More allowance and encouragement for outdoor patios near the beach.

5/23/2019 12:06 PM

71

Swimming pool

5/23/2019 10:08 AM

72

1. Island highway needs to be twined the entire length of the city, to reduce accidents and enable
traffic flow during the tourist season. 2. A indoor public pool would be great. 3. less abandoned
buildings and vacant lots. 4. Fewer homeless and less vandalism and theft. 5. more local medical
services so people dont have to go to Victoria or Nanaimo

5/23/2019 10:03 AM
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73

1. A more attractive town centre 2.Summer eating establishment on main beach 3.Keep the
recreation centre open 4. Control over developers

5/23/2019 9:19 AM

74

a) Residential areas older than 10 years, outside of the City core should pay lower property tax
and the newly built residential areas should pay more, because the infrastructure expansion
should not be shared by those who lived here before. b) Parksville by-law enforcement processes
should be amended to task by-law officers to patrol areas where home based businesses are
operated and enforce b y-laws. Present laws only investigate cases where neighbours file
complaints re-excessive noise, tow truck operations with several vehicles in driveways, garden
maintenance etc. A disadvantaged neighbour who files a formal complaint with the city is put in an
uncomfortable position by blowing the whistle and now being bullied and abused by the business
operator whose focus naturally turns to his or her neighbour, fully aware that the otherwise nice
neighbourhood is disturbed by commercial activities that should be in operated in commercially
zoned areas. c)Parksville operating budget continues to grow annually. Never has there been any
public announcements about achieving high cost savings by scrutinizing department budgets and
eliminating inefficient activities. It is common knowledge that the cost of hydro generated electricity
will escalate due to Site C cost overruns. Thus the City should focus on installing solar powered
lights and energy storage in public buildings, street lights and parking areas, especially since cost
of solar equipment continue to decline. Lowering property taxes will attract people to move here.
Restoring confidence and trust int he local politicians will benefit the community we live in.

5/22/2019 12:28 PM

75

1. Provide supportive housing for the homeless. 2. Attract more doctors 3. Improve bus
transportation 4. Build a public swimming pool 5. Save the old growth trees.

5/22/2019 11:56 AM

76

Continued use of community centre

5/22/2019 11:03 AM

77

Affordable rental housing, give incentive to Dr's to set up practice here, keep the community
centre- we want it and need it

5/22/2019 10:48 AM

78

1)Lower taxes. 2)Move the homeless transients out of town. 3)Crack down on lawless dog owners.
4)Slow down development. Add fees to new developments to cover water storage issues.

5/22/2019 10:48 AM

79

Affordable housing, affordable utilities, move Craig St market, more trails for walking, turf field

5/22/2019 9:57 AM

80

Less development a sustainable growth strategy not rampant greed of developers who seem to
run the council

5/21/2019 10:31 PM

81

Low income housing Safe clean drinking water Safe streets low rise only development if you must
I’d prefer none along the beach

5/21/2019 8:47 PM

82

1. Supporting the underprivileged 2. Keeping Parksville natural, not groomed 3. More middle and
lower income housing 4. Traffic management 5. Find an alternative to the goose slaughter

5/21/2019 4:17 PM

83

1. Oceaside clinic hours extended to 24; 7. 2. 222 Corfield used for low cost housing not a "wet"
facility. 3. Small buses that run in more areas and more often. 4. Have a central rec centre on the
lines of Juan de Fuca. 5. Sell small "green spaces, read weed patches" and use money for trails or
enlarging and improving parks.

5/21/2019 12:39 PM

84

green spaces (connected), employment and business opportunities, safe community, less traffic
(possibly a by pas corridor) enhanced community park with connecting green ways to otehr areas
of the CoP.

5/21/2019 10:37 AM

85

Improve services at Oceanside Clinic. More control of new housing. Deal with water shortage
which is directly related to too many new homes. Traffic needs to be dealt with, especially
downtown.

5/20/2019 5:38 PM

86

Slow down the development until better infrastructure is put in place.

5/20/2019 1:11 PM

87

1. Clean up the derelict motel at the beachfront. 2. 24 hour health care facility. 3. Greater police
visibility. 4. Better street lighting in the older neighbourhoods of the city. 5. A sidewalk along
Morison between Finholm and Acacia so that the school children do not have to walk on the road.

5/20/2019 11:03 AM

88

1. Island hwy between Pym and Bay avenue needs to be twined. 2. Parksville needs a indoor
Aquatic center 3. abandoned buildings in the downtown need demolished, and taxes increased to
reduce real estate speculators. 4. Developers need incentives to build affordable multistory
condos or apartments on the vacant land downtown. 5. Parksville needs a larger off leash dog
park

5/20/2019 9:22 AM
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89

Slow down development. Pass animal bylaws that protect animals. Build low income/tiny houses.
Help for the homeless. Environmental protection. The current mayor and council seem to be
deeply reactionary, no ban on plastic bags, kill geese so that one kind of plant can survive while
the rest of the planet is dying.

5/19/2019 7:54 AM

90

1)establish a Planning Department that has some sort of esthetic vision for this community.
Currently that is not being demonstrated 2) restrict the housing developers 3) select a section of
the downtown core and start to fix it up with above mentioned ideas, trees, improved facades,
removal of sandwich boards, small parkettes 4)come up with a vision and plan for the waterfront
area, from the Beach Club, towards Rathrevor. 5)take control of what it is you want to see done.
Why is it that Qualicum seems to be able to control the goings on? Get Berwick back on side for
that eyesore empty lot.

5/18/2019 11:28 AM

91

- own recreation road map that drives the regional district - walking/biking trail from resort area to
downtown - improved park management and tieing together of green spaces - sound management
of the supportive housing - ensure development matches services

5/18/2019 9:06 AM

92

1. break away from the RDN & keep those tax dollars under our own control & determine our own
destiny 2. our own hospital & active recruitment of physicians 3. recreational centre 4. annual
curbside pickup of large items (appliances, furniture) to avoid illegal dumping 5. widen highway to 4
lanes between Temple & Pym

5/18/2019 9:00 AM

93

A indoor Olympic size public pool. A larger off leash dog park. At least 90% of all the vacant
buildings or land in the downtown area should be under construction, or finished constructing multi
story buildings with commercial businesses on the ground floor and residential on the upper floors.
A reduction in vandalism on petty thefts by transients. At least a 50% increase in the amount of
small or medium size businesses operating in the city of Parksville.

5/17/2019 11:11 PM

94

Public Pool better library off leash dog park

5/17/2019 9:55 PM

95

improved public transit, affordable housing for younger families and seniors on fixed incomes, etc.
improved recreational facilities, improved access to health care, specifically family physicians.

5/17/2019 9:37 PM

96

I would like to see improvements to bylaws relating to animals updated. It is unconscionable that
there are no bylaws relating to long-term tethering of dogs. Also that laws regarding dogs riding
unsecured in truck beds are not being enforced. The PCCC must remain a viable operation. Lowcost rental housing should be a high priority, because the folks who are helping and serving the
more affluent can't afford to live here.

5/17/2019 3:57 PM

97

The derelict building at the beach should be removed or used. The streets and sidewalks in the
downtown core should be enhanced to look more attractive. Also in the summer a water fountain
to fill your water bottle should be installed at the park, along the boardwalk and at the community
centre. There should be additional RCMP and Bylaw officers. Parksville should have more doctors
an be a place that is sought out by doctors to live in. Perhaps it could also be where all the
specialist have offices. Continue to have public parking lots so that Parksville can remain a local
island day attraction.

5/17/2019 11:58 AM

98

Safety in neighbourhoods and parks Increase number of family doctors in region . Work with RDN
and neighbouring communities to have recreation for all. Keep taxes low and housing affordable
Preserve natural environments and highlight.

5/17/2019 12:24 AM

99

Have a closer relationship with Provincial and Federal government agencies apart from what they
think we need; infrastructure to match the current and future growth even if it means not what we
need now, but will in the near future. (No scrambling/arguing/committees upon committees); lots of
amenities to attract/keep young people and their families; more involvement of churches/non-profit
org's in population needs (i.e. have their youth group perform in a park instead of in their hall)

5/16/2019 1:46 PM

100

Better tree protection bylaw. Tree buffers around subdivisions for example Despard and Highway
4 and along coast highway. Increase Development Cost Charges to provide revenue for park
maintenance and public land purchases. Reduce GHG emissions.

5/16/2019 8:24 AM

101

As a volunteer with the SPCA specifically I would like to see the BSL bylaw repealed and replaced
with more effective bylaws e.g. Surrey or N.Cowichan. Adopt standard of care to be include in
bylaw - ensuring animals have access to food, water, shelter, vet. care and not suffering by being
tethered. Bylaws to prevent dogs in hot cars - high penalties. Permanent ID for cats - so many
stray cats at the SPCA cannot be traced back to their owners due to lack of ID. Please consider
the above to update the bylaws to show we care about our animals that are in our care.

5/16/2019 8:08 AM

102

Remove 222 wet house Replace with senior supportive housing More police members Make our
town safe again

5/15/2019 6:21 PM
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In the short-term, I believe housing, as well as healthcare, need to be addressed and expanded.
Some residents have floated the idea of a treatment center in or around Parksville to help combat
the opiod crisis. Perhaps the city might be able to make use of government funding/grants for the
implementation of these kinds of projects. Balancing expanded business opportunities and
environmental sustainability are also topics that are important to me.

5/15/2019 4:06 PM

104

laws to keep animals safe, RCMP having authority to check on any animal reported as neglected,
locked-up in a small cage for 8 hours or on a short lead tied to a dog house. Seems no one feels
they have the right to report it and if they do no one has the authority to do anything about it in a
safe manner, therefore, it should be an addition to our local RCMP / clean-up our city / rather see
a re-habs than $ spent offering drugs and needles to those addicted / more involvement to public
in choosing where funds go to improve road conditions (ie: why our Island hwy has short one block
areas that narrow to two lanes back into two lanes slowing crazy increased traffic down to a
standstill at times, let's keep our tourists & locals moving ..

5/15/2019 10:37 AM

105

Updating animal by-laws, enforcing those and other by-laws, dealing with the homeless and
transient population (and all the result issues that are connected such as crime, garbage dumping,
etc.), restricting growth and destruction of natural spaces

5/15/2019 7:30 AM

106

1.more tourist attractions.2.more teenage jobs and things to keep them busy.3. a theater like we
used to have!4.water activites at the beach.5.another swimming pool for winter.

5/15/2019 7:13 AM

107

Performance stage, beach improvement, parking downtown. Safety and security, attract new
businesses, men’s clothing store, and more family homes, and seniors housing

5/14/2019 9:25 PM

108

Affordable Housing. Preservation of natural habitat. Limitations on growth. Getting a new sports
complex. Make it feel safe.

5/14/2019 8:04 PM

109

take care of crime, drug problems and water supply for our future.

5/14/2019 5:23 PM

110

Better snow removal, clear the sidewalks

5/14/2019 5:00 PM

111

More affordable living. New grads, seniors and working class need affordable apartments. Fix the
homeless situation Used needles everywhere

5/14/2019 3:26 PM

112

1. Curtail building until we secure a water supply to provide for everyone, e.g. tap into Cameron
Lake. 2. Buy up land along the waterfront for community use. 3. Stop the herring fishing along our
coast and get rid of fish farms. 4. Provide micro houses for low income residents who are willing to
stay clean of drugs and who make efforts to better themselves and contribute to society. 5. Get
adequate mental health counselling for drug addicts and an Injection Site so needles can be
disposed of properly.

5/14/2019 3:21 PM

113

1) More police. We've had incidents right in our neighbourhood of theft, vandalism and even a
stolen bike left in our yard. 2) enforce the speed limits through downtown and the Ocean Side hwy
3) water management: training civilians how to respect water - as stated above 4) more support for
the homeless, persons with mental health issues and addiction. 5) MORE TREES! (love the
alligator bags used in summer to slowly water and protect the trees we do have); maybe more
alligator bags! lots of them!

5/14/2019 3:03 PM

114

Resolve the beachfront plan and bulldoze the derelict, eyesore motel in favour of tourism and
community related products and services (without eliminating the view/community accessibility;
Bring to reality, the integrated health care model and process initiative being developed by the
"Perfect Storm" group and support its use as an incentive to increase access to primary health
care services. Resolve the Rails to Trails initiative and support efforts to make the trail a focal point
and an economic engine for the community; Establish Parksville as a welcoming fully functioning
Hi Tech hub and an incubator for entrepreneurs and their potential employees in that sector Begin
the process of creating an Oceanside public transit system that reflects the different seasonal
needs and demands of the broader community base. Create a more welcoming entrance to the
city ... the Orange Bridge is not reflective of the image we want to present or the efforts made
elsewhere coming into Parksville on 19A

5/14/2019 2:52 PM

115

Community olympic regulation swimming pool. Desperately needed. A hospital.

5/14/2019 2:09 PM
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Protect our trees against fire. They are so dried out each summer that one mistake could lead to
disaster. Should we cull dead trees to prevent them becoming fire fodder? A report from fire
experts would be good to see. Do not close our PCCC. It is a gem used by so many community
groups and is a disaster meeting point. Every community needs a community centre and ours is a
very attractive and functional one. Address our water shortages each year. Is it caused by too
much growth? Perhaps control the speed of building? Entice a few more family doctors to town so
there are enough to take card of our population. Hopefully find a solution to the beach eyesore
without allowing tall towers. Limit it to 4 to 6 storey buildings with lots of space between. We are
not Vancouver.

5/14/2019 2:08 PM

117

A limit to further development. Maintain green space. Work towards building a hospital.

5/14/2019 1:26 PM

118

water/dis-continue round abouts/increase speed limits to 60Km/hour/control gas prices-how can all
different gas stations charge same price per gallon(can't be the case !!)

5/14/2019 1:21 PM

119

Make sure that any future development is not putting huge restrictions on our available water. We
clearly don’t have enough in the summer to sustain a lot more homes

5/14/2019 11:11 AM

120

Repair the roads. Curtail more building. Licence cats. Have a pedestrian street. Public
washrooms.

5/14/2019 10:33 AM

121

Improved accessibility to having a physician. A second walk in clinic to avoid long waits in the
current one. An attractive seniors centre to replace the inadequate centre provided now.

5/14/2019 10:31 AM

122

Restricting new residential developments; encourage businesses and restaurants to open here
(Ricky's is a good start); paint the "orange" bridges. First thing travellers see and they are faded
and rusty.

5/14/2019 10:29 AM

123

crime reduction, less building,pitbull bylaw abolished

5/14/2019 9:56 AM

124

Not really qualified will try. Attract more Doctors. (tough) Really consider expansion trying to keep
some nature and character. traffic control inc noise. Expense incurred will be recovered and try to
creat a culture/ attitude of the above as opposed to P is wide open, no control and that is partially
here now. try to attract more small industry , investment, and young families. Protect the
environment any way possible ie plastic bags, litter. Protect the COMMUNITY, community is
everything.

5/14/2019 9:47 AM

125

Enforce dog bylaws. (people not picking up after their dogs). My neighbor lets her dog do it on our
lawn, and lets us pick it up. Have complained, but maybe the $50 fine would make her stop!

5/14/2019 9:31 AM

126

Hold the line on property tax increases.No hi rise development along beach.Slow the growth of
new housing .twin 19a up to pym st.Animal welfare bylaws enacted

5/14/2019 9:27 AM

127

1. Update animal bylaws for better control of animals 2. Better recycling, including curb side pickup
of yard waste and glass products 3. Better security at the park for drugs and vandalism. The
installation of security cameras. 4. No more plastic bags

5/14/2019 9:23 AM

128

More bylaw officers with actual ability to enforce and protect the community A change to BSL and
dangerous breed bylaws. A reduction in drug and needle related incidents The old motel next to
the beach club raised and some more amenities planned for that space.

5/14/2019 9:04 AM

129

Laws regarding care of dogs. They should have access to good water shelter and not tethered on
a rope all day. They should not Be allowed off leash except in designated areas. Some folks just
let them run any where as there is not enough by-law enforcement,

5/14/2019 8:39 AM

130

Bylaws that prevent the tethering of animals and leaving of animals in hot cars. Keeping the parks
free of drug paraphernalia. Attracting younger people to Parksville to help introduce new ideas to
our city. Maintain and improve access to medical treatment to our aging population.

5/14/2019 8:23 AM

131

More Parkland, pool, beach walkway extension & revamp the downtown core

5/14/2019 7:58 AM
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I would like to see Animal Protection Bylaws updated in Parksville. Improved standards of animal
care need to be adopted in the updated bylaw. These standards must include ensuring animals
have access to food, water, shelter, veterinary care, and are free from suffering by being trapped
in a hot car or continuously tethered. Standards of care are already adopted in most B.C.
municipalities. Parksville still does not have these improved animal protection measures. Qualicum
Beach and North Cowichan are great examples of appropriate animal bylaws, as is the BC
SPCA's model animal responsibility bylaw. Dogs that are tied up when no one is home on the
property face significant risks from wildlife and other roaming animals. Dogs tethered to a
stationary place and left alone risk being tangled up in the tether with no adequate access to water
or food. Standards of care also allow bylaw officers and BC SPCA Animal Protection Officers to
collaborate on nuisance files, ensuring the animal is helped as rapidly as possible. Parksville
should adopt mandatory permanent ID for cats. Permanent ID is a great way to ensure lost and
roaming cats make it home sooner. In Dawson Creek, they went from a return to owner rate of 3%
of cats before mandatory permanent ID, to a return to owner rate of over 40%. This simple bylaw
would make a big difference in helping to address the number of unwanted cats in our community.
Breed specific language (BSL) currently in the Parksville bylaw is an outdated idea that has been
proven ineffective at decreasing dog bites. The Municipality of North Cowichan on May 1, 2019
repealed their breed specific language. Focusing on responsible dog ownership decreases dog
bites. Breed specific language creates a false sense of safety. Please repeal the breed specific
language in the aggressive and dangerous dogs definition and replace it with more effective
bylaws, such as in Surrey or North Cowichan.

5/14/2019 7:34 AM

133

I would like council focus more on animal rights, including updating the bylaw to provide for the
control of animals. These would include changing the breed specific language which is proven
ineffective; ensuring animals have access to the basic necessities of life; and mandatory
permanent ID for cats.

5/14/2019 7:28 AM

134

swimming pool

5/14/2019 7:09 AM

135

1. Promote building of 'rental bldgs' rather than condos or houses. 2. Why can make our beach
better than it is now? This is the city's drawing card and needs to be for everyone. 3. Have a
theme for the city centre i.e. Merritt has murals, Chemainus has wall paintings...…….what can
Parksville do to draw visitors to the town? 4. Expand the walkway from the Community Park. Build
a bridge over the estuary; just get it done. Again, saw many cities with long walkways and bridges
going over flood areas or rivers or estuaries. 5. Longer off-road bike trail for safer travel to
Nanaimo up to Courtenay than riding on highways.

5/13/2019 10:23 PM

136

Swimming Pool and public Gym runn by the city

5/13/2019 8:51 PM

137

POOL More police/ less crime No wethouse/ facilities in downtown core More development

5/13/2019 7:58 PM

138

Safety controlled street police presence

5/13/2019 9:54 AM

139

1. Bylaws surrounding camping in parks and leaving garbage 2. Needles- Only retractable needles
be given out 3. Plans for REC centre 4. extend boardwalk 5. Safer community feel

5/12/2019 9:48 PM

140

As above

5/12/2019 3:19 PM

141

Housing - I know that the community is divided on whether or not to provide supportive housing to
the homeless, be they addicted or not. But I am on the side that we have an obligation to help as I
don't want them sleeping on the street and begging. Affordable housing and by this I mean
affordable for those whose income is near the poverty line. Doctor Shortage, if there is one. Do
more on the issue of climate change, not just at City Hall but in the decisions Council takes that
have climate change implications - e.g community education - promote using the bus instead of
driving to Nanaimo. Are we prepared as a community? Are we doing our share? A cost review of
services and administration. Where can there be cost savings ? Are taxes getting to high?

5/12/2019 11:27 AM

142

Keep our tax's low . Encourage more builders along 19a and clean up the mess we all see every
day .

5/12/2019 8:45 AM

143

Maintaining the community park and beach as is. More parkland and trails. Realistic development,
no more empty shops and a more concentrated downtown core, more living space in town. Safety
and security for residents and visitors alike- crime seems to be getting out of control!

5/10/2019 4:13 PM

144

The waterfront community park enlargement and stopping the high rise hotel development.

5/10/2019 4:07 PM

145

1) Parksville being a Drug Free zone 2) Beachfront Growth with buildings and residential areas
instead of old buildings. Connected to Parksville city. 3) Recreational facilities and a pool for
families

5/10/2019 2:56 PM
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Crime reduction Reduce or eliminate homelessness Increased environmental protection...no
plastic bags.more recycling and composting options Accountability of mayor and council to keep
promises and stay focussed on the issues that got them elected. Responsible growth focussing on
at least maintaining current level of green space and park areas; at most increasing these things

5/10/2019 12:08 PM

147

Maintaining parks and outdoor areas. Keeping the streets clean and safe. Offering events
throughout the year. Regular bus routes. Things for youth to do.

5/10/2019 7:47 AM

148

-Housing density. Permit the construction of towers, condos, townhouses. -Crime. Get rid of these
homeless drug addicts who are just here for handouts and to steal from us. -Decreased property
taxes. -A plan to attract high tech industries and businesses. -Year round tourism industry.

5/9/2019 6:40 PM

149

Recreational facilities -- as recommended by the commission Housing for all -- from supportive to
middle income Careers that will support families Infastructure that will support our increased
population (roads, water, sewers)

5/9/2019 3:10 PM

150

better use of development land, affordable housing to keep people from being homeless, extend
the boardwalk to Rathtrevor, provide off hours security for public places

5/9/2019 1:10 PM

151

Downtown development for people. serviced industrial land for business growth. more
accommodation being built. more apartment units and better transportation from the surrounding
areas like Coombs and Errington

5/9/2019 11:06 AM

152

Safety in our community Develop Bldg/ land (old hotel)next to Beach Club. Address the increase of
homeless / drugs Mandate that developers have adequate trees on real estate being built Maintain
a reasonable tax rate for property owners

5/9/2019 11:04 AM

153

1. More water supply/reservoir 2. Get rid of the old hotel on the beach, it’s a stain on Parksville 3.
Upgrade and keep the community Center! 4. Plant more trees in the new developements, this is a
responsibility of the developers and the city should mandate this in the permits 5. Repair/upgrade
the board walk, consider extending it over to the Bayside Resort.

5/9/2019 10:58 AM

154

1 Being very smart in how our taxes dollars on spend . 2 Getting all sectors , departments in city
hall running very efficient . 3 Finding area's that are not very cost effective , making improvements
. 4 Finding ways to save money in the operations of Parksville. 5 Being responsible in your
actions.

5/8/2019 4:19 PM

155

1. Construct a swimming pool. This is my main priority.

5/8/2019 3:51 PM

156

Better traffic flow Reduction of shrubbery so you can have clear eyesight of oncoming traffic Don’t
mind buskers in the street, not crazy about all the beggars Imit the number of cannabis outlets
allowed

5/8/2019 1:37 PM

157

1) Community "clean-up" building 222 wont change the fact we have drugs rampage here, which
turns to theft to support. We can't keep doing the same thing because it is not working 2) better
resources for our community, help for those who need whether it be mental health, a family Dr or
supporting small businesses 3)Better policing, I feel they are stretched thin and lack empathy and
understanding, maybe because they feel helpless to i am unsure 4) Our town needs more
Affordable housing, Housing should not break a family, the rental rates are higher then a
mortgage, there needs to be something that can work. People are caught between food or shelter
and that should not be the case.

5/8/2019 9:56 AM

158

Speed up the process to put vacant property to good use. How long has the lot beside Mcdonald's
been empty?

5/8/2019 9:26 AM

159

Housing, dogs off some beaches, better medical facilities (a new lab is needed), another major
grocery store, more traffic police.

5/8/2019 9:07 AM

160

1. Water storage. 2/3/4. Decide what PK should become. 5. Build a pool/multi-plex as this should
be part of whatever the city becomes.

5/7/2019 10:42 PM

161

1. work on bringing a swimming pool / recreation complex to town. 2. clean up the eyesore on the
beach - by this I mean the old Parksville Beach Motel that is in a sad state of disrepair 3. re-instate
the bare root tree program that was in place several years ago - new trees were available from the
city to residents to plant in their yards at a nominal cost 4. work with other agencies to deal with
the "homeless" issue 5. work with the RCMP to do something about the escalating thieving
problem

5/7/2019 10:18 PM

162

A community centre that meets more needs such indoor sports for all ages especially young
people, where do young people go to meet, this is government of tomorrow treat it well.

5/7/2019 5:34 PM
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Hold property taxes to a minimum ie no more than 2% per year. Trafic calming on hwy through
town but not by allowing parking.

5/7/2019 5:25 PM

164

1. Community Center 2. Recreatin Center with pool, curling rink 3. No more trees cut for residential
development 4. NO more beach development...city should be buying waterfront property and
making the area accessible to residents and tourists...walkway expanded, parks 5. Provide low
cost housing for those who need it.

5/7/2019 2:40 PM

165

Deal with the crackheads/criminals and rampant theft Revitalize the waterfront strip where old
motel is Create vagrancy laws Implement restorative justice Do away with Parking Infraction
ByLaw Officers (bigger fish to fry)

5/7/2019 2:33 PM

166

1. Close the homeless camp for drug addicts on Corfield. 2. Make the Corfield residence for
homeless working people. 3. The community park needs 24 hour policing. 4. Foot patrols in the
downtown area by the rcmp. 5. Like Nanaimo RCMP just did take repeat offenders, put them on
the ferry banning them from the island.

5/7/2019 1:18 PM

167

1. Attract new doctors in the area Bynum offering facilities which young people would find
attractive. 2. A fitness centre. A hockey arena is very limited for an entire population. 3. City
Council’s meeting being televised by Shaw Cable as Nanaimo does so people can keep abreast of
what is being decided.

5/7/2019 12:24 PM

168

Stop urban deforestation, develop green spaces, and use off-channel, upland reservoir storage on
rivers & streams as a water source. The new water treatment plant is not going to do the trick.
Everybody seems to see this except the politicians.

5/7/2019 10:35 AM

169

1. Take care of our truly homeless and less fortunate. Yes, 222 Cornfield is a very good example,
our community leaders need to support the professionals who want help. 2. Maintain and advance
sports complexes both indoor and outdoor. 3. Support seniors and their interests, it's a
fact...seniors represent a high % of our population let's make sure they are taken care of here. 4.
Support our amazing resort businesses. 5. Encourage by example from our Mayor and Council to
be kind and welcoming neighbours, to our citizens and neighbouring communities.

5/7/2019 10:32 AM

170

Community safety, availability of children’s programs, stream/river conservancy, water
conservation for our droughts(some sort of incentive to put in rain storage units), housing for low
income families

5/7/2019 10:30 AM

171

More availability of social Services, a small hospital, and an improvement on the negativity

5/7/2019 9:32 AM

172

through traffic rerouted away from the park area

5/7/2019 12:09 AM

173

Prioritize to keep tax increases below inflation. Examples: we don't need 3 Bylaw Inforcement
Officers, nor do we need to spend ~$300K on a "Parksville Map" App when Google Maps has
already done this for us.

5/6/2019 10:24 PM

174

Stop 222! A medical walk-in clinic. More policing. A plan for a recreation facility including a pool,
the children need this. Seniors housing, simple small suites to keep it affordable.

5/6/2019 8:09 PM

175

Our water supply,

5/6/2019 7:41 PM

176

New fire hall Swimming pool Track upgrades Better amenities at Community Park, i.e. food,
bathrooms, stage More trash receptacles properly maintained

5/6/2019 5:39 PM

177

1. Adequate water. 2. Clean, natural parks. 3. Pedestrian and bike friendly. 4. Low rise housing
development. 5. Urban forest maintenance.

5/6/2019 5:16 PM

178

Get that resort on the beach demolished and the grounds cleaned up. City should purchase the
land and make it into a park with food trucks, rental items for the beach, etc., Put in more bins
around the city especially at all green spaces. More bus shelters with seating - it rains here and
need cover while waiting and seating for seniors Affordable housing in the area for under $1000
that will allow pets. Seniors need companionship.

5/6/2019 3:18 PM

179

1- Affordable housing for all ages 2-Work for the 20-30+ age group beyond entry-level positions 3Support for community programs, recreational and cultural 4- Attention to environmental
sustainability; preserving the natural environment we live in here 5-Support for moving past
carbon-based fuel; let's make Parksville a green zone

5/6/2019 3:17 PM

180

Breakwater for the beach Extend the boardwalk Remove the beaches rocky areas More sidewalks
Increase the speed limits all the way on 19A

5/6/2019 2:31 PM
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Urban tree preservation Maintain green urban gardens - allow more watering Shrink taxes and
staff (small government) Encourage building of small inexpensive houses instead of large
expensive houses and condos -- less luxury, more practicality, a front door and a garden for each
small house, for small families.

5/6/2019 11:37 AM

182

1. I would like to see new dedicated pickle ball courts for the area. 2. Improved street conditions in
a few areas, (Pym St ). 3. Enact some bylaws to encourage developers to leave some existing
tree growth or incorporate new trees in their development plans. 4. Encourage the owners of the
derelict motel property by the park to do something to clean up that area. Maybe tax penalties ???
5. Start working on a sports facility that would include a pool.

5/6/2019 10:13 AM

183

hold the line on taxes keep better control of assets and replacement schedules REALLY develop
an overall theme to development tax the heck out of vacant buildings downtown bylaw to make
vacant land downtown be used as parking lots to avoid huge taxes on vacant land

5/6/2019 8:44 AM

184

Improved building codes (for greener new homes). More parks Programs for the poor Programs for
small business Improvements on recycling and composting

5/5/2019 11:56 PM

185

The 20 year old male homeless community dealt with Approve some sort of development at the
beach Relocate the curling club and use the building for an indoor market

5/5/2019 11:36 PM

186

Protect Parksville Bay from any high-rise high density development. Adopt an Urban Forest Bylaw
to preserve trees on both private and public property to assist in growing the City's urban forest for
reasons such as climate change adaptation. Build upland storage reservoirs along the Englishman
Rive.

5/5/2019 4:52 PM

187

An informed environmental plan for how the town needs the be planned, replanned. Water needs
realistic and addressed. Provide generous mental health facilities for all ages (We are going to
need that BIG time--teacher in the district here!) Overlapping and complimentary services within
the schools and community. More accessible outreach for those in need. There WILL BE MORE-so plan for it.

5/5/2019 4:52 PM

188

A Recreation (Rec Centre)!!! Cancer care and treatment facility in Parksville. Large numbers of
people are having to pay to travel and find accommodation in Vancover/Victoria. Wait times are
HUGE. Build a Cancer treatment Centre. Education - classes are too big and 2/3 of the class have
VERY complex needs. Safety - patrol the beach after 11 and stop the filth and hazards of needle
users. Development (we need a big Walmart or a Costco with a gas bar)

5/5/2019 4:19 PM

189

- avoid traffic calming. Maple Ridge councils focused on TC for most of the 20 years I lived there,
and moving from one end of town to the other is extremely frustrating. It's difficult to get errands
down without taking a long time, and becoming exhausted there. I'd hate to see that happen here.
- if we do establish more housing, choose developers who are going to truly make it affordable. I'd
prioritize this over new, more expensive housing developments. We keep saying how much we
need affordable housing, but I'm not really seeing it materialize. - preserve and maintain, rather
than develop generally - especially in the bay - keep up with capital projects around water,
sewage, gas and power.

5/5/2019 4:17 PM

190

1) Less development & no high-rises 2)Additional tree plantings & enhanced natural areas 3)Full
service hospital 4)New swimming pool 5)Pedestrian bridge to community park

5/5/2019 2:21 PM

191

Again read above

5/4/2019 11:38 PM

192

Give support to 222 Corfield. Sort out problems with community centre (next to City Hall) Both
curling club and lawn bowling club have requirements for extraordinary one-time only expenditures.
Assistance from City would help.

5/4/2019 8:27 PM

193

Sports complex built Plastic bags banned Laws in place to protect trees. No more clear cutting for
developers. Parksville should be governed by Parksville not RDN Boulevard trees planted in all
neighbourhoods

5/4/2019 4:56 PM

194

Stop construction until we have more than adequate water supply. As to "green" items - 1. stop all
"new builds" from using black roofing material. 2. Garbeurators are water "hogs". Stop allowing
installation in spec builds. - Phase out in 5 years. Build a pool. A lot of building has happened on
RDN property - they need to foot most of the build.

5/4/2019 12:33 PM

195

More control over development; more understanding and support by city administration and
council, for volunteer organizations who create the opportunities for residents to enjoy our city;
continued control of city expenditures, to keep tax increases per resident minimal.

5/4/2019 12:25 PM

196

underground services, downtown activities , cleaner beach

5/4/2019 12:19 PM
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Reduce crime Get homeless and drug addicts of street Complete the proposed plans for stage and
seating at community park Remove and developed all empty lots and dilapidated buildings Build a
movie theatre

5/4/2019 11:57 AM

198

reduce "strip mining" approach to development; maintain views by having tallest buildings at the
highest points of the community rather than by the beach; stop accelerated tax increases to
seniors on fixed incomes by reducing unrealistic expectations - we should not be providing "big
city" services - people who want them should move to "big cities".

5/4/2019 9:58 AM

199

Reduce taxes , have a By-Law department that actually searches out infractions rather than wait
for complaints, rather than doing a drive-by and "showing the flag", while munching on fod-stuffs!

5/3/2019 10:15 PM

200

1. Dealing with the crime 2. Atttracting more doctors to the area (walkin clinic) so we don't have to
to go Nanaimo or Courtenay for medical care 3. Recreation facilities - pool? 4. Green space - don't
overbuilt and don't turn Parksville into a concrete jungle 5. Attract more businesses to the area

5/3/2019 8:50 PM

201

Clean up our city of drugs Find housing for low income families Feel safe in community

5/3/2019 7:16 PM

202

More facilities for seniors. Encourage more doctors to move here. Dial-a-bus for ALL seniors.
Open up curling rink facility for public activities for everyone. Use large gravel parking lot in
community park for daytime RV parking (will bring in more business for Parksville). Employ local
students in summer for tourism-related jobs.

5/3/2019 6:49 PM

203

Increased capacity of sewage disposal. Pickleball complex, preferably at the Community Park or at
least at Springwood Park. Indoor multiplex sports facility. More doctors. Limit construction of new
homes until additional infrastructure is built - roads, parks, recreation complexes, schools, medical
facilities.

5/3/2019 4:50 PM

204

1]Prevent high rise along waterfront at all costs! 2]No high rises along beach! 3]Continued walking
trails in the new wetlands. 4]Improved access to medical care.(no doctors) 5]Trees planted in new
developments to keep our city green!

5/3/2019 4:30 PM

205

Run an efficient city hall, support re-development on the beach, work with groups who provide
events and services rather than putting up road-blocks, work with the volunteer board at the
Community Center to make it more profitable.

5/3/2019 4:24 PM

206

Rid our streets of drug use, needles, etc. and panhandlers More police slow development slow
traffic beautify

5/3/2019 4:09 PM

207

Make the city safe again, remove the scum who think it is ok to use and leave their drug
paraphernalia around childrens playgrounds, reduce the crime rate, respect the current residents
instead of respecting developers who haven't contributed to the community yet.

5/3/2019 1:46 PM

208

The Community Parks and more recreation facilities ie: a swimming pool.

5/3/2019 11:35 AM

209

Opiate crisis delt with Homelessness taken care of Crime wave non existant Tourism back up
Parksville safe again

5/3/2019 10:01 AM

210

Stand up to provincial government and get rid of "wet houses" to replace them with low income
subsidized family dwellings. In order to help people who honestly are trying to make a better future
for themselves. Seriously commit to have large Olympic sized swimming pool to attract swim clubs
from across Canada and bring in income to businesses. Develop French Creek to have
Fishermans Wharf as a viable tourist attraction and place for shopping and mixing with community
with planned events. Develop downtown Parksville to have more green spots with flowers, trees
and benches. Hopefully the building of those "wet houses" will not put off Berwick and Stanford
building more homes for the seniors so if they do build then it would be nice to see some paths,
gardens for the Seniors to walk or wheelchair through. Have referendums for people to vote on
upcoming projects that benefit the whole community. I feel completely sandbagged by the
provincial government in their forcing their will on us by council allowing to have wet houses. I feel
betrayed by our Parksville council and have lost faith in you to do the right thing for the citizens of
Parksville Build aCinema for the young people as well as Seniors.

5/3/2019 9:58 AM

211

Reduce/slow urban development. Preserve natural trees. Remove transient drug addicts. Manage
water services to fit population without needing to build dams and reservoirs to provide enough
water to the rapidly growing city. Make parksville safe again.

5/3/2019 9:57 AM

212

1) do not build down by the beach, but remove those old, dangerous buildings (where the Island
Hall was?) 2) What’s with that messy lot over by the Health Centr? 3) more out-patient services
are needed here so re-habbing patients don’t have to travel so far to receive necessary follow up physio, speech therapy etc. 4) night time security down at the community park 5) more doctors!!!

5/3/2019 9:29 AM
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I'm most worried about the increase in crime and with the 222 site I see it getting worse

5/3/2019 9:04 AM

214

Combat homelessness

5/3/2019 8:35 AM

215

Affordable Housing, much better recreation facilities ,care for under served with focus on health
care and rehabilitation,

5/3/2019 7:50 AM

216

Pool and recreation centre. More electric car chargers.

5/3/2019 7:11 AM

217

Affordable housing, especially rental housing. Protection of our beach and park areas. More local
health services and additional family physicians. Improved recreation facilities.

5/2/2019 8:52 PM

218

1.ban all wood burning appliances 2.plant more trees not cut them down 3. make downtown core
pedestrian 4. NO more high rise buildings especially on the waterfront 5. 5 year terms for city
admin employees

5/2/2019 6:25 PM

219

Approve and start construction of a rec center and pool. Mire activities for kids and teens. Some
bylaws that would encourage revitalization and the right kind of development downtown. Some
drug treatment and mental health programs and support

5/2/2019 6:23 PM

220

1 We have a drug issue not a homeless issue...something has to be done 2 Clean up
downtown...cigarette butts, garbage with more flowers and tidier garden beds in front of
businesses 3 a safe community 4 clean up the beach...this is a tourist town

5/2/2019 6:21 PM

221

1. swimming pool 2. track 3. affordable housing for minimum wage earners 4. get rid of Parksville
Beach Motel and beautify the area 5.

5/2/2019 5:36 PM

222

Solar energy in all homes. All plastic turned into new products. No more plastic bags available in
any store. All streets with new lighting like the ones on Temple street. More funds to community
police and RCMP.

5/2/2019 5:29 PM

223

Rec centre with pool, clean beach, sidewalks, clean up abandoned buildings and empty lots. No
panhandling! Find a better water system and garbage collection

5/2/2019 4:53 PM

224

Safety for residents A safe walking area that takes more than 10 minutes to complete Eyesores
like the “broom factory “ next to the old repo depot and the boarded up atrocity next to the Beach
Club gone Restaurant/ coffee shop in Wembly Mall

5/2/2019 4:51 PM

225

Pool, ask Stanford Place to improve its outside (landscaping) appearance. Emphasis on business
involvement in keeping their premises welcoming.

5/2/2019 4:07 PM

226

1. Develop plans to build a community centre. Check out Foster Park after dark -- youth have too
few places to hang out, for one thing. 2. Encourage the construction more affordable housing so
we can grow our economy with more young people. 3. Don't miss the opportunity to secure
beachfront land for public uses. Is it too late to acquire the old motel site? 4. Improve current park
maintenance. 5. Work on solving our health care crisis, including mental health services.

5/2/2019 3:49 PM

227

NA

5/2/2019 3:35 PM

228

1. Beach development, 2. in force vagrancy laws and deal with dangerous needles possible safe
injection site. 3. Building and landscaping directives to promote west coast beach identity 4
improve visual entrances to city especially along Alberni including landscaping around Salvation
Army building which is unattractive

5/2/2019 2:15 PM

229

Artificial turf fields for soccer, football, lacrosse, 2. Improved beach design. 3 No more high rise on
the beach as they block the sun for 6 months of the year.

5/2/2019 1:53 PM

230

Slower growth, improve the water system, upgrade our long overdue sewer system.

5/2/2019 1:44 PM

231

Track fixed at the high school. Help police deal with travelling homeless and travelling criminals.
New green spaces and parks included with all these new developments. New pool\recreational
facilities in Parksville. Stop the incredibly stupid plan to house addicts together while allowing drug
use to continue in the new Corfield complex, this is much needed space that needs to be used for
local homeless residents and low income families on the verge of homelessness. A small town
with no emergency department is not the place for a treatment and recovery centre.

5/2/2019 1:37 PM

232

Keeping the community centre open Building a new sports facility & swimming pool Clean up on
the beaches Keep the curling rink open

5/2/2019 1:02 PM

233

stop crime, end homelessness, become small business friendly, enforce traffic laws, treat citizens
as well as the tourists are treated

5/2/2019 12:40 PM
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234

Housing for all, not just white entitled residents. Civic engagement rather than narrow-minded
bigotry. A sensible plan for development rather than the mindless acquiescence we see now. A
ban on non-residents holding elected office.

5/2/2019 12:09 PM

235

1. I would like to see the empty lots dealt with. The one near the beach, the one near the library,
the one near the conference centre.2. I would like to see more bylaws protecting trees so
developers will not clear cut lots. 3. I would like to see a pool built in Parksville. 4. More bylaws
dealing with noisy trucks going through town. 5. I would like to see 222 Corfield turned in to
affordable housing.

5/2/2019 12:06 PM

236

preservation of what is left of the natural spaces around Parksville, tree bylaw, and community
services

5/2/2019 12:04 PM

237

Raise the taxes rather than increasing the housing

5/2/2019 12:02 PM

238

Clean up the mess next to the beach club resort

5/2/2019 11:59 AM

239

affordable housing, affordable food, affordable gas,

5/2/2019 11:13 AM

240

Get rid of street people. Bring some real Doctors to the clinic. Keep the beach park clean and safe.
Build more single level affordable seniors housing. Build more affordable seniors rental properties.

5/2/2019 10:57 AM

241

Affordable housing with priority on rental housing. Same as above.

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

242

Seek, approve and expedite projects to provide affordable housing for all ages. Provide
recreational and social activities for young people. Ensure trees are planted on private land in
exchange for those that were cut down for building. Get more sidewalks put in so town is more
walkable. Help doctors set up practices here by making it economically feasible to do so.

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

243

Reduce the population so there is water and trees. Getting more people is just a way to get cheap
customers at the expense of life style. Parksville is all about money.

5/2/2019 10:33 AM

244

1. Environment - cycling, pedestrians, no plastic bags. Encourage businesses to provide bike
lockups and electric charging stations. One of your jobs is to promote environmental
consciousness in the community. 2. Tourism - is our mainstay. Make the town attractive - huge
fences along the old Island highway make the place look like an armed camp. Encourage
businesses that provide something to do after 5:00 pm 3. Improve traffic by creating a route away
from the water 4. Encourage rental only housing. 5. Assess what kind of work you can promote to
encourage young families to come to/remain in our area.

5/2/2019 10:21 AM

245

1. Stop commercial development along the water. 2. Stop residential development along the water
3. Increase green spaces and keep what exists today. 4. Slow traffic and make streets safer for
pedestrians and cyclists. 5. Support affordable places for community groups to meet and
participate in a wide range of hobbies and learning.

5/2/2019 10:10 AM

246

Freeze development

5/2/2019 8:53 AM

247

Low income housing Safe bike lanes utilized Substance se faculity City land purchased and built
on more Eyesore boarded up motel on beach destroyed

5/2/2019 8:40 AM

248

1. Balanced budget with low property tax increases. 2. Support affordable housing for low-income
earners. 3. Regularly maintain parks and recreation areas. 4. Curb overspending of tax dollars. 5.
Listen more to your electors.

5/2/2019 8:34 AM

249

1)Safer community. 2)Affordable housing 3)Greener attitude, encourage business & developers
and the community. 4)Health, enlarge Oceanside, encourage more Dr’s to our beautiful town.
5)Developed more Park spaces for everyone, if you are going to keep increasing the population
you need more, parks, tennis, pickle ball, basketball courts, ball diamonds etc.

5/2/2019 8:22 AM

250

Buildings no bigger than 6 stories, Oceanside govt - no RDN,Parksville/Qualicum - all one , indoor
pool, hospital, sewage treatment plant improved.

5/2/2019 8:14 AM

251

LOW INCOME HOUSING, EYESORE ON THE BEACH, KEEP THE PARKS AND REC AREAS
THE WAY THEY ARE MAINTAINED NOW. EXPAND FACILITIES FOR MORE RECREATIONAL
ACTIVITIES.

5/2/2019 8:03 AM

252

No removal of trees or wooded areas. Much less residential construction. More respect for wildlife.
Improved traffic flow and improved parking downtown.

5/2/2019 7:48 AM

253

Leaving the beach alone. Less vagrants in town, puts people off

5/2/2019 6:31 AM
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254

(1) More parking in downtown Parksville and down in the Park (2)More affordable housing (3)
More homeless shelters (4) A Detox centre for people with mental and drug issues (5)A way to
encourage more doctors to come and set up a practice

5/2/2019 6:04 AM

255

1. More doctors 2. Fewer people camping in vacant lots 3. A healthier retail trade 4. Better traffic
policing 5. Cleaner public spaces

5/2/2019 1:35 AM

256

Homelessness strategy Harm reduction strategy Family recreation enhancement Green initiatives
Straw and plastic bag ban

5/2/2019 12:45 AM

257

1. Building of a rec centre which includes a gym and a swimming pool 2. Clean up of the parks and
town in relation to needles and drug issues 3. New local businesses including more variety in
restaurants with a mixed zoning approach

5/1/2019 11:03 PM

258

222 corfield eliminated More police Improved snow removal Listen to the people and abide by what
they want

5/1/2019 10:44 PM

259

Swimming pool, swimming pool, swimming pool, swimming pool, swimming pool.

5/1/2019 10:34 PM

260

Get rid of the old motel on the beach Encourage business opportunities and employment at a
living wage Ensure water supply is adequate for population growth Work

5/1/2019 9:05 PM

261

Roads, bike paths, a good trails' book for the tourist to use like Port Alberni which is very clear and
informative. Accommodate Berwick because we are a Retirement community.

5/1/2019 8:51 PM

262

Ban pan handling or make it illegal to give street people money. Build a swimming water complex
complete with wave pool and water slides. More movies at the community center so people get
used to the idea of going there for movies. Get rid of all the rocks and pebbles on the main part of
the beach. Create ambiance at the beach with artist kiosks and an indoor/outdoor pub.

5/1/2019 8:36 PM

263

1. Remove vagrants! 2. If crime continues, create a curfew for the youth. Crime drops remove the
curfews. 3. More focus on Volunteering. So many retired people and yet so few community groups.
Walking clubs with a focus on garbage pick up. 4. Better road maintenance. New developments
going in are tearing up the roads and laying down a patch work of pavement..... It’s becoming a
third world country of bumps and potholes! 5. Audit all departments. Ensure money is being spent
properly. Bonus 6. Create a commission that seeks the bet ideas from other communities. Things
that work and things that don’t. Develop a City based on solid, proven ideas. Always improve!!!

5/1/2019 8:30 PM

264

Environment awareness. Financial prudence. Small business support.

5/1/2019 8:28 PM

265

1. Environment, especially mitigating the effects of climate change. 2. Ensuring we keep green
space and wetlands. 3. Take care of the estuary. That is it.

5/1/2019 7:58 PM

266

New hospital Downtown development New stage in beach park area.

5/1/2019 7:20 PM

267

Lower taxes; access to Mayor & council members; keep parks clean and in great shape;

5/1/2019 6:46 PM

268

More consultation from the voters. More transparency also. By law enforcement increased. Health
care OHC enlarged with parking spaces added. More doctors.

5/1/2019 6:35 PM

269

A swimming pool, more low cost housing.

5/1/2019 6:33 PM

270

Free bus service for seniors Fewer cars on the roads More doctors No more empty commercial
buildings being allowed Stop hiking the rates

5/1/2019 6:29 PM

271

Clean up the crime More By law enforcement clean up the homeless More police officers on duty
day and night

5/1/2019 6:13 PM

272

Regulate homelessness and crime prevention - this has to stop -

5/1/2019 6:11 PM

273

Traffic amelioration. Parks development. Low cost housing. Better health care. Better downtown
area.

5/1/2019 5:42 PM
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274

1.business investment especially in the downtown area - live work opportunities 2. expansion of
recreational activities 3. keep tax increases to a minimum in fact I would like to see a zero tax
increase for the next three years. An evaluation of services currently provided should be
undertaken if contracting out services to reduce costs are necessary then so be it. 3. encourage
growth so as to broaden the tax base to help achieve a zero increase in taxes. 4. streamline the
bureaucratic process to speed up approvals there is too much how do we stop development
instead of how do we encourage development. If necessary instruct staff to have this attitude when
dealing with applicants . If not get rid of them and hire staff with a solution oriented attitude 5.
encourage developments with a cross section of affordability levels. Encourage subsidized
housing as long as tenants contribute at minimum 50-60% from their own pockets. Keep your
systematic replacement of infrastructure within the terms of no property tax increases and do it by
encouraging development, streamlining(speeding up) the process. There is far too much
emphasis put on why you can;t or should not undertake projects rather than looking for solutions
to enhance the community. people who are against development

5/1/2019 5:23 PM

275

We hear about the need for recreational facilities for youth. Youth should not need to be
entertained. Encourage volunteerism.

5/1/2019 5:18 PM

276

Attracting Family Doctors Accessible gym A real plan for a manageable growth Focus on
beautifying full waterfront area

5/1/2019 5:04 PM

277

Parks and infrastructure maintenance. Promote more use of the community centre building.

5/1/2019 5:04 PM

278

Controlled housing development

5/1/2019 5:00 PM

279

1. More apartments buildings built to accommodate those who are unable to afford a detached
home or a condo. 2. Improved hospital and Doctor services. 3. More focus on the needs of the
majority of citizens rather than on non-productive transients (homeless drug addicts).
4.Enforcement of the existing city bylaws. 5. A clean and vibrant core.

5/1/2019 4:42 PM

280

1. tear down derelict buildings along Island Hwy. 2. remove those horrid chained link weed patches
that are dotted among Parksville streets..nothing is being built in these things...plant trees instead!
3. Clean-up crews need to be in place to keep our streets and green spaces CLEAN! 4. NO MORE
tent cities popping up...i.e. on Jensen...the homeless/transient need housing...or a YMCA type
venue...where they can stay while in our community 5. Very uncomfortable feeling with the amount
of people sitting against buildings looking for money!

5/1/2019 4:24 PM

281

The water issues should be fixed. I can't stand the smell around French Creek and there are often
water shortages. Council should view these as concerns for businesses as well as residents. Too
often the residential owners have to pay the brunt of the costs for infrastructure upgrades that
businesses get exempt from. This isn't a fair distribution of costs.

5/1/2019 4:15 PM

282

A five year plan to meet the needs of this burgeoning community That is a tourist destination and
builds on that equity , and reflects an open approach to live work and play

5/1/2019 4:03 PM

283

Cut back on the development of housing units which are destroying the trees and environment
which is affecting the wildlife which was here long before us. We need to learn and develop better
ways to co-exist with the wildlife. Any development must protect the natural habitat and the
underground water supply and creeks, which until lately have been bulldozed over.

5/1/2019 3:51 PM

284

1) balance of social needs and growth needs. 2) work to resolve issues of homelessness 3)
support for commercial sector. 4) Improve audio visual facilities at community hall 5) keep debt to
a minimum,

5/1/2019 3:41 PM

285

A rec center with pool Housing- a balanced approach Homelessness- really address and provide
services needed to help people Ensure that the existing services stay funded Ensure we have fire
and police services that meet the size of population

5/1/2019 3:36 PM

286

Deal with the dilapidated motel on the beach front in a limited growth proposal. Develop a
downtown core centred on the community centre, Craig Street area, and Moliet and Miles as east
west boundaries. Increase policing to accommodate growth and increase in crime obvious in
Parksville. Expand recreation opportunities for young folks, focus on the potential of the
springwood area and link it with a trail to the downtown core. Make the 222 Corfield project work
without expansion of homeless and low life evident currently in area.

5/1/2019 3:21 PM

287

More for families. Something done about the homeless situation. More doctors.

5/1/2019 2:45 PM

288

- no homeless people, reduce crime - Deal with high summer time traffic -

5/1/2019 1:42 PM

289

Health care, downtown improvement, increased policing/security, increased recreation, do
something with the Parksville Beach Resort land

5/1/2019 1:42 PM
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290

1. Restore and repair the Orange bridge. Make structural improvements to help it survive an
earthquake. 2. Provide supportive housing for the homeless. 3. Stop illegal dumping at Little
Mountain. 4. Renew the contract with the PCC society. 5. Increase emergency preparedness.

5/1/2019 1:25 PM

291

Homeless problem, night life, beach, forests preserved

5/1/2019 12:32 PM

292

Homeless Drug addicts Up keep of non Main Street green space

5/1/2019 12:03 PM

293

1. Affordable Housing for Families/Children. 2. Climate Change acknowledgement and programs to
support them. 3. Support of the school board to open more schools 4. Rec Centre with Pool 5.
Establishing a Population Cap like our neighbours in Qualicum.

5/1/2019 11:45 AM

294

1)New aquatic recreation centre, or updating the existing Ravensong aquatic centre 2)Enhance
walking/biking trails between Parksville and Qualicum

5/1/2019 10:53 AM

295

Be accountable to their initial stances and platforms in which they were voted in on, Community
Safety. Creating safe areas for children. Affordable housing for families. Supporting Non-profits like
Friends of Foster park that foster community and not potentially cutting grants that support these
areas. More events that foster community and utilize parks and outdoor spaces for families.

5/1/2019 10:12 AM

296

City's should only be responsible for the services that they control and should not try to be the
social conscious for the community! Downtown revitalization (city infrastructure upgrades) Safe
water supply Transportation Improvements (roads and trails) approvals of appropriate
development in timely manner policing improvements

5/1/2019 9:29 AM

297

More doctors less building less destruction of natural habitat

5/1/2019 9:07 AM

298

Have developers include greywater recycling on all new builds, don’t allow all trees to be removed,
create tiny home villages/affordable housing for all, make it safer for bicycles, create a greener
community.

5/1/2019 9:06 AM

299

Get rid of the cornfield drug house. Keep the community Center Clean the beach Cut down some
trees to give more water views to the general public waking/driving around. Get lights at the
Alberni hi way/19 off ramp - it is often impossible to turn safely.

5/1/2019 8:49 AM

300

I am deeply concerned about the problems of homelessness that have reared their head over the
past five years. I realize that the Council, on its own, can not solve those issues. But I hope that
the Council can hold the "feet" of other levels of government to the fire, so that they are forced to
pay close attention to the risk factors associated with our present homeless population: a
population that may well grow once the development at 222 Corfield is opened.

5/1/2019 8:26 AM

301

Water. Walk or bike paths plan for accessing the community. Greening of new subdivisions, make
it the developers responsibility to plant native species of trees not seedlings.

5/1/2019 8:12 AM

302

More doctors. More doctors. More doctors. (Can’t say that enough) Restrictions on the Corfield low
barrier housing— let’s not invite the criminal element that follows addicted people to this
community. We do not have the policing or medical care to handle the fall-out. Keep the clean
living small town feel, even if we grow. Make this a great place for families to live and grow—with
infrastructure focused on families.

5/1/2019 8:06 AM

303

Less developements. More spec housing. More affordable housing for those who can't afford spec
housing. A concerted effort to protect nature.

5/1/2019 8:04 AM

304

Health services for seniors and addictions/mental health please work with Island Health to prepare
an integrated plan for growth of affordable available reliable services based on growth of these
needs in this community .Pace of development in community so the resources (ie water) and
nature of the community are a priority. Crime prevention and enforcement - don’t let Parksville
become known as an easy target for breaking in crimes or tourists and seniors becoming
vulnerable victims of crimes of opportunity. Affordable housing - my past work in healthcare took
me into many local homes, so many older people cannot afford decent places to live , it was really
very sad to see many situations of deplorable living conditions - everyone needs a safe clean
place to live especially those who cannot manage financially anymore due to running out of
savings such as older seniors, low income -people on pensions which now can’t pay their basic
bills, ridiculously high utility expenses ... a caring community looks after it’s vulnerable people and
sometime it’s not the obvious homeless but the silent group hidden who have no voice. Declare a
‘climate crisis ‘ and take immediate actions ( no idle, no plastic bags, ....) showing Parksville is a
leader and provide lots of innovative education about cl8mate change so the tourists who come
here will go home educated and speaking about this amazing progressive place!

5/1/2019 7:59 AM

305

As above, plus ensure water reservoirs are adequate to support ongoing growth

5/1/2019 7:49 AM
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306

Water sewage arts recreation businesses

5/1/2019 7:19 AM

307

No government drug house! No government supported druggies! Thiefs to get caught, jailed, and
kicked out of here. Issue an immediate vacate notice to all formal council who has screwed over
the entire future of Parksville!

5/1/2019 7:15 AM

308

1. Increase policing and make Parksville a place that theives and drug users actively avoid. 2.
Address the need for some local family oriented recreation opportunities (such as building a rec
centre and pool). 3. Start encouraging and promoting developments that are aimed at family
friendly, low-mid range income households that are in town. 4. Take care of high profile vacant and
decrepit properties. 5. Provide licensing and approval for short term rentals.

5/1/2019 5:51 AM

309

Affordable housing, children and youth, climate change,

4/30/2019 11:05 PM

310

Improve downtown as written above. Improve the waterfront property. Build up the arts. The empty
property at the corner of Jensen & Highway 4A would be a great town introduction if there was a
public space plus building for art/theatre/etc. Encourage businesses that offer higher paying jobs
(NOT more resorts that mainly hire minimum wage!)

4/30/2019 10:30 PM

311

Recreation, low income housing, community events, youth support, environmental protection.

4/30/2019 10:29 PM

312

Eliminate the Wet housing at 222 Corfield. Eliminate the street people/pan handlers andd theives.
Build a leisure center. Build a small hospital. Proper transit system Focus on tourism.

4/30/2019 10:11 PM

313

Re-designate 222 Corefield. Enforce drug laws. More police on the street. More community
events. More access for elderly and disabled.

4/30/2019 10:07 PM

314

Bulidong a pool, stopping the building of 222 corfeild, clean up the grabge left behind by homeless
camps

4/30/2019 10:01 PM

315

NO WET HOUSING! PERIOD. Low income housing is a good idea as housing prices are very
high. But, absolutely no drug or alcohol abuse or violence tolerated!

4/30/2019 9:54 PM

316

A pool, no 222 corfield, a million more police, more funding for nonprofit organization like KidFest!
And more parking downtown somehow

4/30/2019 9:53 PM

317

Crime,affordable housing,

4/30/2019 9:22 PM

318

1. Build a sportsplex 2. Build a track and field with artificial turf for soccer, etc 3. Build an indoor
swimming pool 4. Pay for more RCMP police in the area 5. Develop land next to Beach Club

4/30/2019 9:11 PM

319

Definitely not weeding native sedge grass from the top of the beach... this helps maintain the
health of the beach and prevent its errosion. I tend to commute by bike so bike corridors is never a
bad thing

4/30/2019 8:51 PM

320

Housing for families.

4/30/2019 8:33 PM

321

1. Get rid of 222 Corfield- this location will destroy the town. 2. Relocate the car lots. 3. Attract
more family restaurants. 4. Extend the boardwalk. 5. Attract a movie theatre like in Sidney, BC. (
Why do we have to go to Nanaimo for this entertainment?)

4/30/2019 8:30 PM

322

222 Corfield - a dry house cleaning up the motel that is boarded up

4/30/2019 8:26 PM

323

Affordable housing projects like the one on Corfield Street are great. They are an idea whose time
has come. I’d like an eventual (sooner rather than later) ban on wood stoves since they are not
good for our health. Helping residents to learn/apply for rebates that apply to more efficient/cleaner
burning options would be helpful. Vandalism/crime. Complex issues for sure, but important to
tackle. Improved access to health care professionals/ doctors.

4/30/2019 8:26 PM

324

1 clean out homeless and beggars 2 remove speed bumps from city park/beach 3 force demolition
of all abandoned properties 4 schedule more events for elementary kids 5 schedule more events
for tweens and teens

4/30/2019 8:15 PM

325

more doctors, less houses being built, clean up the town from addicts begging and loitering where
ever they please and public defecation, a reliable water system

4/30/2019 7:45 PM

326

1. Health care services, 2. Social housing for low income, 3. Parks and recreation, 4. Removal of
derelict properties, 5. expanding municipal boundary.

4/30/2019 7:42 PM

327

Reduce crime Increase police presents Increase recreation facilities Increase attractiveness for
tourism and retirement Minimize tax increases

4/30/2019 7:39 PM
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328

Less crime, more businesses, work on community park, work on creating a city centre, eliminate
abandoned buildings

4/30/2019 7:00 PM

329

Dealing with addicts is #1,secondly looking at a cooperative living space to integrate seniors & low
income families,,My third is to mindfully develop new subdivisions,leaving some of the natural
trees in place.#4 I would like to see RCMP on bicycles doing rides around the city to make their
presence known & lastly I would like to see more transparency from Parksville council in general
on their issues that are up for debate.

4/30/2019 6:55 PM

330

Crime Control development Stop increasing taxes Have more respect for the taxpayers Have city
staff listen to taxpayers

4/30/2019 6:51 PM

331

Junkie free, housing for elderly and single parents, swimming pool, stop clear cutting all the trees
for building,

4/30/2019 6:38 PM

332

Housing Get rid of the homeless people out of town Recreation Walking trail to Rathtrevor More
crosswalks in town

4/30/2019 6:35 PM

333

pickleball courts baseball fields trails green belts safe streets

4/30/2019 6:16 PM

334

Affordable housing Improved access to healthcare and mental health services. Improved
accessibility for people with physical and development disabilities.

4/30/2019 6:13 PM

335

New sports complex with pool and water slide. More affordable housing ($1000.00 a month rent
not $1800.00 for a two bedroom apartment). Programs for addicts and people with mental health
issues encourage businesses to come to our city so employment is available for our young.

4/30/2019 6:07 PM

336

222 without drugs Policing and enforcement of rules No more chemicals on lawns Environmental
protection - beaches, trails, etc.. Low income rentals - drug free - for seniors on a pension and
families

4/30/2019 6:00 PM

337

Affordable housing, not subdivisions. Transition to a carbon-free economy (shifting focus to
renewable energy and phasing out use of oil and gas). Protection of our beautiful environment
through limiting housing development and banning single use plastics. Attract businesses focusing
on technology and innovation

4/30/2019 5:52 PM

338

Maintain our beautiful parks (not by trucking in sand to the beach however!). Protect green spaces.
Keep taxes reasonable; not increasing Council's salary would be a good place to start. Maintain
critical infrastructure like sewers and water pipes. Support worthwhile non-profit organizations in
the community.

4/30/2019 5:35 PM

339

Indoor recreation space, increase building height, waterfront walkway extension to connect from
French Creek to Rathtrevor

4/30/2019 5:28 PM

340

Pool, ownership of Curling Rink, maintaining the PCC, roads to continue to be kept in good order,
more senior housing.

4/30/2019 5:25 PM

341

security and safety, get help for the addicted and mentally ill people that will continue to be part of
the community

4/30/2019 5:14 PM

342

security, safety, tourism, beach preservation, pool

4/30/2019 5:13 PM

343

Change the purpose of 222 to low income housing; get a hospital and better medical services;
need more doctors; need less thefts and safer streets; concentrate on commerce not residential
building

4/30/2019 5:01 PM

344

Sports Facilities in Parksville: rubber track, pool starting construction a community gym/workout
facility. Affordable housing Cleaning up the town

4/30/2019 4:57 PM

345

Recreation center, less housing, less taxes, get these homeless people in accommodation to stop
the crime. More police.

4/30/2019 4:50 PM

346

Enhance downtown core ( beautification, and support for local businesses), look into swimming
pool ( cost, how many people would use it ect), lessen homeless population, better recycling
program, LED street lighting,

4/30/2019 4:44 PM

347

1. Reduction in crime and transients 2. housing for the working poor. 3. Stop the fireworks at
residents homes 4. Increase the number of grocery stores etc to meet the need of the growing
population.

4/30/2019 4:29 PM

348

Affordable housing Activities to do Cleaning of the beach and city

4/30/2019 4:25 PM
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349

1. Recreation/fitness center (accessible by transit). 2. Improved public transit or an Uber-type
service. 3. Public safety. 4. Not allowing high density buildings to block water views from the Island
Hwy. High density should be at higher elevations (where they still get the water view). 5. An area
(?stage) in the community park for live entertainment/concerts, outdoor fitness, etc.

4/30/2019 4:05 PM

350

water, sewer, garbage collection, recycling

4/30/2019 3:51 PM

351

Location for pool, plans and funding approved

4/30/2019 3:45 PM

352

Infrastructure, community safety, tourist amenities parks boardwalk etc, reallocate 222 Corfield to
an area that isn’t around children and schools and families. Also address the homeless and drug
addict situation that is plaguing Parksville.

4/30/2019 3:44 PM

353

Curtail development along the waterfront. Open a youth centre and fund a coordinator. Re-focus
the Community Centre so that it offers programs for all ages rather than primarily being an
expensive rental facility. Build a year round performance space. Make dog owners responsible for
their pets rather than continue be breed restrictive (check Nanaimo's policy re Good Canine
Neighbour Program).

4/30/2019 3:42 PM

354

Addictions,, need programs and services but away from Parksville. Less building permits. More of
a Community focus e.g. Community Centre. Clean up the downtown core. Don't close the
Community Centre as we have now. Closely monitor 222 Corfield Ave. Hoping not a fiasco.

4/30/2019 3:40 PM

355

Clean up our city! Shut down 222 Corfield. It has already attracted more addicts to town! There’s
more now than I’ve ever seen! Build a swimming pool in Parksville.

4/30/2019 3:39 PM

356

I would like the RCMP and bylaws input into how we can work together to keep the needles and
trash out of our town and green spaces. I would like the Council to help differentiate between
homeless people and addicts and the services each requires. I do not believe they are one and the
same. I would also like some input as to why we have had a sudden rise in crime. Obviously some
of the culprits have been here for years but we seem to have become suddenly attractive to a large
new population. What is bringing them here and how can we address prevention. I would like focus
placed on attracting young people to our town so they feel welcome. I would like us to help find
builders who are able to provide some lower cost and family focused multi-family rentals that can
only be accessed by residents and not used for Air B&B.

4/30/2019 3:28 PM

357

Environmental protection Plastic free Drug and homeless free Family friendly

4/30/2019 3:24 PM

358

Get Crime under control. 2.comtrol the developers... limit development 3 Build new transportation
routes through city due to uncontrolled development new sports facilities such as a curling rink and
pool

4/30/2019 3:21 PM

359

Downtown revitalization, Direct connection from downtown to the beach, continue to improve
infrastructure such as road works, bike lanes etc. and be more environmentally responsible re
plastics and preserving the beach and keep pccc

4/30/2019 3:15 PM

360

Downtown beautification, road past Temple Store, make town less enticing for homeless by choice
(drug addicts), community pool in Parksville

4/30/2019 3:05 PM

361

serious environmental requirements for building construction, limiting large projects and exact
adherence to the Community Plan, Aquifer storage and recovery, protection of our existing parks,
strong support for 222 corfield.

4/30/2019 3:02 PM

362

Affordable housing initiatives that may require financial incentives for developers - in partnership
with the Province or Feds where possible. Consider shifting $ away from the Downtown Business
Association to filling the role of an EDO for the City. Encourage, through example and by-laws
where appropriate, good environmental stewardship. This includes not waiting for the Feds or
Province to institute regulations around single-use plastics. Construction bylaws that require more
emphasis on water conservation. Acquisition of more parkland within the City boundaries.

4/30/2019 2:59 PM

363

Recreation, more physicians, affordable housing

4/30/2019 2:53 PM

364

The property beside the Beach Club development go ahead and to not be afraid of the Ney sayers
who don't want any change or buildings too tall. I'd rather see a talker building with more green
and public space on that site in particular

4/30/2019 2:52 PM

365

- long term development plan - garbage sustainability -impact/fallout of drug use and
homelessness on tourism -maintenance of beach and recreation areas for all

4/30/2019 2:52 PM
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366

Drug users getting treatment. Safety for residents through increased police presence. Affordable
housing for single people and young families. Invigorated downtown core with new job
opportunities.

4/30/2019 2:50 PM

367

Affordable housing. Recruiting more doctors. Keeping the beach available to everyone. Slow down
construction of huge houses. Build houses that locals can afford.

4/30/2019 2:35 PM

368

Pool, multiplex, crime, development of property by beach club

4/30/2019 2:34 PM

369

The downtown core for one. Build a rec center. More board walk from Rath Trevor to temple.
Better roads. Stanford ave is a joke. We need a hospital.

4/30/2019 2:32 PM

370

Drastically reduce Crime with greater policing. Stop street people harassment/begging. Clean up
and enhance public spaces. Increase healthcare facilities/doctors. Support tourism.

4/30/2019 2:28 PM

371

Making 222 Corfield a dry property Keeping all of our parks safe for our children Good recreational
facilities such as a swimming pool A vibrant Community Centre Gathering Place Affordable
housing for our young families and seniors Managed development and growth Adequate parking
for employees who work downtown without taking up the parking for consumers.

4/30/2019 1:56 PM

372

Recreational centre, homelessness, crime prevention , affordability for current residents of
Parksville, more funding to schools

4/30/2019 1:56 PM

373

Healthcare increase to match demand and action a plan that ensures continued growth/change as
needed.

4/30/2019 1:53 PM

374

Changing 222 corfield to low income housing Increase police presence Family activities Promotion
of local businesses

4/30/2019 1:52 PM

375

1. Clean up the streets/green spaces!! 2. Affordable good housing for the hardworking people &
seniors who deserve it! 3. More trendy/fun shops restaurants in the downtown core. 4. Protect our
green spaces & stop clear cutting them to build houses. 5. Get our schools back to the quality they
used to be; how can teachers teach when all they do all day is try to manage destructive
behaviours. The classrooms are a disgrace, there needs to be a major over haul.

4/30/2019 1:42 PM

376

Medical centre with doctors. We currently go into a Nanaimo for medical care and for shopping.
More development for seniors.

4/30/2019 1:38 PM

377

Street calming such as the small roundabouts on busy side streets like Chestnut and better city
planning . I want to see a city that flows . Lights at the base of exit 51. I want to see council ensure
that when developments are approved there is enough parking so no one parks on the streets.

4/30/2019 1:37 PM

378

Clean up the Beach. Attract more doctors. Clamp down on whatever 222 Corfield brings in the
way of disruption. Get the dug addicts off our streets....no shooting up in public places. More
recreational opportunities.

4/30/2019 1:37 PM

379

Clean up homeless ,transients Create new facilities for our future kids Make it a town that
companies want to bring there businesses to to keep people local for shopping Make it hard for
homeless to want to come here with stricter bylaws we won’t put up with it so they move on Hold
people accountable for there choices

4/30/2019 1:35 PM

380

Homelessness

4/30/2019 1:34 PM

381

Parks, boardwalks, trails, infrastructure and beautifying the community. Getting more doctors to
come - by offering accommodation for first year on a 5-10 contract.

4/30/2019 1:31 PM

382

1-Reducing crime, 2-Closing the supportive housing complex, or at least changing the type of
residents allowed to live there. 3- Slowing down development. 5- Be extremely thoughtful with any
re-zoning. Look at the future. We don't want Parksville to become another Surrey.

4/30/2019 1:29 PM

383

Improve the downtown core. More recreation events in all seasons. Improve the beach area.
Permanent small coffee/food at the beach. better sign coming off the hwy to Parksville

4/30/2019 1:27 PM

384

Boardwalk, remove motel east of the beach club, loop hiking trails, encourage festivals (music
fest, artist fest etc.),

4/30/2019 1:22 PM

385

homlessness created problems affordable housing seniors activities parks and community spaces
traffic

4/30/2019 1:21 PM

386

Fitness centre with pool and track etc. Crime decreased Movie Theatre Revitalize downtown

4/30/2019 1:21 PM
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387

I would like city council to show true leadership and work WITH BC housing not against it to
address the unaffordability of this city amd housong issues. Work WITH the province to invest in
drug rehab centers (we need one here!) and mental health treatment. Increase overnight policing.
Increase education of citizens to reduce the number of people who leave their valuable unsecured.
Invest in young families - rec sevices are badly need. Stop kicking the can down the road.

4/30/2019 1:20 PM

388

Reduced crime, reduced homelessness, health services to address addictions, affordable and
increased options for housing/rentals, thriving business

4/30/2019 1:18 PM

389

1. Crime reduction. We can't have a beautiful city if we have property crime at the rate we have it
now. 2. Medical. More GP's should be enticed to hang their shingle out in Parksville. 3. Less Social
Services structuring and more gentrification. If our downtown looked more like Banff than Port
Alberni, we could see a rejuvenation of our small city.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

390

Some type of regulations around development to save the green spaces. Despard area was
clearcut and it's awful. There could have been some type of green space dedicated, but I'm
assuming the developers paid to not leave any trees. Make policies about council members who
run closed groups on Facebook which incite negativity to certain groups of people. Affordable
Housing Recreation plan for users of all ages which involves a plan for a new centre or some type.
Fix the track at Ballenas.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

391

Expand boardwalk, replace run down beach motel, rec Centre for community.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

392

Healthcare, low income housing, banning single use plastic bags, retaining community spirit

4/30/2019 1:13 PM

393

More mental health, drug rehabilitation centers, homeless opportunities, more kindness overall
instead of exclusion and ridiculing

4/30/2019 1:10 PM

394

1) get rid/help homeless 2) clean up the gross building beside the beach club 3) better highway
cleanup (old highway)

4/30/2019 1:07 PM

395

Remove homeless shelter under construction on Corfield Street. Remove homeless from streets
including garbage and tents. Keep the city and beach clean for locals and tourists. Cut down on
crime. Increase local business.

4/30/2019 1:07 PM

396

Doctors Jobs Housing Crime/Homelessness

4/30/2019 1:01 PM

397

More rcmp, better roads, clearing snowy streets faster and all streets

4/30/2019 12:57 PM

398

Crime Open drug use Making Parksville a safe and pleasant place to live again

4/30/2019 12:53 PM

399

Sports complex, pool 25-50 meters, track, movie theatre,

4/30/2019 12:45 PM

400

Move the homeless back out. Get rid of the sketchy people that make it impossible for me to feel
safe at night.

4/30/2019 12:43 PM

401

No druggies Combat theft Plan development in the core Invest in the youth and families More
sports fields

4/30/2019 12:41 PM

402

Recreation centre and pool top priority. More doctors More bike paths

4/30/2019 12:40 PM

403

1. affordable housing, for everyone, young, old and disadvantaged 2. more activities for the
younger residents 3. people that are unlike ourselves, ie. people without homes, being treat with
dignity and respect 4. restrictions on building heights along the waterfront 5. a variety of types of
building, ie. not just cookie cutter subdivisions that have been clear cut.

4/30/2019 12:39 PM

404

theft; homelessness; low income housing; leave the beach alone;

4/30/2019 12:36 PM

405

Stop the wet housing, incorporate parks into new developments, move the transients on, reduce
theft, reduce drug use

4/30/2019 11:58 AM

406

Water, Water, Water and therefore sustainability in changing climate, that is partly happening by
increased density in Parksville and the hardscape and lack of trees.

4/30/2019 11:52 AM

407

Top most priority is adding more housing and keeping housing low so that young families have a
chance at owning a home. Secondly, crime must be combated. reduction of crime and making
communities safe is important.

4/30/2019 11:25 AM

408

1. City beautification and focus on 2. recreation, preservation/acquire space dedicated to green
corridors, 3. pedestrian and cycling infrastructure. Also, 4. collaboration with non-profits to provide
a greater variety of housing (for all) and 5. allowing taxes to rise to accommodate these types of
initiatives because we are worth of it and otherwise, who is going to want to/ be able to live here?

4/30/2019 10:35 AM
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409

*Crime - more downtown presence of RCMP or hire more *Recreation - need more facilities
*Protect our beach and parks from vagrants/garbage/needles/campers/vandalism *More low cost
housing for families/working singles

4/30/2019 9:35 AM

410

1. Beautification of the gateways to our city. Island Highway East from the Orange Bridge to
Downtown and Alberni Highway from Oceanside Health Centre to downtown especially could use
large trees and boulevard or median improvements. 2. Improved social cohesion and citysponsored events year round. 3. Increased property taxes on vacant or abandoned properties. 4.
A commitment that all new roads or road improvements will contain facilities for
pedestrians/scooters and cyclists as well as cars. 5. Encourage more affordable housing and infill
development by streamlining the development process and providing tax incentives to develop.

4/30/2019 9:35 AM

411

1. Figure something out to attract technological companies to help attract bright young people. 2.
Continue investing on our City - The City looks nice, but could improve. I am sure people would be
willing to pay an extra $20-$50 in taxes to give the City the ability to keep up the good work. 3. Let
the run down motel develop by the community park. Looks awful.

4/30/2019 8:44 AM

412

Doctors; single-person accommodations; park / green maintenance; a place for the homeless to
go in the daytime that has counselling, classes, computer usage - like Our Place in Victoria;
seniors' activity centres like a pool.

4/30/2019 8:24 AM

413

More trees. Stop beach development and degradation. Affordable housing. Water storage.

4/29/2019 9:02 PM

414

Doctors, revitalization of downtown, traffic calming, trails walking and for bikes, city owned
property used for housing etc.

4/29/2019 7:39 PM

415

homelessness / vagrancy Finish projects from master plans (trails and connectivity) moderate
growth Downtown revitalization Core Public Services including Public Safety Services (Police / Fire
/ Bylaw)

4/26/2019 5:16 PM
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Q8 Are there other priorities important to you? Please tell us what they
are and why they are important to you?
Answered: 329

Skipped: 96

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I would like to see makings on the road long before a school zone right up to the school. I have
seen this in several paces in the U.S. and it's very effective if you don't know the area or just a
slow down reminder.

6/18/2019 2:50 PM

2

Complete 19a as four lane from city limit to city limit. Lots and lots of trees are needed. When a
tree is removed replace it with at least 10 trees near the spot or elsewhere in the city or out along
a watercourse in the RDN.

6/18/2019 2:12 PM

3

develop old parksville beach motel area

6/18/2019 12:13 PM

4

overall embracing leadership, making community a priority in infrastructure and events

6/18/2019 11:57 AM

5

walkable communities, no tall buildings on waterfront

6/18/2019 11:50 AM

6

facilities that give activities to all ages

6/18/2019 11:47 AM

7

Humane treatment of those who can't help themselves

6/18/2019 11:42 AM

8

When we are away we miss our friends, people

6/18/2019 11:38 AM

9

Continue to make council available to the public and then have them act on suggestions, COPS
project was a good thing, bring back and make Parksville safe again

6/18/2019 11:33 AM

10

worried about the trees and water supply, less building

6/18/2019 11:25 AM

11

Anything to do with sound - cultural sharing

6/18/2019 11:15 AM

12

Island feeling. Stop the freescale deterioration and urban sprawl

6/18/2019 11:07 AM

13

no

6/18/2019 10:49 AM

14

Doctors, health care need help

6/18/2019 10:45 AM

15

no plastic, needle management, affordable homes

6/18/2019 10:34 AM

16

Council should not rely on the Salvation Army to be the only "human face" in parksville

6/18/2019 9:39 AM

17

cut fewer trees, replace those that are cut

6/18/2019 9:33 AM

18

let other voices other than business be heard, support all of your volunteers.

6/18/2019 9:27 AM

19

Drop in places for seniors and low income makes for a village

6/18/2019 9:21 AM

20

designated pickleball courts

6/18/2019 9:11 AM

21

low income housing, shelters for homeless people, training and support for homeless and addicted
people

6/18/2019 8:55 AM

22

housing for the needy and affordable housing

6/18/2019 8:46 AM

23

Opportunities for young people to live and play here. Youth often find themselves with little to do
here. Sports fields and winter facilities would be important. Look at long term implications of
growth, including infrastructure needs. As a very long term residents of Parksville, I don't want to
keep paying for developers to get rich and the City to add a few tax dollars and my taxes
constantly going up to pay for more police, fire, ambulance and other services that are already
past optimum capacity.

6/17/2019 8:04 PM

24

parking spaces

6/13/2019 3:35 PM

25

I like things to be beautiful and clean

6/13/2019 3:31 PM

26

To continue to be welcoming to all types of people

6/13/2019 3:13 PM

27

Caring for low income people, housing , feeding, clothing

6/13/2019 2:38 PM
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28

meals for the homeless and people that use food banks

6/13/2019 2:33 PM

29

To the extent possible, maintenance of fiscal prudence.

6/11/2019 2:47 PM

30

Let our parks stay undeveloped so that we can appreciate nature bot development. aim for dent
wages and more permanent jobs to enable wokrers to be self sufficinet.

6/10/2019 8:15 PM

31

Enhanced walking and cycling trails; Improved walking safety by providing more sidewalks, a
downtown car free area etc. (to reduce dependence on cars, reducing pollution and encouraging
healthy lifestyles)

6/10/2019 5:26 PM

32

Do something with the eye sore next to the beach club resort

6/10/2019 4:07 PM

33

The three I listed in #7 are the ones important to me with more doctors being available the most
critical.

6/10/2019 9:51 AM

34

not at this time

6/9/2019 9:18 PM

35

The beachfront is very important. That's why tourists come to Parksville. The Community Park
feels like it operates at capacity. Highrise buildings shade the boardwalk and make it slippery in
the winter. They also make 'their' part of the beach feel private rather than public.

6/9/2019 8:59 PM

36

homelessness because it can make some people feel unsafe on the streets deal with abandoned
properties because it looks very bad

6/9/2019 5:41 PM

37

It is important to me that we work to be the most compassionate and caring place that we can. It is
important to me that I feel that we are living to our best capacity … that we are being kind to those
who are suffering, that we hold those with financial capacity and will accountable to assist us in
creating a safe and engaging community that does not leave people behind. We are only as strong
as our weakest member.

6/9/2019 2:56 PM

38

Council must be transparent and be seen to listen and to vote on the concerns of it's citizens. The
vast majority of citizens at public meetings regarding the Beach Club were very opposed and said
so unequivocally yet that Council approved it. Hopefully, that will not be the case with this Council.
We will watch and see.

6/7/2019 11:02 PM

39

Water supply protection. For obvious reasons.

6/7/2019 9:14 AM

40

Improved recycling to include yard waste

6/6/2019 6:53 AM

41

Expanded healthcare due to our aging population. Convert our railway lines to trails to encourage
tourism.

6/2/2019 2:23 PM

42

respectful civil discourse without inflammatory rhetoric

5/31/2019 5:04 PM

43

not really

5/28/2019 11:08 PM

44

My wife and I are concerned about the 222 facility and the fact that our community lacks the
police, firefighter/paramedic and hospital facilities to deal with a facility of this size. We have
recently moved from the Mainland and know how stretched these services are in dealing with the
current drug crisis. Firefighters on the mainland who are often the first responders, even though
we’ll trained in providing anti drug injections, are so taxed that many spend every shift dealing with
overdoes and are beginning to struggle with PTSD issues themselves. We understand this is a
recovery centre and are fully supportive of second chances and helping hands but would like to
see rules in place that deal effectively with those who would abuse the opportunities afforded
them.

5/28/2019 1:49 PM

45

Limit Commercial vehicles to main streets,not residential streets to ensure safety of local citizens
using feet or Walkers or bikes.

5/27/2019 2:30 PM

46

Keep the beach front with low rise buildings. Now more towers on our beach. I don't think tourists
should take priority in our beaches over residents, so high towers which are for the benefit of
tourists and not residents is not right.

5/26/2019 2:17 PM

47

dedicated Pickle ball facility to reduce waiting times. Attracting Doctors to Parksville. Do not allow
building homes out of character with existing neighbourhoods (high density homes). Keep tap
water generated in Parksville for Parksville. Reduce dependance on RDN

5/25/2019 11:07 AM

48

More pedestrian crossings on 19A (Bagshaw)...I'm getting too old to Frogger across the highway
avoiding traffic to get to Eat Fresh...but if you could install the stream with the logs instead, that
would be cool...no need for a crossing then.

5/25/2019 11:04 AM
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49

Youth need things to do. Attracting businesses/facilites that can provide that and keep kids
engaged in town.

5/24/2019 11:14 AM

50

Ensure that the community centre remains operative. That is an important part of our community.

5/23/2019 12:06 PM

51

public pool / more doctors

5/23/2019 10:03 AM

52

Affordable rental housing for low paid workers that keep the town establishments going.

5/23/2019 9:19 AM

53

Maintain the feeling of friendliness.

5/22/2019 11:56 AM

54

With so many older citizens it would be great to have a more modern and usable seniors centre.

5/22/2019 11:03 AM

55

Stop clear cutting for big developers - looks ugly Set up treatment centres for addicts

5/22/2019 10:48 AM

56

more housing for families with lower income, Craig Street is ugly and hot, use our beautiful beach
property, 1/4 or 1/3 utility billing (getting too expensive)

5/22/2019 9:57 AM

57

Green spaces,

5/21/2019 10:31 PM

58

Keep Parksville small and sweet I’d hate to see it become so expensive Affordable affordable And
I live independently in my own home I’m lucky I’d like others to be able to have this

5/21/2019 8:47 PM

59

- protecting the ocean and sea life from tanker traffic and other pollution threats - a city pool

5/21/2019 4:17 PM

60

More policing including active ticketing of cyclists and jaywalkers. More police patrols to stop the
petty crime in and around Parksville. As Parksville has grown so has the crime rate and the lack of
enforcement of so called "minor" offences. The police are stretched too thin.

5/21/2019 12:39 PM

61

Health care

5/21/2019 10:37 AM

62

Oceanside Clinic can't handle the increase of the population. Senior housing.

5/20/2019 5:38 PM

63

See above

5/20/2019 1:11 PM

64

We need to attract more doctors and health care practitioners to ensure that all residents have
health care access without having to go to Nanaimo or Comox or Port Alberni.

5/20/2019 11:03 AM

65

1. Island hwy between Pym and Bay avenue needs to be twined. 2. Parksville needs a indoor
Aquatic center 3. abandoned buildings in the downtown need demolished, and taxes increased to
reduce real estate speculators. 4. Developers need incentives to build affordable multistory
condos or apartments on the vacant land downtown. 5. Parksville needs a larger off leash dog
park

5/20/2019 9:22 AM

66

It would be nice to require that any new residential building have underground water storage and
rain barrels for summer and solar panels and whatever else is (or will be) energy/water efficient.

5/19/2019 7:54 AM

67

Really all of the above. I think Parksville is an embarrassment, and that is the feedback I’ve
received from people visiting, and finding nothing to do and nothing to see and people who, have
wanted to set up businesses here, but there was nothing available to give them the esthetic that
they needed to have a successful business. It’s important because I love small communities and
supporting them. I enjoy Qualicum and love Duncan. Everyone I’ve talked to over the years do not
shop in Parksville. It was suggested at one of the OCP meetings a few years ago, that Parksville
should become a destination location, suggestions were to create a “foodie” district. Encourage a
boat builder to set up business that will draw interest. Those were two suggestions that I thought
were excellent. But right now nothing is set up to encourage restaurants or craftspeople to this
location. Flag making is another possibility

5/18/2019 11:28 AM

68

1. widen & repave Sanderson at Foster--currently refilling the pot holes not working & it is too
narrow 2. public washroom facilities downtown

5/18/2019 9:00 AM

69

A indoor Olympic size public swimming pool. More affordable housing, such as rents under
$1000/month or condos under $250000.

5/17/2019 11:11 PM

70

More doctors

5/17/2019 9:55 PM

71

See above.

5/17/2019 3:57 PM

72

Another area dedicated to an off leash park. The only one Parksville has gets so crowded that it
sometimes doesn't feel safe to have my dog of the leash.

5/17/2019 11:58 AM
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73

Sense of security of our seniors, walk the dog in the evening without feeling creepy; refresh
beaches to attract more walkers/gawkers; more compliance officers to keep our beautiful
environment as good as it can be; bike/scooter patrols with visibility vests to help when needed;
Get Public Health to "get outta the house" and go to the people. When the homeless need medical
assistance, it appears to be private org's i.e. Manna, who provide "medical assist in a bus" kind of
services.

5/16/2019 1:46 PM

74

Climate change adaptation. Forest fire management plan. Water resource protection. Protection of
what is left of ALR. These priorities are important because life and community health is dependent
on a healthy environment.

5/16/2019 8:24 AM

75

I would like to see fireworks banned altogether as the wildlife especially the young birds in nests
are often startled and fall out of their nests only to starve to death afterwards. Same for fawns, etc.
Keeping nature the way it should be is important.

5/16/2019 8:08 AM

76

No

5/15/2019 6:21 PM

77

Maintaining a lush, green, and beautiful city has always been appealing to me. City staff are
currently doing a great job of keeping our parks clean and inviting. I believe it's important that we
continue to fund the aesthetic maintenance of our town, particularly to benefit our tourism industry.

5/15/2019 4:06 PM

78

care for our elderly better, have more involvement in those that do not have Family to advocate for
them ...

5/15/2019 10:37 AM

79

none right now

5/15/2019 7:13 AM

80

Crime seems to be on the rise and we need to address it

5/14/2019 9:25 PM

81

I would like to see public input on a consistent basis. the mayor's round table and COTW meetings
are great ideas. Truly transparent council is desirable...

5/14/2019 8:04 PM

82

Taxes too high for amount of new growth in our city.

5/14/2019 5:23 PM

83

No more high rise buildings along the waterfront

5/14/2019 5:00 PM

84

No

5/14/2019 3:26 PM

85

We should ban single use plastic bags, drinking straws and styrofoam in our town. We must make
an effort to reduce our garbage. The more people that move here the more garbage is produced.
Little Mountain is a prime example and there is also dumping going on outside of town in the bush.

5/14/2019 3:21 PM

86

Neighbourhood watch and safety programs. I believe it is important to know your neighbours, keep
an eye out on them. Especially in extreme weather, or emergencies. This has always been
important to me as during my work career I was an emergency planner/disaster and security
coordinator

5/14/2019 3:03 PM

87

Dealing with the above six major issues will be more than enough for me. Avoid endless delays
created by studies and committee reports. Don't let Council get bogged down in minutia and
endless debate

5/14/2019 2:52 PM

88

None.

5/14/2019 2:09 PM

89

Needles in the park is not acceptable. I understand we want to help the hopeless but not at the
expense of everyone else - especially kids. Keep our beautiful city safe for all but especially kids
and oldsters

5/14/2019 2:08 PM

90

See above.

5/14/2019 1:26 PM

91

no

5/14/2019 1:21 PM

92

Leave the geese alone!! Stop wasting money on fireworks that polite the water and air. Come up
with another way of celebrating special occasions. Be in the forefront of change for the better.

5/14/2019 11:11 AM

93

Have a council that looks to what is good for the city and not the developers. Enforce owners of
properties who do not maintain them, especially the weeds and debris that they collect to clean up
their yards, etc.

5/14/2019 10:33 AM

94

Some sort of system to provide protection for animals being abused by their owners, when these
situations are brought to the attention of the SPCA. Bylaws to prevent dogs being tied up for
excessive periods, and in distress as a result, as well as other abuses that are reported.

5/14/2019 10:31 AM

95

Can't think of any

5/14/2019 10:29 AM
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96

again the breed specific bylaw. I have worked with alot of pitbulls and there is such a
generalization that they are agressive. all dogs have the potential to bite

5/14/2019 9:56 AM

97

Enough of my canadian rant....except animals are a gift, take care the best we can.

5/14/2019 9:47 AM

98

Same neighbor does not take care of her yard. Some on the street have complained, City has
come out, but you should see the mess again!!?? Bad for selling our properties. Wish City would
do something!

5/14/2019 9:31 AM

99

Animal welfare .Its important to treat all living things better than we do now.Also Parksville does
not have an actual downtown area like most small cities have.

5/14/2019 9:27 AM

100

Listen to the protests against the killing of geese and find a better alternative such as employing
people to addle the eggs. For me this is the most depressing thing about living in Parksville.

5/14/2019 9:23 AM

101

I just want to feel safe in my neighbourhood

5/14/2019 9:04 AM

102

Deal harshly we druggies they aren’t welcome in our city leaving needles All over.

5/14/2019 8:39 AM

103

Controlled development. If we can’t provide enough water & sewage treatment for new homes
restrict the amount built.

5/14/2019 7:58 AM

104

Adequate housing must be provided for Parksville's homeless population to assist these people to
live a healthier lifestyle that is integrated with the whole Parksville community rather than
separated and shunned.

5/14/2019 7:34 AM

105

A greater focus on protecting the wildlife in the Parksville area.

5/14/2019 7:28 AM

106

get rid of the drugs and make the Community a community centre

5/14/2019 7:09 AM

107

I realize homelessness is an issue but this is a National and Provincial problem that needs to
identified from them. All our cities will not be able to continue dealing with this. Those that need
help, we need hospitals to guide them. Those that wish to abuse the system, they need help but in
a different way. When we feel scared to walk our streets at night and even the daytime, this is a
problem.

5/13/2019 10:23 PM

108

The people in this city who are elderly are many. There is 8 places at Arrow Smilth lodge for Adult
day program. I would like to see another place built for an Adult day program. Naniamo shut down
it housing the homeless Parksville is building one. the homeless do not contribute to the
government. The retired seniors have contributed more than we realize. Why are we not giving
those who would benefit from a Day Program. The chance to attend? And the family's caring for
them a break? We are tax payers too.

5/13/2019 8:51 PM

109

No just above

5/13/2019 7:58 PM

110

Safety for our elderly our children, animals and properties. Fear of outgrowing our surroundings
too quickly

5/13/2019 9:54 AM

111

I haven't lived her very long so I don't yet have a very detailed knowledge of the community so my
priorities are few.

5/12/2019 11:27 AM

112

Crime is really getting out of hand in a our small Parksville town , don't encourage drug's users ,
the presence of more police , install cameras in all areas for evidence would be a great idea .

5/12/2019 8:45 AM

113

Parksville needs a swimming pool!!!!

5/10/2019 4:13 PM

114

We need more family physicians here; mine is retiring soon. Young doctors will come if the city is
a happy place for their families to grow.

5/10/2019 4:07 PM

115

Walkway to Rathtrevor to continue Boardwalk would be awesome!

5/10/2019 2:56 PM

116

Increasing community spirit and encouraging community involvement of groups, individuals,
businesses and local government.

5/10/2019 12:08 PM

117

I want to be able to walk through the area and not worry about crime and unsightly waste.

5/10/2019 7:47 AM

118

I think this city would benefit by getting rid of all the random trailer parks and building condos,
towers, townhouses. People complaint about the high costs of housing, but all that is being built is
single occupancy homes.

5/9/2019 6:40 PM

119

I would very much like to have Council lead a long range plan (20 years out) for OCEANSIDE. I
believe strongly in carefully crafted, collaborative, managed development.

5/9/2019 3:10 PM

120

there are many crosswalks that need to be repainted, especially on HIrst Ave.

5/9/2019 1:10 PM
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121

Get rid of the curling rink at the beach and create more green space at the park including outdoor
recreational activities

5/9/2019 11:06 AM

122

I'm in the 60+ age group, to remain in the community, we will need more retirement facility such as
Stanford Village or Berwick.

5/9/2019 11:04 AM

123

The city is growing but we have done absolutely nothing about creating more water supply. We are
going to run out of water with the amount of developement that is happening at the current pace.

5/9/2019 10:58 AM

124

No

5/8/2019 3:51 PM

125

Affordable housing, I own my home and afford it on my own, We need this to be for everyone, this
nonsense of condos for 1800$ a month is appalling there needs to be something to help those just
trying to get by and have to choose between food or shelter. I have a close friend she works hard
and pays her way but is unable to find a place to live due to rents so out reach for a single person
there has to be something

5/8/2019 9:56 AM

126

Parksville needs its own pool.

5/8/2019 9:07 AM

127

As I am not getting any younger...access to health care in a timely fashion.

5/7/2019 10:42 PM

128

1. downtown revitalization, especially work to eliminate or minimize all the empty commercial
space 2. trail from French Creek to Rathtrevor

5/7/2019 10:18 PM

129

Community services for the young people to go to, mental health issues, drug problems to be
addressed. When I moved here I felt safe a number years ago not feeling like that anymore so a
safer community

5/7/2019 5:34 PM

130

More doctors

5/7/2019 5:25 PM

131

As above

5/7/2019 2:40 PM

132

Revisit current home business bylaws as they don't adequately protect surrounding home owners
rights.

5/7/2019 2:33 PM

133

We need to take our city back from the drug addicts and homeless before the tourists stop coming.
It is close to being out of control!

5/7/2019 1:18 PM

134

Attract more stores so that everyone does not have to drive down to Nanaimo to shop every week.

5/7/2019 12:24 PM

135

Recognize that humans are changing the environment for the worse. Forget about the CO2
nonsense: concentrate on the deforestation that is drying out the east side of VI, and especially
Oceanside.

5/7/2019 10:35 AM

136

Community and Council support to our community volunteers, especially those on the front line,
such as firefighters, neighbourhood watch, volunteer RCMP.

5/7/2019 10:32 AM

137

Regulations for Airbnb’s as they are the reason housing has gone up and made it unaffordable for
young families to live here yet young people are desperately needed in our work force so that we
can enjoy the amenities parksville has to offer. Also I hear I’m a lucky one to have a family doctor
so I believe we need more doctors in our area

5/7/2019 10:30 AM

138

A hospital, because, it is a ways from Nanaimo, and we have just as much to offer as a larger
community. Higher wages - living wage as it would help draw younger people.

5/7/2019 9:32 AM

139

The car traffic flow at beach front in the park doubles back on itself in order to exit. Why not route it
out via the curling rink parking lot. Is that possible?

5/7/2019 12:09 AM

140

The crime rate needs to be addressed. I believe I will relocate as I no longer feel safe.

5/6/2019 8:09 PM

141

Inclusion of all who choose to live here. I find this a safe place to live we need to focus on all the
good things we have!

5/6/2019 7:41 PM

142

No more high-impact development on the waterfront, i.e. no 12-/16-storey buildings - the best
thing about Parksville is its beautiful beach and bay; don't want it looking like Nanaimo Harbour

5/6/2019 5:39 PM

143

I want to live in a city that is inclusive and considers the needs of the least fortunate, without
prejudice and animosity.

5/6/2019 5:16 PM

144

Housing is the upmost importance for people who can no longer afford the high rents here. Also
need more done with laws that are not abided here. Snow shovelling - someone needs to be hired
to drive around and issue warnings and then fine when not taken seriously. Driving at high speed
and talking on phones - saw a mum driving her child to school while talking on her phone and a
ceramic mug in her other hand. Neither hand was on the steering wheel only her wrists!!!!

5/6/2019 3:18 PM
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145

I am saddened by the divisiveness in our community evidenced by the recent conflict over the
supportive housing project. I'm not speaking about the specific project, but the inability we seem to
have to really listen to each other and work together to reach a common goal. This is a societal
problem and I don't know how we in Parksville can change it, but I hope our city leaders will be
role models in this regard.

5/6/2019 3:17 PM

146

Build more condos for seniors Widen the orange bridge

5/6/2019 2:31 PM

147

Don't turn into a police state (control police over-reach) Reduce the amount of video surveillance
in public and private places (because privacy is important) Control noise (because peace and
stress-free surroundings are important for mental and physical health)

5/6/2019 11:37 AM

148

One priority is to ensure that we have an adequate supply of water for the town. Another is to
ensure that access to the community park will always be available to all by never charging an
entrance fee. It would be an injustices if were only available to the rich.

5/6/2019 10:13 AM

149

lets have more visitor oriented services/amenities attract tourists - not homeless ner - do - wells.

5/6/2019 8:44 AM

150

Making sure kids have fun after-school programs.

5/5/2019 11:56 PM

151

Get rid of the thieves in town. Qualicum somehow manages to not look like crap??

5/5/2019 11:36 PM

152

For others to value what we have and not ruin it by over consumption.

5/5/2019 4:52 PM

153

I think I have covered that.

5/5/2019 4:52 PM

154

I like to see some way for us to help small businesses stay and continue to serve the community. If
we try to become another Nanaimo, all that makes this a wonderful small town to live in will
disappear. Small businesses are a lifeblood of smaller communities. Let's not pull the rug out from
under them by allowing larger businesses to establish here. If I want to go to a big box store, for
example, I can always travel south.

5/5/2019 4:17 PM

155

We would like to see Council use its authority to enhance the appearance of the City. Specifically,
various unsightly businesses (such as car dealerships) should be required to be screened from
the road by natural plantings,

5/5/2019 2:21 PM

156

I love the small city quiet. Nanaimo is not far away - leave the big box stores there.

5/4/2019 12:33 PM

157

City support for a new curling rink is very important to me, because of the benefit I see it has in
keeping seniors active in the winter, the focus it has for the volunteer base that assists other city
functions and businesses and the draw for the retirees who will be looking to move here over the
next 5 - 10 years.

5/4/2019 12:25 PM

158

Make sure you plant enough trees to replace the ones that are torn down to build more livable
space Affordable housing for young families, seniors and the working poor

5/4/2019 11:57 AM

159

we are already at stage 2 water restrictions - more people use more water, make more garbage,
create greater traffic problems. Time to reassess objectives - overcrowding is not mine.

5/4/2019 9:58 AM

160

Sports facilities....Period!

5/3/2019 10:15 PM

161

We chose to move to Parksville as we loved the area for its beauty, tranquility, ocean access and
the beautiful parks. So to us it's very important to keep the area beautiful so we can all enjoy what
nature has to offer and attract tourists who will spend their dollars staying in our beautiful town.
Deal with the increasing crime/theft/drug problems.

5/3/2019 8:50 PM

162

Better signage to direct traffic from Old Hwy to New Hwy 19, taking it around downtown core.
Better signage to help visitors find parking, especially Large RV Parking.

5/3/2019 6:49 PM

163

The medical clinic is already obsolete. The parking lot is inadequate to handle the number of cars.
New residents cannot find a doctor.

5/3/2019 4:50 PM

164

Continued new home construction without enough medical care is a problem. Is the infrastructure
able to handle all this development? Water particularly. Despard, Renz, etc.

5/3/2019 4:30 PM

165

I'd prefer not to have a city council that is suing the city, but that's what elections are for.

5/3/2019 4:24 PM

166

Getting rid of druggies and their garbage, including needles, condoms, trash, etc.

5/3/2019 4:09 PM

167

Environment

5/3/2019 3:59 PM

168

None

5/3/2019 1:46 PM
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169

We need to get the black Marks off the internet about our town. We as residents of parksville rely
on tourism and if no one will come because of the homeless and drug addicted and thieves then
the town will wither and die.

5/3/2019 10:01 AM

170

I chose to be a resident of Parksville because of the close connection with the ocean and a
healthier life style with clean air and safe environment. I would like to see more events on the
beach.

5/3/2019 9:58 AM

171

growing our community, and job creation we need have more young families want to call Parksville
home.

5/3/2019 9:04 AM

172

Slow fown the rapid urbanisation of this beautiful area. Don't pave paradise!

5/3/2019 7:11 AM

173

n/a

5/2/2019 8:52 PM

174

I came here because it was less crowded than the lower mainland and a lot less noisy with a lot
less pollution

5/2/2019 6:25 PM

175

Covered the majority in the last question. Biggest priority for me personally is a great rec center,
with pool, gym facility, running track, etc. Also have skating and lessons year round.

5/2/2019 6:23 PM

176

It is great that flowers are planted on alberni hwy with tress but weeding of the Boulevards is
limited....we are a tourist town and need to look good at all times.

5/2/2019 6:21 PM

177

Health care and prescription costs and having more incentive for seniors tostada in there homes.
Property taxes for seniors re to high. Some of us are on fixed income and are having trouble
making ends meet.

5/2/2019 5:29 PM

178

Hire more rcmp. Get more doctors

5/2/2019 4:53 PM

179

An ability to have a volunteer segment in the library which is difficult in a union environment but
should not be threatening. It would improve the whole facility.

5/2/2019 4:07 PM

180

Our main corridors need sprucing up. We need more maintenance and beautification, more curb
appeal to encourage tourism.

5/2/2019 3:49 PM

181

NA

5/2/2019 3:35 PM

182

Poor transportation out of Parksville to Comox Valley where many of us are getting Doctors and
Primary Care. This needs improvement as Patksville is still marketed heavily as a retirement
community so many younger health professionals are settling in the Comix Valley not here.

5/2/2019 2:15 PM

183

Clean up the property next to the beach club without allowing new development over 2 stories
high. The beach and the view belong to all residents of Parksville.

5/2/2019 1:37 PM

184

There is lots of empty business space so we need to attract business & services to the city There
should be a plan to capture the water during rainy season to help with the summer droughts

5/2/2019 1:02 PM

185

stop runaway crime level. We should not feel like prisoners in our own homes and businesses.
Make the criminals feel unwelcome and get them to move along out of here. Night time patrols
would certainly help.

5/2/2019 12:40 PM

186

I would like to see us work toward an open and inclusive community, which is accepting of diverse
cultures, rather than the fear and bigotry we now see and is now actively encouraged by mayor
and 2 councilors. I would like City Hall to commit to the truth rather than spread fear and division in
order to please realtors (or anyone else).

5/2/2019 12:09 PM

187

nope

5/2/2019 12:06 PM

188

1.more parks 2.plant more trees 3.combat climate change. 4. Ban plastic. 5. 222 Corfield needs to
be removed

5/2/2019 12:02 PM

189

More multi family affordable housing,local transit

5/2/2019 11:59 AM

190

Slow the growth. If I wanted big city living I would have stayed in Nanaimo.

5/2/2019 10:57 AM

191

Same as above

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

192

No.

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

193

Demand smaller housing to reduce energy and other resources. Once again, big houses are all
about money.

5/2/2019 10:33 AM

194

We want to be able to safely walk for groceries and services. We want friendly streets with
diversity of residents to celebrate our similarities

5/2/2019 10:10 AM
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195

No

5/2/2019 8:53 AM

196

Enforcement of bylaws dogs on leash in parks and beaches...scary being attacked or threatened,
bike helmets enforced

5/2/2019 8:40 AM

197

1. Attract more family doctors and build facilities for their practice. 2. Maintain parks and rec areas
so their are attractive to, not only PV residents but tourists too. Out of control blackberry bushes,
broom, and the like are not currently being managed.

5/2/2019 8:34 AM

198

Tourism is important to our community, be nice to keep it a safe, available health facilities, and
comfortable place to visit & love to live in.

5/2/2019 8:22 AM

199

Improved Water treatment .

5/2/2019 8:14 AM

200

GET RID OF PLASTIC. EVERYTHING HELPS. LISTEN TO THE YOUNGER GENERATION, IT
WILL BE THEIR WORLD. ALSO LOOK AT OTHER CITIES THAT HAVE ACCOMPLISHED THIS.

5/2/2019 8:03 AM

201

Consistency of water supply

5/2/2019 7:48 AM

202

Not sure

5/2/2019 6:31 AM

203

One of a very important priority for me is to maintain and keep our Community Centre. Every town
needs one and so does Parksville. Council should focus on promoting our Community Centre so
that they can attract more events and venues to be happening there on a regular basis, things like
hosting wedding events, craft fairs, winter festivals, carnivals, kids venues, groups that meet on
weekly basis, etc etc. This would fill the Community Centre and make use of it throughout the year
on a regular basis

5/2/2019 6:04 AM

204

The main priority may not be in council's control. If we fail to attract more doctors as the elderly
population grows older there will be a big problem with health care. We also will need more Senior
Apts and Care Homes.

5/2/2019 1:35 AM

205

No

5/2/2019 12:45 AM

206

The previously mentioned priorities are my main concerns.

5/1/2019 11:03 PM

207

Eliminating the homeless and crime, this place is going to become a ghetto soon if we dont take
action

5/1/2019 10:44 PM

208

Please do not truck in sand to our beach and remove the natural flow of logs, seaweed etc. That
Mother Nature has provided to us. That is part of what makes our beaches so attractive! We are
NOT English Bay or Kitsilano. What we have naturally is all the charm!

5/1/2019 10:34 PM

209

Grow the tax base to allow for spending rather than annual tax increases on homes.

5/1/2019 9:05 PM

210

Safety! Stop petty crime! More police. I worked all my life to be able to have a home and feel safe
and secure. That feeling has been eroded over the last 2-3 years.

5/1/2019 8:36 PM

211

create programs for the youth preparing them to be adults. Law abiding and contributors to the
community

5/1/2019 8:30 PM

212

Keeping the small town feel and look. Anyone can have a big city with lots of shopping, traffic and
noise; avoiding this is harder, and more important.

5/1/2019 7:58 PM

213

More doctors needed.

5/1/2019 7:20 PM

214

Taxes

5/1/2019 6:46 PM

215

Some control to the cat pest problem would be appreciated. Owners should be held accountable
much the same as required of dog owners.

5/1/2019 6:35 PM

216

The survival of our planet - get with saving it by banning plastic gabs to preserving green spaces.

5/1/2019 6:29 PM

217

N/a

5/1/2019 6:13 PM

218

Affordable housing. We moved to Parksville thirteen years ago but I don’t think we could afford to
buy in Parksville in 2019.

5/1/2019 5:18 PM

219

No

5/1/2019 5:04 PM

220

no

5/1/2019 5:04 PM
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221

Evening the playing field for legitimate home based businesses by enforcing existing bylaws on
those who operate outside of the law. We operate a legitimate business out of our home. We are
licences, insured and certified. We feel helpless when we see others operating without regard to
any rules or regulation. I filed a formal complaint with all the details and information on a business
operating under the table. The bylaw officer that took the information waited over a week before
bothering to do any follow up. The person in question denied the activity that I reported and that
was the end of it. Turning a blind eye to blatant disregard to existing laws tends to encourage
others to ignore the law too. When illegal activity becomes common practice you get a situation
like we have now with addicts openly buying, selling and using drugs blatantly without a care in the
world. Sorry for the ramble, but that’s how I see it and feel about it too.

5/1/2019 4:42 PM

222

I have listed my priorities above...please read

5/1/2019 4:24 PM

223

I own a house there that I currently rent. I would like to move there in a couple years. I would
personally like to take advantage of your water capture program but can not afford it - even with
the rebates.

5/1/2019 4:15 PM

224

Lets get the Council and bureaucrats re invigorated . Looks like most of them have bought
themselves a job ,and push the same piece of paper backwards and forwards Climate change is
here ,what are we going to do to mitigate or respond to waterfront issues ,disaster issues ?

5/1/2019 4:03 PM

225

Having a healthcare facility where one can get treated in a timely manner and where one can get
round the clock medical care without being sent to Nanaimo. A greater enforcement of drug laws
and speed on Hwy 19A. Round the clock medical care in our community is a necessity due to the
senior population of our community. Greater enforcement of drug laws and impairment will make
our homes and especially our widows feel much safer. Getting people not to speed and tailgate on
19A will make it safer for pedestrians, senior drivers, new drivers, and cyclists.

5/1/2019 3:51 PM

226

top tier water rates are exorbitant

5/1/2019 3:41 PM

227

Becoming more environmentally friendly. I have a young child I wish we were doing more to
ensure the future. Proper development of the falling apart resort on the beach. But not a high rise
larger than the beach club

5/1/2019 3:36 PM

228

No

5/1/2019 2:45 PM

229

Nothing else I can think of

5/1/2019 12:32 PM

230

No

5/1/2019 11:45 AM

231

I think shifting the focus from supporting harm reduction and being reactive to the transients, theft,
and drug use in the community. 222 Corfield was very polarizing. I think using the arguments on
both side of that project and empowering people in the community will have the greatest buy in for
members of the community as well as allow members to be solution focused and involved.

5/1/2019 10:12 AM

232

Affordable housing is important but should not be a city responsibility. Economic development

5/1/2019 9:29 AM

233

Having the rail line restored would help reduce traffic congestion, connect island communities and
provide unique travel options for tourism.

5/1/2019 9:06 AM

234

Gas prices - local gasoline retailers are often gouging in parksville compared to North or south of
us. It is a shame these businesses feel it is necessary to screw over their neighbors.

5/1/2019 8:49 AM

235

See 7 above.

5/1/2019 8:26 AM

236

Affordable housing. Where are workers on minimum wage going to live? Gas prices are
skyrocketing people need alternatives.

5/1/2019 8:12 AM

237

I think the doctor shortage is fairly obvious. When people can’t get a family doctor, it’s a big, big
problem. And, as be said before, I have huge concerns with the Corfield facility. I work next to one.
I understand the need to help people, but I don’t think little Parksville can absorb the issues that
bringing people with addiction problems here, with no rehab, or adequate medical services, will
bring. I am very concerned, and feel that we were not given an adequate voice when this facility
was proposed.

5/1/2019 8:06 AM

238

Less needles. I get nervous about my grandchildren playing at the beach. A pot store would be
nice. Make it easy to succeed. Stop putting up barriers. I don't much care for big box stores. I
prefer mom 'n'pop outlets and boutiques - places that my neighbours own, not some big
corporation.

5/1/2019 8:04 AM
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239

The amount of trash people leave at places like doehle stairway/beach is disheartening. The locals
pick it up each morning , often it’s party people leaving it. I live on a street with a sidewalk and it
gets a routine amount of trash ( Mac Donald’s, pop and beer cans, glass broken bottle) thrown on
my lawn area . Maybe we need to establish a value system in this community that littering is not
okay ...

5/1/2019 7:59 AM

240

Waste management, options for larger bins (big family)

5/1/2019 7:19 AM

241

Some form of health and or entertainment would be nice.

5/1/2019 7:15 AM

242

Transforming and revitalizing our down town core.

5/1/2019 5:51 AM

243

N/a

4/30/2019 11:05 PM

244

Encourage the VIU campus to expand, offer a broader range of courses, job training, etc

4/30/2019 10:30 PM

245

Job creation through tourism with a major focus on keeping tourists in town year round not just
throughout summer. I rely on this industry to live.

4/30/2019 10:11 PM

246

Old people and disabled need to feel safe at any time of day.

4/30/2019 10:07 PM

247

Did I mention my fear of Orca house being wet or low barrier?

4/30/2019 9:54 PM

248

Policing. I know it's out of your hands when the courts just let them out. But I grew up in Surrey
and I wasn't as terrified as I am here. I don't sleep at night, I have a bat beside my bed and won't
go out after dark with my daughter...EVER anymore.

4/30/2019 9:53 PM

249

getting people off the road that can not drive.Someone is going to get killed

4/30/2019 9:22 PM

250

Yes, I think that this town needs a North Island College or a Private community college of some
sort to keep the young people from going elsewhere for their education.

4/30/2019 9:11 PM

251

Transit

4/30/2019 8:51 PM

252

Nil

4/30/2019 8:30 PM

253

.

4/30/2019 8:26 PM

254

Kudos to the council for the good things they do to promote a viable, healthy, and sustainable
lifestyle for residents. Let’s keep it up and push the envelope a little more. Sprucing up of
downtown and attracting more boutique shops that carry quality merchandise.

4/30/2019 8:26 PM

255

correctabuseby developers soiling thestreets all these trucks with mud and dust pulling onto the
streets have engineering dept adopt strict controls

4/30/2019 8:15 PM

256

tired of the theft that is rampant, discarded needles, lack of Doctors

4/30/2019 7:45 PM

257

Greater arts and entertainment in Parksville. Town rolls the sidewalks up at 5:00.

4/30/2019 7:42 PM

258

One thing changing lately is the reduction of green space. Parks need to be established and
maintained.

4/30/2019 7:39 PM

259

Clean streets. Snow removal and street cleaners have been A+ I would like this to remain.

4/30/2019 7:36 PM

260

We have a reputation with 222 that has resulted in lower property values. We have seen this first
hand. Tourists know about it and the frightening thing is they are talking about nit coming. We need
to do damage control and resell our town!

4/30/2019 7:00 PM

261

Keeping streets safe for everyone Tell development to stop ruining pville

4/30/2019 6:51 PM

262

More police presence to detour all of these homeless people who are committing crimes. Sun
shelters along the boardwalk at the beach

4/30/2019 6:35 PM

263

good view of the ocean

4/30/2019 6:16 PM

264

Activities for residents of parksville (pool, sports complex). Programs to get homeless people off
the streets, (not just providing housing). Controlling development so our city doesn’t become miles
and miles of cookie cutter houses with less green space

4/30/2019 6:07 PM

265

The natives are raping the beaches (Craig Bay), night and day they are taking all the clams,
(truckfulls every day), Why is this acceptable, also they spend the day there and leave their
garbage, dirty diapers etc... What can be done? Do they have all the rights to destroy the
environment?

4/30/2019 6:00 PM

266

No - this list covers what is important to me.

4/30/2019 5:52 PM
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267

Not that I can think of.

4/30/2019 5:35 PM

268

we need to make parksville a full year round destination and create a reason for people to bring
larger business sectors to this city....film industry, cannabis manufacturing and companies in the
high tech sector

4/30/2019 5:14 PM

269

Same as above

4/30/2019 4:57 PM

270

I voted you in to get previous things done.

4/30/2019 4:50 PM

271

LED lighting will help lessen cost in long run, will be brighter and help those people who can only
exercise during night time hours better visibility.

4/30/2019 4:44 PM

272

As someone who relies on public transit or walks everywhere, I would like to continue to feel safe
walking and using cash machines.

4/30/2019 4:05 PM

273

Mainly a pool, but also a walk in clinic is badly needed.

4/30/2019 3:45 PM

274

Sidewalks and roads that make sense to redirect or keep traffic flowing on the island highway and
in Parksville. Traffic is increasing. More stop lights are not good, they are clogging traffic. Find a
better solution to this congestion. Better city planning.

4/30/2019 3:44 PM

275

If a developer gets a property rezoned and sells it rather than develops it, the property should
revert to its original zoning status. Fewer properties would be flipped resulting in escalating prices
if this were enforced.

4/30/2019 3:42 PM

276

Already listed

4/30/2019 3:40 PM

277

A better garbage collection system would be great. One where we can dispose of grass clippings
and yard waste at the curb.

4/30/2019 3:39 PM

278

I am not feeling safe in my town.. My younger friends are telling me about the constant break ins
and run ins with drug high people at their place of work. I have had the car thieves in my own drive
way. I endured unbelievable crime when I lived in Surrey including losing two friends to home
invasions. One was a robbery and the other a mistaken targeting neither of which leaves you any
less dead. We lost a caring nurse and junior hockey coach because some one wanted drugs. I am
seeing the same escalation here and we all need to get involved to stop it before it reaches those
levels. We need city, district, provincial and federal entities to work together now to avoid losing the
Island.

4/30/2019 3:28 PM

279

None

4/30/2019 3:24 PM

280

Work on expanding health treatment facilities

4/30/2019 3:21 PM

281

Maintain parks and trails as they keep people healthy and attract tourists. Keep community park
healthy so it is not destroyed from overuse.

4/30/2019 3:15 PM

282

same as above

4/30/2019 3:05 PM

283

The druggie issue is a problem for everyone. People are starting to not feel ”safe” I think we need
more policing and enforcement as well as affordable housing.

4/30/2019 2:52 PM

284

- parking availability downtown and at events

4/30/2019 2:52 PM

285

Homelessness is a priority as well but I feel like if we create more affordable single units and
young family units at the same time as helping the drug addicted with getting into treatment, we
could eradicate the homelessness issue.

4/30/2019 2:50 PM

286

Stop “beating”on the homeless. Try to understand why they are homeless. It’s not a choice one
makes one day when they wake up

4/30/2019 2:35 PM

287

The beach club property next door needs to be dealt with and a solution approved so a developer
can continue with a vision that will make parksville pretty along the boardwalk

4/30/2019 2:34 PM

288

A rec center. Not just a pool but a place for kids to go. A gym a play pool and a swim pool for swim
leagues. Let’s get the community fit. Heath and wellness.

4/30/2019 2:32 PM

289

More parking areas downtown Expand transportation options. Airport, bus service, rail service
Much more medical/hospital services

4/30/2019 2:28 PM

290

Keeping taxes at a realistic level yet still providing the items that are most important to our
community.

4/30/2019 1:56 PM
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291

Community pool or extension of Ravensong - the existing pool is a great facility and as a family we
are all regular patrons. It is often busy and so would benefit greatly from additional swimming
lanes/area.

4/30/2019 1:53 PM

292

No

4/30/2019 1:52 PM

293

Clean up the streets/crime——stop handing out needles; this is maddening! Stop giving handouts
& enabling people!

4/30/2019 1:42 PM

294

Parksville could use a fitness/health centre for seniors who have medical issues, ie recovering
from heart attacks, broken hips, and staffed with physiotherapists, doctors, and other medical
professionals.

4/30/2019 1:38 PM

295

Policing is a top priority with us. We need to know that as we grow we have enough protection
when we need it. We do NOT at the moment

4/30/2019 1:37 PM

296

The lack of water (or expensive usage) is a problem for any of us trying to grow veggies and fruit.
What can we do to increase the water available? Better policing for things that matter to the
average resident ie. car break ins, theft from yards etc.

4/30/2019 1:37 PM

297

Maintain our natural beauty

4/30/2019 1:34 PM

298

Policing - crime rates have increased due to the homeless population. Housing will not have
enough spaces. We should think about setting aside property on the fringes of the city with a
building providing toilet, showers & Laundry where they can camp in a fenced community.

4/30/2019 1:31 PM

299

Council should really push VIHA, for 24 hour Urgent Care, or better yet, a hospital. A 25+ minute
drive to a hospital, is not acceptable if you are dying. We are at the point where we need a full time
fire department staff, not just a volunteer department.

4/30/2019 1:29 PM

300

Encourage doctors to come to Parksville. More rental properties that the average wage earner can
afford and also affordable housing for low income citizens.

4/30/2019 1:27 PM

301

Not that I can think of

4/30/2019 1:22 PM

302

activities for seniors, since people who come here to live permanently are older citizens

4/30/2019 1:21 PM

303

Repair the damage that this council has done in creating divisiveness in our community. They got
themselves elected using their divisive rhetoric and they are responsible for repairing it. That's
done almost as much damage to the community as the influx of drugs and crimes. I'm sure that
now that they have been elected they now understand why the precious council had to make so
many of the difficult and unpopular choices they made.

4/30/2019 1:20 PM

304

Tidy up the beach as a huge economic driver for entire community, sports focus (community pool,
updated track) to emphasis importance of healthy lifestyle

4/30/2019 1:18 PM

305

1. Children. I moved my sons from Alberta to be safer. I was already here and I luckily got to move
them to Parksville to start a new life. Oceanside Minor Hockey has saved my oldest son from some
persoanl hardships with the camaraderie and support that comes along with minor hockey. My
other sons will be following suit and joining this fall. 2. Continuing the events in the park in the
summer. The beach is our crown jewel and we should maintain the parking, facilities and appeal
(as we have been) 3. Mayor and Council have been INCREDIBLE with communication. Ed Mayne
will tell you the truth rather than tell you what you want to hear. All of the Council members have
been showing solidarity and we need to advertise how far we've come in a short period of time
undoing the transgressions of the previous group of elected officials.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

306

It's important to me that politicians represent all their constituents and not just the ones who voted
for them.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

307

Look at erosion issues around Parksville. Our neighborhood is overlooking the beach and has
terrible erosion and the city fails to address it, it’s really at the point of property loss now. I’m
speaking of Dogwood Street, at the end of Rushton Avenue.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

308

I feel that the discussion about 222 has divided us and Mayor and Council are responsible for this.
It would be nice for them to do the responsible thing and repair the damage they have done

4/30/2019 1:13 PM

309

More focus on health care

4/30/2019 1:10 PM

310

Yes - getting rid and/or helping homeless. Coming from Surrey, I can just see the future of
parksville if these folks don’t get stopped. Don’t be a bleeding heart - these are people who choose
to do drugs. They need help. Help them, don’t house them.

4/30/2019 1:07 PM

311

Not at this time

4/30/2019 1:07 PM
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312

Zero Waste No more single use plastic Less multiple use plastic

4/30/2019 1:01 PM

313

More rcmp, I know it's not their fault all this going on. They can't be everywhere. Being able to call
them after hours and speak to officer and not a machine.

4/30/2019 12:57 PM

314

??

4/30/2019 12:53 PM

315

Public safe, keeping the children and elderly safe. The elderly have a ton of lawn bowling so
maybe the kids can have something. If children are busy, active, and have people around them
and encouraging them maybe he wouldn’t have so many people turning to drugs and alcohol to
numb the pain

4/30/2019 12:45 PM

316

I want parksville to return back to the amazing, safe small town that it used to be. Now I am
constantly worried about locking my doors and I get nervous when anyone approached me who
appears homeless or drug addicted

4/30/2019 12:43 PM

317

Families and youth

4/30/2019 12:41 PM

318

Same as previous

4/30/2019 12:40 PM

319

The marginalized people in this community. In my opinion, people that for whatever reasons are
dis-advantaged, should be helped and given all the support that we can muster.

4/30/2019 12:39 PM

320

low income housing; importtant to me because i work hard and over half my pay cheque goes to
rent

4/30/2019 12:36 PM

321

Stopping the wet housing would be the most important thing to do. We build it, they will come, they
have already come

4/30/2019 11:58 AM

322

Water, or lack of it is and therefore sustainability.

4/30/2019 11:52 AM

323

There are no other priorities more important to me right now.

4/30/2019 11:25 AM

324

That Parksville not become mediocre through trying to save on taxes. Parksville is to be more
desirable than surrounding areas - it has to get that way somehow - pedestrian/cycling
infrastructure, strong trail networks (so people can enjoy the natural outdoor beauty of "Parks"ville)
and emphasis on beautification of streets.

4/30/2019 10:35 AM

325

N/A

4/30/2019 8:44 AM

326

Pedestrian safety - some intersections are quite scary to cross; continuing elder college courses at
VIU (these are great, it is just too bad that there is one time for each and some are located quite a
ways away; the library renovation is disappointing - lots of gray space and less DVDs and books in
it with uncomfortable furniture.

4/30/2019 8:24 AM

327

Water outflow control. Real danger of fecal coliforms flowing into Parksville beach.

4/29/2019 9:02 PM

328

Festivals, year round activities

4/29/2019 7:39 PM

329

Allow more small business in the Community park and along the boardwalk for summer water
sports, tours and other opportunities. Develop the park on the East side by extending the road in a
loop and letting more stalls for vendors and some parking. Create more small plaza's in the
downtown which can be used by buskers (with a licence) and for public art and entertainment. This
would be especially good in the summertime.

4/26/2019 5:16 PM
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Q9 What one service do you feel could be improved upon. Please
explain.
Answered: 384

Skipped: 41

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Service from the works yard would be great. You see one or two standing around all the time.

6/18/2019 2:50 PM

2

Adequate water supply for vegetation as we move into climate change. City planning needs to be
improved. Residents are entitled to know more about what is being foisted upon the
neighborhoods. Development by ambush is not acceptable. Sorry, I gave you two.

6/18/2019 2:12 PM

3

Community facilities, recreation and place to meet

6/18/2019 11:57 AM

4

better planning to protect beach accessibility and visability

6/18/2019 11:50 AM

5

Swimming pool for all ages

6/18/2019 11:47 AM

6

More help for the very poor

6/18/2019 11:42 AM

7

affordable housing

6/18/2019 11:38 AM

8

Increase public transit to accommodate older and young generations with no car. Faster snow
removal

6/18/2019 11:33 AM

9

Public notification before you make decisions

6/18/2019 11:25 AM

10

affordable housing

6/18/2019 11:19 AM

11

Buses on a Sunday, help for the homeless, addiction crisis centre

6/18/2019 11:15 AM

12

previous comments

6/18/2019 11:07 AM

13

not sure

6/18/2019 10:49 AM

14

long wait for doctors- health care

6/18/2019 10:45 AM

15

working poor and homeless

6/18/2019 10:34 AM

16

policing: RCMP is not very visible around town

6/18/2019 9:47 AM

17

Ambassadors on the streets to recognize problems and needs

6/18/2019 9:39 AM

18

supportive housing

6/18/2019 9:33 AM

19

sidewalks on school routes, be a part of not opponent for solutions

6/18/2019 9:27 AM

20

water! no reservoir, too much reliant on the river

6/18/2019 9:21 AM

21

clean up stores on residential streets earlier in spring

6/18/2019 9:11 AM

22

no clear cutting for development, recycle bins,

6/18/2019 8:55 AM

23

traffic, parking

6/18/2019 8:48 AM

24

Transit, the bus system is too sporadic for working people and doesn't run late enough in the
evenings for many youth.

6/17/2019 8:04 PM

25

services for families

6/13/2019 3:37 PM

26

the homeless situation

6/13/2019 3:35 PM

27

Housing

6/13/2019 3:33 PM

28

Taking care of the homeless

6/13/2019 3:13 PM

29

Eradication of homelessness

6/13/2019 2:55 PM

30

I am in the RDN

6/13/2019 2:45 PM

31

long term planning to protect beaches. Accessibility and visibility

6/13/2019 2:38 PM
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32

Accessibility to the beach for wheelchairs

6/13/2019 2:33 PM

33

Water - cost is getting out of hand! And, until we have a more adequate supply, development
should be slowed down.

6/12/2019 1:05 PM

34

see #7 above

6/11/2019 3:21 PM

35

Parking

6/11/2019 2:47 PM

36

telephone pole should be placed somewhere where they do not interfere with wheelchair access.
sidewalk or take up parking space

6/10/2019 8:15 PM

37

Transit service. At present few people ride the bus. I think the small bus is a great alternative to
the larger bus. If the service was more frequent, ridership might improve. Also bus shelters in key
areas like at the schools, mall and downtown terminus makes taking transit in bad weather much
more manageable.

6/10/2019 5:26 PM

38

We need a full time career fire department

6/10/2019 4:07 PM

39

Shelters for the homeless especially during cold weather.

6/10/2019 9:51 AM

40

mental health management and improved senior care

6/9/2019 9:18 PM

41

Provide a walk in medical clinic. Even better would be more doctors/nurse practitioners.

6/9/2019 8:59 PM

42

drug addiction, this would help the homeless people that suffer from addiction get back to being
productive members of society

6/9/2019 5:41 PM

43

More services for those with special needs.

6/9/2019 4:18 PM

44

Housing. We have all these jobs available, but its almost impossible for people to actually move
here and afford to stay. Enough of these big houses for one family. Create diversified housing
accessible to a wide range of people. This will create more diverse and energetic relationship. It
could be a beacon for how communities could make things work. I already work at 2 jobs (I have
3) where most of the people who work their drive in from other communities to work. Lets try to
reduce the commute from other places and make the economy even more local (this supports
local stores as well)

6/9/2019 2:56 PM

45

Bus service to and from Wembley Mall. It should stop in the parking lot so people do not have to
lug parcels across the parking lot.

6/7/2019 11:02 PM

46

Water, as mentioned above.

6/7/2019 9:14 AM

47

Include yard waste/trimmings in green recycling.

6/6/2019 6:53 AM

48

Recreation.

6/3/2019 10:09 AM

49

Better storage of water so we don't annually have a water crisis.

6/2/2019 2:23 PM

50

garbage removal- once every two weeks is not sufficient for larger families- we spend so much
time delivering our extra garbage to the dump due to this??

5/28/2019 11:08 PM

51

Sorry, Not yet sufficiently informed on all that the city does

5/28/2019 1:49 PM

52

Recreation - Track, covered lacrosse box,

5/27/2019 4:06 PM

53

Bylaws that are on the books should be enforced proactively- not just about complaints.

5/27/2019 2:30 PM

54

Many services are amazing, so not much to improve upon. As an avid bike rider, I find the bike
lanes full of rocks and debris far too often. If we want to encourage biking, the City need to do a
better job of cleaning those lanes. City should just clean the section past the bridge that is in the
RDN (or contract with Highway contractor to do it). It is usually a mess.

5/26/2019 2:17 PM

55

Free downtown shuttle service in summer months, from Wembley Mall, Resort Drive, Rathtrevor.
Beach access and parking. Crime reduction focus. Recycling facility seems near full capacity enlarge/improve. Communication regarding emergency preparedness. Great staff and information
available, but under-utilized.

5/25/2019 11:07 AM

56

City branding. PDBA has taken over the wayfinding signage to the detriment of the City brand and
any area outside downtown.

5/25/2019 11:04 AM

57

Another swimming pool in Parksville

5/24/2019 2:17 PM

58

Monitoring of drug users and transients. We are getting too many used needles etc.around our
public beaches and parks

5/23/2019 12:06 PM
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59

increase police to reduce the homeless to prevent the vandalism and thefts that are occurring.

5/23/2019 10:03 AM

60

More doctors

5/22/2019 11:56 AM

61

Help for the marginalized

5/22/2019 10:48 AM

62

By law enforcement.

5/22/2019 10:48 AM

63

Get rid of 222 Corfield. Craig Street market is hot and ugly and crowded use beautiful beach
grassed area instead like Campbell River

5/22/2019 9:57 AM

64

Upgrades to the urgent care centre

5/21/2019 10:31 PM

65

I’m pretty happy

5/21/2019 8:47 PM

66

- a pool

5/21/2019 4:17 PM

67

Better and more recreation facilities in town.

5/21/2019 12:39 PM

68

recreation

5/21/2019 10:37 AM

69

Don't know what service Dist. of Nanaimo.

5/20/2019 5:38 PM

70

Development as mentioned above

5/20/2019 1:11 PM

71

No comment.

5/20/2019 11:03 AM

72

the lack of a local indoor aquatic center in Parksville hurts the residents

5/20/2019 9:22 AM

73

Possibly to be able to curbside recycle more of the things that have to go to the recycling place.
Though apparently a lot of this stuff is not being recycled anyway.

5/19/2019 7:54 AM

74

Tree watering which I know is a sensitive topic when it’s dry, but why not put those watering bags
on all of the trees that line the main streets and surrounding neighbourhoods. If the city has
invested in the trees, they should keep,them alive.

5/18/2019 11:28 AM

75

Park management so that the town looks good all the time, some areas are mowed only once a
year and there is broom in a large number of areas.

5/18/2019 9:06 AM

76

all services should be under the exclusive control of city of Parksville, not Nanaimo.

5/18/2019 9:00 AM

77

The lack of a full size indoor Olympic public swimming pool. The Nanaimo aquatic center or the
Minoru Aquatic center are great examples of public active living spaces that would, entice more
businesses and professionals to invest in Parksville.

5/17/2019 11:11 PM

78

Oceanside health center. The staff there seem like they don't care about the patients

5/17/2019 9:55 PM

79

public transportation

5/17/2019 9:37 PM

80

Public transportation is still a challenge, but with a relatively small population one can see how it
would be.

5/17/2019 3:57 PM

81

More RCMP officers as there seems to be more people who do bad things coming to town.

5/17/2019 11:58 AM

82

Ravensong pool can be improved by proceeding with upgrades and also including a gym,
classroom and facilities. This should be done Now, discussions about a parksville pool could be
done later.

5/17/2019 12:24 AM

83

Draw in more students (high school, VIU, etc) to do studies, start programs, engage with residents
in variety of activities, to further their education and add more young people to our mix

5/16/2019 1:46 PM

84

Parks and recreation. There should be more green space in the city. The city has lost too much
green space. Can have parks for recreation as well as natural parks that improve the health of the
land and people and provide wildlife habitat.

5/16/2019 8:24 AM

85

Traffic circles help with the flow of traffic, also decreases emissions slightly from vehicles with the
stop and go at stop signs.

5/16/2019 8:08 AM

86

Garbage pickup Some drivers play fast and loose with the rules and sometimes leave cans behind
for arbitrary reasons

5/15/2019 6:21 PM

87

An apparent rise in crime (thefts, break-and-enters) in Parksville may warrant additional funding
being allocated towards an increased police presence.

5/15/2019 4:06 PM

88

clean-up

5/15/2019 10:37 AM
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89

By-law enforcement, particularly as it relates to dogs being off leash, dog owners not picking up
after their pets, littering and dumping of garbage

5/15/2019 7:30 AM

90

shortage of housing! building more small houses/ and not paying so much for rent!!

5/15/2019 7:13 AM

91

Grass and yard waste

5/14/2019 9:25 PM

92

Recreation. we need a sports complex . we don't need to study any further. We don't need nice
sand for rich people in front of the Beach Club.

5/14/2019 8:04 PM

93

Police RCMP

5/14/2019 5:23 PM

94

Recreational facilities including public pool

5/14/2019 5:00 PM

95

More parking along the beach. Should be parking all along the field on the beach not just one
section

5/14/2019 3:26 PM

96

The presence of needles in public places is disgusting. The mayor is taking steps which is
laudable. We need a safe injection site and easy access to drop boxes for used needles.

5/14/2019 3:21 PM

97

Not so much improved on: but more police officers, especially during the busy summer months. It
may too, be time to have more paid (rather than volunteer) firefighters.

5/14/2019 3:03 PM

98

I can't think of another service that the city should provide that has not been noted above

5/14/2019 2:52 PM

99

Community swimming pool. It would give our youth more to do in the evening!

5/14/2019 2:09 PM

100

Water availability. With the environmental changes coming we going to need lots of it

5/14/2019 2:08 PM

101

Health Care. Water should be controlled by the RDN not Epcor!

5/14/2019 1:26 PM

102

garbage pick-up. Takes forever to sort for recycling. Have to go to two different sites in addition to
residential pick-up

5/14/2019 1:21 PM

103

Services are quite good

5/14/2019 11:11 AM

104

Recreational facilities. We need a swimming pool in Parksville. Also, a more visible and better bus
service.

5/14/2019 10:33 AM

105

Medical services. Some residents unable to find their own doctor, as doctors not taking new
patients. Only other place for them to go is to the Medical facility on Alberni Hwy, which is
inconveniently placed for non-drivers. We need something more central.

5/14/2019 10:31 AM

106

Services are pretty good

5/14/2019 10:29 AM

107

more police presence in the am hours when everyone is being stolen from

5/14/2019 9:56 AM

108

they are ok, keep it up, city has been kind to me.

5/14/2019 9:47 AM

109

Going after people who disregard bylaws and don't take care of their properties.

5/14/2019 9:31 AM

110

Recycling could be improved by accepting more items such as glass .

5/14/2019 9:27 AM

111

Recycling. No more plastic bags. Glass pickup. Yard waste pickup. Many times we are frustrated
taking products to the Parksville Recycle Depot only to be told we have to drive to the Nanaimo
Depot instead. This discourages people from using the depot and more products end up in the
landfill. A collection of products for Nanaimo at the Parksville depot could be transported to other
recycling facilities instead of sending people away. Recycling isn’t necessarily about making
money from the products we turn in, it’s also about saving the environment from unnecessary
trash. Not everyone can transport their recycling to other depots, so make it easy and provide a
service that enables people to do what is right.

5/14/2019 9:23 AM

112

Overall I’m pretty happy with services provided by the city and RDN

5/14/2019 9:04 AM

113

More by- law enforcement in our city, parks & trails

5/14/2019 8:39 AM

114

Water - is there a reason we can not find a more sustainable water source - is: Cameron Lake?
Garbage collection in cans at Places like Doehle & Foster Park often are full to overflowing

5/14/2019 7:58 AM

115

The library and conference centre are wonderful and should be maintained. The VIU satellite and
Elder College are also extremely valuable. We need to have a community centre than includes a
recreation centre, gymnasium and weigh room. We also need a maintained outdoor track for
walking and running.

5/14/2019 7:34 AM
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116

I live in the Martindale/Parry's Park area of Parksville and would like to see better flood control
measures implemented in this area.

5/14/2019 7:28 AM

117

we need a swimming pool

5/14/2019 7:09 AM

118

Must continue to upgrade or build new recreational facilities. We need these more now than before
due to the new computer era that is making us lazy.

5/13/2019 10:23 PM

119

Public communication were the disabled are concerned. There is not one place to go to. One has
to suffer through being rejected many differen't agencies. Forward house for example does not
meet the needs of people with disabilities. One must fit in to there structure. Everybody with a
disability has a differen't need. The program is set up for people that like to talk and walk to the
coffee shop for free coffee. no change has been made in the 4 years we have been here. there is
a belief that this is how it has been run for 10 years we do not change and grow. the staff changes
so often the clients gon't have the stability that many need. i have personally talked to potential
Facility workers that will not work at forward house because of the reluctance to make changes
and try differen't methods. I would like to see a new management with an open mind at forward
house. if you want to contact me to talk about this you can each me at 2505868666 My daughter
did attend at one time. After many events were canceled and they only talk and go to the coffee
shop she no longer attends. Debra

5/13/2019 8:51 PM

120

Pool in Qualicum too busy More pools

5/13/2019 7:58 PM

121

Medical clinic wait times and enough doctors for our population

5/13/2019 9:54 AM

122

Bylaw- Who is responsible for cleaning up hazardous material? Response time. Parks,
playgrounds checked more frequently.

5/12/2019 9:48 PM

123

Access to service providers to help homeless

5/12/2019 3:19 PM

124

Library - more books. The renovations were nice but the number of books were decreased,
especially in eh category I like to read. The library could offer more programs if they had more
resources.

5/12/2019 11:27 AM

125

Enforcing bylaw on clean up of property's around town , cleaning the garbage from the sidewalk
so people can walk past in a safe way .

5/12/2019 8:45 AM

126

Security and maintenance of the parks, needles and waste from campers is not acceptable.

5/10/2019 4:13 PM

127

We need to create some kind of Winter or Spring Festival to bring people to our beautiful city

5/10/2019 2:56 PM

128

Policing. The police presence is limited and the current police force is in need of expansion.

5/10/2019 12:08 PM

129

More free, organized events in the park....where residents can gather and enjoyed the fair weather
and abundant foliage.

5/10/2019 7:47 AM

130

I think the police and bylaws should be task with ridding the city of these drug addict thieves who
have been given free reign. They are used like pets by busy bodies who want to show off to
everyone that they're helping them and they can sat to everyone what a good compassionate
person they are for doing so. When the reality is that these scum bags just take free handouts,
then turn around and break in to cars, steal things, leave a mess and expect another handout.

5/9/2019 6:40 PM

131

I've already said it over and over....take the recommendation of the Rec. Com. and get it done. The
Commission has done all the work and the community needs the RDN to help with funding.

5/9/2019 3:10 PM

132

recreation - we need a bigger pool and a running track. The old Springwood Elementary school
would be ideal for a multi purpose facility - pool, gym, etc.

5/9/2019 1:10 PM

133

Need to expand the pool in Qualicum and the arena in Parksville. we also need more all weather
fields

5/9/2019 11:06 AM

134

Besides recreation, I don't feel RDN provides a benefit to our community. Does Parksville need to
be part of RDN?

5/9/2019 11:04 AM

135

Upgrade and keep the Parksville community Center, and have it running under city control! It is for
the community to decide not council!

5/9/2019 10:58 AM

136

Let's start with the city workers . I know several individuals that work in different cities and from the
stories I have heard . I hope the city workers are pulling their weight .

5/8/2019 4:19 PM

137

homeless, drugs this issue is self explanatory

5/8/2019 9:56 AM

138

Something done about the stink of the sewage treatment plant.

5/8/2019 9:07 AM
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139

Transportation for local students to VIU. Fit schedule such that students can get there in time for
programs am/pm and mid-day. Would also facilitate HS students the possibility of taking courses at
VIU that are not offered at their HS or starting first year courses while still in HS. Better liaison
between HS and post secondary.

5/7/2019 10:42 PM

140

Recreation - swimming pool complex badly needed - Ravensong is over crowded and unable to
provide a quality swimming experience. Expanding Ravensong is not the answer - a pool complex
in Parksville is

5/7/2019 10:18 PM

141

Community safety, whether be in our homes or out in the community such as park, trails and
shopping areas

5/7/2019 5:34 PM

142

More doctors.

5/7/2019 5:25 PM

143

Recreation complex needed

5/7/2019 2:40 PM

144

Collect blue bin recycles weekly and alternate garbage and green bins. My green bin has never
been more than 1/3 full and my blue bin overflows - likewise at my neighbours.

5/7/2019 2:33 PM

145

Safety in the parks. The Oceanside Heath Centre is great but it is already too small and needs
more parking.

5/7/2019 1:18 PM

146

N/A

5/7/2019 12:24 PM

147

Providing an adequate supply of water.

5/7/2019 10:35 AM

148

Not sure, maybe more employees for parks maintenance.

5/7/2019 10:32 AM

149

Rdn camps and lessons for kids. If you don’t get up at 5 am the day of registration you are out of
luck for swimming lessons, camps and classes

5/7/2019 10:30 AM

150

Health Care - to wait at the Walk in for 6 hours is disgusting

5/7/2019 9:32 AM

151

no comment

5/7/2019 12:09 AM

152

Parksville/Qualicum Beach needs a bigger pool and recreation facility. The RDN should not be
dictating actions to our residents on these type of issues. Also, the boundaries for Parksville and
QB do not make sense..... Areas adjacent to PV/QB (e.g. French Creek) get all the benefits of PV
residents, yet pay half the property tax!

5/6/2019 10:24 PM

153

Recreation, young and old would benefit from a decent recreation facility. Children and families
would benefit greatly by activities a pool facility would give.

5/6/2019 8:09 PM

154

Another custodian to help the current staff

5/6/2019 7:41 PM

155

Recreation facilities, i.e. swimming pool, track upgrades - Ravensong can't support Parksville's
growing population as well as QB's and kids shouldn't be training on unsafe tracks

5/6/2019 5:39 PM

156

City garbage containers are often overflowing. Assign another worker to this task.

5/6/2019 5:16 PM

157

Bus shelters and more visible policing

5/6/2019 3:18 PM

158

I am not aware of any lack of services; I am very happy with the services provided.

5/6/2019 3:17 PM

159

Control the Community Park more effectively, there is too much vandalism

5/6/2019 2:31 PM

160

Greenspace and tree preservation. Tree canopy is essential for aesthetic reasons, as well as
cooling/shading, preventing "heat island" effect, for bird habitat and for mitigating climate change.

5/6/2019 11:37 AM

161

Make access to the community park for major events more available, e.g. parking on site or
provide a shuttle for seniors or people with mobility issues.

5/6/2019 10:13 AM

162

clean up

5/6/2019 8:44 AM

163

The garbage, recycling and composting programs are all good, but it would be good to have a
one-stop web page explaining exactly what should be put where and when.

5/5/2019 11:56 PM

164

Water

5/5/2019 5:26 PM

165

Water Service!!!

5/5/2019 4:52 PM

166

Mental health facilities. No explanation is needed if you have your eyes open.

5/5/2019 4:52 PM

167

I'm really not sure - our city works people seem to do a great job on a limited budget.

5/5/2019 4:17 PM
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168

Hospital and swimming pool. Neither requires much explanation. Simply unconscionable that we
do not have full service hospital. Ravensong is overcrowded and there has been no real action to
build new facility---particularly egregious when there is ideal space available next to Oceanside
Place.

5/5/2019 2:21 PM

169

Children’s programs

5/4/2019 11:38 PM

170

Sports complex for families

5/4/2019 4:56 PM

171

Transit services. Did you know that on Good Friday there were NO buses from Nanaimo to
Parksville? Foot passengers had no way to visit family here unless a vehicle went to pick them up.
Disgraceful!

5/4/2019 12:33 PM

172

The City of Parksville and the RDN could improve their response to the surveys that are paid for
by taxpayers, in terms of action on recommendations. They could co-operate more with each
other to take the actions recommended.

5/4/2019 12:25 PM

173

better signage/pictures posted of new projects that are happening so we can envision the final
outcome

5/4/2019 12:19 PM

174

Need more RCMP officers!!!!! Patrolling the community park and the neighbourhoods to eliminate
the crimes and drug deals. Especially on foot and bicycles during day. In cruisers at night. THEY
MUST BE VISIBLE 24/7!!!

5/4/2019 11:57 AM

175

Services are very good - stop trying to be all things to all people. I want to feel safe which I do. Let
us not confuse "musts" with "wants".

5/4/2019 9:58 AM

176

Sports facilities...keep youth involved and out of potential problems.

5/3/2019 10:15 PM

177

Garbage services. We're encouraged to recycle etc. to help with the environment and the garbage
truck spews out more crap than is necessary?? Pickup of garden waste would be great as it's a
real hassle trying to get your stuff to the dump in a small car!

5/3/2019 8:50 PM

178

More rcmp

5/3/2019 7:16 PM

179

Doctors should be available for everyone. After much research, we picked beautiful P'Ville for our
retirement. Medical offices should be set up and doctors from Canada and overseas encouraged
to move here. Let's get the word out!

5/3/2019 6:49 PM

180

It is now time for Parksville to divorce it’s Park and Recreational services from RDN and provide
this service in house.

5/3/2019 4:50 PM

181

I have helped to organize large events in the park and traffic and parking is always a problem. The
city says that is the responsibility of the organizers, who are volunteer and who have to beg for
sponsorships. The city should have recommendations and/or procedures that groups can follow
that are acceptable.

5/3/2019 4:24 PM

182

Health services

5/3/2019 4:09 PM

183

Recreation services

5/3/2019 3:59 PM

184

Policing

5/3/2019 1:46 PM

185

The RDN needs to contribute more funds for amenities of the city as the surround area uses the
city AS A FOCAL POINT.

5/3/2019 11:35 AM

186

Lower prices for single parent child care. More options for kids camps ( longer hours, more days of
the week) and discounts or free for single or low income.

5/3/2019 10:01 AM

187

The health care that is provided or not in Parksville. Urgent care is not sufficient for the needs of
an aging population and the statistic of being one of the top Seniors population in North America,
let alone Canada. Need to have an acute care hospital and more clinics for CHF, CAD, COPD,
Depression. We need more Dr's in Parksville and it should be a goal that everyone in Parksville
has a regular Dr. so that their health is managed closer and more efficiently

5/3/2019 9:58 AM

188

Honest disclosure regarding the zero waste slogan - what is teally being recycled, where is it
going, what happens when it gets there? Have restuarants and grocery stores mandated to
composte. Reduce single use takeout containers cups in delis and fast food. Put responsibility on
the business not consumers as consumers must take what is given.

5/3/2019 9:57 AM

189

medical services - see my comments in #7

5/3/2019 9:29 AM
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190

I feel that the city is doing a fair job managing the city services, I would like to see a more builder
friendly environment

5/3/2019 9:04 AM

191

We need a pool

5/3/2019 8:35 AM

192

Better recreation facilities...esp pool

5/3/2019 7:50 AM

193

Pool and recreation centre in parksville.

5/3/2019 7:11 AM

194

Please provide a list of those services.

5/2/2019 8:52 PM

195

Effluent treatment

5/2/2019 6:25 PM

196

Recreation programs for kids and teens. Having to set an alarm for 6am the day of registration to
get your kids into swimming lessons is ludicrous. And there are very few program options for kids
who have parents that work.

5/2/2019 6:23 PM

197

Downtown policing and control of drug addicts

5/2/2019 6:21 PM

198

New swimming pool

5/2/2019 5:36 PM

199

Transportation

5/2/2019 5:29 PM

200

Garbage, I would like my garbage to include garden waste!

5/2/2019 4:53 PM

201

Less people to work a small area - it is frustrating to have lanes blocked off, 3 or 4 trucks and 5 or
6 people to weed a relatively small area

5/2/2019 4:51 PM

202

More food shopping variety in downtown area

5/2/2019 4:07 PM

203

Recycling should include yard waste. When we moved to this area we could not believe there were
no green bin services for yard waste. This just encourages illegal dumping and rodent infestations.
It is also a physical burden for many seniors to take care of their own disposal. More recycling
should be included in our blue bins. Our household sorts and drops off way more recycling than is
picked up.

5/2/2019 3:49 PM

204

NA

5/2/2019 3:35 PM

205

Transportation to Comox Valley to access Primary Care. Better resources there and we should
have a way of getting there by bus. The current bus schedule is grossly inadequate.

5/2/2019 2:15 PM

206

Outdoor recreation facilities. Race song upgrades. More people in town everyday and no
recreation infrastructure improvements for a decade

5/2/2019 1:53 PM

207

Sewers system

5/2/2019 1:44 PM

208

Bylaw enforcement. From dog shit in every park, ball field and trail, cars double parked on streets
and travelling criminals and drug users leaving needles and garbage in every park and green
space around town we need more bylaw enforcement.

5/2/2019 1:37 PM

209

Actually enacting the existing bylaws. As it stands the bylaws are a joke. Enforce th3 180 day
Enforcing the existing bylaws. The 180 day rule for resort areas instead of having people
permanently living there as is the present case.

5/2/2019 1:02 PM

210

Seasonal decorations for the whole city not just Craig's Street.

5/2/2019 12:40 PM

211

Everything recreational - the pool, curling rink and track surfaces all need urgent attention.

5/2/2019 12:09 PM

212

City planning, traffic patterns.

5/2/2019 12:06 PM

213

new development should be required to preserve trees and green space

5/2/2019 12:04 PM

214

Plant more Tree's

5/2/2019 12:02 PM

215

Transit, lower cost to seniors

5/2/2019 11:59 AM

216

income assistance office so poor people don't have to travel to nanaimo

5/2/2019 11:13 AM

217

We need some doctors.

5/2/2019 10:57 AM

218

I feel that in general the City does a good job with services.

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

219

I don't know the extent of these services now. If Recreation is solely the purview of RDN, then help
them to provide more recreational opportunities for young people.

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

220

Support for the community hall.

5/2/2019 10:21 AM
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221

Public transportation

5/2/2019 10:10 AM

222

Buses to coombs/Errington

5/2/2019 8:40 AM

223

Watering newly planted trees so they don't die. Gator bags are currently working well - please
keep them filled during really hot weather.

5/2/2019 8:34 AM

224

Drugs & homeless in the community. Disappointment to have homeless, drug folks shooting up
near & on the beach, not a good site for our tourist industry, who love the beach. Health coverage
for all.

5/2/2019 8:22 AM

225

No RDN interference - just one Parksville/Qualicum governing.

5/2/2019 8:14 AM

226

Maybe examine what teenagers have to do in town.

5/2/2019 8:03 AM

227

Consistency of summer water supply

5/2/2019 7:48 AM

228

Not had any orobkens with services

5/2/2019 6:31 AM

229

Helping the homeless get permanently off the streets and into affordable housing , and provide
more shelters during the cold winter season

5/2/2019 6:04 AM

230

Garbage collection. I have a household of 7 and am constantly going over on garbage limits. I
recycle and compost but it just doesn’t cut it.

5/2/2019 12:45 AM

231

Parks and recreation

5/1/2019 11:03 PM

232

Snow removal. It's a minor thing but should have a better budget

5/1/2019 10:44 PM

233

Recreation centre with a swimming pool please! The only reason I am not swimming is because it
would take 2 hours out of my day to get to QB, swim for my your and get back. Unfortunately I am
not retired and do not have the luxury of that time. Our police force could use additional staff as
well until we get all the transient thieves irradicated, the drug addicts into rehab and to keep up
with the needs of our growing population

5/1/2019 10:34 PM

234

Although I do not use transit I hear the schedule and routes are not effective which might explain
why I see empty busses driving around. It does not seem to be cost effective.

5/1/2019 9:05 PM

235

Police, we need more of them! I see drug deals going on when I go about my daily business, if we
had more police, maybe they would see them too.

5/1/2019 8:36 PM

236

Create a ride share program similar to Uber

5/1/2019 8:30 PM

237

Local and intercity transit.

5/1/2019 8:28 PM

238

A few more garbage cans near hiking and walking trails, especially for dog walkers wanting to
dispose of dog poop.

5/1/2019 7:58 PM

239

Hospital needed...Nanaimo, Port Alberni, Comox, Campbell River all have one....and none in
Parksville...with more housing being build all the time.....Hospital and more doctors needed.

5/1/2019 7:20 PM

240

Curling rink

5/1/2019 6:46 PM

241

OHC should be enlarged and more staff added to cut down on wait times.

5/1/2019 6:35 PM

242

More recreation facilities. Not everyone wants to skate.

5/1/2019 6:33 PM

243

Medical services - more doctors

5/1/2019 6:29 PM

244

More police

5/1/2019 6:13 PM

245

Security, crime prevention

5/1/2019 6:11 PM

246

Health care is inadequate in both quantity and quality.

5/1/2019 5:42 PM

247

streamlining the development process to encourage economic activities. Set strict timelines for
approvals and adhere to them . the approval process is far too lengthy and cost thousands of
dollars in time alone

5/1/2019 5:23 PM

248

Free yard waste pick-up. We want to see we’ll kept yards but it’s a challenge for a senior to
dispose of hard waste.

5/1/2019 5:18 PM

249

Medical Services - need Family Doctors

5/1/2019 5:04 PM

250

The oceanside community park.

5/1/2019 5:04 PM
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251

Urgent care facility (I get this is provincial, but it's needed) Water delivery - so that restrictions
aren't happening so early in the year.

5/1/2019 5:00 PM

252

Medical and pollicing

5/1/2019 4:42 PM

253

Our streets need to have less litter...need clean up crews monitoring on a regular basis! How
about enlisting transients to do this...for a few dollars they can pick up garbage instead of asking
the residents to continually hand over their cash to them!

5/1/2019 4:24 PM

254

I would like to see more nature walks, more history being told, and have upgrades to parks.

5/1/2019 4:15 PM

255

Water No more drilling of private wells in acreage subdivisions .We are robbing ourselves RDN
has its head in the sand ,mostly reacting ,mostly inward thinking But mostly ignoring its own
constituents Getting much worse

5/1/2019 4:03 PM

256

Cleaning out the sand dunes in the water at the Community Park down by where the old Coast
Guard station was. It was always cleaned out when we had the hovercraft. If we do not rectify this
soon, we will eventually just have a stagnant pool cut off from the Salish Sea.

5/1/2019 3:51 PM

257

Greater emphasis on our impact on the environment. I know both levels deal with water
conservation but most of my neighbours know nothing about this. Big educational need please
make it happen.

5/1/2019 3:41 PM

258

Resources for child care

5/1/2019 3:36 PM

259

Most services provided are adequate, but it appears the policing (not in either RDN or Parksville
portfolio I know!) is inadequate.

5/1/2019 3:21 PM

260

A swimming pool in Parksville.

5/1/2019 2:45 PM

261

Transit to Coombs area

5/1/2019 1:42 PM

262

More recreation for youth

5/1/2019 1:42 PM

263

Night life

5/1/2019 12:32 PM

264

By law officer could do more

5/1/2019 12:03 PM

265

I think you do a great job of supplying services, I do not have any complaints

5/1/2019 11:45 AM

266

Better snow removal in the French Creek district

5/1/2019 10:53 AM

267

It’s bizzar that we have no indoor or outdoor pool in Parksville. Residents pay to go into resort
pools.

5/1/2019 10:12 AM

268

Community Consultation - this encompasses all of the other services that the city provides. The
City does not do a good job of communicating what they are doing or thinking of doing. Decisions
are being made in closed council meetings without consulting with the community at large. (this is
happening now not just in the past)

5/1/2019 9:29 AM

269

local/regional bus service

5/1/2019 9:07 AM

270

Urgent Care is great but an actual hospital could save time and lives.

5/1/2019 9:06 AM

271

Easier/ free yard waste recycling

5/1/2019 8:49 AM

272

Generally satisfied with provided services.

5/1/2019 8:26 AM

273

Urban sprawl. It's expensive for infrastructure.

5/1/2019 8:12 AM

274

It would be nice to see more programming for young people here. So many services and activities
take place in Nanaimo.

5/1/2019 8:06 AM

275

More emphasis on illegal drug use. Arrests will give these people a chance to use system to get
clean. I feel the 'bush' is not a good place to live.

5/1/2019 8:04 AM

276

There’s no swimming pool in parksville

5/1/2019 7:59 AM

277

Water

5/1/2019 7:49 AM

278

Making health, ie: pool, gym, and recreation more affordable so more people would engage in a
healthier lifestyle.

5/1/2019 7:15 AM

279

Recreation facilities and courses.

5/1/2019 5:51 AM

280

Easier/more access for families that can’t afford programs to be able to attend

4/30/2019 11:05 PM
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281

Recreation servixes

4/30/2019 10:30 PM

282

Recreational services.

4/30/2019 10:29 PM

283

Better healthcare options with more doctors and a small hospital. We should have a proper place
to have specialists come to our city rather than travelling for every specialist out of our city.

4/30/2019 10:11 PM

284

Encourage cities with mental health units and Drug rehab to educate other cities in the proper way
to help people overcome these issues safely and with their best interest at heart for long term
recovery.

4/30/2019 10:07 PM

285

Funding for non profit organizations suck as kidfest

4/30/2019 10:01 PM

286

Increase in the number of RCMP that will receive support and direction from council, allowing them
to support people to get help for their addictions and arrest those who are guilty of crimes within
this city

4/30/2019 9:54 PM

287

Maintenance of side roads such as Pym. Have you gone for a drive down Pym from the hwy to
Hirst lately! It's really bad!

4/30/2019 9:53 PM

288

Police service.

4/30/2019 9:22 PM

289

Medical services. The medical clinic in Parksville is the most inadequate facility of its kind in BC.
WHY DID THEY NOT BUILD A FULL TIME HOSPITAL? Crazy idea. This needs to be addressed.

4/30/2019 9:11 PM

290

Bylaw. I have read that they have insufficient resources to deal with the volume of issues that are
occurring

4/30/2019 8:51 PM

291

Increase the police force. Support them. Bylaw to stop pan handling in down town area. Clean up
homeless camp, make their life uncomfortable.

4/30/2019 8:33 PM

292

Traffic coming too fast thru the town.

4/30/2019 8:30 PM

293

Garbage collection - it would be helpful if garden refuse could be collected.

4/30/2019 8:26 PM

294

Increased recreational opportunities especially for young people.

4/30/2019 8:26 PM

295

lets get thesecond swimming pool for oceanside or at least bank money towards it

4/30/2019 8:15 PM

296

water

4/30/2019 7:45 PM

297

More parks and recreation. Per capita....it feels that the area is greatly lacking in facilities and
playing fields.

4/30/2019 7:42 PM

298

The pick up of yard waste should be curb side as well. At least one or two bags a week.

4/30/2019 7:39 PM

299

Police ...more presence in downtown. Friendly precence.

4/30/2019 7:36 PM

300

Policing

4/30/2019 7:00 PM

301

RCMP presence...they need to be more visible!

4/30/2019 6:55 PM

302

Crime

4/30/2019 6:51 PM

303

By laws, more officers needed, to enforce by laws, of all types

4/30/2019 6:38 PM

304

Police

4/30/2019 6:35 PM

305

pickleball courts No permanent courts available

4/30/2019 6:16 PM

306

Healthcare, access to mental health services

4/30/2019 6:13 PM

307

Don’t know

4/30/2019 6:07 PM

308

Public transportation - is very limited, is powered by carbon fuels, and does not serve our rural
areas.

4/30/2019 5:52 PM

309

Social services/affordable housing. Not a local government function necessarily but should be
working with MLA and MP.

4/30/2019 5:35 PM

310

Indoor recreational courts, large indoor pool, quad ball fields, dedicated soccer field, increased
biking and walking trails

4/30/2019 5:28 PM

311

The curling rink should be a City owned item.

4/30/2019 5:25 PM

312

no specific issues....would like to see some sort of pool in town

4/30/2019 5:14 PM
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313

pool or theater added to the city

4/30/2019 5:13 PM

314

Medical services .. being able to have a family doctor.

4/30/2019 5:01 PM

315

Athletics/sports

4/30/2019 4:57 PM

316

Again, recreational facility.

4/30/2019 4:50 PM

317

Community buildings. No swimming pool, or hub for community events. Everything is spread out in
Multiple buildings with no real place to gather. Need one building that all of the community comes
to.

4/30/2019 4:44 PM

318

It sure would be nice to have people learn to read a simple sign - leash and pick up after your dogs
- there will be a serious injury - saw a young man on a bike at the beginning of the foot path to
coombs being bitten on his leg by a dog with no leash and an owner who had no control last week.

4/30/2019 4:29 PM

319

Cleaning of the city and beaches. There is garbage everywhere in the city Needles and feces on
the beach it is not safe to walk around on anymore.

4/30/2019 4:25 PM

320

Affordable, accessible recreation/fitness opportunities for adults. (As per the RDN's plan which
they have again tabled indefinitely.) Right now, if you don't golf/skate/curl/lawn bowl, you have to
pay private businesses (for which business must be good because the private gyms are
expanding). Not all adults, especially seniors, can afford private fitness options.

4/30/2019 4:05 PM

321

water and sewer.

4/30/2019 3:51 PM

322

There needs to be a walk in clinic 7 days of the week

4/30/2019 3:45 PM

323

Garbage and recycling, change to the big containers picked up by truck.

4/30/2019 3:44 PM

324

Use of a bobcat to clear sidewalks of snow so that pedestrians don't need to risk injury stepping out
into traffic.

4/30/2019 3:42 PM

325

Roads Community meeting place, too many to pick one.

4/30/2019 3:40 PM

326

Garbage collection. Automated collection. Bigger green bins than Nanaimo has so we can put
yard clippings in.

4/30/2019 3:39 PM

327

Policing

4/30/2019 3:28 PM

328

Medical

4/30/2019 3:24 PM

329

Policing

4/30/2019 3:21 PM

330

Bring back rec commission and get on with proper track and field facility

4/30/2019 3:15 PM

331

Need a pool in Parksville

4/30/2019 3:05 PM

332

Sewage treatment

4/30/2019 3:02 PM

333

Recreational facilities - as already identified by previous groups - walking track, pool, public gym.

4/30/2019 2:59 PM

334

Recreation facilities in the city

4/30/2019 2:53 PM

335

A pool in Parksville would be wonderful

4/30/2019 2:52 PM

336

Maintenance of public areas

4/30/2019 2:52 PM

337

Recycling and dumping - I think we're seeing so many dumping grounds because it can be so
expensive to go to the dump or recycling depot. I wish there was a discount for regular residential
users to help promote use of our recycling and garbage facilities.

4/30/2019 2:50 PM

338

Having a one issue council does nothing for all that is required of a municipal council

4/30/2019 2:35 PM

339

More kids camps through the rdn

4/30/2019 2:34 PM

340

Roads and trails.

4/30/2019 2:32 PM

341

Healthcare/hospital services are inadequate.

4/30/2019 2:28 PM

342

Recreational - we need a swimming pool. Public Transportation - better service in the morning for
students that need to travel to VIU

4/30/2019 1:56 PM

343

Recreation. Parksville needs it’s own facility for a pool/gym rec centre

4/30/2019 1:56 PM

344

Healthcare. Please see answers above.

4/30/2019 1:53 PM
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345

.

4/30/2019 1:52 PM

346

More natural playgrounds Enforce bylaws

4/30/2019 1:42 PM

347

What services are here? I drive to Nanaimo for doctors and shopping.

4/30/2019 1:38 PM

348

Water. I understand it is being worked on, but needs more improvement via treatment plant

4/30/2019 1:37 PM

349

All of the above. Take your pick.

4/30/2019 1:37 PM

350

Build a competition size pool Better fields for kids sports Need to make more family orientated not
all senior to keep our community growing with families

4/30/2019 1:35 PM

351

Bylaw

4/30/2019 1:34 PM

352

Water - even with the new system with so many new subdivisions we will soon be short of water all
the time. Is there any reason we could not get water from Cameron Lake???

4/30/2019 1:31 PM

353

Currently...Policing. With the increasing amount of crime, drug users, vagrants, and complaints, to
the local RCMP detachment, the current manpower is insufficient.

4/30/2019 1:29 PM

354

Transit from the surrounding areas to our downtown core. Many people would use transit if it was
more convenient.

4/30/2019 1:27 PM

355

Transportation. Right now we have a large bus travelling between Qualicum, Parksville and
Nanaimo with very limited service. We need to find a way to triple the public transportation plus
add a route that will take us directly to the ferry terminal without having to transfer in Nanailmo

4/30/2019 1:22 PM

356

affordable housing, to bring younger people here

4/30/2019 1:21 PM

357

Rec centre - swimming pool, activity centre. Track at Ballenas.

4/30/2019 1:20 PM

358

Crime prevention so community feels safer

4/30/2019 1:18 PM

359

Something to compliment the arena. A pool or expanding it into a sportsplex for indoor sports.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

360

I can't think of any at this time.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

361

I feel there could be more accessible bike routes around town and by the beach, it’s really quite
dangerous to try and bike down to the beach park, esp for children.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

362

Transit

4/30/2019 1:13 PM

363

Clean-up down the old highway

4/30/2019 1:07 PM

364

The water resource and management could improve, as more and more people move to the area,
and more houses are being built, we seem to be in a water crisis and have water restrictions a lot
of the time.

4/30/2019 1:07 PM

365

Medical - attract more doctors and other healthcare professionals.

4/30/2019 1:01 PM

366

Much better transit from area to the more out of city areas. More doctors

4/30/2019 12:57 PM

367

Bylaw and police, begging in front of businesses corners!!!! They focus too much on minor
infractions by tax paying citizens and drug users, homeless transients get to do as they please,
when we complain we are told their hands are tied.

4/30/2019 12:53 PM

368

Policing

4/30/2019 12:45 PM

369

Child care!! Family resources

4/30/2019 12:43 PM

370

Sports fields

4/30/2019 12:41 PM

371

RecreAtion centre and pool.

4/30/2019 12:40 PM

372

plain and simple, health care. DOCTORS. There are many, many people in the community without
a doctor. Families, with young children having to rely on walk-in-clinics in other towns. It took 2
years for me to find a GP and he is in Nanaimo.

4/30/2019 12:39 PM

373

transportation as in bus service

4/30/2019 12:36 PM

374

Bylaw needs more power to enforce rules and bylaws

4/30/2019 11:58 AM

375

Stop allowing variances.

4/30/2019 11:52 AM

376

Water. We go really heavy into water restrictions in the summer, and could use more water. Dry
lawns increases flammability. More water capacity is needed to meet growing city needs.

4/30/2019 11:25 AM
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377

pedestrian and cycling infrastructure, stronger trail networks.

4/30/2019 10:35 AM

378

Police and bylaw presence in downtown areas

4/30/2019 9:35 AM

379

Increased snow removal, especially of sidewalks on major routes and in downtown.

4/30/2019 9:35 AM

380

Compared to other communities Parksville seems to be run really well. Making cuts will only make
it worse. Any improvement for the better is great with me and my family.

4/30/2019 8:44 AM

381

Downtown parking. There is not enough parking anywhere and it seems to be getting worse all the
time. I don't mind pay parking if it is a reasonable price. Could some buildings be put in with
underground parking or layered parking to increase spaces?

4/30/2019 8:24 AM

382

Linking trails and recreational facilities. We need a swimming pool here to not only attract young
families but therapeutic pools for rehabilitation

4/29/2019 9:02 PM

383

Remove regional districts

4/29/2019 7:39 PM

384

Public Safety (Police / Fire / Bylaw) - The more people and buildings the busier these services will
be. The same will be true for other core municipal services. If you build it, they will come -- be
ready.

4/26/2019 5:16 PM
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Q10 Is there one service currently being provided that you believe is not
necessary? Please explain.
Answered: 298

Skipped: 127

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Unless it is improved greatly or marketed much better, transit should be drastically scaled back or
eliminated.

6/18/2019 2:12 PM

2

n/a

6/18/2019 11:57 AM

3

all services need to appeal to all ages

6/18/2019 11:47 AM

4

Why so many workers on one little job. Two do the work while the rest watch.

6/18/2019 11:33 AM

5

All the expensive housing

6/18/2019 11:25 AM

6

No

6/18/2019 11:19 AM

7

Can't think of one that is not necessary

6/18/2019 11:15 AM

8

Swimming complex like Bowen PArk

6/18/2019 11:07 AM

9

no

6/18/2019 10:49 AM

10

service in any form that helps people

6/18/2019 10:45 AM

11

?????

6/18/2019 10:34 AM

12

I will have to think further on this

6/18/2019 9:47 AM

13

High priced resorts, keep PV family friendly

6/18/2019 9:39 AM

14

change in bylaw enforcement - using police time to harass the homeless rather than work for
solutions

6/18/2019 9:27 AM

15

NO

6/18/2019 9:21 AM

16

building more high end housing developments

6/18/2019 8:55 AM

17

None

6/13/2019 2:55 PM

18

No

6/12/2019 1:05 PM

19

Perhaps in this digital age we should consider libraries all being converted to digital use?

6/11/2019 2:47 PM

20

can't think of one

6/10/2019 8:15 PM

21

No.

6/10/2019 5:26 PM

22

The street cleaning that goes on all the time. What a waste of water

6/10/2019 4:07 PM

23

Every service provided is necessary to someone.

6/10/2019 9:51 AM

24

No.

6/9/2019 8:59 PM

25

no

6/9/2019 5:41 PM

26

Not that I know of.

6/9/2019 2:56 PM

27

No

6/7/2019 11:02 PM

28

Not one.

6/7/2019 9:14 AM

29

No

6/6/2019 6:53 AM

30

Not that I can think of.

6/2/2019 2:23 PM

31

no

5/31/2019 5:04 PM
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32

The convention center turned into a recreation center with gym for families and seniors that is
affordable. still able to rent out other rooms within the complex simultaneously. City planners who
reinforce current laws for building structures ie height of building, not going over the ascertained
height.

5/28/2019 11:08 PM

33

As above

5/28/2019 1:49 PM

34

no

5/27/2019 4:06 PM

35

Cannot think of one.

5/27/2019 2:30 PM

36

I don't really need to see all the pretty flowers planted everywhere by Parks. I would rather see
them focussing on trail link development than flowers.

5/26/2019 2:17 PM

37

Chipping program. Time to end it.

5/25/2019 11:04 AM

38

na

5/23/2019 10:03 AM

39

NO

5/22/2019 11:56 AM

40

Yes, too much money being spent on street sweeping, maybe use that money for snow removal or
something more important than sweeping

5/22/2019 10:48 AM

41

Convention centre. Perhaps develop this into a community recreation centre. It is not Parksville's
job to provide conference space. That should be done by the hotel/resort industry.

5/22/2019 10:48 AM

42

Less tree planting in the park, it's getting too dense and overgrown down there

5/22/2019 9:57 AM

43

What?

5/21/2019 10:31 PM

44

No

5/21/2019 8:47 PM

45

The goose slaughter

5/21/2019 4:17 PM

46

A community needs many services to stay viable.

5/21/2019 12:39 PM

47

To much bureaucracy?

5/21/2019 10:37 AM

48

No

5/20/2019 1:11 PM

49

No comment

5/20/2019 11:03 AM

50

pet tax aka licence fee

5/20/2019 9:22 AM

51

The RDN (taxpayers) currently gives rebates for some septic enhancements (filters, risers etc.)
Does Parksville provide money for this for Parksville homeowners on septic? This seems to me to
be a homeowner's responsibility. I work in the septic business and the people calling us are
usually those people who can most afford to pay and are most aware of the benefits and are
already being responsible about their systems.

5/19/2019 7:54 AM

52

None that I can think of

5/18/2019 11:28 AM

53

please stop culling the geese

5/18/2019 9:00 AM

54

campfire ban in the summer

5/17/2019 11:11 PM

55

Building the homeless shelter

5/17/2019 9:55 PM

56

no

5/17/2019 9:37 PM

57

Can't thing of anything right now.

5/17/2019 3:57 PM

58

No. We should be a service based community.

5/17/2019 11:58 AM

59

The proposed beach clean up at the community beach seems unessasary.

5/17/2019 12:24 AM

60

no

5/16/2019 1:46 PM

61

No.

5/16/2019 8:08 AM

62

222 and any money’s devoted to homeless unless they quit drugs. Otherwise. Out of town

5/15/2019 6:21 PM

63

N/A. Nothing immediately comes to mind.

5/15/2019 4:06 PM

64

none at this time.

5/15/2019 7:13 AM

65

No

5/14/2019 9:25 PM
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66

By law enforcement on pan handling

5/14/2019 8:04 PM

67

RDN they do not care about us.

5/14/2019 5:23 PM

68

Nothing comes to mind

5/14/2019 5:00 PM

69

The City spent $10,000 (I think) to change the colour of street signposts! Not only is that a
complete waste of money, but the pale green signs are very difficult to read. Shouldn't the priority
be visibility (esp to seniors with impaired sight) rather than fashionable colours? Whose idea was
that anyway?!

5/14/2019 3:21 PM

70

no

5/14/2019 3:03 PM

71

No

5/14/2019 2:52 PM

72

Not that I can think of.

5/14/2019 2:09 PM

73

Not that I can think of

5/14/2019 2:08 PM

74

Epcor

5/14/2019 1:26 PM

75

no

5/14/2019 1:21 PM

76

Curb side yard waste removal

5/14/2019 11:11 AM

77

No

5/14/2019 10:31 AM

78

Not aware of one.

5/14/2019 10:29 AM

79

no

5/14/2019 9:56 AM

80

one persons good is anothers not so....not qualified.

5/14/2019 9:47 AM

81

none

5/14/2019 9:27 AM

82

Yes, the culling of geese.

5/14/2019 9:23 AM

83

Nope.

5/14/2019 9:04 AM

84

All services provided are needed but perhaps cutbacks in some.

5/14/2019 8:39 AM

85

Tree chipping- residents should take their garden waste to a facility and it would be chipped there.
Or it could be collected & taken to such a facility.

5/14/2019 7:58 AM

86

NO

5/14/2019 7:34 AM

87

I can't think of any.

5/14/2019 7:28 AM

88

swimming we need a swimming pool and a recreation centre

5/14/2019 7:09 AM

89

All services are important but we need to stop 'changing the world' when only a few people
complain. When the remaining 99% enjoy or have no problem with something, then don't change it
just because it is good for political reasons.

5/13/2019 10:23 PM

90

The new homeless housing that is going in. Pharmisave is already despising needles I believe and
by putting the homeless shelter in for needles Have low cost housing for those at entry level jobs
that need a place to stay

5/13/2019 8:51 PM

91

Handouts to bums and homeless

5/13/2019 7:58 PM

92

Accountability for hours worked by city maintenance people

5/13/2019 9:54 AM

93

Too many by law officers. More help and budget should be given to Parks Department

5/12/2019 3:19 PM

94

I can't think of one. It would have been nice if a list of services had been provided with this
question.

5/12/2019 11:27 AM

95

Non .

5/12/2019 8:45 AM

96

The proposed beach 'clean up' is ridiculous, leave the beach alone in it's natural state - it's why we
came here! No to a manicured sand beach!

5/10/2019 4:13 PM

97

???

5/10/2019 7:47 AM

98

Anything to support these thieving druggie misfit scum bags.

5/9/2019 6:40 PM

99

I don't think we need by-law officers to move people out of the public spaces. I am concerned
about the money to be spent on "Beach clean up." and Parksville can't afford a separate pool.

5/9/2019 3:10 PM
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100

no

5/9/2019 1:10 PM

101

RDN was created for communities in Oceanside area to share resources. Today our community
has grown, needs have changed, tax base is different and we should be able to control & sustain
on our own.

5/9/2019 11:04 AM

102

Why do we upkeep the railway intersections when there have never been any trains for the last
ten years!

5/9/2019 10:58 AM

103

Not a service....but what’s with the beach improvement plan to truck in sand, get rid of stones,
driftwood....would the tides not just pile up more stones, driftwood and take and leave sand?
What’s the point unless you have friends hat own hose supply businesses. We are on the west
coast....stone beaches,driftwood., sea grass....they are a given.

5/8/2019 1:37 PM

104

222 Corefeild I feel it was rushed and it wont "solve' anything I feel it lacks understanding and the
area for it is wrong but we have been complaining about this "project" for a couple years now and
nothing has changed nor will it, I have lost my faith in our system, period.

5/8/2019 9:56 AM

105

Not that I am aware of.

5/8/2019 9:07 AM

106

No - the city provides great service from public works, to the parks department, to the fire
department, and staff at city hall.

5/7/2019 10:18 PM

107

The service that is great but maybe not as necessary is the road cleaning maybe do the sidewalks
instead, as they are awful in town.

5/7/2019 5:34 PM

108

222 Corfield. This facility is in the wrong location.

5/7/2019 5:25 PM

109

The large water treatment plant is far too expensive and Parksville is carrying most of the financial
burden!

5/7/2019 2:40 PM

110

Parking ticket officer. Make Parksville free for parking to encourage downtown business.

5/7/2019 2:33 PM

111

The downtown signage in the moss green is ugly and dumb.

5/7/2019 1:18 PM

112

N/A

5/7/2019 12:24 PM

113

????

5/7/2019 10:35 AM

114

No.

5/7/2019 10:32 AM

115

Handy dart cannot be used easily. My mother had knee surgery and was told she could use handy
dart but then told by them that it cost money and they were not available certain days or times bc
they do senior outings which didn’t work with her physio. The physiotherapy told her that quite
often people get abandoned there by handy dart and have to find alternate was home

5/7/2019 10:30 AM

116

no

5/7/2019 9:32 AM

117

I thought the services I know of were rather good

5/7/2019 12:09 AM

118

See 7. above

5/6/2019 10:24 PM

119

Cornfield 222. Why are we importing other better equipped communities problems?

5/6/2019 8:09 PM

120

No

5/6/2019 7:41 PM

121

Some boulevards have sprinkler systems (Corfield South). This is a waste of water and
maintenance time.

5/6/2019 5:16 PM

122

Downtown signs, when we really do not have a visible downtown that calls people in. Just a waste
of money.

5/6/2019 3:18 PM

123

no

5/6/2019 3:17 PM

124

no

5/6/2019 10:13 AM

125

none

5/6/2019 8:44 AM

126

Can't think of one.

5/5/2019 11:56 PM

127

Save money on Parks & Recreation by leaving them natural. Leave them alone except for
removing invasive species.

5/5/2019 4:52 PM

128

Not that comes to mind right away.

5/5/2019 4:17 PM

129

No.

5/5/2019 2:21 PM
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130

222 corfield. We’re a tourist city not a drug house.

5/4/2019 11:38 PM

131

Can't think of one right now.

5/4/2019 12:33 PM

132

I do not think it is necessary to have developers "clear cut" the land they are going to build on.
Leaving "greenspace" is the norm in most cities, now. Why do we allow this to happen?

5/4/2019 12:25 PM

133

unnecessary signage that says downtown, beach area, beach walkway etc .It's evident.

5/4/2019 12:19 PM

134

No

5/4/2019 11:57 AM

135

I really like the library and its availability is very generous - not sure if all those hours are
necessary. The City has way too many vehicles. By-law enforcement should be done on foot or by
bicycle - the area to be covered is not that large.

5/4/2019 9:58 AM

136

N/A

5/3/2019 10:15 PM

137

Not that I can think of

5/3/2019 8:50 PM

138

Not aware of any.

5/3/2019 4:50 PM

139

The tree-chipping service is nice, but perhaps not something that tax payers should subsidize.

5/3/2019 4:24 PM

140

Handing free food, etc. to those unwilling to work - I agree with helping those who have genuine
health issues, but able bodies individuals should not be included.

5/3/2019 4:09 PM

141

Providing housing to individuals who are openly using drugs.

5/3/2019 1:46 PM

142

Not at this time

5/3/2019 10:01 AM

143

Housing for the population with active addictions who do not have an interest in improving
themselves. I feel that having a wet house so close to the downtown area will increase crime , will
increase garbage and will increase fear in the residents.

5/3/2019 9:58 AM

144

Free needle handouts. Maybe this question should of been a list... i can't think of any now... but i
am thinking the survey maker had some ideas... :)

5/3/2019 9:57 AM

145

No

5/3/2019 7:11 AM

146

See #9

5/2/2019 8:52 PM

147

Not aware of any

5/2/2019 6:23 PM

148

Free city bus.

5/2/2019 6:21 PM

149

not at this time

5/2/2019 5:29 PM

150

Have dog owners to take their dogs poop home so we don’t have to pay for someone to collect the
mess.

5/2/2019 4:53 PM

151

No

5/2/2019 4:07 PM

152

No.

5/2/2019 3:49 PM

153

No, not sure at this time,, we are too new here.

5/2/2019 3:35 PM

154

No

5/2/2019 2:15 PM

155

No

5/2/2019 1:53 PM

156

Seems about right.

5/2/2019 1:37 PM

157

Unaware of one

5/2/2019 1:02 PM

158

geese cull. Too much money is being spent killing them when other methods of discouraging the
geese should be tried first

5/2/2019 12:40 PM

159

Unaware

5/2/2019 12:09 PM

160

no

5/2/2019 12:06 PM

161

no

5/2/2019 12:04 PM

162

222 Corfield!

5/2/2019 12:02 PM

163

Street cleaning once every spring not 3 times

5/2/2019 11:59 AM
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164

222 Corfield. We don’t need to be housing druggies or providing services that encourage them to
come here. We don’t have the extended services that they need. This should be in Nanaimo.

5/2/2019 10:57 AM

165

Not really.

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

166

I don't know what the extent of these services are now. You might have itemized them here in this
survey as a vehicle to educate us.

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

167

Tourism advertising.

5/2/2019 10:33 AM

168

No

5/2/2019 10:10 AM

169

Wembly mall bus service that could elsewhere to places more needed

5/2/2019 8:40 AM

170

-

5/2/2019 8:34 AM

171

— more services the better

5/2/2019 8:22 AM

172

None

5/2/2019 8:14 AM

173

no

5/2/2019 8:03 AM

174

No

5/2/2019 6:31 AM

175

Not sure about this one

5/2/2019 6:04 AM

176

Ive heard there is no market for recycled plastic. Perhaps it is folly to collect it only to have it end
up in the landfill anyway. Also, are all the bus routes being well used? If not, why continue them?

5/2/2019 1:35 AM

177

I don’t know

5/2/2019 12:45 AM

178

No

5/1/2019 11:03 PM

179

None

5/1/2019 10:44 PM

180

Not sure if everything we send to recycling is actually recycled but if it isn't, it would be good to
know so that I don't waste water washing it.

5/1/2019 8:36 PM

181

Low income housing must come with responsibility. Giving things for free doesn’t help the person
and certainly doesn’t help society

5/1/2019 8:30 PM

182

No.

5/1/2019 7:58 PM

183

can't think of any

5/1/2019 7:20 PM

184

Bylaw officer; never seems to do anything and if the individual does ... let the residents know ..

5/1/2019 6:46 PM

185

None that affect me.

5/1/2019 6:35 PM

186

Not that I can think of.

5/1/2019 6:33 PM

187

none come to mind

5/1/2019 6:29 PM

188

No

5/1/2019 6:13 PM

189

The munidpality should stick to its mandate: roads, sewer, water, drainage, parks, and recreation.
Stay away from issues like bans on single use plastic bags, wood burning fire places, subsidized
anything or free anything - it doesn't encourage anyone to be a contributing member of society.
The City of Parksville should cease all grants to groups. If they can;t survive without taxpayers
assistance it isn;t much of a service to the community. The only exception is groups that are made
up entirely of volunteers - not paid executive directors etc. While you are at it it is time to tax all
religious institutions fair market value. they should not get a free ride

5/1/2019 5:23 PM

190

I don’t know because both my wife and I can drive. Empty busses look like a great expense. Are
they necessary?

5/1/2019 5:18 PM

191

No

5/1/2019 5:04 PM

192

not aware of any

5/1/2019 5:04 PM

193

Watermain flushing several times a year seems like overkill.

5/1/2019 4:42 PM

194

n/a

5/1/2019 4:24 PM

195

Maybe I don't have enough info on the services that are provided - I can't speak to this other than
to say I wouldn't want any services cut without more information.

5/1/2019 4:15 PM
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No But as far as the RCMP goes ,they might as well not be here.Are you aware of the crazy
drivers and speeding There are no laws for driving here Anything goes . How many times do we
have to drive by the Police station to see the car park FULL

5/1/2019 4:03 PM

197

Aid to some sporting groups for adults which they can well afford for themselves. I am in favour of
aiding those adults who cannot afford some type of recreation service, but not those who have no
financial need.

5/1/2019 3:51 PM

198

I don't know all of the services but use many from basic water, sewer, roads to library and
community meeting places. Any time I have gone to city staff for information or support, my needs
have been well met.

5/1/2019 3:41 PM

199

None

5/1/2019 3:36 PM

200

We could decrease the amount of street sweeping done.

5/1/2019 3:21 PM

201

I don’t think so.

5/1/2019 2:45 PM

202

?

5/1/2019 1:42 PM

203

no

5/1/2019 1:42 PM

204

Spending thousands on cleaning up needles

5/1/2019 12:32 PM

205

No.

5/1/2019 11:45 AM

206

No

5/1/2019 10:12 AM

207

The City seems to provide assistance to a variety of groups (Beachfest, Canada Day, Brant
Festival, etc) that should be supported by community efforts and not tax payer$ Grant in
Aid/council contingency etc.

5/1/2019 9:29 AM

208

Not that I’m aware of.

5/1/2019 9:06 AM

209

Nothing comes to mind.

5/1/2019 8:26 AM

210

Don't know

5/1/2019 8:12 AM

211

I can’t think of one.

5/1/2019 8:06 AM

212

More garbage cans for the time being. You can't ask for homeless to be clean and not provide
receptables for garbage. Please have police drop by camps looking for stolen items.

5/1/2019 8:04 AM

213

Not sure

5/1/2019 7:59 AM

214

No. We don't currently have enough of any type of service.

5/1/2019 7:15 AM

215

No

5/1/2019 5:51 AM

216

Don’t know

4/30/2019 11:05 PM

217

No

4/30/2019 10:30 PM

218

Wet housing. We have no support services for this, we need more RCMP, a hospital, rehab
centers, affordable housing before anyone will ever survive using this unit at 222 corfield as they
will not be able to afford to.stay here afterward.

4/30/2019 10:11 PM

219

Not that I know of.

4/30/2019 10:07 PM

220

Free housing for drug users I am all for low income housing but not free it just gets abused

4/30/2019 10:01 PM

221

Wet barrier housing

4/30/2019 9:54 PM

222

Nope, I have to say how impressed I was with the road clearing folks this winter! They did a great
job.

4/30/2019 9:53 PM

223

not sure

4/30/2019 9:22 PM

224

Can't think of any.

4/30/2019 9:11 PM

225

No

4/30/2019 8:51 PM

226

No comment.

4/30/2019 8:30 PM

227

.

4/30/2019 8:26 PM

228

No

4/30/2019 8:26 PM
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229

pickleball

4/30/2019 8:15 PM

230

n/a

4/30/2019 7:42 PM

231

Providing homeless housing downtown next to seniors housing should not happen.

4/30/2019 7:39 PM

232

No

4/30/2019 7:00 PM

233

Too much money being spent on business frontage landscaping, they can do it

4/30/2019 6:51 PM

234

Electric car charging areas, most can’t afford an e car

4/30/2019 6:38 PM

235

Street cleaner at 6 am

4/30/2019 6:35 PM

236

none

4/30/2019 6:16 PM

237

Nothing off the top of my head

4/30/2019 6:13 PM

238

No

4/30/2019 6:07 PM

239

n/a

4/30/2019 5:35 PM

240

Stop supporting food banks and prevent illegal homeless campsites.

4/30/2019 5:28 PM

241

everything seems to be very well run

4/30/2019 5:14 PM

242

no

4/30/2019 5:13 PM

243

Not to my knowledge

4/30/2019 4:57 PM

244

Not that I can think of.

4/30/2019 4:50 PM

245

N/a

4/30/2019 4:44 PM

246

While not active yet, the shelter at 222 Corfield is not something I want my tax dollars funding
either directly or indirectly (through the need for an expanded police force). Low-cost housing is
fine but the BC Housing's mandate that active drug/alcohol use on the premises must be allowed
in order to secure funding is not acceptable nor necessary for Parksville to maintain its reputation
as a safe place to live or visit.

4/30/2019 4:05 PM

247

Can't think of anything

4/30/2019 3:45 PM

248

Forgot to put more policing in the former categories.

4/30/2019 3:40 PM

249

No

4/30/2019 3:39 PM

250

Idk

4/30/2019 3:24 PM

251

No

4/30/2019 3:21 PM

252

No. Parksville needs additional services not fewer services

4/30/2019 3:15 PM

253

222 Corfield St

4/30/2019 3:05 PM

254

no

4/30/2019 3:02 PM

255

Nothing comes to mind.

4/30/2019 2:59 PM

256

I don't think council should spend money modifying the beach. It needs to be clean but removing
what mother nature does makes no sense to me. Protecting what we have is important

4/30/2019 2:52 PM

257

I don't think we need to replace dog Licence tags yearly and I also think the permit process is too
complex for normal everyday people doing small projects around their homes.

4/30/2019 2:50 PM

258

I’m not sure

4/30/2019 2:34 PM

259

Everyone deserves a hand up. Not a hand out.

4/30/2019 2:32 PM

260

Housing for addicts. Housing must be for genuine homeless not addicts needing a place to do
drugs and facilitate crimes to support their habit.

4/30/2019 2:28 PM

261

Not sure that I can think of anything here

4/30/2019 1:56 PM

262

The current wet housing being built on Corfield. There are hard working families in need of help
before housing a drug user who is not getting proper medical intervention first

4/30/2019 1:56 PM

263

None.

4/30/2019 1:53 PM

264

222 corfield Doesn’t need an explanation. We have been pretty clear how we feel about this

4/30/2019 1:52 PM
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Not sure at the moment

4/30/2019 1:42 PM

266

No. We need garbage pickup and those services. We need the streets cleaned. We need police
and ambulance service. Mail to community boxes is good. Bylaw is doing a better job now that they
have been given freedom to act. The city needs a conference center and needs to keep going. I
can’t think of anything not needed.

4/30/2019 1:38 PM

267

N/A

4/30/2019 1:37 PM

268

No

4/30/2019 1:34 PM

269

I think the chipping service would be more economical if the trucks were Located in one spot, and
people took their garden refuse to be chipped. Perhaps then dumping fees could be reduced to
help stop the dumping in places like little mountain.

4/30/2019 1:31 PM

270

N/A

4/30/2019 1:29 PM

271

Free needles. Should be needle exchange to eliminate so many tossed on the ground.

4/30/2019 1:27 PM

272

No

4/30/2019 1:22 PM

273

none that i know of

4/30/2019 1:21 PM

274

No

4/30/2019 1:20 PM

275

PCCC is valuable but fee tax dollars may be used better towards other priorities of the community
rather than to keep facility running

4/30/2019 1:18 PM

276

All of the services we use are necessary, but having said that there are other services I may not
know about. We should also define "services". If it's RDN or Parksville City services I don't see
any extraneous services. If it's from another sector I feel ICCS isn't a service that's needed.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

277

No

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

278

No.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

279

No

4/30/2019 1:07 PM

280

No

4/30/2019 1:07 PM

281

can't think of one

4/30/2019 1:01 PM

282

No

4/30/2019 12:57 PM

283

?

4/30/2019 12:53 PM

284

More for the kids, which has been an issue since I Moved here as a 16 year old in 1990

4/30/2019 12:45 PM

285

Nope

4/30/2019 12:43 PM

286

Pickle ball 200k really?!?!

4/30/2019 12:41 PM

287

None that I know of.

4/30/2019 12:40 PM

288

No.

4/30/2019 12:39 PM

289

no

4/30/2019 12:36 PM

290

Painting little bikes on the streets, I think we all know that bikes should ride on the side of the road.
This seems like a waste of time and money.

4/30/2019 11:58 AM

291

I think there is too much large city stuff such as paving and sidewalks and control of nature being
done.

4/30/2019 11:52 AM

292

A complete list of what is available would be useful in determining what services are not
necessary. Bike lanes? while we have a few, there are certainly roads like Corfield where it
doesn't make sense. Such a short bike lane seems like a waste.

4/30/2019 11:25 AM

293

All are important.

4/30/2019 9:35 AM

294

No.

4/30/2019 8:44 AM

295

No.

4/30/2019 8:24 AM

296

There is a tremendously talented citizenry in this town but we go out for “consultations “ instead of
using our own expertise available for free.

4/29/2019 9:02 PM
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297

.

4/29/2019 7:39 PM

298

There aren't a lot of extras. We don't have a recreation department, or any other frills. Seems were
dealing with revenue collection, cutting the lawn, delivering the water, taking away to poo, legal,
development and infrastructure. Planned pragmatic approach using current reality instead of trying
to apply decade or decades old ideas or comparisons to current or future issues.

4/26/2019 5:16 PM
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Q11 How might the City adjust other service needs to accomplish these
priorities?
Answered: 273

Skipped: 152

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

You don't have to, just get the work's folks to put in a full day work for a full day wages. Everyone
sees what goes on.

6/18/2019 2:50 PM

2

Growth costs more money than it brings in. Throttle back development. Development is not a
positive for existing residents with the noise and disruption they bring. Remember, we are all after
"quiet enjoyment" - within reason.

6/18/2019 2:12 PM

3

you will have to charge more money to all

6/18/2019 11:47 AM

4

Persuade City council to understand problems

6/18/2019 11:42 AM

5

ask the people

6/18/2019 11:38 AM

6

affordable housing and renting

6/18/2019 11:25 AM

7

Provide affordable housing

6/18/2019 11:19 AM

8

more parking, roads adjusted to accommodate growing city

6/18/2019 11:15 AM

9

more money allotted for addictions treatment and acocmodation

6/18/2019 10:49 AM

10

Better parking - keep local businesses thriving

6/18/2019 10:45 AM

11

examine budget to address issues

6/18/2019 10:34 AM

12

cut PCC budget and perhaps they would find more business, seems empty most of the time

6/18/2019 9:47 AM

13

Local young people involved in community service

6/18/2019 9:39 AM

14

tough question

6/18/2019 9:21 AM

15

change attitudes, where there is a will there is a way

6/18/2019 8:55 AM

16

new council

6/13/2019 3:33 PM

17

don't know

6/13/2019 3:27 PM

18

Not sure

6/12/2019 1:05 PM

19

Don’t know

6/11/2019 2:47 PM

20

no advice

6/10/2019 8:15 PM

21

Look for more cost effective measures and duplication of services.

6/10/2019 5:26 PM

22

Raise taxes.

6/10/2019 9:51 AM

23

that is a matter for consultation with the providers and a hard look at outcomes for dollars spent

6/9/2019 9:18 PM

24

n/a

6/9/2019 8:59 PM

25

increase taxes on abandoned properties until they are dealt with.

6/9/2019 5:41 PM

26

Look at the Portugal Model for caring for people in need. Look at how to decrease our negative
ecological footprint --- Adjust taxing exclusive housing to pay for these efforts?

6/9/2019 2:56 PM

27

By carefully trimming any "frills" in the budget.

6/7/2019 11:02 PM

28

Stop spending money on land purchases and then selling land to pay for those.

6/7/2019 9:14 AM

29

Not sure

6/6/2019 6:53 AM

30

I don't know.

6/2/2019 2:23 PM

31

Lay off administration that is not completely necessary . Don't waster money and run a tight ship.
Frugality

5/28/2019 11:08 PM
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32

No comment

5/28/2019 1:49 PM

33

Work with RDN, SD69, Town of QB

5/27/2019 4:06 PM

34

see prev re bylaws

5/27/2019 2:30 PM

35

I don't think more street sweeping would require that much of an adjustment of services. May
require another .5 full time person to achieve it which wouldn't be that costly.

5/26/2019 2:17 PM

36

Regret that am too new here and not knowledgable enough to comment.

5/25/2019 11:07 AM

37

don't waste money on a pool and you will have lots to spend.

5/25/2019 11:04 AM

38

Work together with the RDN to get things done.

5/24/2019 11:14 AM

39

increase tax for owners of derelict buildings and vacant lots. A $1.00 a night fee on tourist staying
in hotels/rv parks to go into local infrastructure.

5/23/2019 10:03 AM

40

?

5/22/2019 11:56 AM

41

Stop being pro developers

5/21/2019 10:31 PM

42

You’re doing well in my opinion

5/21/2019 8:47 PM

43

- Traffic diversion - require low and middle income housing units

5/21/2019 4:17 PM

44

good question not sure answer

5/21/2019 10:37 AM

45

No comment

5/20/2019 11:03 AM

46

1. Island hwy between Pym and Bay avenue needs to be twined. 2. Parksville needs a indoor
Aquatic center to get the revenue to expand the above the city can do the following 3. abandoned
buildings/vacant land in the downtown need demolished, and taxes increased to reduce real estate
speculators. 4. Developers need incentives to build affordable multistory condos or apartments on
the vacant land downtown.

5/20/2019 9:22 AM

47

Not sure what this question is referring to. With regards to watering the trees, the bags would
provide more time for the city staff.

5/18/2019 11:28 AM

48

Good planning

5/18/2019 9:06 AM

49

by separating from the RDN & retaining our tax dollars, we will have the resources to pay for
current & future services

5/18/2019 9:00 AM

50

Building the indoor olympic size public pool and aquatic center would attract investment in the city
thereby increasing the tax base for revenue. Provide incentives to the real estate speculators who
hold all of these vacant lands and buildings in the city hostage, that are hurting the cities image
and preventing growth. By taxing these underutilized buildings and lands at a higher rate it would
stimulate these speculators to either develop the land themselves or rent or sell at a lower price to
small business or developers who could utilize the space more effectively and generate economic
activity, and tax revenue for the city to expand services.

5/17/2019 11:11 PM

51

not sure, could do both

5/17/2019 9:37 PM

52

No comment.

5/17/2019 3:57 PM

53

Add more services.

5/17/2019 11:58 AM

54

Wait to plan a secondary pool or facility that will only increase taxes for parksville residents.

5/17/2019 12:24 AM

55

unknown

5/16/2019 1:46 PM

56

Reject development proposal for 113 and 161 Island Highway West. Such a development would
place additional burden on infrastructure services.

5/16/2019 8:24 AM

57

Unsure

5/15/2019 6:21 PM

58

Carefully evaluate (and potentially reallocate some of) the city's budget in accordance with the
priorities of residents. Access government funding, where available, to bring more housing
opportunities to Parksville.

5/15/2019 4:06 PM

59

removal of trash and other tourist (& local) turn-offs

5/15/2019 10:37 AM

60

don't know!

5/15/2019 7:13 AM

61

Unknown

5/14/2019 9:25 PM
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62

Make a percentage commitment of tax dollars for each priority as listed in the mayor's roundtable.

5/14/2019 8:04 PM

63

better appointment of people who care about our city.

5/14/2019 5:23 PM

64

No response

5/14/2019 5:00 PM

65

It usually comes down to money. Often it's inefficiency with how it is handled. The city continues to
increase its tax base with all the new housing that's going on. Why should taxes inevitably rise
each year, with all the new revenue coming in? As for stopping the herring fishing, that takes
political will but people should know that most of the herring goes to the fish farms which in turn
are threatening our wild salmon. Someone take a stand, please!

5/14/2019 3:21 PM

66

Don't know.

5/14/2019 2:09 PM

67

Better use of catching rainfall in the winter months?

5/14/2019 2:08 PM

68

I feel we need more policing to crack down on crime and unsavoury characters.

5/14/2019 1:26 PM

69

n/a

5/14/2019 1:21 PM

70

Monthly yard waste pickup

5/14/2019 11:11 AM

71

N/A

5/14/2019 10:31 AM

72

N/A

5/14/2019 10:29 AM

73

dont know

5/14/2019 9:56 AM

74

Promote pride in the community!

5/14/2019 9:47 AM

75

not sure

5/14/2019 9:27 AM

76

Don’t waste money culling geese.

5/14/2019 9:23 AM

77

You doing good

5/14/2019 9:04 AM

78

Reducing some services

5/14/2019 8:39 AM

79

Pick up all waste every two weeks. Put down artificial turf on traffic medians reducing labour &
watering

5/14/2019 7:58 AM

80

N/A

5/14/2019 7:28 AM

81

use the resources from the new builds to fund these and quit letting so many new builds...

5/14/2019 7:09 AM

82

Need to identify what is the most important services first. Again, if only a few want something,
sometimes we have to say "NO". Priorities are for the majority. We can't please everyone.

5/13/2019 10:23 PM

83

There are to many supports for the homeless. A true homeless like those that have their
apartments burned and needed a place to stay until the apartments were rebuilt. Or the lose of a
house with domestic abuse are homeless. Lose of job also. these are homeless. not the drifters
that chose the life style of being homeless. Why give to them when the churchs give to them. cut
this funding for homeless housing.

5/13/2019 8:51 PM

84

Get rid of 222 Corfield

5/13/2019 7:58 PM

85

Perhaps less city workers and more police services

5/13/2019 9:54 AM

86

Less administrative personnel

5/12/2019 3:19 PM

87

What priorities are you talking about?

5/12/2019 11:27 AM

88

By cutting back 1 % on other's .

5/12/2019 8:45 AM

89

Isn't that what we pay you to figure out.....

5/10/2019 7:47 AM

90

Increase housing density and attract commercial businesses to increase tax revenues.

5/9/2019 6:40 PM

91

I don't have enough information about how the funds are currently spent. I just know what I read in
the paper.

5/9/2019 3:10 PM

92

recreation services would eventually pay for themselves

5/9/2019 1:10 PM

93

We need to have more shovel ready projects to take advantage of more grants when they are
available. also pay some attention to the industrial park and recognize the taxes paid in that area
and how it could be expanded

5/9/2019 11:06 AM
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94

Tax dollars should stay in our community.

5/9/2019 11:04 AM

95

By priority

5/8/2019 9:56 AM

96

With the amount of expensive homes built in the past few years, I believe the increased tax base
should more than cover needed services.

5/8/2019 9:07 AM

97

No need to adjust.

5/7/2019 10:18 PM

98

Providing drug centre those that need it and easy access to it, mental health issues addressed and
the homeless they are there just look around and see them. So by licensing some the churchs or
other centres may take the homeless off the streets. Just readjusting the need may an answer.

5/7/2019 5:34 PM

99

Sop handing out grants eg grant in aid program.

5/7/2019 5:25 PM

100

If council listened to residents and survey and then rearranged priorities they would know where to
make cuts. Do not ask people what they want and then do the opposite...like the Beach Club being
built!

5/7/2019 2:40 PM

101

Not sure.

5/7/2019 2:33 PM

102

Pay for more policing and drive the addicts out of town.

5/7/2019 1:18 PM

103

N/A

5/7/2019 12:24 PM

104

????

5/7/2019 10:35 AM

105

Listen and research suggestions from the citizens group that gave their time and energy earlier this
year. Create specialty groups if it will advance the well being of Parksville.

5/7/2019 10:32 AM

106

Nursing homes can rent private transit busses or maybe public transit can be designated for
certain day/areas. As for rdn camps just more availabity

5/7/2019 10:30 AM

107

Another walk in Clinic, or even a small hospital

5/7/2019 9:32 AM

108

Study the successes in other comparable small cities

5/7/2019 12:09 AM

109

See 7. above

5/6/2019 10:24 PM

110

Question is confusing. I may be wrong, but is there a thought to build a new curling rink? If so why
not combine it with pool and ice rink. Make it multipurpose.

5/6/2019 8:09 PM

111

Use the information previous councils have studied , perhaps expanding on that info but not
starting a whole new survey

5/6/2019 7:41 PM

112

Higher development fees.

5/6/2019 5:16 PM

113

Make downtown more appealing - work with the owners of the building to brighten up and make
their buildings more inviting

5/6/2019 3:18 PM

114

I am willing to have a delay in services and pay more taxes to support social and recreational
improvements with regards to above comments.

5/6/2019 3:17 PM

115

Less staff with ideologically-motivated functions?

5/6/2019 11:37 AM

116

?

5/6/2019 10:13 AM

117

Have work gangs do cleanups every two months. Use the folks in 222 as the workforce as a
condition of living within the city limits.

5/6/2019 8:44 AM

118

I don't know.

5/5/2019 11:56 PM

119

N/A

5/5/2019 4:52 PM

120

Provide inter-generational affordable housing. Takes care of a lot. Look to First Nations projects
for inspiration.

5/5/2019 4:52 PM

121

As above.

5/5/2019 4:17 PM

122

Shouldn't be necessary.

5/5/2019 2:21 PM

123

more frequent communication with citizens. Hwy 19 has sidewalks on one side, then on the other.
With all the development on the south side of the hwy, how about filling in some spaces so it is one
constant along that side?

5/4/2019 12:33 PM

124

Put some of the costs of this greenspace back on the developers, with very little negotiation.

5/4/2019 12:25 PM
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125

Raise taxes if necessary. No one feels safe right now. Our building parade lockers have been
broken into an items taken twice in three years.

5/4/2019 11:57 AM

126

I do not use many services. When does a service consider a partial "user pay" model (such as
buses)? It is a good way to gauge true user interest.

5/4/2019 9:58 AM

127

Set up a sports complex that incorporates all citizens, be it hockey, swimming, lacrosse, pickleball,
etc.!

5/3/2019 10:15 PM

128

We need pick up of garden waste. No room for composting on small lots. Later, would like to be
able to pick up compost from the city facility.

5/3/2019 6:49 PM

129

Unknown

5/3/2019 4:50 PM

130

Sorry, I don't interact with the city on a day to day basis, that's why we elect, and pay for, a
council.

5/3/2019 4:24 PM

131

The city could have make work projects for those who are willing to work for their upkeep

5/3/2019 4:09 PM

132

Low income housing that is only available for clean, dry individuals who are already contributing to
the community.

5/3/2019 1:46 PM

133

Open up a kids club sort of thing. Drop in center.

5/3/2019 10:01 AM

134

Make valuing the citizens of Parksville and what their needs are rather than serving the Province
of BC or of Canada needs.

5/3/2019 9:58 AM

135

Again suggestions to chose from? . Contract out some services... such as summer and winter
public works. Reevaluate budget- it seems like an awful lot is spent on administration. Reducing
ubran development reduces need for upgrades and increases in services needed. Franchise and
business owers can be responsible for thier own upgrades. Charge developers and commercial
buildimg owners for unoccupied space. Require green space and dont take cash instead.

5/3/2019 9:57 AM

136

Not sure

5/3/2019 7:11 AM

137

See #9

5/2/2019 8:52 PM

138

Not sure how the city's current budget allocation works.

5/2/2019 6:23 PM

139

Don't know

5/2/2019 5:29 PM

140

Stop power washing streets and stopping traffic!

5/2/2019 4:53 PM

141

More by-law enforcement

5/2/2019 4:07 PM

142

I believe we need more partnerships with other levels of government, and more private/public
partnerships. It's all about money, and I am sure there are many overlapping services.

5/2/2019 3:49 PM

143

NA

5/2/2019 3:35 PM

144

Taxes not only for residents but developers to ensure building aesthetics and landscaping is in
keeping with Parksville identity. Allow more company supported endorsement advertising like the
Rogers Arena in Vancouver

5/2/2019 2:15 PM

145

Massive subdivisions cost existing residents more money so extra costs for street maintenance
policing fire department should be passed on to developers

5/2/2019 1:53 PM

146

Developers need to include green spaces in plans or have them rejected. We seem to kick in
whenever RDN or QB add a park or new facility so lets have them return the favor when we build
a new track at the high school and look for a suitable location for a new recreational facility and\or
pool. Taxes will likely need to increase for any new bylaws officers but the payoff is worth it to
residents.

5/2/2019 1:37 PM

147

Keep in mind that a community centre is necessary for everyone It is a service to the city not a
profit centre

5/2/2019 1:02 PM

148

dogs, falcons, birth control

5/2/2019 12:40 PM

149

Think before you speak. Listen to residents, not business and development interests.

5/2/2019 12:09 PM

150

not sure

5/2/2019 12:06 PM

151

not sure

5/2/2019 12:04 PM

152

Cut staff

5/2/2019 11:59 AM
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153

better retail stores

5/2/2019 11:13 AM

154

Get us a hospital and doctors and the other medical services that seniors and druggies need.

5/2/2019 10:57 AM

155

I am not sure that other services need to be adjusted. However, if other residents would like
more/increase to services it will increase our taxes.

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

156

No thoughts.

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

157

Take advantage of wealth of volunteers in this community and encourage less greed.

5/2/2019 10:10 AM

158

Bylaw officers Asking residents and following up Unoccupied areas built into housing

5/2/2019 8:40 AM

159

By prioritizing which service needs the most attention.

5/2/2019 8:34 AM

160

Nice to have more bylaw officers around, they do a good job but look over worked. More police
present & more officers to make & safe clean environment.

5/2/2019 8:22 AM

161

Listen to the residents!

5/2/2019 8:14 AM

162

I dont know

5/2/2019 8:03 AM

163

N/a

5/2/2019 6:31 AM

164

Not sure

5/2/2019 6:04 AM

165

?

5/2/2019 12:45 AM

166

Not sure

5/1/2019 11:03 PM

167

With the excessive growth of Parksville, the additional amount of money coming is should be able
to pay for these.

5/1/2019 8:36 PM

168

More mandated Volunteer work. Adopt a highway

5/1/2019 8:30 PM

169

no idea

5/1/2019 7:20 PM

170

Keep doing what you are doing ...

5/1/2019 6:46 PM

171

I don't know.

5/1/2019 6:33 PM

172

n/a

5/1/2019 6:29 PM

173

N/a

5/1/2019 6:13 PM

174

look at contracting out some services and improving productivity of employees. There should be a
freeze on all employee salaries for three years. We can't afford the insanity of 3-5% tax increases
year after year with no demonstrated achievement of outcomes.

5/1/2019 5:23 PM

175

?

5/1/2019 5:04 PM

176

I think that is Council's job!

5/1/2019 5:04 PM

177

n/a

5/1/2019 4:24 PM

178

They should look at what each service area is and who it serves and how it affects the whole
community providing aid to those which have the greatest benefit to the total community and those
programs which aid those who are on the fringe of our community rather than aid to those who are
well to do or do not serve a significant proportion of our community.

5/1/2019 3:51 PM

179

Many of our community's social problems are associated with mental health. I think the city needs
to speak up and demand greater provincial expenditures on the issue. Years ago the province
down-loaded care to local governments. Province needs to step up to partner with the problem of
mental health - diagnosis and treatments.

5/1/2019 3:41 PM

180

Focus on the demographics of the town and what you want to attract. Would like to see more
focus on families

5/1/2019 3:36 PM

181

Increase property development fees.

5/1/2019 3:21 PM

182

.

5/1/2019 2:45 PM

183

Example: Privatize landscape maintenance - save lots of $

5/1/2019 1:42 PM

184

Stop spending money on seniors

5/1/2019 12:32 PM

185

Need to hire more staffing

5/1/2019 12:03 PM
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186

N/A

5/1/2019 11:45 AM

187

?

5/1/2019 10:12 AM

188

the amount of staff that is currently working for the city is high for a City of our size. Reduction in
staff would be a step in the right direction. Municipal staff need to step up their productivity !

5/1/2019 9:29 AM

189

increase taxes on luxury homes

5/1/2019 9:07 AM

190

No idea.

5/1/2019 9:06 AM

191

N/A

5/1/2019 8:26 AM

192

N/A

5/1/2019 8:12 AM

193

I am not sure how to answer this. I think the city, in general, needs to focus on all services that
bring the community together, and that will attract, and keep, young families here.

5/1/2019 8:06 AM

194

No clue

5/1/2019 8:04 AM

195

Not sure

5/1/2019 7:59 AM

196

Make fitness more affordable.

5/1/2019 7:15 AM

197

I’m not entirely sure.

5/1/2019 5:51 AM

198

Our young people are important!! There are so many services and programs for the elderly we
need to take care of our future!

4/30/2019 11:05 PM

199

I do not see that adjustments would be needed

4/30/2019 10:30 PM

200

Stop wasting time with consultations and build a recreation complex. This could help service many
of the priorities in outlined.

4/30/2019 10:29 PM

201

Litan yo the majority that spoke against the supportive wet housing. Stop building with not enough
infrastructure.

4/30/2019 10:11 PM

202

Not sure

4/30/2019 10:07 PM

203

Provide more options for mental health services and addiction/recovery programs without huge
waiting lists

4/30/2019 9:54 PM

204

not sure

4/30/2019 9:22 PM

205

They need to hire more people to maintain the smaller green space throughout the community. In
order to do this, perhaps the City could better encourage business to town that could build the tax
base needed to do this. ie. Berwick, Walmart.

4/30/2019 9:11 PM

206

This City needs to prioritize its goals. If it is a tourist town then encourage businesses that are
focused on this goal. Right now Parksville town center is a “disgrace”.

4/30/2019 8:30 PM

207

.

4/30/2019 8:26 PM

208

I don’t know.

4/30/2019 8:26 PM

209

Increase light industrial tax base instead of pushing it just beyond the border. Parksville needs a
bigger boundary.

4/30/2019 7:42 PM

210

Use of part time and student positions during April till September.

4/30/2019 7:39 PM

211

Less pricey high paying useless staff, ie COA

4/30/2019 6:51 PM

212

More rcmp, more bylaws officers, enforce vagrancy laws! Grow a backbone Parksville!

4/30/2019 6:38 PM

213

Not sure

4/30/2019 6:35 PM

214

get more money from RDN

4/30/2019 6:16 PM

215

Improve public transit

4/30/2019 6:13 PM

216

Don’t know

4/30/2019 6:07 PM
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217

The City (and indeed the continent) needs to make a dramatic shift away from reliance on how we
have always done things (internal combustion engines). If the City and RDN progressively ban the
use of combustion engines (including lawnmowers, ATVs, boats) over the next 10 years, residents
and businesses will make the investments needed at this critical time. Harbour Air in Nanaimo is a
great example - they will be flying using electric motors soon. It’s a real competitive advantage in
this time of heightened climate awareness and fear. Likewise, Parksville’s development permits
could change so that all housing developments for the next 5 years focus on affordable, low to
moderately-priced apartments and co-ops. Drive the change that is needed.

4/30/2019 5:52 PM

218

Not sure

4/30/2019 5:35 PM

219

Hotel room taxes.

4/30/2019 5:28 PM

220

Would like to see money diverted into extra security at the possible expense of the streets not
being cleaned by a sweeper every night. maybe put a security guard in the sweepers

4/30/2019 5:14 PM

221

Unsure

4/30/2019 4:57 PM

222

Can not answer that one.

4/30/2019 4:50 PM

223

Streamline services Into one building. For example, hockey rink, indoor soccer fields, swimming
pool, community hall, public nurses, daycare can all be in one building.

4/30/2019 4:44 PM

224

Not sure as I have not assessed the current budget.

4/30/2019 4:05 PM

225

policing.

4/30/2019 3:51 PM

226

?

4/30/2019 3:45 PM

227

N/A

4/30/2019 3:42 PM

228

Hire more police, earmark monies for Community Centre and road development.

4/30/2019 3:40 PM

229

-

4/30/2019 3:39 PM

230

Idk

4/30/2019 3:24 PM

231

Increase your budget for policing

4/30/2019 3:21 PM

232

Do cost benefit analysis and then set a proper tax rate to provide for necessary staffing and
contractors to accomplish over time. Quit trying to do too many things all at once. Pay attention to
what has to be done to maintain what we have and try to accomplish or start one major thing a
year. It's not a sprint it's a marathon. Quit funding major studies unless you actually plan to
implement. If you dont implement the study recommendations its z waste of time and money.

4/30/2019 3:15 PM

233

I'm not sure on how

4/30/2019 3:05 PM

234

taxation, if necessary.

4/30/2019 3:02 PM

235

Funding to the DBA. Very difficult, if not impossible, to measure results of recent initiatives.

4/30/2019 2:59 PM

236

Hire more police officers and streamlined development process so development can happen in a
timely manner

4/30/2019 2:52 PM

237

Do a review of services and see where there's overlap. Have an ongoing feedback loop where
residents and workers can provide feedback for making things more efficient with small prizes for
big cost savers like a city of Parksville mug or something.

4/30/2019 2:50 PM

238

No idea

4/30/2019 2:34 PM

239

Help builders with acquiring permits for high density housing for more doors to open for the
working people of the community

4/30/2019 2:32 PM

240

Other services should not be reduced/adjusted. The crime/addiction treatment problem eats up
budget money. This should be paid for by the Province, not the City of Parksville.

4/30/2019 2:28 PM

241

Invite businesses, non-profits and community groups to brainstorm and work collectively. Such as
Community Bandshell.

4/30/2019 1:56 PM

242

More accountability to offenders. Better help for struggling families

4/30/2019 1:56 PM

243

Unsure.

4/30/2019 1:53 PM

244

.

4/30/2019 1:52 PM

245

Open mental health treatment centres and force people who are a menace to society to get help!

4/30/2019 1:42 PM
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246

N/A

4/30/2019 1:37 PM

247

Increase staff

4/30/2019 1:34 PM

248

Prioritize services - one thing at a time. Encourage more industry - big bix stores - but locate them
in the industrial park.

4/30/2019 1:31 PM

249

More Outreach workers at Urgent care, mobile detox?

4/30/2019 1:27 PM

250

I believe this is more of a Regional District issue rather than a city issue.

4/30/2019 1:22 PM

251

make certain there is no waste of financial resources

4/30/2019 1:21 PM

252

The previous manager of the pcc didn't seem to really get the word out as far as what is available
at the pcc. I would hate to see that building taken away from citizens and used by the police as Ed
was suggesting.

4/30/2019 1:20 PM

253

Stop paying for PCCC and use this money towards other things

4/30/2019 1:18 PM

254

The delivery of the services the City provides is adequate. Any reduction of the services in order to
accommodate more would be a delicate balancing act. For example, if we committed to programs
to entice new business but didn't increase the budget, we would have no choice but to sacrifice
services. In my experience, the first service to be downsized is anything in the safety or
maintenance areas and that would be a tragedy.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

255

n/a

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

256

I’m not sure.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

257

N/a

4/30/2019 1:07 PM

258

No comment

4/30/2019 1:07 PM

259

Blue Ocean Thinking don't look at how it's always been done create new approaches to solving
challenges

4/30/2019 1:01 PM

260

Not sure yet

4/30/2019 12:57 PM

261

Concentrate on tax paying citizens and their needs

4/30/2019 12:53 PM

262

I’m not sure

4/30/2019 12:43 PM

263

Invest with user groups

4/30/2019 12:41 PM

264

Unknown

4/30/2019 12:40 PM

265

no idea

4/30/2019 12:39 PM

266

n/a

4/30/2019 12:36 PM

267

Focus on cleaning up our streets

4/30/2019 11:58 AM

268

Just do not provide.

4/30/2019 11:52 AM

269

If we need to protect less forestry in our area, or the environment to allow for housing, we should.
We need homes.

4/30/2019 11:25 AM

270

N/A

4/30/2019 8:44 AM

271

I think the city has learned that it’s own citizens knew more about how to build and run a water
filtration plant than the “experts” it relied on.

4/29/2019 9:02 PM

272

.

4/29/2019 7:39 PM

273

Pragmatic increase to resources as demand requires. We are already doing more with less.
moderate consistent taxation increases in line with inflation. More developer contributions and
assurances regarding amenities and what is built when.

4/26/2019 5:16 PM
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Q12 Are you prepared to pay more for additional services?
Answered: 409

Skipped: 16
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409
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Q13 Please add any other comments:
Answered: 227

Skipped: 198

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Let's get rid of these mini storage facilities. What purpose do they serve and some use valuable
land that could provide more vitality to the community. The "chambers of commerce" and elected
officials have to take a more active role in filling out an array of shops and services. Don't just
hand it off to an "economic development officer" who in many cases just becomes another high
paid civil servant. Need more apartment buildings "sprinkled" throughout the downtown. The
Legion has been trying to build one for years - give them some guidance and support.

6/18/2019 2:12 PM

2

To draw people to Parksville more activities need to be available to all ages

6/18/2019 11:47 AM

3

We love it here

6/18/2019 11:38 AM

4

Leave our town alone! so many buildings and homes and not cheap

6/18/2019 11:25 AM

5

we love parksville

6/18/2019 11:19 AM

6

This survey is a good idea! Thanks

6/18/2019 11:15 AM

7

thanks for reading this, keep parksville like a park

6/18/2019 10:45 AM

8

Council listening to people - not always to developers

6/18/2019 9:39 AM

9

I don't live here but enjoy most things here

6/13/2019 3:21 PM

10

no highrises

6/13/2019 2:38 PM

11

no high rises

6/13/2019 2:33 PM

12

As a community we are only as strong as how we treat those in greatest need.

6/11/2019 3:21 PM

13

We have appreciated the ability to express our feelings to Council

6/11/2019 2:47 PM

14

I feel the ground crew do a wonderful job efficiently and attractively.

6/10/2019 8:15 PM

15

One of my main concerns is that trees are being completely clear cut in order to provide housing. I
understand the need for economic development but we cannot continue to see the environment as
a disposable commodity! We need a balance between creating housing and services and caring
for the environment. We need to look broader and have more vision. Many communities around
the world require that development is in harmony with maintaining established trees, green areas,
and natural water areas. Parksville is known and loved for its beaches and wooded areas. When
we care for the natural environment we are insuring our well-being as well.

6/10/2019 5:26 PM

16

All of you on council have a great responsibility in caring for the community. We elected you to do
your best. Thank you for putting yourself in this situation. I know I couldn't do it.

6/10/2019 9:51 AM

17

Please consider the poorest and most vulnerable in all your upcoming decisions.

6/9/2019 2:56 PM

18

Parksville must work hard to maintain the charm that have brought both visitors and residents to its
shores.

6/7/2019 11:02 PM

19

The city should offer some support to the curling club.

6/2/2019 2:23 PM

20

Thank you for taking the time to let us voice our opinions

5/28/2019 11:08 PM

21

We believe the city has tremendous potential but should probably consider expanding its
boundaries.

5/28/2019 1:49 PM

22

I'm Good.

5/27/2019 2:30 PM

23

I would stop allowing rezoning's to go through which significantly add to our housing base. The
town does not need to grow to 25,000 people. It is fine as a town of 15,000.

5/26/2019 2:17 PM

24

We absolutely love it here in Parksville and it's charming character. But, we do want to see it with
a nicer, usable and accessible downtown core. It's like it's waiting for a makeover to become a
popular destination for shopping and eating.

5/25/2019 11:07 AM
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25

Thank you for your time to read this survey. As my opinion is important to you, I'm sure glad you
asked for it.

5/25/2019 11:04 AM

26

Thanks for this opportunity to voice my opinion

5/23/2019 10:08 AM

27

public pool?

5/23/2019 10:03 AM

28

If the town makes Parksville a year round destination and attracts more visitors the local economy
may thrive and pay back up front investments

5/23/2019 9:19 AM

29

Thank you for the opportunity to express my concerns.

5/22/2019 11:56 AM

30

Re: building permit concerns 1) Allowing construction of tall buildings that the public doesn't want beach front 2)permits for affordable rental housing that ends up being market housing.

5/22/2019 11:03 AM

31

I think we need more police members especially if nothing is being done about addictions and
mental illness. Maybe look at other coastal towns and get ideas as to how PArksville coul be even
more beautiful - eg. small towns in Coastal California

5/22/2019 10:48 AM

32

Thank you for reviewing my comments.

5/22/2019 10:48 AM

33

The traffic is getting really heavy please don’t develop any more huge developments it’s too hard
on the envoirmnet and wildlife

5/21/2019 10:31 PM

34

Remember that surrounding communities like Nanoose and Errington use Parksville services.

5/21/2019 4:17 PM

35

More Bylaw Officers working hours other than 9 to 5 would be an effective deterent to many of the
problems Parksville is experiencing

5/21/2019 12:39 PM

36

open communication...

5/21/2019 10:37 AM

37

I,love living here, but the loveliness of the city must not be destroyed because of poor planning.

5/20/2019 1:11 PM

38

We need more multi use, multistory buildings with comercial business on the ground floor and
Affordable appartments or condos on the upper floors. Parksville needs a indoor aquatic center
like the one in Nanaimo that promotes year round healthy lifestyles, so we can attract more
professionals to the area. 1. Island hwy between Pym and Bay avenue needs to be twined. 2.
Parksville needs a indoor Aquatic center 3. abandoned buildings in the downtown need
demolished, and taxes increased to reduce real estate speculators. 4. Developers need incentives
to build affordable multistory condos or apartments on the vacant land downtown. 5. Parksville
needs a larger off leash dog park

5/20/2019 9:22 AM

39

Slow down growth, slow down growth, slow down growth.

5/19/2019 7:54 AM

40

For years I have ranted on to anyone who would listen, about the potential that Parksville has, but
that there has been absolutely no direction towards any positive changes. I think it’s a gargantuan
task that lies ahead, but pick an area and concentrate on that, in order to see the results.
Personally, I think there has to be changes made to the staff in the Planning Department, choosing
people who are more aware of the end goal, and who buy into it. Don’t know if this is because
there was a lack of leadership before, or just lack of interest or talent and creativity. But Now is
your chance and I really hope that the current Mayor and Councillors are able to start the process
necessary to make Parksville into the wonderful little community it should be.

5/18/2019 11:28 AM

41

The best plan for Parksville is to use our own money, make our own decisions and facilitate this by
breaking away from the RDN.

5/18/2019 9:00 AM

42

Parksville needs a active living aquatic center that has a indoor Olympic size public swimming
Pool. IF such a public service was provided it would benefit the residents and attract more
professionals like doctors, and entrepreneurs to invest in Parksville If the city provides incentives
for development and penalties for real estate speculators holding the vacant land and buildings in
the city hostage. It would spur economic growth by creating construction jobs, make affordable
retail space for small businesses to start up, creating more jobs which would mean more tax
revenue for the city to expand services without charging more to residents.

5/17/2019 11:11 PM

43

The price of gas keeps on rising not fair we have to drive to qualicum for the pool and drive to
nanaimo for everything else

5/17/2019 9:55 PM

44

Generally I believe the city is being well run. It remains to be seen how things shape up with the
Corfield facility, but I agree with the need for it. Somehow we need to take care of the poor and
vulnerable of our city in a way that doesn't demean them.

5/17/2019 3:57 PM

45

Na

5/15/2019 6:21 PM
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46

Thank you for your consideration!

5/15/2019 4:06 PM

47

no more needles offered here in our small, fine, fair, tourist city

5/15/2019 10:37 AM

48

people are moving here to get away from the big city life!! because its still nice here. lets keep it
that way!! and just think smaller!!

5/15/2019 7:13 AM

49

I feel that Council members should not be allowed to be moderators on FB groups. There is 1
group moderated by a current council member that is openly promoting division and dissension
amongst members of our community.

5/14/2019 8:04 PM

50

Enforce bylaws re dogs on/off leash and poop pick up and enforce dog ban in park until the end of
April

5/14/2019 5:00 PM

51

My faith in city council to listen to the citizens of Parksville was severely shaken after the Beach
Club fiasco. I will never patronize that place. How could that happen? QB must be laughing at us.
Take a look at their lovely beach front and see how many multi-storey buildings block their ocean
view along the highway. We got sold out. The City should have bought out Bernie Smith when he
was ready to sell his property beside Beach Club. Now we run the risk of copycat builders insisting
that they, too, can emulate Beach Club and build higher. It's exhausting, and very sad that we are
throwing away the City's greatest asset - its ocean view.

5/14/2019 3:21 PM

52

I would like to take this time to thank the Firefighters; Police officers; and all of the first responders
for what they do to keep us all safe. Thank you too, City of Parksville

5/14/2019 3:03 PM

53

None.

5/14/2019 2:09 PM

54

Thanks for listening

5/14/2019 1:26 PM

55

ccontrolled spending.

5/14/2019 1:21 PM

56

We need more low-cost housing. Not ugly apartment buildings, but something that would also
enhance the appearance of Parksville and make it pleasant for the people who live in it. The city
should do something about vacant lots, city property and boulevards that look uncared for.

5/14/2019 10:33 AM

57

I think I have said enough!

5/14/2019 10:31 AM

58

Appreciate this opportunity to comment

5/14/2019 10:29 AM

59

good idea this survey...thanks !

5/14/2019 9:47 AM

60

We wish to thank 2 city employees who went through a lot of trouble to find out where the water on
our sidewalk came from. Had problems in the winter. They found the problem, so hopefully this
winter it will be okay. Please convey our thanks to them.

5/14/2019 9:31 AM

61

Please consider adopting animal bylaws similar to qualicum so they can get some much needed
protection

5/14/2019 9:27 AM

62

I just hope that the city has solid plans for the housing on Corfield. That they will be
monitored/policed, rules will be enforced, and that those causing damage or not following the rules
will be not only prosecuted but removed from the premises. And the tenants should need to
provide some sort of work to the city in return for the housing. You wanna live here: you have to
work for it and earn it. Pick up litter, clean common community areas, general labour for the city.
As citizens I work to earn my living, they should not be exempt.

5/14/2019 9:04 AM

63

Love this town but it needs some love

5/14/2019 8:39 AM

64

Looking forward to a greener cleaner & prettier city.

5/14/2019 7:58 AM

65

I believe Oceanside is located in the most beautiful setting on Vancouver Island with the best
climate. It is important we try to maintain and support these natural gifts.

5/14/2019 7:34 AM

66

get some balls council time to man up

5/14/2019 7:09 AM

67

Thank you for letting us take the survey. Need City Staff and Council to just make decisions and
get things done. Same items are talked about for years and still being talked about. Just Do It !!

5/13/2019 10:23 PM

68

Get rid of the scum bags in town

5/13/2019 7:58 PM

69

Our location in Parksville is desirable for many individuals including the elderly as well as the
homeless. I hate to see this small town grow as quickly as it is, and I think we need to be very
careful that we are the support services needed as we go along. Trying to keep this location
healthy clean and safe for Our local residents

5/13/2019 9:54 AM
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This is not a 10 minute survey! One needs to think about most of the questions for a few minutes
before replying. Some questions could have provided more information.

5/12/2019 11:27 AM

71

Thanks for this .

5/12/2019 8:45 AM

72

Please leave Parksville beach alone! Parksville needs a pool, it's crazy having tp drive to
Qualicum to use an overcrowed pool or all the way to Nanaimo.

5/10/2019 4:13 PM

73

We need more of our citizens to vote at municipal elections. We need leaders to take our city in a
new direction. I’m tired of Parksville being looked down on by the citizens of other Vancouver
Island communities.

5/10/2019 4:07 PM

74

If 222 goes ahead with its plan to house addictions in the current location so close to town it’s
going to be a very sad day for Parksville. We need to be firm and hold out for Parksville a Drug
Free Zone and set an example for others! How about a Referendum on that!

5/10/2019 2:56 PM

75

It seems that senior citizens are catered to while the younger people who actually pay income and
property taxes are left the bill for their demands. The constant whining about 'fixed incomes' and
'not being able to afford to live here' are bunk. They're sitting in mortgage free homes they refuse
to sell because they don't want to leave the area. So they have no other option but to complain.
Housing density will give them the option to downsize, stay in the area, and have money to live out
the last few years in some kind of comfort.

5/9/2019 6:40 PM

76

I think I've said enough.

5/9/2019 3:10 PM

77

Hirst Ave should be 40km like Chestnut. A 3 way stop at the corner of Hirst & Chestnut would be
helpful - visibility is poor turning onto Hirst from Chestnut and it is a busy route with two schools in
the vicinity.

5/9/2019 1:10 PM

78

It takes a very strong individual to step out of the box and make change . That would take a
miracle .

5/8/2019 4:19 PM

79

Parksville is a great place to live. Lets make it better by cleaning up where it needs to be cleaned,
and lets provide the required facilities to keep people healthy, fit, active, and happy.

5/7/2019 10:18 PM

80

To remain a very friendly, safe community, we need to work together with volunteers groups re
adjusting some community areas to serve more people, not just some groups but all groups.
Family friendly areas and facilities are a need to keep them here with affordable housing.

5/7/2019 5:34 PM

81

None

5/7/2019 5:25 PM

82

Zoning needs to consider options for seniors to downsize such as more co-ops or tiny homes (land
strata) within reasonable walking distance to town. Make use of currently ALR underutilized land
and swap for land in the outlying areas. There are way too many seniors in single family homes
that they shouldn't be in as they can't manage. Age in place options when they don't have a lot of
means.

5/7/2019 2:33 PM

83

Thanks for asking.

5/7/2019 1:18 PM

84

Thank you for making pickleball available at Oceanside:)

5/7/2019 12:24 PM

85

Answered in previous questions.

5/7/2019 10:32 AM

86

Public safety is number one. More patrols and staffing in bylaw to clean up the mess before
someone gets hurt.

5/7/2019 10:30 AM

87

Parksville has a lot going for it, but it is a good draw for elders and it needs to be a draw for
younger aged people as well.

5/7/2019 9:32 AM

88

If other similar-sized oceanfront town/city success stories could be used as our model for
change.....that might eliminate considerable risk and may even score a few slam-dunk successes
for council.

5/7/2019 12:09 AM

89

I trust that the City will publish a summary of these Survey results, and report what actions will be
taken to address the feedback.

5/6/2019 10:24 PM

90

Thank you for giving us this opportunity for input!

5/6/2019 8:09 PM

91

I am impressed with the city workers the winter weather was dealt with quickly, the spring crew
have the city looking in top shape.... my thanks to all

5/6/2019 7:41 PM

92

No to highrises, especially on the waterfront!

5/6/2019 5:39 PM

93

Kudos to parks dept for spring plantings.

5/6/2019 5:16 PM
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I over heard someone saying they come to Parksville only for the beach but go elsewhere for all
their other needs. That this place has changed and is no longer welcoming - they called it
'Uglyville'. Too many trees taken away and ugly buildings going up. No longer has the feel of an
Island destination, and certainly no longer can call itself Parksville as there are very few areas that
feel park like!!!

5/6/2019 3:18 PM

95

A community is more than utilities and services, development and residential growth. A vibrant
community pays attention to the needs of its residents whether they are rich or poor, and supports
outlets that allow for recreational exploration in the arts as well as athletics. It supports social
networking in the form of community groups and organizations. It values and supports community
centres, arts centres, enviromental causes and service clubs. These are what gives a community
and a city heart and soul. Please make sure we don't ignore them to save a dollar.

5/6/2019 3:17 PM

96

Parksville is beautiful, we love the Summer plantings of flowers, thank you.

5/6/2019 2:31 PM

97

Thank you. Will this survey make any difference to policy? (Some surveys seem to be windowdressing public consulting exercises)

5/6/2019 11:37 AM

98

On completing the survey and giving it a great deal of thought and consideration I found that it took
a lot more time than the 10 min that was suggested. Be that as it may, I think it was a good idea
and I hope it helps counsel make informed decisions.

5/6/2019 10:13 AM

99

How about constructing a salt water outdoor pool on the site of the hoverpad? not as expensive as
an indoor pool, can be used from early spring until late fall

5/6/2019 8:44 AM

100

This survey is an excellent idea!

5/5/2019 11:56 PM

101

Get rid of the junkies

5/5/2019 11:36 PM

102

n/a

5/5/2019 4:52 PM

103

Unfortunately, I think we live under labels, and sometimes those labels become epithets. To
emphasize my earlier comments, my buzzwords would not include "growth", but would include
"regenerate", "replace", "conserve", "preserve". I don't wish to be labeled as one against growth,
but I think our efforts should go towards improving what we have, rather than expanding beyond
what we have.

5/5/2019 4:17 PM

104

People come to and remain in Parksville for its natural beauty and small town atmosphere. Please
don't destroy both with continued development.

5/5/2019 2:21 PM

105

Please no highrises on the beach. So the developer paid a lot of money - his problem as it is
against the community plan and the zoning. Get that eyesore of beach motel. Developer does not
have the right to leave the abandoned and dangerous structure there. There will soon be a fire
there - happens to most buildings, saves a lot of money.

5/4/2019 12:33 PM

106

I think we have a vibrant community but needs to be marketed in a more exciting way

5/4/2019 12:19 PM

107

Please don’t ignore or trivialize the awful situation everyone is facing in this city. I am a member of
the Thieving and Awareness Facebook group and see at least one video per day from security
cameras of thefts from peoples cars and shops. You have a massive job ahead of you. The RCMP
do not have enough manpower and the courts are too lenient on all these prolific offenders that are
all known to police. Round them up and lick them in jail. Then put them to work cleaning up
garbage on the streets and highways

5/4/2019 11:57 AM

108

The survey is a bit too general and should begin with a document about "services on offer" (and at
what cost) to be read before the survey is started. Let's do this again with a more informed public.

5/4/2019 9:58 AM

109

RESTRICT HIGH-RISE BUILDINGS ON BEACH-FRONT!

5/3/2019 10:15 PM

110

We're so lucky to live in such a beautiful part of the world and we should all work together to keep
it that way!

5/3/2019 8:50 PM

111

As a year round resident the board walk is something I use often. In winter the shaded areas in
front of the Beach Club make it totally unusable. More high rise development along our lovely
beachfront would just do more of the same. Once the properties are developed for buildings we'd
never again have a chance to make it what it could be... an amazing waterfront park, used by
residents and attracting tourists. Look forward council, and make this an area to proud of forever.
Leave something for your children & grandchildren to proudly say: 'My parent, grandparent helped
make this happen!' High rise towers would not be something I'd want as my legacy were I serving
the people of this community.

5/3/2019 4:30 PM

112

No

5/3/2019 1:46 PM
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i am Parksville Proud having moved here 14 years ago.

5/3/2019 11:35 AM

114

I am against 222 corefield being a wet place. It should be a dry, safe place for seniors, low income
people to live.NO DRUGS OR BOOZE. And the ones who wont get dry or sober have to go to jail
or leave. As doing opiates is illegal after all and time served does not count towards their jail time.
People are getting fed up and will start taking justice into their own hands if you dont get this under
control soon.

5/3/2019 10:01 AM

115

I feel that the past and the present council have sold the residents of Parksville out and will
continue to vote them out until somebody who is more responsive to our needs is voted in

5/3/2019 9:58 AM

116

Please don't pave paradise!

5/3/2019 7:11 AM

117

n/a

5/2/2019 8:52 PM

118

The city is getting larger,less trees more homes,less water, more taxes! So wake up and see what
most of us already know!

5/2/2019 4:53 PM

119

There is a need for more assisted living within walking distance of amenities. We need more
doctors.

5/2/2019 4:07 PM

120

Parksville is a beautiful place to live, and we must take care that it grows in a mindful manner.

5/2/2019 3:49 PM

121

Thank you for this survey.

5/2/2019 3:35 PM

122

Parksville lacks an identity that needs to be agreed on and be reflected in all buildings landscaping
etc. Clearly we embrace nature beach sea west coast. We still look like we are not cohesive and
feel outdated and shabby.

5/2/2019 2:15 PM

123

Stop developers from nuking beautiful and desirable landscapes to turn them into barren ugly
subdivisions

5/2/2019 1:53 PM

124

Decisions made lately with the RDN that delayed the needed and locally supported improvements
to the high school track and other recreational improvements will likely have a big influence on this
council getting re-elected in the future, second only to making sure the Corfield housing project is
not allowed to continue in its current ill-conceived form but used correctly to help the many local
homeless and low income residents and families on the verge of homelessness.

5/2/2019 1:37 PM

125

Hopefully the existing council is able to come down hard on any problems resulting from the
proposed supportive housing building. We all need to be safe

5/2/2019 1:02 PM

126

No more building permit variances. No more high rises.

5/2/2019 10:57 AM

127

Thank you, for providing this survey for feedback.

5/2/2019 10:45 AM

128

Please do not allow developers and greed to destroy Parksville!

5/2/2019 10:10 AM

129

I love Parksville and want to live out my life here. Just wish more trailheads were at walkable
distance from my home. Love to show city to visitors. Proud if it. Can be even better tho. (no big
hotels along beach like Quality Bayside for well-off nonresidents).Thks for asking!

5/2/2019 8:40 AM

130

The newly-elected Mayor and Council and doing a commendable job. Thanks for keeping your
doors open.

5/2/2019 8:34 AM

131

Do not allow hairbrained ideas like "cleaning beaches". The natural look is what makes the beach
area so attractive

5/2/2019 7:48 AM

132

New year to the area really, love it here. First thing I noticed coming here from the UK
the cleanliness. Keep it up!

5/2/2019 6:31 AM

133

I love our town of Parksville and hope it continues to be beautiful for many years to come. I am
very concerned about the increasing crime rate that is happening in and around town with many
break ins. This needs to be addressed very seriously so that all residents feel safe and secure
here

5/2/2019 6:04 AM

134

Thank you. It's only fair that the taxpayers should be heard!

5/2/2019 1:35 AM

135

All good

5/2/2019 12:45 AM

136

See the big picture! By recieving money for the 222 corfield projects, you're losing ten fold in
tourist money

5/1/2019 10:44 PM
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The highway though Parksville is becoming a bottleneck. I’ve noticed quite a lot of increase over
the last 3 years and looks to me that everyone drives through Parksville to get to French Creek
and Qualicum. Looks like poor design of the inland highway and not being used.

5/1/2019 9:05 PM

138

Parksville needs to stop the destruction of trees, we need to get more trees planted. I understand
growth is inevitable but taking all the trees down has been very hard to watch and we need to get
more planted.

5/1/2019 8:36 PM

139

City Hall needs a group of elected officials that don’t need to be everyone’s friend. Be fair but strict.

5/1/2019 8:30 PM

140

Thanks to the council as I know you are doing your best and yes you do live in Parksville too so
you have the same issues as we all do.

5/1/2019 7:20 PM

141

Keep up the good job the council continues to do

5/1/2019 6:46 PM

142

Parksville is a lovely place to live, but families and seniors need a pool here. We need to stay
healthy and cut down on the government's health costs. We also need more doctors in town and
maybe more recreational facilities would attract a doctor with a family.

5/1/2019 6:33 PM

143

Low income earners can't afford other's dreams of a better city - think hard.

5/1/2019 6:29 PM

144

Fix crime slow down on development / House

5/1/2019 6:13 PM

145

I understand that this is an anonymous survey but personally I feel if I am going to criticize even
though it is meant to be constructive you should put your name and address to your comments. To
do otherwise is meaningless. David Wallace 779 San Malo Crescent Parksville, BC V9P 1S4
email: dwallace12@shaw.ca Ph: 250-755-6759 I live in Area G of the RDN but own property within
the City of Parksville and our company has a business in the City of Parksville Not that it matter
but we have lived here since July of 1980 and will continue to live here for as long as we are able.
The positives of Parksville far outweigh anything issues we have.

5/1/2019 5:23 PM

146

When we travel, we are told how fortunate we are to live in Parksville. My response is yes,
Parksville is beautiful but we aren’t tourists visiting. We live there and it’s “business as usual.” Let’s
not go overnoard on tourism to the detriment of the home town residents.

5/1/2019 5:18 PM

147

Thank you for this opportunity.

5/1/2019 5:04 PM

148

This survey is rather vague.

5/1/2019 5:04 PM

149

thank you

5/1/2019 4:24 PM

150

I Love Parksville!

5/1/2019 4:15 PM

151

This could be a world class city ,with the right vision & planning

5/1/2019 4:03 PM

152

Thanks for the opportunity to comment. I sense the Council is getting a bit more mean spirited.
That is a significant concern. There are disadvantaged people who need help. There are also freeloaders, and I do not support them. Compassionate but serious. This is a small municipality and
there is no place for partisan politics. Focus on meeting the needs of the community not partisan
issues.

5/1/2019 3:41 PM

153

Please replant with native and self sustaining plants the cut between Roscoe and Bay after the
sewer line is dug in.

5/1/2019 3:21 PM

154

.

5/1/2019 2:45 PM

155

Nothing

5/1/2019 12:32 PM

156

The Supportive Housing Unit is coming in, deal with it, support it and move on. Please do not put
any more energy or tax payers money into trying to stop it. Make the best of it and be involved so
that it is governed properly.

5/1/2019 11:45 AM

157

N/a

5/1/2019 10:12 AM

158

The City has continually kept a very high level of reserves ($27M I believe) But continues to
increase taxes. The city seems unable to complete capital projects in the timelines scheduled but
does not adjust the schedule to meet what they can actually do. Either do the work or change the
schedule! If you change the schedule you may be able to reduce taxes! Use some of the reserves
to pay for the services that people want.

5/1/2019 9:29 AM

159

Please become a forward thinking green community that everyone can be proud of.

5/1/2019 9:06 AM
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As noted above, the 222 Corfield development is of deep concern. I realize that other levels of
government have made all kinds of promises about the extent to which services both in the
development and in the wider community will be enhanced to meet the needs generated by 222
Corfield. I am, to say the least, skeptical. And so I hope that the Council--as developments unfold
around 222 Corfield and related issues of homelessness/mental-illness/addiction unfold in
Parksville--will be a strong advocate making certain the promises are kept. To cite two examples:
1) Will the Urgent Care facility receive enhanced funding so that it can truly meet the needs of the
homeless/mentally ill/addicted population that is guaranteed to grow over the coming years. 2).
Will the RCMP truly implement community based policing strategies that have uniformed officers
visibly present in our downtown, rather than on the highway ticketing people who are marginally
guilty of speeding? Without those kinds of adjustments our downtown could become a very
unpleasant and very unsafe place: with significant implications for tourism as well as significant
implications for job opportunities for our young people in high-school and University. Realizing that
these are not areas in which City Council has direct control, I nevertheless believe that Council
can play a role in calling attention to concerns, and bringing those concerns--in a formal way--to
the levels of government that do have the responsibility of setting budgets and priorities for these
agencies and institutions. And I wish Council well as it seeks to play that role in Parksville's future.

5/1/2019 8:26 AM

161

I think you're failing at development , not enough variety. I'm all for the corfield road project. I like
what you've done there. I don't have a urban planning back ground. I sat on a community board in
an old district in Calgary souring outs revitalization.

5/1/2019 8:12 AM

162

I love our community. I’ve loved here for 25 years, and raised a family here. Let’s keep this a
family community.

5/1/2019 8:06 AM

163

The city should be proactive. Many homes would benefit from water cisterns to save rain water for
summer months. If you insist on giving permits to build MORE homes in a water shortage area,
this only makes sense.

5/1/2019 8:04 AM

164

I moved here 4 years ago, just retired now and may not be able to afford to stay. Wish I could feel
financially able to afford what at first seemed like paradise and a very well thought out move. I
know I am not the only one feeling this way . I was once solidly middle class income lifestyle and I
am now quickly feeling like verging on low income sliding towards unsustainably .... will parksville
become only a rich persons retirement place ?

5/1/2019 7:59 AM

165

Get rid of the government drug house. No to 222!! We have no doctors, no police, no services, no
support!

5/1/2019 7:15 AM

166

Said it all

4/30/2019 11:05 PM

167

Please make an effort to unite the community rather than taking a side and creating division and
conflict.

4/30/2019 10:29 PM

168

I am a local shopper and try to use.all services available to me within our city limits. I have always
strongly voiced my opinion on the new wet housing as it has only drawn more people to this
beautiful.city to attempt to sabotage us and use us for our willingness to give. We need to take
care of our locals before we can take care of everyone else. Focus on tourism, eliminating crime
and street junkies.

4/30/2019 10:11 PM

169

Love Parksville. Great town. I don't understand them pushing supportive housing in a town with no
hospital, no mental health unit and no proper rehab designed to rehabilitate people and make
them a functioning part of society.

4/30/2019 10:07 PM

170

No wet housing. Make Orca house low income housing for those who are vulnerable but NOT
those in active addictions or known to police for violence, theft, trafficking...

4/30/2019 9:54 PM

171

I'm so thankful for the council we currently have. My husband and I voted for each one of you and
were so happy to see this team. Now let's kick some ass and make Parkville the best little city
around!

4/30/2019 9:53 PM

172

Thanks

4/30/2019 9:22 PM

173

Thank you.

4/30/2019 9:11 PM

174

None.

4/30/2019 8:30 PM

175

.

4/30/2019 8:26 PM

176

Don't let this just be a "soft mark" for political points ploy. Hear, listen and understand what is being
said.

4/30/2019 7:42 PM
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Parksville and the surrounding area with the Community Park and Resort Drive area are beautiful.
Visitors will keep coming if we keep Parksville beautiful.

4/30/2019 7:36 PM

178

It used to be real nice here until too many big city chiefs were hired and made decisions on useless
spending

4/30/2019 6:51 PM

179

I truly believe we will see no decrease in junkies and homeless camps until they have more long
term treatment options!

4/30/2019 6:38 PM

180

expand Springwood Sports Complex - pickleball courts , trail head, picnic tables

4/30/2019 6:16 PM

181

Thank you for asking.

4/30/2019 5:52 PM

182

Education is the single best tool to help people help themselves. Stop giving out free housing, at
least insist on education and job placement. For those with disabilities and drug dependencies,
bring back large institutional facilities with good paying scale as with unionized government.

4/30/2019 5:28 PM

183

We are turning the corner on a very tough year in parksville and we need to move forward and
make the best of what we have. Focus on the positives and not dwell on the negatives

4/30/2019 5:14 PM

184

Thank you. Hopefully their will be some action unlike the endless RDN surveys we have filled out
in the past with no action

4/30/2019 4:57 PM

185

I think I only voted for one of present council members. We need a change here and it is not
happening.

4/30/2019 4:50 PM

186

I love that you hit down a road to keep children safe during winter for tobogganing. Such a great
idea and helps create a sense of community in Parksville.

4/30/2019 4:44 PM

187

As a MAC user, I look forward to viewing council meetings.

4/30/2019 3:42 PM

188

I have great hope for the new Mayor and Council. I like that you listen and you are very
transparent.

4/30/2019 3:40 PM

189

if we don't get a handle on our issues right away, the appearance and safety of our town will be
compromised and not only will the seniors begin to move out we will start to lose the vital tourist
industry if they perceive us to be an unsafe and dirty place to visit

4/30/2019 3:28 PM

190

M

4/30/2019 3:21 PM

191

Parksville is a great place to visit.

4/30/2019 3:15 PM

192

climate change is here now. deal with it.

4/30/2019 3:02 PM

193

I would be interested in volunteering to sit on a ”brainstorming committee ” to develop ideas and
strategies to get some things on the road

4/30/2019 2:52 PM

194

The down town business association needs to work for the people. The leadership is lacking.

4/30/2019 2:32 PM

195

I believe you as a council are on the right track. Please understand that the noisy demanding
minority are not US! Be very careful to research the agenda's of those groups or individuals with
'Special Interests'. Follow the money. Good Luck.

4/30/2019 2:28 PM

196

Thank you for taking the time to ask.

4/30/2019 1:56 PM

197

Thank you for reaching out for input - greatly appreciated.

4/30/2019 1:53 PM

198

Please listen to the people. I can only speak for our perspective but if our communities voice isn’t
heard, people will get fed up and leave. I know we are already talking about it

4/30/2019 1:52 PM

199

Why was 222 Corfield even considered for Parksville? Affordable housing is needed for those who
come to Parksville to work. It’s needed for seniors and the disabled, however seniors have a
completely different requirement for housing. Vision, hearing, mobility, and cognitive changes need
to be considered and seniors don’t belong with other groups. I’m confident that our new mayor
won’t put up with any nonsense from 222 Corfield.

4/30/2019 1:38 PM

200

The city is growing and there are always growing pains, I just hope the city will take care to ensure
that the city planners take all the traffic into consideration as we grow. This has not really been
done in the past

4/30/2019 1:37 PM

201

Current council is ineffective and a one issue group.. big mistake last October can we have a do
over

4/30/2019 1:34 PM

202

I have loved this place since I was a kid and would like to see beautification of the town proper to
enhance our beautiful beach and Draw more tourists

4/30/2019 1:31 PM
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Mayor, Council and city staff. Thank you for being so engaging with the community. People are
happy to be heard. We trust you. You are doing a great job in such a short time. Thanks

4/30/2019 1:27 PM

204

This is a good process

4/30/2019 1:21 PM

205

I have absolute faith in this new council and am excited to see what can be achieved in the growth
and betterment of our community

4/30/2019 1:21 PM

206

Enough of the divisive "us vs them" rhetoric. That's poor leadership. It's easy to pander to people's
fear and anger to get elected but it has been very damaging to our city. Let's Work together to find
good solutions (stop looking to win a popularity contest)

4/30/2019 1:20 PM

207

Thanks for chance to provide input!

4/30/2019 1:18 PM

208

Thank-you to Ed Mayne and City Council for soliciting feedback from all citizens. I sincerely hope
we see action on our pressing issues

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

209

Thank you for this opportunity.

4/30/2019 1:14 PM

210

Make parksville beautiful again and put your foot down regarding 222 - that is the most important
issue. It is nothing but bad news for this beautiful city.

4/30/2019 1:07 PM

211

No other comments

4/30/2019 1:07 PM

212

none

4/30/2019 1:01 PM

213

We voted in the municipal election based on what candidates were saying they would do. 222
Corfield was a major political issue, all candidates that have been elected we’re against it and
we’re going to do something about it. We live on Corfield and the complex is being built against
the majority being against it. Where are the council members and mayor who were so vocal before
being elected?!? All we have heard is silence!!!!!

4/30/2019 12:53 PM

214

I think I’ve said enough.

4/30/2019 12:45 PM

215

PLEASE do not allow the low barrier housing. I moved my family from the mainland to parksville to
move away from the homeless/drug addicts and now it seems to be happening again. I don’t want
to go back to feeling unsafe or needing to monitor my child 24/7 in case some junkie left his rig in
the playground.

4/30/2019 12:43 PM

216

Lived here all my life, 46 years. My kids go to local schools and all my business interests are
based in Parksville. This City is at a pivotal point. We need to clean it up. The druggies have taken
over the night and theft is unbelievable. It’s not safe.

4/30/2019 12:41 PM

217

None

4/30/2019 12:40 PM

218

Overall Parksville is still a pretty good place to live. It's starting to change though, in a very
negative direction and that change needs to be stopped in it's tracks. No more clear cutting and
building ticky tacky boxes in subdivisions.

4/30/2019 12:39 PM

219

n/a

4/30/2019 12:36 PM

220

Please stop the wet housing. Affordable housing, fine, NOT wet housing. Build it for our seniors
and our young families. We need young people to be able to afford to live in our community unless
we want to turn into a seniors town. Focus on our youth.

4/30/2019 11:58 AM

221

I have a family. A daughter just turning one year old. I work an okay job as an accountant, but
there isn't a home I can afford. The market doesn't have an opening for me or my family to get out
of rentals.

4/30/2019 11:25 AM

222

Thanks for the opportunity to add my two cents.

4/30/2019 9:35 AM

223

N/A

4/30/2019 8:44 AM

224

Parksville is a beautiful place. It just needs to make sure it does not neglect its green spaces,
roads, etc. while adding to its amenities. If the city needed to hire more people to accomplish this, I
would support it.

4/30/2019 8:24 AM
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Your Parksville. Your Priorities
225

There are many things in this community that will bring people in. For a city of this size, for
instance, we have one of the best arboretums in the world. Mainly because we once had a city that
took the long view of planning.. If you ignore the environment and climate change in your planning
you will be making a huge mistake which citizens down the road will end up paying for. Please
consider that people move here because of the wonderful environment we have here. All careless
developments allowed to go ahead changes why they moved. And they become unhappy. The
proposed beach development ( without taking climate change into account) will make everyone but
the developer unhappy. Think about that very carefully.

4/29/2019 9:02 PM

226

.

4/29/2019 7:39 PM

227

The current council appears to be mix of green and old school. Old school says they're correcting
the wrongs of the last council when the last council was fixing the results of the councils before
that. Get it together people and quit the politicking. Maybe set some SMART objectives, Specific,
Measurable, Action oriented Realistic, and Time Sensitive, and then get something done. Talk is
cheap! Green is still trying to figure out what's going on. Pragmatic, goal oriented with a vision of
the distant future. Leave a legacy, not just a mess for the next council.

4/26/2019 5:16 PM
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